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Comp a Disc.
Are the other
discs slipping?
Ever since we invented the
compact disc system our competitors have struggled to keep up
with us.
Our new generation player,
the CD- 104, could leave them
even further down the track.
It's been developed with
its own midi system, capable of handling the full audio
response produced by the
compact disc. (Though of course
the CD- 104, like all our players, is
still completely compatible with
any hi-fi.)
Fully featured, the CD- 104

allows tracks to be programmed in
any order and repeated.
A 6-digit display provides track
and time information.
And, of course, the CD- 104 has
one feature no other manufacturer has been able to
reproduce. The original
Philips compact disc sound.
In fact, Philips compact disc
players are widely regarded as
having the best error correction
and sound quality available.
Moreover, this unique Philips
sound has been reproduced in our
complete range of new generation

compact disc players that boast
every conceivable feature from
music scan to remote control.
No wonder the other discs seem
to be slipping.

PHILIPS. Sounds like

we've done it again.
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Seen by Kessler
at the Las Vegas
show (p37;,
clockwise from
left to right: AR's
new controlled
directivity
speaker,
described by
Alvin Gold last
month; aDaliesgue upwardsfiring speaker;
credit-card radio
from Casio; and
Audio
Research's
awesome
monoblock.
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REVIEW
RECORDS OF THE MONTH
RECORD REVIEW INDEX
COMPACT DISC MONITOR
CLASSICAL
ISSUES &
REISSUES
105 NON- CLASSICAL ISSUES &
REISSUES by Fred Dellar,
Ken Hyder, Pete Clark, Denis
Argent, and the HFN/RR
team

agragmealle
47

THE HFN/RR ACCESSORIES
CLUB
Nagaoka
record
sleeves on offer

76

THE HYPERION STORY Kenneth Dommett interviews the
label's founder Ted Perry

17

THE FBA AWARDS Vote for
the best hi-fi of 1984

78

NOTES MJSIC news compiled by Edward Seckerson

37

KENNY
GOES
TO
LAS
VEGAS Ken Kessler reports
from the Winter Consumer
Electronics Show

78

SARAH WALKER: one of the
stars of the new Decca
Rake's Progress interviewed
by Hugh Canning

43

THE DIGITAL CHALLENGE
Stanley Lipshitz reports on
whether digital processors
are capable of ' destroying'
music

83

COMPACT DISC MONITOR
The latest classical silver
discs reviewed

114 BACK DOOR Steve Harris
surveys the recorded heritage left by Billie Holiday

EQUIPMENT
NINE LOUDSPEAKERS Martin
Colloms
and
John
Atkinson
review new models for 1985
50 Introduction

50
51
53
55
56
57
61
61
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Marantz DMS150
Monitor Audio R352
NAD 20
Spendor SP2
Wharfedale 506
Wharfedale 708
Celestion DL4
Celestion DL6
Celestion DL8

TURNING OVER A NEW LEAF
Martin Colloms examines the
first model in the new range from
Thorens
66 Thorens TD321 turntable
STARTING POINT Martin Colloms puts together systems at
the £700 level
69 Introduction
69 Amplifiers/turntables/arms/
cartridges/loudspeakers
71 The Linn alternative
71 Compact Disc

NEXT MONTH
An HFN/RR Compact Disc...
Absolute Phase explained.. .
The role of the amplifier...
The HFN/RR Accessories Club . . .
Tests on Audio Research, conrad
johnson, Magneplanar, Marantz,
Quad, Sansui, Jecklin,
Sennheiser .
Articles on Bach, Berg & Poco . . .
More CDs & LPs reviewed every
month than any other UK hi-fi
magazine...
AND the 2nd free Sony tape
coupon!
Place your order now. .
(And don't forgethat it doesn't
cost any more to subscribe in
order to be sure of receiving your
copy.)
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PASSIVITY Ken Kessler takes a
listen to an American- designed,
British- made minimal preamp
73 PS Audio VK / IIC / HCPS
preamplifier
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Two years after the launch of
Compact Disc, we still get as
many requests for reviews of
LP-playing equipment as we ever
did. One of the most important
launches in this area is the new
range from Thorens, introduced
in the UK this month and
reviewed by Martin Colloms on
p66. Photograph by Tony Petch;
rolls of coloured paper by John
Gash.
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New NAD 3020B
The world's most acclaimed
amplifier has been improved!

At every stage in its
development the NAD 3020
series has been far ahead of
all other budget amplifiers
— in sound quality and in
features. And with the new
3020B, NAD continue to
leave the competition
standing. In line with NAD
AK!»
R

philosophy, mere cosmetic
changes have been rejected.
Only when truly important
features were ready for
incorporation did NAD
produce the 3020B. In their
published specifications,
NAD have rated the 3020B
very conservatively at 20

watts per channel. In fact,
our own laboratory tests
show the power output to
be 40 watts per channel!
And new features such as
binding posts, separable pre
amplifier and power
amplifier, and impedance
selector are all of real value

to the true audiophile.
Come to Hi -Fi Markets and
audition the NAD 3020B.
It continues the NAD
tradition of unbeatable
price/performance value.

£139.00

r
_

Heavy-duty binding posts ensure
optimum power transfer to the
speaker cables.

Impedance selector increases the
amplifier's output by approximately
one-third for 8-ohm speakers.

Separable pre amplifier and power
amplifier

"Best Buy"
Many audiophiles prefer
not to have tone controls
on their amplifier and
indeed several reviewers
have suggested that a
version of the NAD 3020
without tone controls

wóu prov eanexce e
alternative. NAD have
responded by producing
the NAD 3120 which is the
same as the 3020B but without
tone controls. At just £119 it's
another world beater.

£119.00

"Best Bu
New NAD 4020B Tuner

Latest version of the highly acclaimed
NAD 4020 series tuners, featuring a
dual- gate MOSFET front end system
for an excellent combination of
sensitivity and resistance to overload.
Awarded " Best Buy" in the latest
issue of Hi -Fi Choice.

£139.00

"I cannot think of any other ampifier at the
price which is an all round b
mber 1983

NAD 3150 Amplifier

The 3150 is twice as powerful as the
3020A when operated in stereo.
and six times as powerful when
switched to the bridged mode and
used with acompanion power
amplifier for stereo. In addition the
3150 contains avariety of circuit
features that contribJte to its
outstanding operating flexibility
and
£
highly musical sound quality.

225.00

New NAD Digital AM/FM Tuner
Through numerous re riements In
front-end and I.F. circuits, and
NAD's new Dynamic Separation
circuit, the NAD 4155 is nearly
twice as sensitive as other FM
stereo tuners. High AM rejection
and low capture ratio suppress
multipath interfererce in both
strong and weak signals and there's
exceptional immunity to
strong- signal overload. Other
features include conven.ent
high- precision digital tuning with
5FM and SAM presets.

£229.00

"This combination costs about hailf that of its
„,
nearest My
rnixice
is superior"
July lam
.e4Wfretimeti

NAD 10208 Pre Amplifier

NAD 2150 Power
Amplifier

The 1020A offers NAD's unique
combination of modest price,
uncomplicated controIs, advanced
engineering and state-of-the-art sonic
performance. The wide- range eon°
pre amplifier section is anewly
designed discrete- transistor circuit
whose performance matches that of
far more expensive units. The-e's
infrasonic filtering, musically useful
tone controls, digital- ready dynamic
range and high current output buffer.

Power output conservatively rated at
50 watts per channel into 8. 4, or 2
ohms. + 3dB IHF Dynamic Headroom
for peaks. 100 watts per channel at
8ohms, over 100 watts per channel at
4and 2ohms. Bridging circuit yields
125 Watts continucris, 225 Watts IHF
dynamic output. High-cLrrent output
stage ensures accurate control of voice
coil motion regardless of speaker
impedance.

£99.00

£179.00

The place where people care about hi fi

"Easily the most outstanding
recoil, I
"
HI FI NOW April 1984

NAD 7125 AM/FM
Receiver

A compact receiver with
low- profile des'gn which is elegant
and modern yet highly functional.
Its advanced engineering and
sophisticated circuitry mark it as a
no- compromise product, one
whose sonic performance is audibly
identical to that of separate tuners
and amplifiers costing much more.

£239.00
NAD 6125 Cassette Deck

The NAD 6125 cassette deck has a
slimline, low wow and flutter
transport mechanism. There's an
MX head for wider frequency
response, superior wear
characteristics and excellent
headroom.

£149.00

New NAD Digital AM/FM Receivers

NAD 7140 Receiver
Features exclusive NAD impedance
selector which delivers maximum
power into any speaker impedance.
Bass EQ circuit augments the
deep- bass response of speakers
while infrasonic filter preserves
maximum power for music. The

NAD 7140 is nearly twice as
sensitive in FM stereo as other
receivers. Power output
conservatively rated at 40W/ch.
with + 3dB IHF Dynamic Headroom
(80 W/ch) for peaks.

£339.00

NAD 7155 Receiver

Offers all the features of the 7140
plus independent input selectors
for recording and listening. 50dB
stereo quieting sensitivity is
typically only 22µV and maximum
stereo quieting 80dB. A dynamic
separation circuit maintains full

subjective stereo separation while
improving the quieting of weak
stereo signals. Power output
conservatively rated at 55 W/ch.
with + 3dB IHF Dynamic Headroom
(110 W/Ch) for peaks.

£389.00

"Best Buy"

20
own"

HI-FI CHOICE Autumn 1983

r1983
Irmal«..0•110MID

NAD 6050C Cassette
Deck
Complementary cassette deck to
the 3020A amplifier and 4020A
tuner, the 6050C incorporates a
host of advanced features including

Dobly C, Dolby B, direct loading
with click- locked soft touch
buttons and review/cue. Your local
Hi -Fi Markets will be pleased to
give you ademonstration.

£159.00

NAD 5120
The NAD 5120 combines unique
styling, superb record- playing
performance and exceptional
freedom from resonant colouration
and feedback at an amazingly

The place where people care about hi-fi

modest price. Complete with
tubular tonearm and cartridge.

£109.00
Also available with ' fine tune' flat
tonearm at £109 excluding
cartridge.

Recommended NAD-KEF Systems
for the ultimate in 111 Fi reproduction
NAD
At the heart of this system is the NAD 3120
which has just added to NAD's laurels by
gaining a"Best Buy" in the latest issue of Hi -Fi
Choice. The turntable is the NAD 5120
("Sonically the 5120 is in aclass of its own"
Popular Hi Fi September 1983) and the
speakers are KEF Chorale Ill's — very compact
two-way bookshelf loudspeakers which,
despite being unobtrusive, nevertheless
produce the full-bodied detailed sound quality
associated with larger KEF loudspeakers.

£317.00

NAD
Comprises the NAD 302013 — the
improved version of the world's most
acclaimed amplifier — and the NAD 5120
turntable. A pair of KEF Coda Ill
speakers complete the system. They
incorporate important new technical
features and are capable of reproducing
all kinds of music with outstanding
sound quality from asmall enclosure.

1

£357.00

NAD
KFF
This system features the NAD 7125
AM/FM receiver — aunit which is
elegant and modern yet highly
functional. The turntable is the NAD
5120 and the system is completed by a
pair of KEF Cantor Ill's — two-way three
unit system speakers which are fitted
with apassive radiator to extend bass
response. The fresh approach to
loudspeaker design, allied to the latest
computer techniques used in its
construction, has given the Cantor Ill
the ability to handle the most dynamic
programme material with natural ease.

£477.00

111•FI MARKETS
The place where people care about hi-fi

New from Yamaha true audiophile units
for
incredible
«mitan
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Yamaha A-320 Amplifier
Realising that the high current
amplifier has been recognised by
UK reviewers as being the most
musical, Yamaha not only used
the concept to produce the A-320
but did so at aprice which is
absolutely unbeatable.
Power output is apowerful 30
watts per charnel (8ohms,
20-20,000Hz) with 0.05% total

"
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New Yamaha T-320,
AM/FM Tuner

harmonic distortion, and the
A-320 boasts an impressive list of
features. Low noise phono
equalizer, pure current servo amp,
built-in subsonic filter, gold
plated phono terminals.
At Hi -Fi Markets we anticipate
that the Yamaha A-320 will be one
of the success stories of 1985.
Come along and hear for yourself.

knob. Yamaria's Pilot Tone
Multiplex tuning system provides
extremely high broadcast
reception quality, and tuning is
aided with a3- segment signal
quality meter No automated
functions, just high quality with
pure and simple operation.

Matching tuner to the A-320, the
Yamaha T-320 ensures extremely
high broadcast reception quality
with the use of exc usive Yamaha
tun.ng technologies. It offers an
attractive choice to those tuner
enthusiasts who prefer the manual
control and " feel" of analogue
tuning with a ! arge, heavy Lining

£89.50

£89.50

New Yamaha sophistication at unheard of prices
1001«
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Yamaha A-420 Amplifier
Low impedance drive capability
enables tie A-420 to drive two
sets of speakers simultaneously
or use low impedance speaker
systems without the worry of
amplifier shut-off or system
damage. And the A-420 features
very h.gh dyramic power,
enabling it to deliver large
volumes of power in response to

transient peaks ana to reproduce
the full dynamic range of high
quality music sources such as
digital audio discs. The Yamaha
A-420 delivers levels of
performance that can only be
found on much more expensive
units. Without doubt another
Yamaha winner.

£139.50

New Yamaha T-520
AM/FM Tuner
Matching tuner to the A- 42C, the
T-520 offers new front panel
design giving greater readability
of frequency and signal quality
displays. A total of 8AM and
8FM stations can be preset for
instant, one- touch tuning. Tole
FM stereo/mono mode is also
memorized alorig with the

mel MARKETS
The place where people care about hi-fi

station's frequency. And the new
IF count PLL synthesizer tuning
system used in the T-520 ensures
easy, one touch tuning w:th a
highly accurate stop detection
circuit that minimizes error in the
reception process and provides
consistently precise tuning.

£139.50

nYoull be getting avery good sounding
player whichever Yamaha you buy"
HI- Fl ANSWERS April 1985

YAMAHA
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more affordable than ever before.
A 12- mode remote control unit is
suppl ed with the CD- 3, for total
control over all player functions.
Up to 9selections on adisc can
be randomly programmed for a
playback in that order. Entering a
programme is fast and simple, with
easy to use front panel controls,
or with the remote control unit
controls. Movement forwards and
backwards between individual

Yamaha CD- 3
Compact Disc Player
The CD- 3continues the Yamaha
tradition of excellence in compact
disc player performance, with
refinements in circuit design and
functions that offer simple,
straightforward operation. And it
comes with aremarkably low price
tag, making the high reproduct•on
quality of atop- grade CD player

YAMAHA

c ',AVER

selections on adisc is aone- touch
process with the control keys. This
eliminates " manual" searching for
the beginning of each selection.
Repeat playback ,savailable in
three different ways: repeat play
of an entire disc, repeat play of
amemory programme, and repeat
play of arandomly determined
"A- B" section on the disc.
A front panel phone jack enables
headphone listening, and a

Rene
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level control regulates
headphone volume. The CD- 3can
be set for automatic playback with
the use of an externa! audio
timer, for wake-up playback of
compact disc sources. Other
features include track no. display,
elapsed time display, total disc
playback time display and
space play.

429.00

which is" itself a ` Eies-tBuy' in tle latest issue of Hi -Fi Choice. This
new model features music search
(track, index and normal), repeat
(full track, programme), random
memory and play (9selection).
The Yamaha CD-X2 is areal
thoroughbred with enough
advanced technologies to satisfy
the most advanced audiophile.
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New Yamaha K-320
Cassette Deck
Oustanding sound reproduction
quality and sophisticated features
make the K-320 the highest
performing cassette deck in its
class. There's ahigh sensitivity
hard permalloy head and Yamaha's

original 2motor transport with
micro computer controls. The
K-320 also offers Dolby Band C.
7segment LED peak meter, intro
scan forward and reverse, music
search facility, record return,
auto record mute and auto source
change.

£155.00

New Yamaha K-220
Cassette Deck
The K-220 is an attractive
combination of high reproduction
quality, automated convenience
features, and real affordability.
Features not normally found on
cassette decks at this price are

hIFI MARKETS

NEW Hl- FI SOUND February 1985

HI- Fl FOR PLEASURE November 1984

HI- Fl NEWS November 1984

WHAT HI- Fl July 1984
The Ariston philosophy has always
been to produce turntables that
retrieve the maximum amount of
information from the vinyl disc
without adding any colouration or
distortion to the sound. Now, with
the RD20, this remarkable British
company has notched up ahuge
success by incorporating their
unique isolation techniques in a
turntable at only £99.50. The RD20
is abelt drive, semi automatic
turntable with an extremely quiet
electronic governor motor. It has a
heav wei ht die cast aluminium,

£99.50

"With the RD40 they have
beaten all records"

Goldring
EPIC

A new magnetic
cartridge of advanced
design which delivers the
performance and quality of much more
expensive models. The diamond tip
bonded to asapphire shank yields a

suspension isolated, concave platter
with integral record clamp —
features unheard of at this price!
But Ariston haven't stopped
there.They've added astatic
balanced straight tone arm with a
fixed headshell of only 10 grams
effective mass ( approx). And the
RD20 comes complete with superb
Goldring Astron Cartridge. The
RD20 has broken the price barrier
by offering superior Ariston quality
at abudget rice.

AUDIO REV1-EW Sirber 1983

lower tip mass for accurate high
frequency tracking.

£16.50

The G1000 series has a
strong one-piece
body construction
and incorporates
ultra rigid glass
reinforced polyester
pocan — the latest
development in
material technology.
The result is arange of advanced,
high quality magnetic cartridges
which offer outstanding
performance, corsistency and
rel ability for the audiophile
and budget hi-fi owner alike.
Goldring G1010 with
Elliptical stylus £29.95
Golding G1020 with
van den Hul Type 2stylus
£44.95
Goldring G1040
with van den Hul Type 1
stylus £69.95

Ariston RD40
Basically
the RD40 system
consists of three
substantial aluminium
castings. These castings
make up the base, the chassis
and the platter which is ' dished'
slightly concave. Arecord clamp, in
conjunction with the concave platter,
laminates the disc mat and platter
interface, reducing the vinyl resonance
and creating one impedance for the

entire assembly as opposed to the more
common two from disc and platter.

£139.95 Without Arm
£189.95 With Opus Arm

"I would not hesitate
to recommend ills latest
Ariston RD80"
Ariston RD80

The RD80 is atwo speed
manual turntable with AC
Synchronous Motor. There's a
two piece fully machined
concave platter with record
clamp, and precision made
single- point bearing.

£239.95

with Opus Arm

care about hi-fi

HiFi Markets-the largest specialist
hi-fi retailer in the country
AVON

Bath
C. Milsorns
11/12 Northgate St. Tel: 0225 65975
Bristol
HI Fi Markets
36 Union Street. Tel: 0272 294183
Radford Hi Fi
52-54 Gloucester Rd. Tel: 0272 428248
Weston Super Mare
Paul Roberts Hi Fi
203 Milton Road. Tel: 0934 414423

BEDFORDSHIRE
Bedford
Bedford Audio- Comm
76 Bedford Road, Kern pston.
Tel: 0234 854133
Dunstable
Target Electrical
45 Katherine Drive. Tel: 0582 67750

BERKSHIRE
Bracknell
B& BHi -Fi
The Pavillion. Princess Square.
Tel: 0344 424556
Maidenhead
Hi- F1 Markets
18 King Street. Tel: 0628 73420
Newbury
88 BHi -Fi
62 Northbrook Street. Tel: 0635 32474
Reading
B & B HI Fi
36 Minster Street. Tel: 0734 583730
Windsor
Radford Hi Fi
43 King Edward Court Tel: 95 56931

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
Aylesbury
Aylesbury Hi Fidelity
98 Cambridge Street. Tel: 0296 28790
High Wycombe
B & BHi Fi
4Priory Road. Tel: 0494 35910
Milton Keynes
JCV HiFi & Video Superstore
1Viscount Way, Dukes Drive.
Bletchley. Tel: 0908 367341

CAMBRIDGESHIRE
Cambridge
HI- Fi Markets
19-20 Market Street. Tel: 0223 312240
Peterborough
The Hi- Fi People
42 Cowgate. Tel: 0733 41755

CHESHIRE
Warrington
Doug Brady Hi Fi
Kingsway Studios. Kingsway North.
Tel:0925 828009
Wilmslow
Swift of Wilmslow
4/8 St Annes Parade Tel: 0625 526213

CLEVELAND
Middlesbrough
Gilson Audio
172 Borough Road Tel 0642 248793

CORNWALL
Truro
LT.S. ElearKentres
25 King Street. Tel: 0872 79809

ow In Fornen
Searle Audio
223-225 Rawlinson St. Tel: 0229 21233

DERBYSHIRE
Chesterfield
Audloscene
132 Chatsworth Road, Brampton.
Tel: 0246 204005
Derby
Active Audio
12 Osmaston Road. The Spot.
Tel: 0332 380385

DEVON
Exeter
K.J.B. Electronics
32 South Street. Tel: 0392 37888
Plymouth
Frarnptons Ltd
90/92 Cornwall St. Tel: 0752 27600

DORSET
Bournemouth
Suttons HIFi Centre
10 Gervis Place. Tel: 0202 25512
Christchurch
H.A.T.V.
183 Barrack Road. Tel 0202 473901

Gillingham
Blackmore Vale Shops
The Square. Tel: 07476 2474/2728
Poole
Direct Vision
The Arndale Centre. Tel: 0202 432143

ESSEX

Barking
Hyperfi
28-32 Longbridge Road.
Tel: 01-591 6961
Braintree
Beechwood Audio
6Market Street. Tel: 0376 29060
Chelmsford
Rush HiFi & Video Centre
5-6 Cornhill. Tel: 0245 57593/64393
Colchester
Golding & Co
14-16 Culver Street West.
Tel: 0206 48101
Harlow
Essex Discount
57 Harvey Centre. Tel: 0279 26155
Hornchurch
Waters & Stanton Electronics
12 North Street. Tel: 04024 44765
Ilford
A.T. Laboratories
442-444 Cranbrook Road, Gants Hill.
Tel: 01-518 0915
Loughton
Essex Discount
152 High Road. Tel: 01-508 0247
Romford
Essex Discount
8/9 Swan Walk. Tel: 0708 46600
Southend
Soundtrack Hi Fi Video Market
149 Leigh Road, Leigh-on-Sea.
Tel: 0702 79150

GLOUCESTERSHIRE
Cheltenham
Absolute Sound & Video
42 Albion Street. Tel: 0242 583960
Gloucester
Robbs of Gloucester
13-15 Worcester Street.
Tel. 0452 23051/20518

HAMPSHIRE
Aldershot
Seyants Hi Fi
81 High Street. Tel: 0252 20728
Andover
Andover Audio
105 High Street. Tel: 0264 58251
Farnborough
Aerco
7Queensmead. Tel: 0252 520146
Portsmouth
Hopkins HiFi Centre
38-40 Fratton Road. Tel: 0705 822155
Southampton
Sextons
37 Bedford Place. Tel: 0703 228434

HERTFORDSHIRE
Berkhamsted
Berkharnsted Photographic
48 Lower Kings Road. Tel: 04427 5943
Harpenden
Studio 99
82 High Street. Tel: 05827 64246
Hitchin
The Record Shop
Hermitage Road. Tel: 0462 34537
Watford
HI-FI Markets
68 High Street. Tel: 0923 26169

HUMBERSIDE
Grimsby
SuperFi Grimsby
71 Carter Gate. Tel: 0472-43539
Hull
Simply HIFi
48 Springbank. Tel: 0482 29240

LANCASHIRE
Blackburn
Practical Hi Fi
10 Preston New Road. Tel: 0254 698185
Preston
Norman Audio
51 Fishergate. Tel: 0772 53057

Kettering
Kettering HiFi
68 Stamford Road. Tel: 0536 515266
Northarnpten
Listen inn
32A Gold Street. Tel: 0604 37871

NORTHERN IRELAND

LINCOLNSHIRE
Lincoln
SuperFi Lincoln
271a High Street. Tel: 0522 20265
Stamford
Rodger & Green HiFi
9Red Lion Square. Tel: 0780 62128

LONDON
Manor Park Eli
Kimberley
698 Romford Road. Tel: 01-478 5137
London E17
Myers Audio
7Central Parade. Hoe Street.
Tel: 01-520 7277
London N7
Bartlett's Hi Fi
175-177 Holloway Road.
Tel: 01-607 2148
London N12
Analog Audio
849 High Road. Tel: 01-445 1443
London NW6
Studio 99
79-81 Fairfax Road. Tel: 01-328 6666
Audio T
190 West End Lane. Tel: 01-794 7848
London WI
K.J. Lenuresound
48 Wigmore Street. Tel: 01-486 8263
London W2
Kimberley Hi -Fi
376 Edgware Road. Tel: 01-724 0454
London W3
Acton Camera & Hi Fi Centre
86 High Street, Acton.
Tel: 01-992 4788/2305
London W14
Hi -Fi Markets
204 North End Road.
Tel: 01-381 5174
London SE13
Bill Ven Sound Systems
248 Lee High Road, Lewisham.
Tel: 01-318 5755
London SEIS
Sevenoaks Hi Fi & Video
162 Powis Street. Woolwich.
Tel: 01-855 8016
London SW?
Unilet
14 Bute Street. Tel: 01-589 2586
London SW11
Sound Information
13 St. Johns Hill. Tel: 01-228 7126
London SW19
M. O'Brien HiFi Ltd
95 High Street, Wimbledon Village.
Tel: 01-946 1528

Bromley
Halcyon Electronics
38 Widmore Road. Tel: 01-464 2260
Canterbury
Canterbury HiFI Centre
21 The Burgate. Tel: 0227 65315
Chatham
Sevenoaks HIFi & Video
4Railway Street. Tel: 0634 46859
Sevenoaks
Sevenoaks Hi Fi & Video
111 London Road. Tel: 0732 459555
Tunbridge Wells
Sevenoaks HiFi & Video
34 Mount Ephraim. Tel: 0892 31543

Belfast
Audio Times
85 Royal Avenue. Tel: 0232 229907
Audio Times
Unit 12, Fountain Centre,
College Street. Tel: 0232 241 331
Coleraine
Best Hi Fi
24 Kingsgate Street. Tel: 0265 52843

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
Nett ngham
Nottingham Fil-Fi
120-122 Alfreton Rd. Tel: 0602 786919

OXFORDSHIRE
•xford
Absolute Sound & Video
19 Old High Street, Headington.
Tel: 0865 65961
Absolute Sound & Video
256 Banbury Road. Summertown.
Tel: 0865 53072

SALOP
Shrewsbury
Avon Hi Fi
12 Barker Street. Tel: 0743 55166

SCOTLAND
Aberdeen
Holburn Hi -Fi
441-445 Holburn Street.
Tel: 0224 585713
Dundee
The HiFi Shop
53 Overgate. Tel: 0382 28900
Edinburgh
Hi Fi Corner
1Haddington Place. Tel: 031-556 7901
The Gramophone
Rose Street, Pedestrian Precinct.
Tel: 031-225 9535
Glasgow
HI Fi Corner
52 Gordon Street.
Tel: 041-248 2840
Stereo Showcase
98 Bath Street. Tel: 041-332 5012
Hamilton
Tom Dickson Cameras
8/10 CaMow Street. Tel: 0698 283193
Inverness
Nairn Music
1Greig Street. Tel: 0463 220440

STAFFORDSHIRE

oke-onjhent
Purkiss HIFi Systems
51/53 Piccadilly. Hanley.
.refiT/ Tel: 0782 265010

Cleartone & Video
156/158 Blackburn Rd.
Tel: 0204 31413
Manchester
Cleartone HI-FI & Video
62 King Street. Tel: 061-835 1156
Rochdale
Cleartone Hi Fi & Video .
52 Drake Street. Tel: 0706 524652
Stockport
Fairbotham & Co
58-62 Lower HIllgate. Tel: 061-480 4872

MERSEYSIDE

KENT

NORFOLK

Norwich
Scare Audio Visual
161 Unthank Road. Tel: 0603 22833

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE

LEICESTERSHIRE
Leicester
Mays
27 Churchgate. Tel: 0533 58662
Loughborough
Stuart Westmoreland
33 Cattle Market. TeL 0509 230465

EinTWW W

Uxbridge
Uxbridge Audio
278 High Street Tel 0895 33474

Birkenhead
Peters Hi FI of Chester
11 St. Werburgh Square,
Grange Precinct. Tel: 051-647 5626
Li
VV.vA
lTr'
al l
y & Son
401 Smithdown Road. Tel: 051-733 6859
Beaver Radio
20-22 Whitechapel. Tel: 051-709 9898

MIDDLESEX
Enfield
A.T. Laboratories
159a Chase Side. Tel: 01-367 3132
Harrow
Harrow Audio
27 Springfield Road. Tel: 01-863 0938

SUFFOLK

psw
Eastern Audio
41 Brarnford Road. Tel: 0473 217217

Haywards Heath
8. Video Markets
13 South Road. Tel: 0444 450333

TYNE & WEAR
Gateshead
Lintone Audio
7-11 Park Lane. Tel: 0632 774167
Sunderland
Saxons
20-22 Waterloo Place. Tel: 0783 657578

WALES
Cardiff
Audio Excellence
134 Crwys Road. Tel: 0222 28565
Swansea
Audio Excellence
9High Street. Tel: 0792 474608

WARWICKSHIRE
Warwick
JCV & Video
Wharf Street. Tel: 0926 493796

WEST MIDLANDS
Birmin
Norman H. Field
35-37 Hurst Street. Tel: 021-622 2323
Perfect Audio
504/516 Alum Rock Road,
Alum Rock. Tel: 021-328 2103
Coventry
Frank Harvey
8Marlborough Road, Ball Hill.
Tel: 0203 458946
Walsall
Bridge HiFi
Tudor House, Bridge Street.
Tel: 0922 640456
Wednesbury
Woods Audio Visual
1Upper High Street, Tel: 021-556 0473

WILTSHIRE
Qevizes
Louis J. Rutter
17 The Brittox. Tel: 0380 2268
Salisbury
Blackinore Vale TV & Audio
17 Butcher Row Tel: 0722 22746
Swindon
Absolute Sound & Video
60 Fleet Street. Tel: 0793 38222

WORCESTERSHIRE
CeS

Johnsons Sound Service
43 Friar Street. Tel: 0905 25740

YORKSHIRE

ern
Eric Wiley
64 & 85 Beancroft Road.
Tel: 0977 553066
Huddersfield
Huddersfield HIFi Centre
2-4 Cross Church Street.
Tel: 0484 44668
Leeds
Super Fi
34-36 Queen Victoria Street.
Tel: 0532 449075
Image HI- Fl
8St Anne's Road, Headingley
Tel: 0532 789374
Sheffield
Micron Audio
172 Saslow Rd,Totley.Tel: 0742 360295
Superfi
1Rockingham Gate, The Moore.
Tel: 0742 23768
York
Sound Organisation
36 Gillygate Tel: 0904 27108

SURREY
Croydon
Spaldings
352-354 Lower Addiscombe Road.
Tel: 01-654 1231/2040
Vision Store
96-99 North End. Tel: 01-681 7539
Woking
Aerco
11 The Broadway. Tel: 04862 4926
New Malden
Unllet
35 High Street. Tel: 01-942 9567

SUSSEX
Brighton
Sevenoaks HiFi
55 Preston Street. Tel: 0273 733338
Chichester
Malcolm Audio & TV
12 South Street. Tel: 0243 787562
East Grinstead
John Rees HI-FI
2High Street. Tel: 0342 27787
Hastings
Hastings HiFi
32 Western Road. Tel: 0424 442975

HI•FI MARKETS
The place where people care about hi-fi

Head Offic€ Cousteau House,
Greycaine Road, Watford, WD2 458.
Tel: 0923 27737
All prices quoted in the HI-FI Markets
advertisements are correct at time of
going to press ( 21/1/85) but may be
subject to change without notice due to
fluctuations in Manufacturers' prices.
All Prices include VAT 43 15%
Not all the products featured in HIFi
Markets advertisements are available
at all branches.
Please check before travelling.

SURREY'S HI-FI AND VIDEO CENTRE
The Legendary

KARMA
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352-4 LOWER ADDISCO

BE ROAD

QUAD
34/405 II
AMPLIFIER

CROYDON, SURREY

A&R
CAMBRIDGE
A60 + 121

TEL: 01-654 1231

or 01-654 2040 '=edieml

Akai • AKG • ARC • A&R Cambridge • Ahston • Asak • Audio Phile • Beyer • B&W • Celef • DCM Time Windows • Decca • Denon • Dual • Elite • Entre •
Exposure • Gale • Genesis • Glanz5 Goldring • Grace • Grado • Hadcock • Harbeth • IMF • Isobank • Ittok • JBE • JPW • JR • JVC S KO' • Koetsu • Koss
• Lantek • Linn • Lux • Mayware • Meridian • Mitchell • Mission • Mordaunt Short • NAD • Nagaoka • Norm • Nakamichi • National • Nightingale • Nytech •
Oracle • Ortoton
Philips
Pioneer • Profile • OED • Clued • Radford • Reference • Rega 111Revox • Rogers • Sansui • Satin • Sennheiser • Shure • SME •
Sony • Spendor • STD • Sugden • Syrinx • Systemdek S Tandberg • TeaC • Technics • Thorons • Threshold • Ultimo • Video
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111471MARKETS

ALL CREDIT
FACILITIES
PLEASE PHONE
FOR DETAILS

SANYO PLUS 735 ANALOGUE
& DIGITAL TUNER WITH FM
STEREO
1W/MW

£69.95

Tuners

Cassette Decks
B: Dolby B / BC: Dolby B & C M:
Metal Tape / ST: Soft Touch / SS:
Search System / 3: 3 Heads / AR:
Auto Reverse
SANSUI D59M SOFT TOUCH.
DOLBY B. AUTO TAPE SELECT

£59.95

SHARP RT24 SOFT TOUCH
DOLBY B

£69.95

A: Analogue Tuning / D Digital
Tuning / PR: Pre Sets
Sony STJX22 A. 3 . £39.95
Fisher FM100 A. 3
£39.95
Trio KT33L A. 3
£ 39.95
Sansui T505L A, 3
£ 44.95
Fisher FM350 A. 3
£49.95
Sanyo JT400 D. PR
£ 59.95
Teleton T850 D. PR
£59.95
Pioneer P56. D. PR
£69.95
Sanyo Plus T35 A. D. 3
£69.95
Trio KT31L A. 3
£69.95
Hitachi FTM70D, PR
£ 79.95
Onkyo 725L D. PR
£ 79.95
Sanyo Plus T55 D. PR
£79.95
Technics ST5L D. PR
£89.95
Akai ATS61L D. PR
£99.95
Yamaha T760 D. PR
£99.95
Marantz ST430. D. PR £99.95

sher CR78 B. C. M. ST £79.95
Technics R55 B. M, ST £79.95
Dual C802 B. M. ST
£79.95
Sansui 059M B. M. ST
79.95£
Teac V300 B. M. ST
£89.95
Trio KX77 B. M, ST
89.95 £
Sony TCFX45 a C. M. ST £99.95
Technics RSM216 B, M. ST £99.95
Dual C808 B, C. M, ST £99.95
JVC KDV33 B, C. M. ST, AR £99.95
Technics RS55 B. M. ST £ 109.95
Technics RSMO7 B, S
£ 109.95
Teac V400X B. M. ST, DBX £ 109.95
Teac V66C B. C. M. ST £ 109.95
Trio KX41 B. C, M. ST £ 109.95
Sony TCF66 B, C, M, ST, SS
£119.95
Technics M229X B, M. ST. SS
£119.95
Yamaha K300 B, C, M. ST £ 119.95
Marantz SD340 B. C. M. ST. AR
£119.95
JVC KDD55 B, C. M, ST. 3 £ 129.95
Sony TCFX77 B. C. M. ST. SS
£129.95
Teac U80 B. C. M, ST. SS £129.95
Trio )0(71R B. C. M. ST, SS £ 149.95
Marantz SD430 B. C. M. ST. SS
£159.95
JVC KOW5 B, C. M. ST. Double
£159.95

£79.95

£89.95

PIONEER TX530L A HIGH
QUALITY FM MW LW FM STEREO
ANALOGUE TUNER

MARANTZ SD340 SOFT TOUCH.
DOLBY B&C. AUTO RETURN

£104.95

b,inami
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MARANTZ ST320L A HIGH
QUALITY FM MW LW FM STEREO
ANALOGUE TUNER

£69.95
Speakers

£75.95

TRIO KA31

r

JVC DDV9 TOP QUALITY THREE
HEAD. WITH DOLBY B&C, AUTO
REVERSE & AUTO REVERSE ON
RECORDING. WITH COMPUTER
BEST. TUNING

£279.95
••
SHARP RT1010
DOUBLE C DECK WITH
DOLBY B. METAL TAPE, HIGH
SPEED DUBBING, AUTO
PROGRAMME SEARCH

£119.95

YAMAHA K300
DOLBY B, C, DECK

e__

49.95 £
Pioneer SA130 20W
Onkyo A05 20W
49.95
£
Marantz PM310 30W £ 59.95
Toshiba SBM20 30W £59.95
Hitachi SA1 30W
£59.95
Onkyo A06 30W
£59.95
Sanyo JA300 30W
59.95
£
NEC A230 25W
59.95
£
Sanyo JA400 40W
69.95
£
Pioneer SA330 30W
69.95 £
NEC AS20 30W
69.95
£
Marantz PM350 38W £74.95
Trio KA71 30W
79.95
£
£ 79.95
Pioneer SA620 45W
£79.95
,Onkyo A08 40W
Sony TA-AX35 35W
£9§ . 95
Fisher CA350 50W
f99.95
Sanyo A35 55W
99.95
£
.
Trio KA70 50W
99.95
.
£
Rotel RA820B 30W
99.95
£
Trio KA51 50W
£99.95
NAD 3020A 20WPHONE
Marantz PM330 40W £ 109.95
Rotel RAMO
£109.95
Trio KA71 65W
£ 124.95
Pioneer SA940 65W £ 129.95

£119.95
JVC DM3 B. M. Mini. ST £49.95
NEC K-315 B. M
£49.95
Teleton C820 B, M. ST £54.95
Sharp RT100 B, M
£54.95
NEC K335 B. M
£59.95
NEC K450 B. M, ST
£59.95
Hitachi DE33 B. C, M, ST £69.95
Toshiba PCG2 B, M. ST £69.95
Sanyo RD400 B, C. M, ST £69.95
Sharp RT150 B, C. M ST £69.95
JUC KDU100 B, M, ST £69.95
Pioneer CT301 B. M. ST £79.95
Marantz SD320 B. C, M. ST £79.95
Akai HX3 B. C. M. ST
£ 79.95

•

•

• 0

0

SANSUI T5051. SLIMLINE
ANALOGUE TUNER WITH EM
STEREO
LW/MW

£44.95

AimullmmumilK

62 Weymouth St. W1. 01-486 9981

SANYO FT222
3BAND AUTO REVERSE

£49.95 INC CART

SANSUI PDII A STYLISH
DIRECT- DRIVE DECK WITH
AUTO- RETURN ARM

£59.95 INC f5CART

£119.95
Personal Stereo
& Portable
Ingersol XK601 Personal £ 29.95
Sony WM22
£29.95
Hitachi TRK5380 RAD/CASS £29 95
Ingersol XK606 Personal £32.95
Hitachi CP2OOR Stereo. £ 39.95
Sony M80 Stereo
... £39.95
Hitachi TRK7011 RADCASS £59.95
Dual PCP1 Personal Stereo f59.95
Toshiba KTUS2 Personal Stereo
£69.95
Sanyo M-S200F RAD/CASS £ 79.95
Sanyo M7880 RAD/CASS £ 79.95
Sharp 0E7450 RAD/CASS £ 110.95
PIONEER PK3
AUTO REVERSE, METAL, CROz
NORMAL TAPE SELECT. ANTI
ROLLING MECHANISM £54.95

SANYO M1010 PERSONAL
CASSETTE RECORDER WITH
BUILT IN SPEAKER

£29.95
TECHNICS SL-B210 SEMI-AUTO.
BELT- DRIVE TURNTABLE

e

£59.95 INC CART

WHARFEDALE DIAMOND
POWER HANDLING
(PROGRAMME) 75 WATTS AT A
PRICE WE PROMISED WE
WOULDN'T PRINT.

Speakers (per pair)
Rotel RL820 30W
£24.95
Sanyo HF220 30W
£29.95
Teleton LS820
£39.95
Rotel RPM20 40W
£49.95
Videotone DM1312 40W £49.95
Whadedale Spectrum SOW £49.95
Marantz H0250 40W £49.95
Pioneer SX10 40W
£49.95
Toshiba SS20 40W
£ 59.95
Hitachi HSG2 40W
f59 95
Wharfedale Spectrum 200 75W
£69.95
Wharfedale W2 75W
£69.95
Wharfedale Monitor 100 75W £69.95
KEF Chorale 40W .. . PHONE
Videotone DG201 60W £69.95
Hitachi SW500 40W
£ 69.95
Marantz HD300 50W £69.95
Marantz LD20 60W
£ 79.95
Onkyo S15 60W
f79 95
Videotone Minimax 50W £ 79 95
Marantz HD400 60W £ 79 95
KEF Coda 350W
PHONE
Mordaunt Short MS20 80W PHONE
Tannoy Titan
£89.95
Sony £ 55 55W
£89.95
Onkyo S25 45W . £89.95
Marantz LD30 100W £89.95
AR 18LS 100W
PHONE
Mordaunt Short MS30 80W PHONE
Hitachi SW1000 60W £99.95
Hitachi SS8500 100W . £99.95
KEF Cantor 60W
PHONE
Mordaunt Short MS40 90W PHONE

111•11 SIJRPLIJS
STORE
Access. Visa welcome itt-F 9 30-eipm. Sats 9 30-5pm -
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MARANTZ CAR411
CAR STEREO WITH EXTERNAL
SA2020 POWER AMPLIFIER. LW.
MW & FM STEREO. DOLBY.
DIGITAL CLOCK. PRESETS

MORDAUNT-SHORT
MS20 POWER
COMPATIBILITY:
MINIMUM 10 W.P.C.
MAXIMUM: 300
W.P.C. AT A PRICE
WE PROMISED WE
WOULDN'T PRINT.

30 WPC. minimum RMS. both
channels driven at 8 ohms from
20Hz to 20,000Hz with no more
than 0 09 , total harmonic distor
lion Bass. Treble, Loudness
control Two
Speaker System 31.

In Car Speakers
Pioneer TS- 1620X £ 17.99 PR
Pioneer TS 167
£ 30.95 PR
Sanyo SP2
. £4.95 PR
Sanyo SP3
£ 7-95 PR

''Ina •.F
ir

£39.95

e, ... .... ..

Akai APM7 D
£ 79.95
Sony PLX33 0
£ 79.95
Sanyo 0040 D. 0
£ 79.95
Sony PS07 D. 0
£89.95
Marantz TT525 Lin (inc cart) £99.95
Marantz TT3200 £99.95
Marantz TT530 Lin ( Inc cartl£129 95

£49.95

akai ap-m3 AUTO RETURN. BELT
DRIVEN WITH REPEAT
PLAYBACK

MARANTZ PIA310
ARENOWNED AMPLIF IER AMONG
ENTHUSIASTS THANKSTO ITS
SUPER SOUND QUALITY
25 WRMS
X2
.Z
ALSO AVAILABLE MARAN
PM350
38 WPC

)
lell

Turntables

£34.95

£59 95

TEAC V330 DOLBY B. SOFT
TOUCH

Fisher E0100
£31.95
Fisher E0275
f39-95
Yamaha GE3
£89.95
ADC SS115
£99.95
Akai EA-AG
£99.95
ADC SS215
£ 179.95
ADC SS315
£239.95

SONY STJX22L A VERY HIGH
QUALITY FM MW LW FM STEREO
ANALOGUE TUNER

TECHNICS
!NI"
RS-810 SOFT TOUCH,
>
»,

Graphic
Equalisers

'

Amplifiers
DOLBY B

Mordaunt Short Carnival III 80W
PHONE
NEC 5527 100W
£ 119.95
KEF Caprice 80W
PHONE
Fisher ST275 100W £ 119.95
Pioneer C5767 100W £ 129.95
Hitachi HS530 120W £ 139.95
NEC 5637 120W
£ 149.95

PIONEER PK-F9. AUTO
REVERSE. MUSIC SEAR
SYSTEM. DOLBY & FM AM RADIO

£84.95
PIONEER
SYSTEM \

1
1
,
DUAL C11505-1511P OW OF OUP
BEST SELLING BELT DRIVE TURN
TABLES PHONE FOR PRICE
B: Belt Drive / D: Direct Drive / Q.
Quartz Lock
Rotel RP-820 B
£29.95
Sanyo TP62 B
£29.95
Teleton TRP390 B
f29.95
Toshiba SRBZ B
£39.95
Hitachi HT1 B . . £ 39.95
Pioneer PL130 B
£ 39.95
Onkyo CP1000A 0
£ 49.95
Akai APM3 B...
£49.95
Onkyo CP1015 D
£ 59.95
Pioneer PL320 D
£ 59.95
NEC P635 D..
£ 59.95
ADC TD885L Lin ( Inc can) £64.95
Sanyo Plus 025 D. 0
£69.95
Marantz TT21D
. £69.95
TRIO KD4OR D
£69.95
Teac PC707 D. 0
£69.95
Sony PLX22 D
£6995
ADC 1OLT Lin ( Inc cart) £ 71.95
Dual CS505-MK2 B
PHONE

ALL GOODS
BRAND NEW
BOXED AND
GUARANTEED
FOR ONE YEAR
UNLESS STATED
M.O.R.
MAIL
ORDER
RETURN FULL
GUARANTEED
ONE YEAR

i
PIONEER XA3
32W PER CHANNEL
COMPLETE SYSTEM INCLUDING
SPEAKERS & RACK

£269.95
ALSO AVAILABLE PIONEER
X2000 SYSTEM 50W PER
CHANNEL COMPLETE SYSTEM
INCLUDING SPEAKERS & RACK

£299.95
ma um me

FREE

Record or Cassette
Cleaning Kit
worth £ 3 with any
purchase over £ 20

Please ask for details of
our Mail Order service
rho, ,upon 4/85
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It

. . . not aimed at the experimenting
audio enthusiast but at the
true music lover who wants
nothing more than enjoyment and
excellence made easy."
GEOFFREY HORN OF GRAMOPHONE

MUSIC

LOVERS'

SOUND SYSTI'[`!

We have appointed afew exclusive dealers
where you can hear afull demonstration.
Please write or phone for details.
UK: B&W Loudspeakers (UK Sales) Ltd Marlborough Road Lancing West Sussex

BN15 8TR

Tel. (0903) 750750

WORLDWIDE: John Bowers Ltd Elm Grove Lane Steyning West Sussex

England

Tel. (0903) 815666

BN4 3SA

Icame across John Crabbe's February 1970
Editorial, which was on the subject of
\;\
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T IS A SAD FACT that the world of hi-fi is
as deeply split as it was in the ' 60s. On
the one hand, there are the enthusiasts
who want to enjoy music in the home with
the highest possible sound quality; on the
other there is the vast ' audio' market, where
sound quality comes apoor second to
facilities and low prices. Ithink that many of
tne pioneers of sound reproduction would
be more than dismayed by the low standard
of performance proffered by ' tower' systems
using ceramic cartridges, ' music power'
rated amplifiers, loudspeakers with dummy
or painted- on drive- units, and ' noise
reduction' switches which just roll- off high
frequencies along with the music.
Fifteen years ago, when the big consumer
electronics companies were entering the hi-fi
market, John Crabbe wrote in HFN/RR that
high fidelity was really about ' aconcept of
excellence.., though sales may boom as
everyone jumps aboard the audio
bandwagon, it would be apity if the great
new music- loving public found in the end
that it had merely rehoused its stereogram in
three hardboard- backed boxes'.
It has been said that many of the would-be
music lovers who buy such alo fi system will
eventually upgrade to ' real hi-fi'. Unfortunately, it appears that these systems end
up quietly gathering dust in the living
room and do not inspire any desire to listen
to music in the home at all, let alone with any
higher quality.
In that same 1970 article, John Crabbe
quoted the then MD of B&O in the UK, John
Portlock, as saying that he could not see the
small British hi-fi manufacturers ' standing
the pace', being too small and fragmented to
compete with the ' major undertakings now
moving into audio'. Iam glad to say that
John Portlock was wrong, as the small ' real
hi-fi' market is still being efficiently served by
those specialist manufacturers, many of
whom are members of the Federation of
British Audio.
These companies are surprisingly healthy,
despite the low levels of disposable income
directed towards music in the home in the
UK, but they do suffer from alack of
exposure when compared with, say, the
.Apanese. As part of apublic relations
campaign to counteract this lack, the FBA
organises an Awards scheme for the best
products from British manufacturers and this
year they want to give enthusiasts the
chance to vote. The ballot form is overleaf.
Do fill it in and send it off if you care for an
industry which actively disproves the old
maxim that to be successful, one should give
short measure on quality.
HFN/RR did its bit in 1984 to promote the
promulgation of ' real' hi-fi by organising our
Heathrow hi-fi show. We are organising a
1985 show, again to be held at the Heathrow
Penta Hotel, from September 19th- 22nd.
Watch this space for further details
While looking for the Portlock quote above

rhnneinn InitrfcrIpakprc TrirmerAd by

readers' requests to recommend the ' best'
loudspeaker — requests we still receive—
and commenting on how similarlymeasuring models could sound very
different, he continued, ' This is not to say
that there are no objective criteria, only that
no-one is quite sure which physical
parameters are vital, or whether we have yet
pinpointed every possible correlation
between mind and motion'.
Now Idon't always agree with JC — to me
his ' Pot-pourri' piece on p47, in which he
describes the results of listening tests which
indicate that CDs are indistinguishele from
the corresponding LPs when it comes to
tonal balance and dynamics, reveals more
about the inadequacies of A/B switched tests
than the intrinsic properties of the two
media. It would appear, however, that his
words on loudspeakers are just as
appropriate today, despite the overall
improvement in performance since then.
There is no ' best' loudspeaker, only those
which fail least in all the various areas in
which it is possible to make measurements.
The sound quality comments in reviews
attempt to provide abalanced presentation
of the results of the measured failings or
achievements, but you must listen for
yourself with your own ancillaries and your
own choice of music before making any
decision. Many dealers will allow ahome
trial, or at least allow you to change your
mind and opt for adifferent model within,
say, seven days, so this is not impractical.
Returning to ' Pot-pourri', Christopher
Breunig on p45 looks at the effect of
reversing the mains connections of his CD
player. Last month, though, he commented
on the sound quality difference introduced
by different brands of 10k resistor when used
to load his Decca cartridge. A number of
readers have been worried by his findings —
wasn't it the designer of Gertrude Stein's
radio who said that a ' Resistor is aresistor is
aresistor is aresistor'?
However, I've since heard from HFN/RR
contributor and AMP- 01 preamp designer
Ben Duncan, who supplied Chris with the
sample resistors. His independent findings
are in line with CB's, and he has found out
that the preferred Holco H8 metal film
resistors are the only ones to be specified for
lead integrity. Is this coincidence? Or is it
evidence that the mind/brain combination is
more demanding than test equipment?
My last two ' Comment' pieces have been
on this relationship between what is
measured and what is heard, and Iput
forward the idea that the transient leading
edges of sound, which are supported by the
continuous waveform ' scaffolding', actually
define the musical content. In his classic
1977 book Tu be or not tu be, the American
HL Eisenson contended that it is the
compression of music's high amplitude
transients which distinguishes live sound
from recorded. A series of letters from three
Trinidad readers of Eisenson — Seemungal,
Yip and McDowell — in a 1977 issue of the
now defunct Audio Update, reveal parallel
thinking. To quote from them: ' The thesis...
re fleeting transients brings to mind a1952
contention of Bonavia-Hunt. He claims that
there is afundamental difference between
radio transmission and record reproduction
which was not sufficiently recognised; that
RF signals are continuous in the sense that
there are no abrupt discontinuities in the
transmission energy; that on the other hand
the original sounds on records are
reproduced in the form of achain of
transients'. Iwelcome letters from readers
who could provide more background to this
subject.
John Atkinson

READERS' LETTERS Letters for publication should be addressed to the Editor and must contain no other material or enquiries. Letters seeking advice on technical matters will be answered
resources permitting, at our discretion but we regret that we are unable to answer questions on buying specific items of hi-fi equipment. MICROFILMS 8, INDEXING Microfilm and microfiche
copies of HFN/RR or articles therefrom are available commercial'y from University Microfilms International. North American applications to: 300 N. Zeeb Street, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106,
USA; UK and rest of world: 30/32 Mortimer Street, London WIN 7RA. Technical articles of full page length or over appearing in Hi-fi News & Record Review are detailed in the Current
Technology Index. BINDERS Loose-leaf binders for annual volumes of HFN/RR are available from Modern Bookbinders Chadwick Street, Blackburn, Lancs. 1971 to 1982 are covered by two
binders ( Jan-June/July-Dec); subsequent years requi-e one binder each. Price £3.50 each ( post paid). For earlier years, please ask for a quotation.
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THE MICHELL CONNECTION

e-RADLETT AUDIO

-N

The ultimate connectors for all quality speaker cables"

BANANA

Speaker

PLUG

DIRECT SIGNAL TERMINALS

Amplifier

THE 8

GOLD
PLATED
CONNECTION

Why travel into town with it's bustle, traffic, parking meters
and pollution, when all you need is right here in the
Hertfordshire countryside!!

fl

Radlett is so easy to find on the A5, just south of St. Albans,
east of Watford, and the parking is free!!
For sensible advice, excellent demonstrations and installation
of the worlds finest audio equipment, come to the people who

SPEAKER CLIP

care. You'll get our best attention whether you have £ 30,000

ADAPTOR

or only £ 30 to spend.

You ain't heard nothin' yet, folks! GET THE CONNECTION!

Audio

Research *

Krell *

Linn

Products *

Rega *

Audio lab * Oracle * Helius * EMT * ProAc * Creek *
Musical Fidelity * Koetsu * Magneplanar * Counterpoint *

For details please write:

A Vichell Engineering Lt
Dept NHS. Lrneubaid îtreet Bur
reiephnne 0' 95307

I-4.rtfordshwe. England
.0/

SD Acoustics * Burmester * Pink A * A&R etc.

RADLETT AUDIO CONSULTANTS
141 Watling Street, Radlett, Herts.
Tel: 09276 6497

van den Hul MC1000 moving-coil cartridge
by
Empire Scientific Corp. of Switzerland

Working in close collaboration with A J van den Hul, Empire Scientific of Switzerland have
produced a reference quality moving-coil cartridge designated MC1000.
The unique coil assembly is wound with van den Hul monocrystal conductors with the result that the
cartridge achieves new levels of transparency and superior reproduction of depth and space.
The MC1000 is an exceptionally musical cartridge with very persuasive tonal qualities: " it has natural
musical qualities which seduce both ear and mind" (Dec. 84 HiFi News & Record Review).
At £250 inc. VAT it must be the audio bargain of the decade. Contact us for your nearest dealer.

Sole UK distributors: Automation Sciences Co., 5B Eton Avenue, London NW3 (01) 435 8210

FEDERATION

OF BRITISH

AUDIO 19E15 BALLOT

Landseer House 19 Charing Cross Road London WC2H OES
Telephone 01-930 3206 Telex 296215 BREMAG

The first ballot paper drawn will win you 2tickets
to the FBA Awards Dinner to be held on 2May
in aid of RNIB'S TALKING BOOKS LIBRARY
Please tick only one circle in ea ch category Ciel ticks in total)

A & R CAMBRIDGE ARCAM TWO

a) TONEARMS
HELIUS AUREUS

0

B & W DM330
JOHN BOWERS ACTIVE 1

REGA RB 300

0

CASTLE TRENT
CELESTION DL4

b) CARTRIDGES
A & R CAMBRIDGE MOVING COIL PMX 10

0

RATA RP 20

0

MICHELL SYNCRO
QED INTEGRATED R232
S.E.E. REVOLVER
LOGIC TEMPO

0

MONITOR AUDIO R252V
MONITOR AUDIO R352 IMP

0
0
0

MORDAUNT SHORT MS10

0

0
0

d) TUNERS
NAIM AUDIO NAT 01
QED T231

KEF R104 2

0
0

CATEGORY II - AMPLIFICATION COMPONENTS

MORDAUNT-SHORT MS30
MORDAUNT - SHORT MS100
MORDAUNT

-SHORT

MS300

QED L234
ROYD CONISTON
ROYD A7
TANNOY WILDCATS LYNX
TANNOY WILDCATS LEOPARD
TANNOY TITAN
TANNOY VENUS Il
WHARFEDALE 506
WHARFEDALE 708

a) INTEGRATED AMPLIFIERS

CATEGORY IV - ACCESSORIES

A & R CAMBRIDGE ARCAM ALPHA

0

AUDIOLAB 8000A

C
0

MUSICAL FIDELITY SYNTHESIS
MYST TMA3

0

S.E.E STARMAT

GOLDRING - Cartridge Fixing Kit
ARISTON RD40 - Pop- on Cover
ROSS RE 2390

b) PRE-AMPLIFIERS
AUDIOLAB 8000C

0

DNM SERIES 2A

0

MUSICAL FIDELITY NVT
MUSICAL FIDELITY THE PRE- AMP II

0
0

c) POWER AMPLIFIERS

Anti Static Mat

CASTLE VSI - Cabinet

Headphones

NAIM AUDIO SNAIC - Interconnect Cable
CHRIS BROOKS - Loudspeaker Support Cones
MILTY - Locking Banana Plugs
ISOLATING PLATFORMS
QED TORLYTE TP1
QED TORLYTE TP2

EXPOSURE DUAL SUPPLY REGULATED IV

0

MENTMORE INDUSTRIES TVA 100X
NAIM AUDIO NAP 135

0
0
0

QUAD 510

0

A & R CAMBRIDGE STM TWO

QUAD 520

0

CLIFF STONE FOUNDATION
LINN KAN II

AUDIOLAB 8000P

b) CROSSOVER NETWORKS
NAIM AUDIO NAX03-6

0

c) POWER SUPPLIES
NAIM AUDIO HI- CAP

00000000

MANTICORE MANTRA
SYSTEMDEK Ilx

JPVV PI
MISSION 770 FREEDOM
MONITOR AUDIO R100

c) TURNTABLES
ARISTON RD20

CELESTION DL6
CELESTION DL8

0000000000000000000000000 0

CATEGORY III - SPEAKER SYSTEMS

CATEGORY I - SOURCE COMPONENTS

QED TORLYTE TP3

O
o
O

LOUDSPEAKER STANDS

MORDAUNT-SHORT FRAME
PARTINGTON PP2
QED SD19
TURNTABLE SHELVES, STANDS, TABLES

0

HEYBROOK TS1 Wall Shelf
RUSS ANDREWS TORLYTE - Table
RUSS ANDREWS TORLYTE - Stand

YOUR SUGGESTIONS FOR AN AWARD
1) AN OUTSTANDING PRODUCT THAT HAS BEEN
ON THE MARKET FOR MORE THAN 5YEARS

Please use capitals/Only one entry per person
NAME
ADDRESS

2)A HI- Fl DEALER WHO YOU FEEL HAS GIVEN
OUTSTANDING SERVICE
,
Please return no later than 9th April ' 85 to above address

HFN
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MISSION CONTROL HOUSTON

tN

1115511111 CONTROL
LECTRE1111C1

WARWICK OR
MILTON KEYNES
"BECAUSE SPACEMEN LIKE MUSIC"

ÁtAIWW
u

SPECIALIST HI-FI DEPARTMENTS
UNITS 7/8, WHARF ST, WARWICK. TELEPHONE (0926) 493796

W

DUKE DRIVE, BLETCHLEY, MILTON KEYNES. TELEPHONE (0908) 367341

. . . about roasting listeners
From: MPB Brown, Slough, Berks
Dear Sir, Barry Fox (' Technology' February)
seems to have missed the sublime lunacy of
the Matsushita directional sound system.
To avoid cooking the listeners with high
power ultrasonic sound, ahuge foam ' flying
saucer' is suspended above their heads. This
saucer is much larger than the loudspeaker
that you would normally use in the same
position!
Yours faithfully

. . . about telling it like it is
From: Michael H Gray, Alexandria, Virginia,
USA
Dear Sir, James Boyk's guest editorial
(December 1984) reminds me of Louis
Armstrong's comment about jazz — if you
have to ask what it is, you'll never know— or,
to paraphrase abit, if you don't hear a
difference, you just ain't got it.
I'm right with Mr Boyk when he urges
open minds and ears in listening tests. But
when he makes specious analogies with
connoisseurship, he's all alone in the
quicksand. Taste and discrimination in wine,
food, art ( and coffee) have their rewards in
their proper domains. Enthusiasts think it's
important to discern differences between
objects of their passion, and to improve their
neighbours by imparting this knowledge to
them — after all, telling is half the fun of being
an expert.
Telling is also important in audio, for if it
weren't, alot of journalists and dealers
would soon be in different lines of work.
Telling even gets equipment improved, if it's
carried out in the spirit of scientific
evaluation, which is what the game is all
about for me.
Telling is clearly alot of fun for Mr Boyk—
and you don't have to be aconnoisseur to
know the difference between his As and Bs,
or to know what letter Mr Boyk is. Columns
like his are just alittle too snobbishly
self-satisfied for me to accept their good
arguments without gagging.
Yours faithfully

. . . about providing 'proof' for
tweaking
From: Sue Hudson, Chelmsford, Essex
Dear Sir, Since reading Trevor Attewell's
splendid article ' The Acid Test' ( June'84) I've
been waiting for someone to apply this test
to the new ' discoveries' claimed in your
pages. If you seek to convince the die-hard
engineering- based traditionists, both young
and old, that, unlikely and immeasurable
though they be, improvements can be made
by reversing cables, etc, this must be the
way. It's surely not enough for journalists to
say they have proved these things to their
own satisfaction. These are purely personal
experiences, convincing perhaps for
participants, but Isuggest that your readers
are getting short shrift.
So, how about it? Let's have areport of a
'scientific' subjective test along the lines that
Trevor suggests. It would be afatal blow to
hi-fi if it alienated the people who provide its
very foundations.
Yours faithfully

. . . about the effects of
'tweaking'
From: Ben Fairclough, Nottingham
Dear Sir, 1have been reading the editorials
and the letters to the editor with increasing
interest of late. Ihave always listened
regularly to live music from awide variety of
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sources, and 1have in recent years been
fortunate enough to be able to attend
concerts in the architecturally and
acoustically superb Royal Concert Hall in
Nottingham. During this timel have also
been involved in agreat many open-minded
hi-fi experiments of the sort which any
reasonably skilful and careful person might
carry out. Ihave always tried to get as near to
live sound as possible, as Ifeel that in the
long : erm this must be the most important
reference standard.
On the strength of my own experiences, I
feel Imust pass one or two opinions:
Firstly,1 have to declare thaticome down
firmly on the side of those who say that there
are things which we can clearly hear but
which we cannot as yet measure.
Secondly, Itotally agree with Ken Kessler's
comment that areasonable system, wellinstalled, will outperform an excellent
system poorly installed. In fact, Iwould go
further and say that, if meticulous attention
is pad to the fine details involved in setting
up adecent system, sound reproduction will
enter anew realm in which normal statistics
are meaningless.
It is not just that instruments and voices
have space around them, that violins have a
natural sweetness, that trombones sound
round and fat, that bass drums vibrate your
chest or that imagery is rock- steady in a
sound picture having both width and depth.
All these are important. But for me the
greatest single attribute of good hi-fi that is
well set up is the fact that on some
recordings you can easily believe that the
performers are in the room with you. You
can ' feel' them move, breathe, quietly turn
over pages, accidentally clip music stands or
sit on the edge of their seats before some
particularly demanding section. The realism
is uncanny, but it is only there if the system
has been ' tweaked' to ahigh level. Icould
easi.y set up my equipment so that none of
these effects would be noticed. All Iwould
have to do would be to:
1. Remove all the Plasticene, lead and
concrete from my original plinth ( see
HFN/RR March 1981);
2. Replace the equal length Hiraga-type
wiring from the pickup, and both ways
between the receiver and the dynamic
enhancer, with conventional screened
cable;
3. Take the turntable off its massive, rigid,
heavy support crammed full with
magazines;
4. Remove the two loose 1gm rings of
Bar tac hanging from the pickup arm at

third length intervals to minimise
resonance;
5. Take off from the headshell, the Eric
Leamon-inspired outrigger with its two
3gm weights, and remove the necessary
extra counterweights (
HFN/RR April 1982);
6. Take the 501b weight off the top of the
receiver and the 101b weight off the top of
the dynamic enhancer (
HFN/RR May
1982);
7. Take the receiver and dynamic enhancer
off their rigid wall- mounted shelves and
put them on aflimsy coffee table;
8. Replace my exactly equal length seven
strand heavy duty cooker cable speaker
leads with unequal length 15- amp mains
wire trapped under the carpet;
9. Take the loudspeakers off their spiked,
lead- shot and sand-filled stands and move
them six feet back and two feet to the sides
so that they were once again in the corners
of the room;
10. Replace the soldered fuse wire with the
original fuses inside the plugs;
11. Take out my mains clamp;
12. Stop re- making connections at regular
intervals;
13. Replace the two sheets of car
upholstery material with the original
turntable mat;
14. Fail to clean the stylus tip at regular
intervals, etc, etc.
Suffice it to say that Icould go back to the
former state much more quickly than 1have
arrived at the present state. The sound
would then be different: in my opinion
excruciatingly and intolerably different,
though Ihave no doubt that the original
individual specifications of the equipment
would still be the same.
Yours faithfully

... about significant
revelations
From: Dr AC Thorne, Farnham, Surrey
Dear Sir, Thank you for two recent, most
significant, revelations. First, my ' improved'
Quad ELS speakers — after 10 yearsl have
removed the stuffing! Second, the Human
League's ' Don't You Want Me? Extended
Dance Mix' 12in. 45. Please continue to
review these if this is the sound quality we
can expect.
Yours faithfully

. . . about Father Christmas &
Paul Messenger
From: H Britton-Johnson, Farnborough,
Hampshire
Dear Sir, Iused to believe in Father
Christmas— until Ifound out how it was
done. Ialso used to believe in Paul
Messenger — until Ifound out that he doesn't
use aSound Organisation table beneath his
Linn Sondek! (' Subjective Sounds',
January).
If he hasn't got the beginning of the chain
properly sorted out, how does he so
accurately assess ( and tweak) the remainder,
and then express it all in superlatives—
'blowing off socks' excepted.
Yours faithfully

. . . about infidelity & live
music
From: B Orloff,Farnborough, Hants
Dear Sir, A lot of rubbish is being talked
about the relative merits of Compact Disc
and conventional recording. Before a
conclusion can be reached on this subject a
number of facts must be considered; some
19

8St Aimes Road, Neadingley. Leeds LS6 3NX
Te/ephone(0532)78937

PINK A PIP
"What matters most is that it is an
excellent product, offering very good
performance at arealistic price. The
preamps which better it, in my view,
cost between two and four times
as much".
Jimmy Hughes Hi Fi Answers. Sept 84

Mission 770 Freedom
"The great middle ground of the loudspeaker market
has been more than alittle barren for aconsiderable
time. This is asituation the 770 Freedom looks set to
shake up in no uncertain manner"
Alvin Gold. Hi-Fi Answers, July 1984

MISSION CYRUS 2AMPLIFIER
Available Soon
(Mission 770 Speakers)

"The Cyrus Iis in my opinion simply
the most tactile, alive, tuneful, and
positive amplifier in its price range or
for £ 129 it is nothing less than a
magnificent achievement".
Alvin Gold WHF. Oct 84
(Mission Cyrus 1amplifier)

Beard P505

For along time Image Hi Fi have
thought of Beard as one of the world's
best valve amplifiers. A long time
favourite of Ken Kessler.

'''' ......

e

Beard P100

KOETSU CARTRIDGES ON PERMANENT DEMONSTRATION
BEARD, PINK TRIANGLE, LOGIC, AR/STUN, AR, SONDEX, MERIDIAN, NVA, KOETSU, M.Y.S.T., P.S. AUDIO, SPENDOR, CELESTION
SL600s, SYRINX, ZETA, NAKAMICHI, TALISMAN.
Also: ADC, AKAI, AUDIO TECHNICA, CASTLE, DUAL, DYNAVECTOR, ELITE, GLANZ, COLORING, KEF, LOWTHER, MARANTZ,
7 115Sign
,MORDAUNT SHORT, NAD, ORTOFON, QUANTUM, SME, TANNOY, TEAC, THORENS, YAMAHA, 4- ACCESSORIES,
TAPES, ETC.
-

NEW LARGER DEMONSTRATION ROOM PLUS OUR USUAL STANDARD OR PERSONAL SERVICE

of them not very obvious. For instance,
technical merit is not necessarily the best
way of comparing two totally different
systems. True enough, alist of response
curves gives us auseful starting point with
which to compare but, we all know how
clever some manufacturers are at telling us
only the good things and leaving out the
bad. It takes alot of knowledge and
experience to know how to interpret
performance specifications.
It is generally agreed that certain
cartridges are preferable for certain types of
recording. This in itself indicates that the
cartridge influences the final sound of a
system as do all components. A Compact
Disc player maybe thought of as nothing
more than aparticular type of cartridge. If
the function of both are compared, the
similarity can be appreciated. It is not
surprising, therefore, that Compact Disc
pleases some and offends others, but what
should be in question is whether Compact
Disc production is nearer to live music than
conventional disc. It is possible that people
have become so acclimatised to
conventionally recorded music that when
presented with the accurate but harsh reality
of Compact Disc they do not like it. This is the
only objection that Ican think of. When I
listen to Compact Disc, Ihave no way of
knowing that it is not live, and that is true
only of very few conventional systems. Hi-fi
enthusiasts have forgotten that it is realism
that is their aim, not similarity to their old
needle in groove system.
Yours faithfully
.about fidelity vs music
From: Colin Campbell, Coulsdon, Surrey
Dear Sir, Six months after the launch of
Compact Disc, and after careful
consideration and research, Itook the plunge
and bought aSony CD player. The decision
was based upon abelief that CD would offer
three major advantages over my £900 black
disc front-end. Firstly, the clicks and scratchy
hiss noises would vanish forever. Secondly,
the regular ritual cleanings and the twofinger balancing act would be gone, replaced
by time to actually listen to the music. And
thirdly, it would sound so much clearer,
cleaner, BETTER.
Iwas not disappointed. For the first few
weeks Ilistened in every spare moment;
sitting spell- bound while the music played.
Savage Sibelian brass. Choral music with
clear defined diction. Beethoven more
powerful than ever before.
Now, nearly 18 months and over 100 CD
purchases later, Ican say without any trace
of doubt in my mind— vinyl is best. One
cannot escape from the fact that although CD
is everything Ifirst thought, all its assets
together do not make it MUSICAL. It's a
strange, elusive, indefinable quality, but I
know it exists and Iknow it's missing.
So Iwould have to say to anyone yet to
take that leap in the dark, ' If it's hi-fi that
matters, go ahead, CD is for you. But if it's
music, save your money!' Music lives, to my
greatest regret, with scratches,
inconvenience and frustration.
Yours faithfully
. . about being stuck in the
Linn groove
From: JB Landon, Slough, Berks
Dear Sir, Imust thank your correspondent
Mr Wilson of Lowe Electronics ('Views',
Feb ' 85 p21) for making me see your
publication in awhole new light.
Whilst browsing through your publication,
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Inoticed an advertisement for the new Naim
Audio VHF FM tuner. Ican only assume that
in the instruction manual for this model,
there is astrict health warning in bold print
saying, ' Under no circumstances must this
set be tuned to any BBC transmission, as the
13- bit PCM system used could seriously
damage your health, sanity and the good
name ( Naim) of our amplifiers'.
Then there was an item in ' News' quoting
Naim as dismissing Compact Disc as being
utterly inadequate, and saying that Naim are
going to produce an advanced cassette
recorder, no doubt for Linn Products to make
master tapes on.
Next there was John Atkinson's editorial,
stating that in the privacy of his own home,
he actually admits to listening to Compact
Disc, no doubt behind closed shutters. He
even enjoyed the experience, despite having
£4000's worth of analogue disc playing
equipment lying idle.
How on earth are some of your experts,
using analogue disc playing equipment, able
to detect minute differences between cables,
etc? It is well known that these discs are
subject to wear at each playing, and will
sound worse with continued use. Perhaps
they have endless supplies of virgin disc to
enable this process to take place.
Even if analogue tape is being used to
assess such differences, these also
deteriorate with use and time. Is this not the
very reason why Decca is so keen to transfer
their valued master tapes to digital as quickly
as possible?
Does Ivor Treally have such astranglehold
on magazine editors and some members of
the British hi-fi industry? Like Mr Wilson, I
say thank goodness for Angus McKenzie,
Martin Colloms and manufacturers like Quad
and Mission, who at least have open minds
about the entire subject and are not stuck in
the Linn tick, Linn click, Linn pop groove for
all time.
Yours faithfully

.about Bell Labs' early
stereo
From: Roger Wilmut, Surbiton, Surrey
Dear Sir, In January you published aletter
from my friend and rival record collector,
Peter Adamson, in which he queried the Bell
Labs/Stokowski reissue LPs; he suspected
that there was spurious material in the
difference channel on the mono sections. I
have checked my copies, and should like to
assure any puzzled owners of this issue that I
detected nothing but the normal distortion
products that one would expect to be caused
by pinch effect, etc. ( An older mono LP — one
cut on areal mono head, not aparalleled
stereo one — produced just the same effect).
Consequently Ihave no suspicions about the
stereo sections of the records — something I
wish Icould say about the Blumlein/
Beecham test issued some time ago on
World Records SH 1008, which sounds
suspiciously phasey.
Yours faithfully
. . . more about early stereo
From: Reg Williamson, Norwich, Norfolk
Dear Sir, It really is quite irritating. Without
denigrating the worthy efforts of the Bell
Laboratories in the field of audio
developments, how often must one correct
the statement that they invented 45/45 disc
stereo?
lfan Payne (
HFN/RR November) really
must do alittle more research. Alan

Blumlein's patent, filed in late 1931 — some
five years before anything from Bell — quite
explicitly describes the 45/45 cutting
techniques and as well known, experimental
discs were cut in 1933 and still exist.
To the best of my knowledge — and I'd be
delighted to be corrected, with proof — there
is no evidence that Bell ever cut any 45/45
experimental discs. Those stereo test
recordings that do remain are all hill-anddale and it is inconceivable to this engineer,
if they had recognised the inherent virtue of
45/45, that at least some test cuts would have
been made and survived.
Yours faithfully
. . . even more about early
stereo
From Peter G Adamson, St Andrews, Fife,
Scotland
Dear Sir, Following my recent cautionary
note regarding the reissues of Stokowski's
1931-32 stereo and mono experimental
recordings, Ihave now to confess to having
been atrifle hasty.
The truth is that my suspicions about the
true mono nature of the nominal mono
sections were aroused whilst playing side
one of the second LP — this contains excerpts
from Die Walküre and Siegfried. Because
only parts of these performances were
recorded in stereo, various mono sections
have been edited in. When Iplayed this side,
Ifound that there was no true mono, and this
was confirmed when Ireproduced the
difference signal — astrange, thin,
reverberant sound appeared. Obviously, the
engineer tried to minimise the jolt between
the stereo and the mono sections which
might otherwise mar the continuity of the
music.
Upon playing the rest of the records, it is
apparent that the other mono sections have
not been tampered with; so it seems that I
must apologise for having suggested an
unfair and sweeping generalisation
regarding these records. Ihope that no one
has been put off acquiring copies of these
historic documents of sound history.
Yours faithfully

. . . about the tape levy
From: GN Plummer,Goff's Oak, Herts
Dear Sir, Once again the subject of alevy on
blank tapes has arisen in the Green Paper
soon to be published. Iuse my tape recorder
extensively to record copyright material for
the following reasons:
Time-shifting radio programmes to more
convenient times. To listen to music to
decide whether to buy the record. To be
able to hear interesting broadcast talks,
plays, etc, again. To record broadcast
music when no commercial recording
exists. ( Have you tried to buy arecord of
music by George Onslow?) To record, for
myself or afriend, unique material on a
deleted record. ( RCA are very quick to
delete excellent recordings and have only
themselves to blame.) To listen to my
collection of music in the car or on holiday.
Many of my records were never issued on
tape in the first place. To allow access to
my collection by younger or less- skilled
members of my family, without risk to
records or delicate record- playing
equipment.
Ihope that you will notice that Iam taping
my own records. Ibelieve that Icause no
financial loss to any record company by
these practices. Ishall continue them.
Yours faithfully
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SICK SONDEK?
-VISIT THE KLINNIK.

Despite Hadrian's best efforts those awfully nice LINN people
will soon be temporarily vacating their homeland to spend aweek
putting England right (and check afew LP12s).
Not only will you be able to have your LP12 etc. checked over
by the men themselves, but we will also inspect your stylus (any make)
free of charge.
Even if you're one of the LINN-less you will still be welcome to
come along and hum along to the LINN range on permanent
demonstration.
The LINN force will be with us at:AUDIO t 190 West

End Lane. London NW6 01-794 7848

1st & 2nd April.

A.T. LABS

159 Chase Side. Enfield. Middlesex. 01-367 3132

3rd & 4th April.

A.T. LABS

442-4 Cranbrook Rd.. Gants Hill. Ilford. Essex 01-518 0915 4th &

Phone for details

5th April.

LINN CASSETTE
DECK.
A recent visit to Linn Products in
Glasgow revealed that, like Naim
with whom their name has so
often been linked, the turntable
company are also working on a
high quality cassette recorder. In
fact, Ivor Tiefenbrun insists that
they started work on the idea
first, having the engineering
capability to produce ahigh quality transport. They also intend to
produce all their own cassette
deck electronics, which might
explain some of the rumours that
have been circulating that Linn
were about to go into amplifier
production.
In answer to the obvious question, Ivor was frank in saying that
the cassette project was intended
to run in parallel with the LP12.
Linn and the other specialist hi-fi
manufacturers address only a
proportion of the hi-fi market,
which itself is only a fraction of
the market for audio ( see ' Comment', p15). The latter has taken
to the cassette rather than the LP
— BPI figures show that prerecorded cassettes outsold LPs in
1984— and the way to bring high
quality sound to that market
would be via tape. Developments
in tape formulations, said Ivor,
have now made it possible to get
true hi-fi performance from the
cassette format, and Linn's
experience in precision engineering and massive investment in
automated machine tools and
computer-aided design should
make it possible to offer that
performance at a competitive
price: ' If it can be done well, it has
to be done in volume. And with
volume comes affordability'.
Linn take the future seriously:
they have more computing
power than the average university, and of the 85 or so
employees, half are graduates or
professionally qualified — ' Scotland is on the periphery of
Europe. We have to be smarter.
We have to hire smart people'.
Current projects aside from tape
include a British- made £50 m- m

NEW CD PLAYERS
Two new Philips models follow
the layout of the successful 104
model but in afull-width package.
The £350 CD204 has extensive
programmability while the £400
CD304 has an even wider range
of facilities, and in particular

ORACLE UPDATE
The latest news on Oracle is that
the changeover went smoothly,
resulting in a new company
name and telephone number.

MOVING
WHARFEDALE have finally managed to relocate themselves, and
may now be found at Sandleas
Way, Crossgates, Leeds LS15
8AL. Tel: 0532 601222.
TANNOY's southern Marketing
111-11 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

cartridge referred to as a Basik
Plus, the disc-cutting lathe ( we
published a full report by John
Seabury last November), a socalled 5th-generation computer
(non-von Neuman architecture,
for those who understand what
that means), computer software
and a loudspeaker, the Index,
somewhat larger but more
economically manufactured than
the Kan, which is expected to use
KEF B200 bass/mid unit, and sell
for below £ 150.
Ivor was quick to scotch any
rumours that Linn would produce
aCD player — ' The market is not
there, the process is not right, the
mastering is not right' — but was
at pains to emphasise that he is
not against digital techniques per
se, believing that PCM is an essential factor in the eventual integration of audio, video, and data
handling. He didn't say it, but I
would not be surprised to see
their high quality cassette tape
transport appearing one day in a
fixed- head, parallel track digital
cassette recorder.
Before we left, we paid alightning visit to agreen field site for
their new factory to replace their
present three buildings. Ivor,
naturally, has Richard Rogers of
Pompidou Centre and Gold
Medal fame, lined up to design it.
John Atkinson

THE STATE OF THE
COMPACT ART?

Firmly establishing the trend for
UK specialist companies to provide audiophile- oriented Compact Disc players based on Philips machinery, Cambridge have
announced by far the most elaborate variation yet in the CD1,
though it is still uncertain
whether the machine will be marketed in the UK.
The reason is that Cambridge
are primarily adesign operation,
preferring to license to other
manufacturers and marketing
companies, in the manner of the
amplifier which is sold under the
AR banner. In fact the CD player
will be manufactured in the UK
because of the high level of technical expertise required, but the
presence of Stan Curtis and a
couple of prototypes at the recent
& A LINN CD
CES in Las Vegas let the AmerIn what appears to be the U-turn icans corner the first year's proof the decade, we hear that Linn duction of several hundred units,
are about to produce a Compact at an expected ( substantial) retail
Disc of Linn Records' A Walk price of £2000 each.
At current exchange rates this
Across the Rooftops by The Blue
Nile. In fact, this doesn't indicate would translate to a UK price
a change of heart by Compact which is several times the norm,
Disc's sternest critics, merely that and something of a contrast to
distributor Virgin Records asked the mild premium charged for
them to do it, and Linn, with mild Meridian and Mission players.
amusement, realised that they The Technical Background paper
would at least get agood disc of shows just how much thought
known history for their A/B dems. and work has gone into this proThe transfer will be made as ject, and readers of one of our
cleanly as possible from the contemporaries will be aware
same ( analogue) master. The that Stan C seems to be the only
Blue Nile are currently in the reviewer around who knows as
studios recording their second much about CD as our own Martin C.
LP.
The first line of approach recognises the fact that even though
the digital coding of CD may be
includes infra- red remote control. inherently more rugged than the
Meanwhile, Mission have analogue LP, the ' groove width'
announced the £ 450 7000R, in which it is accommodated is
which again offers remote con- much smaller, yet the mechantrol in a Philips- based package. isms are in some respects crude
Further internal modifications are compared with the best analogue
claimed to have improved per- examples. The result is asystem
formance over the original 7000. which uses a comparatively
'loose' servo to cope with errors
of alignment and vibration, maskProud Oracle owners can breathe ing the effects of mistracking by
asigh of relief. The company will error correction.
now be known as Oracle CorThe Cambridge mounts the
poration, and the new phone player on a 1Hz isolating 'cart
number, if you wish to ring spring' platform, and carries out
Canada, is ( 819) 563 6540.
further adjustments to optical
alignment and internal vibration.
This enables the servo to be
and Sales office is now at The 'tightened' significantly, with a
Bilton Centre, Coronation Road, claimed 5-6x reduction in the
Cressex Industrial Estate, High error rate. Incidentally, CamWycombe, Bucks HP12 3SB. Tel: bridge believe that the benefits
obtained by covering the disc to
0494 450606.
JVC's new telephone number is be played with a second disc or
alloy equivalent are due to reduc01-450 3282.
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ing the efforts required of the
servo, and the consequent error
rate.
The digital-to-analogue ( DM)
convertors receive the next attention, beginning with the observation that these are frequently
driven by power supplies which
are inadequately isolated, making it difficult to preserve the
least significant bits reliably. The
separately powered Cambridge
uses no less than six D/A devices
in a weighted summing configuration, to improve low level
linearity and rejection of spuriae.
Interestingly, the advanced
digital audio engineers at Decca
are also working on multiple
decoders and ' polled' decoding.
Plans are afoot to go a stage
further by providing the D/A conversion as an outboard unit,
which may be placed near to ( or
inside!) power amplifiers or
active speakers. The player is
fitted with a parallel buffered
digital output, so the digital coding could be preserved for as
long as possible, eliminating the
undesirable cable effects which
affect analogue signal transmission.
Referring to the work of Dr
Roger Lagadec of Studer Revox,
Cambridge suggest that one of
the problems with CD replay is
that the high frequency analogue
filter of the player interacts with
the filter used in the disc mastering studios, and because the
filters all vary, the results
between discs and players can be
unpredictable. The Cambridge
solution will delight the audio
enthusiast, as a choice of three
filter characteristics are provided,
the intention being that the best
setting can be judged by ear and
then noted on the disc for subsequent convenience.
The proof of the pudding will
have to wait for the early production samples, due late March,
which will no doubt be the subject of much interest. But there
can be little doubt that Cambridge's sternly critical stance
towards the CD format provides a
firmer foundation for effecting
improvement than the sycophantic ' perfect sound forever'
plaudits that have alienated so
many hi-fi enthusiasts.

SEPTEMBER SHOW
Following the confusion surrounding hi-fi exhibitions in 1985,
HFN/RR has announced plans to
repeat the success of its 1984
Heathrow Penta Show. Dates are
19th-22nd September.
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BEEC WOOD AUDIO

6MARKET STREET, BRAINTREE, ESSEX CM7 6YA. TEL: 0376-29060

HI-FI, AND THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING SINGLE
Over the lost few years, much has been written about the importance of single speaker demonstrations. Purists have
been advised to remove the loudspeaker from their televisions, and indeed one well respected manufacturer has
suggested that even the presence of o telephone in the listening room will significantly mar the sound. This is claimed ro
be because the presence of any transducer in the listening room, contributing irs own resonances delayed in time with
respect to the original signal, affects the perceived stereo image, and adds unwanted colorations.
The noted Swedish Audiologist Loof Lirpa, has taken the above one stage further. Mr Lirpa discovered that not only is
rhe presence of any other transducer deleterious, but that since our own ears are in effects transducers, the presence of
more than one listener affects rhe sound perceived by the other. This would in part seem ro explain the phenomenon
often encountered where a fellow would be happily listening ro music on his own, his wife walks into the room, and he is
asked to turn it down. This is now known not to have anything ro do with volume levels, but with delayed resonances in
the man's ears, affecting the sound heard by his wife. ( For reasons nor yet known, women seem to be more affected in
this way).
At Beechwood, we have taken note of the problem identified by Loof Lirpa, and now offer Single Ear Demonstrations
for couples. As it is unreasonable to restrict listening to one person only at any one time, we will ask each person to
obstruct ONE of their ears, and listen harder with the other. If the couple between them cover one left ear and one right
ear, then after the music is finished, the first person can tell the other what that person has heard, thus restoring the full
stereo experience. Alternatively, the music can be repeated, and listened with the other ear.
Come and experience the stunning reality of stereo heard in this new way. We believe that we ore the only dealer at
present offering this service, bur others ore waiting to jump on the bandwagon. We await your telephone call in
anticipation.
A&R, B&W, QUAD, KEF, CELESTION, HELIUS, MERIDIAN, MORDAUNT-SHORT, MAGNUM, NAD, SONDEX, PINK TRIANGLE, NAKAMICHI,
ORACLE, ARISTON, DUAL SUMIKO, SYRINX, SME, SHURE, KOETSU, TALISMAN, GOLDRING, ORTOFON, MARANTZ, BRITISH LOUDSPEAKERS,
QED, MUSICAL FIDELITY, SD ACOUSTICS

The NEW QED
Interconnect
Cables.
An audible
improvement over
ALL other
interconnect cables

Available in ready made
leads from £ 7.50 per
pack or "off the reerat
£1-00 per metre.

THE GARROTT BROTHERS work on the Decca
cartridge is known well enough — especially since
the advent of the Garrott Micro- Scanner stylus.
What is not sufficiently well known is that the sort
of improvement wrought upon the Decca by
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Garrotts can also be enjoyed with most other MC
and MM cartridges.
Some recent quotes from client's letters:
"I find that the Micro- Scanner has produced a
major improvement in a system that was pretty
good before"
SUPEX 901

"I have a much improved bass output, and avery
detailed sound. Ican actually hear sounds on old
records that Inever noticed before"
SUPEX 900

"What can say more than SUPERB! Beautiful
clarity, almost total silence from record surface,
and perfect tracking ability"
GOLDRING 910

"The Micro-Scanner is quite distinctive in the
beauty of clarity and spaciousness that it gives the
reproduction"
DENON, KOETSU, SUPEX

Full details from:

PLEASE SEND MORE INFORMATION. Ienclose a17p stamp.

THE PARABOLIC STYLUS CO,

NAME

P.O. Box 38,
TORQUAY TO1 1BW.

ADDRESS

Tel: 0803-26791

QED

AUDIO PRODUCTS LTD
LIM 12, Ashford Industrial Estate. Shield Road,Ashford.Mddx TWI5 1AU
OMB
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BRIEFING

loss of £34,041 for the six months
TAM, professional recording to September ' 84, compared with
engineers of 13A Hamilton Way, a small profit for the correspondLondon N3 'IAN, have announced ing period the year before. Turnthe Type LS841 control room over showed a substantial fall.
monitor loudspeaker. This 3-way PHILIPS are to buy four-fifths of
bi-amplified system uses a Siemens' stake in PolyGram
MUSICAL FIDELITY tors, selected capacitors, LM394 Rogers- licensed midrange unit, is Records, taking the former's
'supermatched'
transistor
pairs,
capable of 127dB max spl, and stake to 90%, which should make
MVT
and 5532/4 op- amps — are used.
is priced at £3250 per pair.
it easier for the Dutch multinaFollowing the Synthesis inte- A large toroidal transformer in a SONY are believed to be contem- tional to find an interested
grated amplifier, the Doctor Tand separate case sends AC to the plating manufacturing CD players partner.
Studio T power amplifiers, and preamp via an XLR connector,
in Europe, depending on how the THE BBC AND IBA cartel controllthe Mk.11 version of ' The Preamp', and fully- regulated supplies European market for CD develops ing published details of their
Antony Michaelson's Musical provide DC to the disc, line and over the next six months, in order broadcasting activities is to be
Fidelity company has come up output stages. The latter actually to avoid the levy on EEC CD probed by the Monopolies Comwith a cost- no- object £ 800 consists of two separate class-A player imports which keeps mission.
preamplifier called the ' MVT', low power amplifiers, one invert- ; Japanese manufacturers at adis- YORKSHIRE HI-FI have improved
after Martin V Thomas, its desig- ing, one non- inverting, so that advantage on price.
their £ 199 1/3 and £249 2/3 loudner. In an age when many UK the user can have the choice of DR ROGER LAGADEC of Studer speakers. MDF cabinets are now
high- end products seem to be phase polarity, or derive a will address the AES on ' Aiming used, and the patented TOPLOC ,
less- than- professionally styled balanced output if so desired. for perfection: the limits of digital (Transients Optimised, Phase
when compared with the US The disc amplifier uses an ingen- audio', on April 9th.
angle and Load Optimised Crosscompetition, despite the electro- ious voltage regulator con- ASTON AUDIO has scheduled a over) now uses air- cored inducnics skill of the designer and the figuration whereby the rail vol- musical evening to demonstrate tors.
resultant sound quality of the tages are modulated with the the Apogee Scintilla loudspeak- PROTON are launching a smart
product, Musical Fidelity set out signal waveform to give the max- ers and other Absolute Sounds jet-black contender in the budget
from the start to match the qual- imum common- mode rejection.
equipment for March 19th. amplifier stakes. The 520B will
ity of the electronics with a
Initial listening impressions Details on Alderley Edge sell for under £ 100, and sound
superb finish.
revealed excellent noise perform- 0625 582704.
quality is enhanced by the omisThe MVT has a dark- grey ano- ance and a refreshing lack of the BADA have added the five Hi Fi sion of tone controls and protecdised front panel, with three 'electronic' edge to sound quality Corner, the two Russ Andrews tion circuitry.
louvred knobs for balance, featured by so many less-well- High Fidelity, and the five Abso- ABSOLUTE SOUNDS are beginvolume, and source selection. considered solid-state designs. A lute Sound and Vision shops to ning to import the exotic fullHigh quality components — preamp to be auditioned. Details its increasingly impressive roster range ribbon Apogee Scintilla
ALPS potentiometers and from Musical Fidelity on their of members.
loudspeakers. A useful and
switches, close tolerance resis- new number 01-451 7555.
HITACHI are introducing two new unusual combination of compactloudspeakers. The £70 SS500 and ness and high sound level output
£180 SS1000 have been designed for panel type transducers disA recent survey conducted by and manufactured in Denmark tinguishes this model from AS's
CD GROWTH
Market Direction Limited rein- exclusively for Hitachi.
Magnepan brand — as does the
Though history has been far from forces the bright future for CD. ROGER FEARN, long-time very high ( c.£5000) price- tag!
painless as yet, with sales in 1984 From 4,000 people contacted, 500 marketing director at Wharfedale, INCA TECH gold-plated mains
reckoned to have been a dis- people with hi-fi systems worth has left to join Goodmans in a plugs and sockets, £ 10 and £ 11
appointing 30,000 players [ the over £300 were interviewed at similar role.
each respectively from Wonfor
BPI say 800,000 discs were sold in length. Nearly two-thirds of these BANKRUPTCIES and liquidations Electronics, are to be distributed
'84 — Ed], Compact Disc does were aware of CD, among whom in the UK Electrical Industry were by Absolute Sounds.
seem to have been settling into a between one third and one half the worst on record in 1984, AUDIO TECHNICA's budget £35
period of rapid growth since late intended to buy a player at some though overall this was more low ouput AT3100XE II and £43
Autumn 1984. A number of sup- time in the future. The perception than compensated for by the start high output AT3200XE II moving- ;
pliers have found themselves that prices of hardware and soft- up rate of new businesses, coil cartridges have been,
short of stocks after cautiously ware were likely to fall was wide- according to analysts Dun &
accorded Mk11 status due to a
ordering ahead during the initial spread, lead'ng many to defer Bradstreet.
significant reduction in moving ,
slow start.
purchase, anticipating a repeat of SAFEGUARD is the name given mass, giving a smoother,
Any reluctance on the part of the price patterns of rack sys- to a modestly priced range of response at high frequencies and
the established analogue enthu- tems, videorecording and home Memorex- branded audio and improved tracking ability.
siast to get involved in the new computing.
video accessories being launched SONY have bounced back interformat seems to have been offset
The survey highlights the lack by Memtek Products.
nationally, doubling their profits
by the welcome accorded by the of public awareness of any of the YAMAHA'S UK hi-fi turnover has for the year ended October ' 84,
less committed — and perhaps details of the CD system. Ironi- increased from £ 1m to £ 5m since with the audio division having
those who have suffered bad cally, that most contentious claim Natural Sound Systems took over one of its best results for some
analogue experiences. The con- for 'superior sound quality' was distribution in 1982.
years, due to continuing Walkvenience aspects are proving a the only feature identified by any 405-LINE TV transmitters have man strength. However, most of
particular draw.
significant proportion of respon- finally been switched off, so the growth has happened in the
It may well be no coincidence dents. Many were unsure ending an era which began in US. European sales actually
that the last 12 months have seen whether the system allowed
1936. The relevant spectrum is to dropping 5%, while the troubles
significant downturns in both the recordings to be made, and be used by mobile radio services. at Sony UK were reflected in a
video and home computer mar- whether there were any compati- EXPOSURE have started manu$10m investment write- down.
kets. As interest in these areas bility problems between different facturing their preamplifiers with TEAC are introducing anew R555
starts to wane, consumer atten- makes, like those in the video aluminium cases, giving a signi- cassette deck, which offers
tion is increasingly likely to focus market. The full detailed survey is ficant enhancement in sound 'almost instantaneous' autoupon CD as the ' next thing', available at £ 1850 plus VAT)!) quality.
reverse and a variety of other
which in turn may re- awaken an Contact Marketing Direction GLANZ' £70 GMC10EX moving- sophisticated features at a modinterest in audio generally.
Limited on 01-979 0936.
coil cartridge is now available est price.
with a fixed stylus, as an alterna- MAXELL UDII is a new, high
tive to the continuing detachable position cassette tape claimed to
FBA/BADA
this praiseworthy attempt to stylus version. New moving- offer particle and housing techspread the word a little wider is magnet models include the £45 nology of avery high standard at
CAMPAIGN
still believed to represent a sub- MFG- 310, and the £89 MFG 610. an economical price.
The Federation of British Audio stantial six- figure sum. It is A £ 15 MG-70 is also planned.
SHURE have announced Micro(manufacturers) and British believed that a half- dozen agen- ARISTON'S RD20 budget turn- Ridge ( MR) replacement styli for
Audio Dealers Association are cies originally pitched for the table has been slow appearing users of V15 Ill and IV cartridges,
expected to join forces to launch account, some of whom were after advance publicity last respectively the £45 VN35MR and
an advertising campaign aimed described as ' all mouth and no Autumn. First production sam- £66 VN45MR.
at promoting an increase in brains' by Quad's Ross Walker, ples proved a little disappoint- BRITISH AEROSPACE have
awareness among general con- quoted in Marketing Week (
25/1/ ing, and modifications are being announced a 30cm diameter ' set
sumers of the quality and practi- 85). Two are to be shortlisted for made to the arm and cartridge. top' aerial system capable of
cality of British- made hi-fi equip- a further presentation to the full SONY TAPE are sponsoring a receiving Direct Broadcast Satelment, and of the benefits of using membership in March, where- 'rock ' n' pop challenge' talent lite ( DBS) signals domestically.
an experienced specialist retailer. upon final decisions on whether contest, with aguaranteed single Cost is anticipated at £200, or
While the budget is dwarfed by and how to go ahead will be release for the winners.
£20/month rental including subthose of the Japanese majors, made.
DIAMOND STYLUS reported a scription to the broadcast service.
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Robertson audio
Sonic Realism— First-time listeners to the new Robertson
Forty Ten Amplifier are impressed by its tremendous depth and
imaging to adegree almost unknown in amplifiers at any price.

One demonstration will show you that The Forty Ten richly
deserves its Class la rating from "International Audio Review" —
and unqualified praise from everyone else. This power amp has a
60-watt per channel output. Yet its enormous current capability
can produce 950 watts, according to IAR's "Moxie" test. Which
gives Forty Ten owners extraordinary performance for the price.

Robertson audio . . . You'll love it!

/à\

ABSOLUTE SOUNDS
42 PARKSIDE, LONDON, SW19
TEL: 01 947 5047
TELEX: 894800 Absol G.

"I have the simplest of tastes . . .
Iam always satisfied with the best".

Oscar Wilde
Apogée, Audio Research, Counterpoint,
Goldmund, Koetsu, Krell, Magneplanar, Oracle,
Randall Research, Robertson Audio, Sumiko,
Talisman, United Sounds of America.

Write or phone for percepti‘•e
advice
dealer.
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Flat- earthing or Outflanking?
Around the time that KK was penning his
magnum opus about his recent trip to the
USA (
HFN/RR Dec/Jan), he was also putting
together arather less charitable examination
of the UK scene in America's influential The
Absolute Sound magazine.
A feature of this was the classification of
different UK companies and personalities
into distinct groupings. Iwas flattered
enough to find myself tucked in amongst
such notably successful companies as Linn,
Naim, and Rega, but mildly miffed to find
myself described as a 'flat-earther' —
ironically aterm of singular nostalgic
significance to those who recall the early
days of 'turntable sound' controversy.
In those far off days of the 1976 Linn/Fons
HFN/RR review, 'flat-earthing' was the
description applied to those heretics who
considered that the turntable played a
significant part in determining sound quality.
Hindsight clearly confirms the two
dimensional status quo.
Whatever the earlier usage of the term, I
feel that Ken applies it out of exasperation
that the UK hi-fi industry have not universally
embraced en masse the valve amplifiers,
panel speakers and US exotica in general
which he regards in awe and veneration. Any
such personal vision of the ' one true path'
induces amyopia not dissimilar to two
dimensional perspectives; an essential part
of asalesman's confidence, it is not asound
basis for value judgment.
The nub is that there is no single coherent
path for hi-fi, just anumber of alternatives
amongst amyriad of compromises. One
could-spend pages isolating and analysing
the different philosophies of hi-fi and their
roles in the marketplace, yet still have no
basis other than personal preference for
selecting one rather than the others.
The ' differentness' in the Linn/Naim
philosophy, which poses athreat that goes
far beyond the simple reassessment of the
role of the turntable, is the advantages that
may be gained by engineering asystem as a
whole. This implies acertain rigidity in
component choice, which definitely offends
those who get as much pleasure out of
tweeking their system as they do out of
playing their records.
Iwould agree that the ' party line' has
sometimes been over- stressed by zealot/
novitiate retail staff — afriend recently
recounted to me how he found this poor
unfortunate who had been sold abadly set
up Linn front end to partner Eagle amplifier
and loudspeakers of indeterminate vintage!
But the crucial factor that Linn and Naim
have brought to the specialist retailer is the
confidence of arange of tools with which he
can actually demonstrate to acustomer how
abasic system that starts below f1000 can
be steadily and observably improved by
changing components by distinct stages to a
ceiling around £ 10,000. It's like giving
someone the opportunity to compare and
appreciate arange of wines of improving
quality, rather than asking them to compare
apples and pears.
It is interesting to note that much of the
recent success of others has also been based
on adopting the system approach, whether
one looks at domestic manufacturers like
Mission, or at that doyen of exotic US
imports, Absolute Sounds. It is in the forging
of asympathetic system which can offer
something special of its own that the exotic
and unusual design can gain respect in the
marketplace.
If there is recourse to absolute values in
hi-fi, it must be through success or failure in
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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give them another listen. They may not have
quite the midrange freedom of aSpendor,
KEF or Quad, but neither do they give that
much away these days. Stereo remains ( love
it or hate it) idiosyncratic, but the dynamic
range is still the best in the business.
Current owners of any of the Linn speakers
will be pleased to hear that the new tweeter
can be retrofitted. In other words, if you trust
your dealer to do adecent job, you can cross
his palm with afair amount of folding paper
('Banks use twice as many tweeters as Kans
and Saras), and get an instant upgrade.

SUBJECTIVE

SOUNDS
Paul Messenger
the marketplace. And the growth rates
(typically 30-50% per annum) enjoyed by
Linn, Naim and Rega over the past decade
are more evidence of their success in
outflanking their rivals than of any blinkered
flat-earth perspective.
The Art of Refinement
It is gratifying to note that acouple of
Britain's better respected loudspeakers have
undergone some refinement recently, in
each case successfully tackling earlier areas
of criticism.
KEF's R104/2 is acomparative newcomer,
and was certainly THE loudspeaker of 1984.
Though it has gone down astorm in the
USA, some early samples received a
measure of criticism in the UK. Imyself felt
the positives comfortably outweighed the
reservations, but it is nice to find that KEF
have put alot of effort into further
refinements. Less good news is aUK price
rise to £700. But having seen how much
work is involved in assembling this 5-unit
design, Imust admit that the new price
seems eminently justified — indeed Iam
mildly surprised it was ever priced at £600.
What KEF's engineers have done is to
'smooth out the wrinkles' of the original. One
no longer notices mild ' hotspots' in the
upper mid and midbass, so the speaker
combines its remarkable sensitivity and easy
amplifier load with impressive neutrality.
The liveliness and cleanliness of the bass are
particularly impressive, though the
extension is still unexceptional. Istill find the
treble amite 'congested', and not quite as
'sweet' as Iwould like, but the 104/2 is one of
the most revealing and consistent models
around.
Whereas the R104/2 is one of the most
recent notable speakers, the Linn lsobarik
must now be amongst the most venerable.
However, more than most this decade-old
design has been steadily refined.
Perhaps the most significant change was
the adoption of MDF for the cabinet about
four years ago; this put the weight up quite
dramatically, and enhanced the bass
substantially. More recently, however, Linn
have introduced anew tweeter known
as Hiquphon which has improved
performance in the presence and lower
treble in particular.
Those who have suspected the ' Banks on
coloration grounds in the past really ought to

Fusing the fused fuse
It is now widely accepted that the results
from asensitive high quality hi-fi system can
often be affected to some degree by the
'quality' of the mains supply lines. The actual
mechanisms remain mildly mysterious, and
certainly cannot be fully explained, but the
desiderata include as 'clean' asupply as
possible, wired independently from other
household circuits and with minimum
impediment in this ' power supply' path.
Cleanliness is largely down to luck: where
you happen to live, and what else shares the
same local supplies in your vicinity. Though
the electricity boards monitor and control
the ' power factors' which devices draw,
paying special attention to avoiding voltage
and current demands which are significantly
out of phase, the increasing demand for
half-wave rectified electricity to drive
electronics, not to mention the population
growth rates of electric motors in all shapes
and sizes does seem to have lead to a
steadily reducing ' purity' in mains quality
over the past decade. ( One of the reasons
Linn introduced the Valhallakit modifications
acouple of years ago was to make their
turntable comparatively impervious to the
effects of deteriorating mains quality.)
Sufficient diehard enthusiasts have
commented how the sound of their systems
can deteriorate either at peak demand times
(which have shown greater than usual
variations during the current coal industry
troubles), or at the times when TV watching
reaches its peak ( TV power supplies
providing an asymmetric load, due to halfwave rectification), to convince me that it will
not be too long before some fanatic decides
to work right outside the mains system!
Thus far, the only attempts at ' mains
purification' of which Iam aware are the
RATA Clamp and Super Clamp, and Iconfess
Ihave tried neither. But Ihave been
impressed at the improvement Ihave heard
when simply ' upgrading' amains plug, ie,
(presumably) improving the mains ' signal
path'.
Which brings me to the nub of this thesis:
that the accepted practice for UK domestic
electrical wiring is unnecessarily
conservative in fuse provision. The typical
hi-fi system not only usually has all its
components fitted with fuses, but then the
mains plug has its own fuse as well. To run a
system typically requires at least one
distribution board. Not only is this internally
fused, so too is the plug which connects it to
the mains spur, itself fused at ahigher rating
in the fuse box. ( Direct connection spurs are
themselves fused, if no plug is used.)
The net effect is that the average system is
likely to be fused no less than five times in
sequence, each fuse [ or current-dependent
resistor— Ed] doggedly protecting its own
little length of mains cable! Clearly amild
case of paranoia.
It would be irresponsible for me to
recommend that wholesale hard wiring of
fuses should be undertaken by all and
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It's all very well to talk about watts per
channel in power amps.
But where Studio T lifts
.
itself right into the heavy-weight
class, is in its authority and
control over power.
The imaging, for example,
feels so realistic, it's uncanny.
Immense power reserves mean that
Studio T won't bottom out.
But the extended bottom end will rock you.

As will the effortless purity of the top end
and the translucent midrange.
I•
And good news for those
into muscle, Studio T pumps
150 watts per channel into 8ohms.
No wonder tough judges
from the Federation of British
Audio awarded it honours as
'Amplifier of the Year,1984:
Studio T. Available only from the best audio
specialists, listed opposite.

MUSICAL FIDELITY
OUTSTANDING SOUND

Musical Fidelity Ltd., Unit 34, Sapcote Trading Estate, Dudden Hill Lane, NW10 2DJ.
Tel: 01-451 7555 Telex: 21792 Ref.1200

MUSICAL FIDELITY
Authorised Retailers
ABERDEEN: Holborn HiFi, 445 Holborn St,
0224 25713.
BATH: Paul Green HiFi, Harpers Furnishing,
Kensington Showrooms, London Road,
0225 316197.
BIRMINGHAM: Alternative Audio,
95 Hobs Moat Rd, Solihull, 021 742 0254.
BLACKPOOL: Practical HiFi, 198 Church St,
0253 27703.
CAMBRIDGE: Steve Boxshall Audio,
41 Victoria Rd, 0223 68305.
CHESHIRE: Aston Audio, 4West St,
Alderley Edge, 0625 582704.
EASTBOURNE: Jeffries HiFi, 4Albert Parade,
Green St, 0323 31336.
ESSEX: The Audio File, 6Vineyard St,
Colchester, 0206 577519.
Beechwood Audio, 6Market St, Braintree,
0376 29060.
Rayleigh HiFi, 44a High St, Rayleigh,
0268 779762.
EXETER: Gulliford House, 28 Cowick St,
St Thomas, 0392 218895.
GATESHEAD: Lintone Audio, 9-11 Park Lane,
0632 774167.
GLASTONBURY: Avolon HiFi Studio,
The Old Nursery, Butleigh, 0458 503702.
GUILDFORD: Unilet HiFi, 270 High St,
0483 65508.
HAMPSHIRE: Hampshire Audio, 8Hursley Rd,
Chandlers Ford, 04215 2827.
HEREFORD: Sounds Good, 15 Bridge St,
0432 275 050.
HERTFORDSHIRE:
Radlett Audio, 141 Watling St, Radlett,
09276 6497.
LANCASTER: Practical HiFi, 84 Penny St,
0524 39657.
LEEDS: Audio Projects, 45 Headingley Lane,
0532 789115.
LEICESTER: Audition HiFi, 147 Hinkley Rd,
Leicester Forest East, 0533 393607.
LIVERPOOL: W.A. Brady & Son,
401 Smithdown Rd, 051 733 6859.
LONDON: Grahams HiFi, 88 Pentonville Rd, N1,
01 837 4412.
Harrow Audio, 27 Springfield Rd, Harrow,
01 863 0938.
K.J. Leisuresound, 48 Wigmore St, Wl,
01 486 8263.
Spaldings, 352-354 Lower Addiscornbe Rd,
Croydon, 01 654 1231.
Unilet Products, 14 Bute St, SW7, 01 589 2586.
Unilet Products, 35 High St, New Malden.
01 942 9567.
MANCHESTER: The Music Room of
Manchester, 50 Bridge St, 061 835 1366.
N. IRELAND: Zeus Audio, 35 Fairlough Rd,
Newmills, Dungannon, 08687 48576.
OXFORD: Westwood & Mason ( Oxford) Ltd.,
46 George St, 0865 247783.
READING: Reading HiFi, 6Harris Arcade,
Friar St, 0734 585 463.
ROTHERHAM: Moorgate Acoustics,
2Westgate, 0709 70666.
TONBRIDGE: Standens, 92a High St,
0732 353540.
WALES: Audio Excellence, 124 Crwys Rd,
Cathays, Cardiff, 0222 28565.
Audio Excellence, 9High St, Swansea,
0792 474608.
Electro Trader HiFi, 19 Colwyn Crescent,
Rhos- on-Sea, Colwyn Bay, 0492 48932.
WARRINGTON: Doug Brady HiFi, Kingsway
Studios, Kingsway North, 0925 828009.
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sundry across the country, and Ishall do no
presets, but asingle large knob is still the
such thing. What Ido suggest is that those
best way to tune the spectrum. In this case
with sufficient interest to pursue the subtler
the digital readout brightens when tuning is
reaches of sound quality, and with systems
achieved, and additional matching LEDs
of sufficiently high quality, should at least try confirm the presence of signal and whether
to assess the sensitivity of their system to
or not it is stereophonic. Iwas amused to
'cleaning up' the mains path.
note that Iwas already starting to learn the
An elementary test might be simply to
key frequency combinations after acouple of
treat the components to anew set of M&K
days.
plugs. Even simply unplugging and reThe two-box construction follows Naim's
plugging each socket acouple of times to
established practice in separating power
ensure the contacts are wiped clean might
supplies from low level signal sections. In
have adetectable effect. How beneficial
the case of the tuner aspecial power supply
either or both of these prove will help
unit is designed for the future connection
determine whether or not it is worth going
and selection of two other tuner models. At
any further.
present only the FM is available, but AM and
Domestic considerations must also be
TV sound tuners are scheduled to appear in
taken into account- the current extradue course.
cautious approach does have the virtue of
Iam reluctant to make any firm judgments
idiot- proofing the system pretty thoroLghly.
in matters of tuner performance, for a
For myself, Ihave no intention of messing
number of sound enough reasons. A major
around at the fusebox end, or inside the hi-fi
difficulty is that atuner has to operate under
components themselves. Ido plan to
,awide variety of signal conditions, so one
eliminate some of the intermediaries,
set of experiences on one site is necessarily
however, perhaps by careful application of
unrepresentative.
20amp two- pole switches ard terminal
Ail Ican really say is that Iwas pleasantly
blocks, or perhaps keeping it down to a
surprised to find that it received the expected
single plug/socket by means of something
signals most efficiently, even using the sort
like the Marbo terminal block.
Iof indoor dipole which is an insult to such an
This is a4-way extension lead, fused in its
expensive component.
plug and on each internal positive terminal
And as far as Iam capable of telling, the
There seems no reason why the latter cannot
sound quality was also very good. My only
be eliminated by hardwiring, and some
point of reference was an aging but
dealers will do the necessary modifications
nonetheless well respected Marantz ST600,
at amodest price. Studio 99 are one supplier
and the Naim was distinctly more pleasant,
of Marbos, and have said they prefer only to
relaxihg, and easier on the ear, sounding
supply modified examples with systems
less coloured and coping particularly
which they install and could ensure the oneffectively with the scale of complex
site suitability.
orchestral material.
Fearing that even writing about it can
in all it must be said that it lived up to my
cause panic waves of mains paranoia to
expectations for aNaim product, sounding
sweep the country, Iwould not wish to
very t.ghtly cortrolled, with good dynamic
stimulate any precipitate reaction, with
range and fine detail at low levels and in the
readers ripping up fitted carpets and
extreme bass and treble. The stereo solidity
floorboards. Iwould merely say that it helps
and depth on live or studio recorded material
to be aware of it, and maybe check out how
could be most impressive, though one was
sensitive your system is The results of ' good
occasionary reminded of the inferiority of
housekeeping' can ofter be worth afew
some of the BBC signal sources, and of the
extra percent in performance.
nuts and bolts of the broadcasting process.
It has been along time coming, and the
The Nairn Tuner
gestation period has not been entirely
Ihave to admit that my interest in the FM
troublefree, but the two- box NAT 01/NA PST
broadcasting network does not extend to
will have an undoubted appeal to Naim
spending £900 on a (two- box) tuner, even if it
amplifier users, who will be able to decide
does look great stacked up with the other
for themselves what value they place on
seven boxes that comprise atri amp system.
radio listening. Furthermore, the margin on
The thought that my radio listening was
this product should be sufficient for retailers
costing me apound aweek in lost real
to allow areasonable home trial, which is
interest, never mind any depreciation,
probably the only way to ensure full
implies either ameasure of extravagance or
customer satisfaction.
acommitment to the radio as aprogram
For myself, the iniquities of UK spectrum
source which Ido not yet possess.
use demand the availability of long wave:
Nevertheless, my appetite had become
the medium hardly transcends the message
well and truly whetted after acouple of days
when one is faced with the alternative of a
in the company of one kindly loaned by my
3kHz bandwidth Radio 4or full fidelity BBC
friendly neighbourhood hi-fi emporium,
Programmes for Schools. And Ireckon Ican
Jeffries. Partly this was because the
probably keep this argument up for about a
ergonomics Droved appealingly simple and
year before Isuccumb and place an order for
sensible. Some may regret the absence of
another seductive Naim component.
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Yamaha A320
QED A230
Rotel RA820
Nad 3120
Nad 3020B
Rotel F1A820BX
Proton 520
A & R Alpha
Cyrus One
Yamaha A420
Rotel RA840
Rotel RA840BX

+++++++++++

CS505/2
CS505/2
CS505/2
CS505/2
CS505/2
CS505/2
CS505/2
CS505/2
CS505/2
CS505/2
CS505/2
CS505/2

+ + + + + + + + + + + +

SUGGESTED SYSTEMS
Dual
Dual
Dual
Dual
Dual
Dual
Dual
Dual
Dual
Dual
Dual
Dual

AR18LS
AR18LS
AR18LS
AR18LS
AR18LS
AR18LS
AR18LS
AR18LS
AR18LS
AR18LS
AR18LS
AR18LS

or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or

Coda
Coda
Coda
Coda
Coda
Coda
Coda
Coda
Coda
Coda
Coda
Coda

turntabio,ir . iri. ill.1, EX TRA COST OPTIONS

,

Dual CS505/2 deluxe
Rotel RP830
Thorens TD166

Cassette Decks
Aiwa ADF250
Ama ADF350
Aima ADR450
Aiwa ADR550
Ama ADF660
Ama ADR650
Ama ADF770
Ama ADF990
Akai GXR55
Akai FIXF144
Akin HXA3
Denon DR171
Denon DRIAll
Hitachi DE3
JVC KDV200
Nad 6125
Nad 6050C
Nakamichi BXI50
Nakamichi BX300
Nakamicho other models
Proton P720
Rotel RD820
Rotel 90830
Rotel 90840

C99.95
£29.95
£159.95
C199.95
£249.95
£269.95
£299.95
£349.95
£179.95
C139.95
£139.95
£119.95
£169.95
£119.95
£99.95
(149.95
£159.95
(269.95
£399.95
P.O.A.
£169.95
£I09.95
CI14.95
£119.95

to the

1119.95
149.95

Yarnaha 0220
Yarnaha 0320

A 8 R Alpha
( 129.95
£ 199.95
A & R A60
AR THE AMP
£ 199.95
Cyrus One
£ 139.95
Cyrus Two
£ 259.95
Nad 1020 preamp
£ 79.95
Nad 3120
£ 109.95
Nad 3020B
£ 129.95
Nad 2150 power amp
£ 159.95
Nac13150
£ 219.95
Pink Triangle Pip
£ 359.95
Proton P520
£ 129.95
Oued 34/44/405.2/520
P.O.A.
OED
£ 99.95
Rotel RA820
£ 99.95
Rotel RA820BX
£ 129.95
Rotel RA840
£ 159.95
Rotel RA1340BX
£ 169.95
Rotel RA870
£ 285.95
Sensu, AUG55X
£ 249.95
Sensu, AUGI IX ... £ 109.95
Sensu, AUG33X
£ 169.95
Technics
P.O.&
Yamaha A320
£ 89.95
Yamaha A420
£ 139.95

or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
,

MS20
MS20
MS20
MS20
MS20
MS20
MS20
MS20
MS20
MS20
MS20
MS20

Tuners
A R T21
£ 199.95 :
Cyrus Tuner
£179.95
Hitachi FT5500
£ 149.95
Lux T210L
£ 99.95
Nad 4155
£ 219.95
Nad 4020B
£ 124.95
Pioneer F90
£ 199.95
Proton P420
£ 119.95
Proton P440
£ 189.95
Oued FM4
P.O.*.
Rotel 91820
£ 89.95
Rotel RT840
£ 139.95
Sansui TUD33XL £ 109.95
Yamaha 1320
( 89.95
Yamaha T520
£ 139.95

Tuner Amps
Nad 7125
Nad 7140
Nad 7155

£219.95
£ 339.95
£ 389.95

Turntables
Acoustic Research
£179.95
Acoustic ResearchiLVX £ 259.95
Anston RD20
£ 99.95
&maton RD40
£ 139.95
Anston RD80
£ 189.95
Dual CS505/2
£ 94.95
Dual CS505/2 deluxe
£ 109.95
Dual CS514 .
£ 59.95
£ 179.95
Mission 775LCT
Nad 5120
.
£ 99.95
Pink Triangle
£ 442.95
OED T231
£ 129.95
Rotel RP830
£ 114.95
Rotel RP850
£ 179.95
Systemdeli II
£ 115.95
Systemdek IIX
£ 115.95
Systemdek IIS
£ 219.95
The Elite Rock
£ 279.95
Thorens TDI66
£ 109.95
Thorens TD160 Super
£139.95

Video HiFi
£629.95
£719.95

Ferguson 3043
JVC HR725

r

ail order to Sevenoaks Hi- F1,109/113 London Rd,•
Sevenoaks, Kent. 0732 459555

I

Please Send me
Ienclose cheque/cash/card no. including p. & p.

I

or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or

A40
A40
A40
A40
A40
A40
A40
A40
A40
A40
A40
A40

or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or

Mission
Mission
Mission
Mission
Mission
Mission
Mission
Mission
Mission
Mission
Mission
Mission

7011
7011
7011
7011
7011
7011
7011
7011
7011
7011
7011
7011

or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or

( R252v
( R252v
( R252v
( R252v
( R252v
( R252v
( R252v
( R252v
( R252v
( R252v
( R252v
( R252v

or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or

DM110
DM110
DM110
DM110
DM110
DM110
DM110
DM110
DM110
DM110
DM110
DM110

or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or

Mercury
Mercury
Mercury
Mercury
Mercury
Mercury
Mercury
Mercury
Mercury
Mercury
Mercury
Mercury

extra
extra
extra
extra
extra
extra
extra
extra
extra
extra
extra
extra

£ 20)
£ 20)
£ 20)
£ 20)
£ 20)
£ 20)
£ 20)
£ 20)
£ 20)
£ 20)
£ 20)
£ 20)

£264.95
£274.95
£274.95
£284.95
£299.95
£299.95
£299.95
£309.95
£319.95
£309.95
£329.95
£339.95

Piral CS50f,j n the ei t'ove' svs te'r, s

FREE

£ 20.00
£ 25.00
£25.00

Amplifiers

III
III
Ill
III
Ill
Ill
Ill
Ill
Ill
III
Ill
Ill

• Cartridge supplied with above systems. • Carriage for mail order customers on
• Leads provided with above systems.

Panasonic NV830
Panasonic NV850
Panasonic NV870
Sony SLHF 100

£499.95
£599.96
£649.95
£539.95

Arms
Audio Tech AT1120 £ 99.95
Lion LVX
£ 84.95
Mission T74LC
£69.95
SME Ills
P.O.A.
Syrinx LEI
£ 107.95
Syrinx LE2
£ 1411.95
Syrinx PU3
£ 295.95

Speakers
Present
erha
clam lree stands
and 6meires CJE
Cable with all
Loudspe .....
lisrect below
ISuggested
Systems exciudeo

above systems.

Kef R101
£ 229.95
Oct R103.2
£ 299.95
Oct R104.2
£599.95
Oct 9105.2
£ 999.95
Mission 7011
£ 99.95
Mission 700.2
£ 119.95
Mission 707
£ 149.95
Mission 737 R
£ 199.95
Mission 770 F
.
£ 379.95
Mission 780 A
£ 599.95
Monitor Audio R252v
CI 19.95
Monitor Audio 9352
£ 189.95
Monitor Audio 9152 £ 199.95
Monitor Audio R552 . £ 299.95
Mordaunt Short MS20
£ 99.95
Mordaunt Short MS30
£ 129.95
Mordaunt Short MS40
£ 169.95
Mordaunt Short MS100 . £ 149.95
Oued ELS63
P.O.*.
Rogers LSI
£ 161.95
Rogers L53/5A
£ 227.95
Rogers LS5
£ 218.95
Rogers £ S7
£ 299.95
Rogers Studio 1
£ 396.95
Rotel RL850
£ 89.95
Spendor Prelude
£ 245.95
Spendor SPI
£ 540.95
Tannoy Titan
£ 99.95
Tannoy Mercury
£ I34.95
Tannoy Venus
£ 249.95
Whariedale Diamond £ 69.95
Wharfedale 506
£ 119.95
Whariedale 508
[ 159.95
Wharfedale 708
( 299.95

AR8LS
£ 79.95
AR18LS
£ 94.95
AR28LS
£ 99.95
AR38LS
£ 169.95
AR48LS
£ 199.95
AR58LS
£ 299.95
AR19B
£ 119.95
AR2013
£ 149.95
Akai CDA7L
AR3OB
£ 199.95
Ferguson CD01
Boston A40
£ 99.95
Maranta CD63B
B & W DM90
£ 99.95
Maranta CD54
B W 0M110
£ 119.95
Maranta CD74
B W DM220
£ 219.95
Maranta CD84
Celestion 10011
( 79.95
Mission DAD7000
Celestion DLO
£ 99.95
Nakamichi
Celestion DL6
£ 129.95
Philips CD104
Celestion DL8
£ 179.95
Philips CO204
Celestion SL6
£ 279.95
Philips CD304
Heybrook
P.O.A.
Pioneer PDX500
JPW PI
£89.95
JPW AP2
£ 119.95 I Sansui PCV300
Technics SLP3K
Oct Chorale III£ 139.95
Technics SLP2K
Oct Coda Ill
Technics SLP1K
Kef Cantor Ill
££
19
24
9 ..9
95
5
Yamaha CDX1
Oct Carine
£ 139.95
Yamaha CDX2
Oct Caprice
C14
(
19 9
9 9
95
5
Yamaha CD2
Oct Carlton III

Compact Discs

To celebrate the ope
g of our
new headquarters and showroom
in Sevenoaks, we are offering this
complete stereo system, inclusive
of cartridge and all leads for only

Name

£ 399.95
£ 269.95
£ 264.95
£ 299.95
£ 349.95
£ 399.95
£ 369.95
P.O.A.
£279.95
£309.95
£349.95
£299.95
£349.95
£449.95
£399.95
£349.95
£299.95
£329.95
£399.95

Systems
Sony
P.O.*.
Rotel
P.O.A.
Pioneer
P.O.A.
Technics
P.O.A.
Speakers included unless slated

Midi Systems
Aiwa V250 ex spks .. £ 449.95
Aiwa V200 ex spks
£ 379 95
Aiwa V890 ex spks
£ 579.95
Alma V900LW ex spks
£ 579.95
Aiwa V350 ex spks
£ 479.95
Aiwa V900L ex spks
£ 499.95
Aiwa V900 ex spks
£ 629.95
Aiwa V1100 ex spks
£ 749.95
Akai System 66
£ 499.95
JVC E22
£ 419.95
£749.95
JVC E50
Pioneer S110
£249.95
£349.95
Pioneer S330
Pioneer S550
(499.95
£759.95
Pioneer S770
£349.95
Sony Compact 35
£439.95
Sony Compact 44
£629.95
Sony Compact 55
£839.95
Sony Compact 77
P.O.A.
Technics 315/15
P.O.A.
Technics 315/25A
P.O.A.
Technics 315/25W
P.O.A.
Technics 315/35A
Technics 315/45A
P.O.A.
Technics 315/55A
P.O.A.
Sy ...... included unless stated

Specials
Sinclair Spectrum 48K
£ 99.95
Sinclair Spectrum r
£ 129.95
BBC Micro B
£ 349.95
Ariston RI)80 inc. arm
£ 179.95
Ariston RD40 Inc arm
£ 129.95
Maranta CD63B
£ 264.95
Thorens TD160 Super
£ 139.95
Prices include VAT and were corred ial
irme of preparation ( approximately 5
weeks before publication) but are
subiect to change without notice
E 0E

Dual CS505-2
TURNTABLE

£249.95

Address

inc. VAT.
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Rotel RA820
AMPLIFIER

Compusonics
Over recent months Ihave followed with
interest the curious case of Compusonics. At
the 1984 Chicago Consumer Electronics
Show, Compusonics promised adigital
audio recorder that used computer floppy
discs. The same promise was made afew
months later at the International
Broadcasting Convention in Brighton.
Astonishingly, some journalists, who would
normally have known better, reported on
Compusonics' claims, even though they had
never seen or heard the system working.
At the Brighton IBC the firm promising to
import Compusonics equipment didn't even
have anon-working prototype. At Chicago
the prototype was there, but the time never
seemed to be right for aworking
demonstration. Now Compusonics, or more
accurately Compusound Inc of Denver,
Colorado, has been granted an American
patent ( 4472 747) on the technology behind
the system.1 have no idea whether it works,
and the patent text is so complicated, that it
may well be that the Washington Patent
Office examiners were bamboozled into
allowing it through.
Ihave done my best to come up with a
synopsis of the patent. ( If you want more
details it is easy to obtain aphotocopy of
USP 4472 747 through the foreign library
section of the Science Reference Library
attached to the London Patent Office, near
Chancery Lane tube station.
Studio digital recorders sample at up to
50kHz and code into 16- bit words. A 45m
coding in stereo soaks up 4320 million bits of
digital information; and that is without error
correction. One way to record this is on a
length of magnetic tape, with avideo
recorder. Another way is to use an optical
disc, like Compact Disc or LaserVision. Why
not use acomputer floppy disc instead?
Because acomputer floppy holds only
around one megabyte, which is 8million bits
of information, and that is enough for just
five seconds of audio at the same coding
standard. David Schwartz, inventor of the
Compusound system, says he can reduce
storage space by afactor of 100, to let aone
megabyte floppy disc hold around 8mins.
New technology, for example from 3M, has
already expanded floppy capacity to around
5megabytes, which means around 40m
of digital audio. It has to be said that no-one I
know, or have heard of, or have read about,
has seen or heard aCompusonics recorder
achieving what Schwartz claims. So the
patent could be ahoax, ajoke, afund raising
exercise — or afascinating glimpse into the
new technology behind aso far undemonstrated laboratory prototype.
The input to the recorder is fed to aData
Acquisition Module ( DAM) which uses
standard ICs to perform three quite separate
functions. First it samples the signal at 42kHz
and outputs adigital word every 0.01s ie, 100
times asecond. This word can be made up
from anything between 4and 14 bits. At the
same time, and at the same 100Hz rate, the
DAM outputs an analysis of the signal
frequency spectrum. It does this by logging
the output from 128 separate narrowband
filters, which cover the full audio spectrum.
The digital words put out 100 times asecond
to describe the frequency spectrum can
range from no bits at all ( where there are no
signals in any one of the 128 channels) to a
very large number of bits where the music
has acomplex wide band waveform. At the
same time and rate, the DAM logs the
amplitude of the signals in the 128 filters.
The first two data signal streams are sent
to acircuit which assembles them for
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recording on disc. The third signal stream is
loaded into abuffer memory of ordinary
RAM, from which it is accessed by a
waveform analyser. This analyser works
either by Fast Fourier Transform ( FFT) or by
Delta Hadamard Transform ( FONT), to
reduce the complex waveforms to relatively
simple mathematical equations. Ten times a
second the analyser sends out aset of
waveform tables to the circuits which are
recording the other two signal streams onto
disc. These tables are kept in amemory and
are either revised or thrown out every tenth
of asecond. The signal recorded varies in
length but always follows the same format.
The first 14 bits are afield length statement;
the next 7bits are the frequency filter or
channel identifier, followed by a2- bit flag
and a7- bit scaler; then a7- bit waveform
table identifier; 7- bit simultaneous
waveform table identifier ( repeated if
necessary); a2- bit flag to the last 14- bit word
which is the broadband signal.
Once one of these records has been
prepared for storage it is held in memory for
one cycle so that it can be compared with the
next. Where the same signal is repeated,
pre-programmed token flags are inserted
instead. Obviously, this saves on bit storage
by discarding redundant and duplicate
information. When there is overload,
because astring of signals are unique, they
are buffered for one tenth of asecond and
discarded if the next signal is the same.
In simple terms the system is taking
'acoustic snapshots' of the audio signal, 100
times asecond, comparing them and
recording just enough information to
descrioe the differences. Schwartz says that
an average data record will be around 20bytes and that ahigh density floppy will
contain about 240,000 records, each
representing a0.01s snapshot. The entire
waveform catalogue is written to disc after
the disc has been filled up, except for 130
kilobytes needed for the catalogue.
For playback the machine first reads the
130- kilobyte waveform catalogue into RAM.
The waveforms are then called up, as
necessary, while the disc is played. Every
0.01s data record is read out serially. The
player has filters to bridge the gaps between
the steps of adjacent samples. The whole
system runs with synchronised timing based
on ahundredth- second cycle. The stream of
acoustic snapshots, says Schwartz, is
directly analogous to the stream of frames in
amotion picture film.
As already mentioned, an average floppy

disc contains 240,000 snapshots. The first
14- bit word is the binary number which is
equal to the total number of bytes that follow
in that snapshot. The following 7- bit word
tells the player the first of the frequency
identifiers contained in the snapshot. The
following 2- bit flag is for frequency shifting
in either direction. The third 7- bit word is a
binary number, from 1to 128 which sets the
relative amplitude, ie, voltage level, for the
previously set frequency output. The fourth
7- bit word is abinary number ( from 1to 128)
that tells the player where to find the
waveform that is to be addressed with the
set frequency. The 5th and 6th 7- bit words
are waveform table references. In practice,
the player reads through the snapshot, then
sets adigital oscillator with the reference
values which it has looked up. The number
of times the wave table is read per second
depends on the oscillator frequency, and
Schwartz instances 440 times/s.
Don't ask me if the system works as
claimed and whether the gaps between
snapshots really are inaudible. Ask
Compusound of Denver, Colorado. At the
same time, ask them when they intend
actually to demonstrate asystem which
records the claimed 45 minutes of stereo on
asingle computer disc. After all, low cost
5- megabyte hard discs are already available
for home micros.

Standard Warble
What apity British Telecom and STC, the
British company which makes some of its
telephones, didn't talk to surround-sound
audio engineers before designing their
range of pushbutton telephones which
warble instead of ringing. If you have more
than one of these phones in the room, it's
almost impossible to tell which one is
warbling. One magazine office Ivisit had
dozens of the things, and every time one
rang there was aKeystone Cops routine in
which at least half adozen people tried their
phones before someone got the right one.
Eventually they were junked, and replaced
by amore old-fashioned type.
The problem is that the warble frequency
is created by arapid switch between two
tones, one at 1172Hz and the other at
1339Hz. This frequency band is in the no
man's land between the two mechanisms
used by the ear and brain to locate the
direction of asound. At low frequencies the
ear and brain use phase discrepancy
between the ears created by the baffle effect
of the head. Both ears hear different points
on the same waveform. At higher
frequencies, where the size of the head is
similar to the wavelength, phase detection
won't work because both ears can end up
hearing exactly the same point on quite
different cycles of the waveform. So the
brain's detection system switches from
phase to intensity or amplitude. The baffle
effect of the head at high frequencies is to let
one ear hear asound louder than the other.
The telephone warble frequency straddles
phase ambiguity and amplitude ambiguity.
Hence the confusion.
When Ivisited STC's labs at Harlow
recently — where Ilearned all kinds of
exciting things about the new laser and optic
fibre technology under development — I
noted with interest that they were using their
own warble phones. But Inever saw more
than one in an office at the same time. Was
this cause or effect? Was it because they only
used one in an office that they hadn't
recognised the problem of sound location?
Or was it because of the location problems
that they only used one in an office?+
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• High transient power
▪ High dynamic power

• MOS-FET output devices
• DC coupled throughout

EXPENSIVE TUNER??
THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES
You spend many hours and quite
alot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath free, clean signal which
only awell designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23. with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and Acc.
Ang. down to 15 Degrees or have a
"one off" special built, up to 32
elements.

GALAXIE CIRCULAR 17 ELEMENT STEREO
GAIN 15.9dB. F. to B. 33.7dB. L.74"

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT
* FM. arrays from 4to 23 Element. TV from 10 to 136 element.
* British built and designed to withstand our weather for 5guaranteed
years.
* Interested D.I.Y. advice freely given, backed by our complete range
of masts, brackets, rotors, cables, and aerials. Systems available for
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting.
* Professional installation service available within anominal 150 mile
radius of LUTON. Full details of this service available on receipt of a
large S.A.E. which will bring you our complete "Aerial Guide" which
is much more than just alist of our products and prices, and carries
details of all our services, including MAIL ORDER and site surveys.

SEE THE REST, THEN FOR THE BEST, CALL
RON SMITH

AERIALS
98 ASH ROAD LUTON BEDS.
Day

Luton 36561 90to 6.0 Eve

Luton 29560 aller 730 pm

Shop Hours: 9.0 to 6.0. Closed Wednesday
5Minutes from M1 Motorvvily Turnoff N, 11

Aunique concept in audio amplification...
Patem applied lei

The Cemac MOS-FET 800 offers a400W• per
channel amplifier designed specifically to drive
loudspeakers rated as low as 100W RMS': thus
effectively increasing the dynamic range byl2dB.
High dynamic power accurately controls the
loudspeakers by the use of alarge number of
MOS-FET power devices. Added to this DC
coupling ensures immediate response to all
variables in the signal.
Wide frequency responce. low distortion, low
noise and low output impedance only enhance
an amplifier well worth listening to.
«•: 13h11,

MICHELL SYNCH()

•

Cemac Ltd

22 Fleming Close Cheshunt Hens EN7 6AY

Telephone Waltham Cross (0992) 33099

r

Superb sound, superb style as you would
expect from Michell Engineering.

—
To Cemac Ltd 22 Fleming Close Cheshunt Herts EN7 6AY
Please rush me the MOS-FET 800 leaflet
Name

HFN 4/85

READING HI-FI CENTRE, 6, HARRIS ARCADE,
FRIAR ST.. READING, BERKS. RG1.1DN. TELE ( 0734) 585463

Address

Tues Sat: 9.30am to 5.30pm. ( LUNCH: 2 to 3pm. EXCEPT SAT.)
DEMONSTRATION APPOINTMENTS ADVISED!

L—

—

Telephone

Closed all day Monday

L

AST MONTH IHAD along moan about
an extremely poor classical music
broadcast from LBC, one of London's
two ILR stations. After much investigation, I
found out quite alot about the background,
and felt that readers might well be interested
in what has been unearthed.
The original recording had been made on
hired Sony semi-professional digital
equipment, including a16- bit digital adaptor
and anormal domestic video recorder.
Analogue copies of this tape were made for
many ILR stations, and in order to save
continued hiring of the digital equipment,
LBC made an analogue tape for their own
transmission. The publicity given on air,
therefore, that this was adigital recording,
was misleading, for having transferred it to
an analogue open- reel tape, there should not
really be any difference from the situation of
the original recording being made in
analogue. The only benefit was that the
other ILR stations taking the broadcast did
not then have analogue copies of an
analogue master. Iwonder how many other
ILR stations claimed the relay to be from a
digital master?
Investigations have revealed that some of
the bad distortion on peaks, and all the poor
sound reported, other than that due to
over-deviation, was actually present on the
digital master. There was obviously some
lack of liaison or co-operation between the
PA engineers and the sound balancing team,
and listening very carefully to my digital
recording of the broadcast, it becomes
obvious that the level of PA in the hall was
grossly excessive. LBC had put out two pairs
of stereo mics, but the closer pair, which
would have given abetter pick-up of the
orchestra, apparently picked up so much
more PA that it was unusable. Even so,
surely we could have had less injection into
the stereo balance from the PA system direct
output?
After writing about this last month, I
carried out avery accurate calibration of my
entire receiving, recording and monitoring
system, and all the levels throughout were
within 0.5dB of what they have normally
been for years, around 56kHz deviation in
mono of L+R at 1kHz mod frequency
representing PPM '6', or + 8dBm in and out
of the recording equipment. Ithought it a
good idea to check the ability of my peak
program meters to read very fast peaks, and
checks were made down to around 0.5ms
bursts of either 5or 10kHz frequency. There
was no sign of any overshoot on even long
bursts, but short ones read far more
accurately than IBA-specified ones. The IBA
has avery tight specification for PPMs
throughout their network, and it seems that
the ILR stations are simply not seeing some
of the very fast transients sent through to
their transmitters.
We watched my Calrec PPMs for over an
hour on both BBC and ILR stations, and
whereas Radio 3and 4tended to reproduce
most speech peaking at around PPM 4.5
every now and then, Radio 1or 2and Capital,
continuously peaked 6, but not ascrap over.
LBC hit the odd 6.5, the absolute maximum
allowed by the IBA. However, the limiters
installed at all the ILR transmitter sites are
supposed to crash- limit at 75kHz deviation,
but these limiters have an attack time of
around 100ms, so afast transient can get
right through at its beginning and cause a
very excessive momentary over-deviation
before the gain is cut back.
If we translate all this into the audible
effect produced by the chain, we would hear
high frequency speech peaks causing
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momentary over-deviation which would
cause transient distortion in the majority of
FM tuners, other than those having amuch
wider than average intermediate frequency
bandwidth. Particularly marked would be
distortion from speech placed extreme left or
right, such as is fairly frequent on the ILR
stations. Many FM tuners cannot cope with
massive deviation at HF on one channel
only, or even near one channel with just a
slight feed-through to the other channel,
either intentionally or with acoustic crosstalk
in the studio.
Ihave frequently shown dissatisfaction at
the sound of speech, sometimes from the
BBC news suites. Considering Radios 1and
2, Ieven get the impression that somewhere
along the chain someone is adjusting level
without looking at ameter at all, so allowing
limiters to crash peaks down continually. I
reponed ayear or two ago that the BBC had
lifted their average peak transmission levels.
Iwonder if this is in an attempt to match the
extreme high deviations used by some of the
ILR stations? The situation is rather akin to
the tendency for cutting studios many years
ago to put more and more level on pop
singles in an effort to make their single
louder than the next or the previous one
played on the pub jukebox!
Many transmitter drivers installed in the
last year or so are quieter than they were,
and most FM tuners are alot better than the
average of afew years back, so Imust query
whether most of our radio programmes
reach near full deviation far too frequently. I
dread to think what might happen if British
broadcasting — both BBC and ILR — is
encouraged to become more and more like
the dreaded US radio transmissions.
Furthermore, sound balancers now have far
better microphones, control desks and
recording equipment or landlines which
allow more high frequency energy to get
through the entire system up to the
transmitter, so perhaps programme levels
now need to go down, rather than up. It
seems that only Radio 3retains any degree
of sanity, although even there levels seem to
be creeping up. Digital recorders with superb
frequency and energy responses for
recording concerts in situ and then with their
recordings played back in acontinuity studio
actually add to the problem, for the phase

lag of many alandline can reduce the energy
of an HF transient by shifting part of it
sideways in time.
Returning to my own PPMs, Ihave always
welcomed the fact that they were able to
read transients very accurately, but even so,
digital meters have still shown that many a
peak can get through, which under- reads on
the PPM by up to 4dB if it is avery fast
transient. Isuggest that ILR PPMs could be
under- reading some transients by up to 6dB,
which explains why ILR stations quite
innocently send transient peaks to their
transmitters which cause the over-deviation
problem. Since many stations are now
spaced 200kHz apart — although 300kHz
spacing is normally encouraged — this may
well explain why some ILR stations can
create slight spitching on speech peaks,
which can break through to an adjacent
channel that may be being received fairly
weakly by alistener. The fallback time of my
PPMs is also somewhat slower than that in
the ILR specification, the average fallback
time of my Calrec PPMs being around 3.6s. I
see this as an advantage, for an engineer can
get agood idea of apeak value asecond or
so later if the initial reading wasn't noticed.
So often it is easy to miss an almost
instantaneous crash, and one tends to have a
quick look at the meter sometimes after
one's brain has registered that aloud
transient has occurred.

Binaural sound effects
Very recently Iheard aremarkable prerecorded cassette of abinaural science
fantasy drama, which had been broadcast by
National Public Radio in the US. It was The
Mist by Stephen King, available from 1984
ZBS Foundation, RR 1Box 1202, Fort
Edward, NY 12828, USA.
This 80- minute production involved
scenes in aprivate house, asuperstore in a
large village and in afairly large car. Idon't
want to spoil the story in case it is ever
transmitted, but the binaural effect created
by the use of aNeumann dummy head was
absolutely stunning, as well as the story
itself being spine chilling. Unfortunately, the
cassette was not Dolbied, although at least it
was on chrome tape with aquieter
background. Iwould like to see productions
such as this transmitted regularly as part of a
long series by the ILR, if not by the BBC. the
sound, even on stereo speakers, was still
excellent, but of course the spatial depth and
precision only comes over really well on
headphones.

Background hiss
The Chicago Symphony Orchestra under
Solti gave two concerts in London, both of
which were relayed on Radio 3from the RFH
Both performances were very fine indeed,
and the sound balance excellent. Only slight
hiss crept in on quiet passages.
Their second concert began with the first
UK performance of Corigliano's
Tournaments Overture, which was great fun,
and arather noisy contempory work,
proving that not all modern music has to be
'plink, plank, plonk, burp'! Again, the
magnificent strings and their excellent
ensemble produced the typical Chicago
sheen, with the firm, but not too loud, bass
line that seemed much more natural than on
many of Solti's recordings. In the third
movement, however, we were all rather
disturbed by the high background hiss level,
and Icould not help wondering where this
was coming from. Iam sure we are all more
conscious of hiss now that we have heard
CDs, so this will have to be watched.
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In the heady days before Subjective Audio was conceived Iand
my future staff were buying hopelessly unreliable budget
systems from dealers who should have known better, the ultimate
system that one would strive for would have been probably the
Thorens turntable with SME arm and Shure cartridge with aLeak
or Quad amplifier and Wharfdale or similar speakers. Haven't
things changed?
In 1976, the originators of Subjective Audio were looking ahead
and the "standard system" outlined above was frankly just not
good enough. Our reference system, which was considered by
competitors to be overly eccentric, was the Michell Hydraulic
Reference with SME arm and Stanton 681 EEE, the magnificent
Lecson amplification and Gale speakers. Our competitors called
us " young", " impetuous" and even "anarchistic".
Time marches on, and more relevantly, so does technology and
having moved into our custom-built studios in Central London,
experimentation led us to investigate further the advantages of
the so called "esoteric" end of the market. A new reference was
created. Once again, Subjective Audio were out on alimb, for it
seemed that the majority of our competitors felt that the classic
Linn/Nairn was truly the pinnacle --- and that everything else was
merely adistraction. We fought on, convinced that we had had
it glimpse of a piece of clear blue sky in an otherwise cloudy
outlook.
Being selective, we naturally discarded the junk, the pretentious
and the unreliable and the cu:mination was that we were left with
a small number of extremely respectable suppliers who fully
understood the necessity of finding the most applicable solution
to the customer's real needs and were confident enough in our
method of operation to recommend us regularly to potential
customers both here and abroad.
As aconsequence of all this investigation, it became quite clear
that frontiers would have to be crossed continually and that in
truth. the " ultimate" reference was purely subjective - afitting
endorsement of our trading title we felt. There was agrowing
realization that our first obligation and consequently, the finest
service that we should offer, would be to create an environment
in which the true music lover could freely select the units of their
choice and not be humiliated by the sales personnel if they
decided that he couldn't " hear the difference" or more to the point,
didn't feel the difference was worth the money.
As aconsequence we found that we were becoming ever more

expel tIli understanding the complexities and realities of truly
upmarket audio equipment. Inevitably this led to us becoming
one of the largest European retailers for many of the most
prestigious names in world audio. Don't get us wrong however in
believing that the size of adealer's sales is automatically indicative
of the quality and depth of his expertise. It is with embarrassment
we realize that some of our competitors choose to sell equipment
which clearly has little or no merit, merely because it has received
praise in the Hi Fi press and consequently falls into the category
of an "easy sale".
So to practicalities. If we adopt the attitude that ultimately it is the
customer whose needs and desires have to be satisfied rather
than our own preconceived assumptions then of course we should
give him (or her) the opportunity to choose for themselves under
our gentle guidance. Accordingly, we decided to provide the very
finest selection, and not limit the customer to achoice of one.
Let's take amplifiers for example. Whilst certain " flat-earth"
dealers will tell you that the only amplifier to buy is aNaim, or
at best, is only able to offer one viable alternative, we have gone
astage further and in Room 2at Subjective Audio, we have what's
affectionately known as our "tower of power".
The visitor is given the opportunity to choose for himself between
amplifiers from the following, in a relaxed and sympathetic
atmosphere. AUDIO RESEARCH, BURMESTER, CONRAD
JOHNSON, BEARD, KRELL, PERREAUX and DREADNOUGHT.
Through such notables as MAGNEPLANAR, SNELL. B&W,
CELESTION SL/600 and the like. Naturally, the signal sources
would include units of the highest calibre and of course, heresy
upon heresy, compact disc as well. Yes, dear reader, we do love
compact disc, but that's another story.
Of course, these are not the only amplifiers we sell: we proudly
represent Quad, Meridian, Audio Vois, A&R, Yamaha and
Magnum in Rooms 3and 1, enabling music lovers with arestricted
expenditure to purchase units of excellent reputation but with the
emphasis firmly on value.
For the serious music lover, it would seem that there are very few,
if any, retailers in the U.K. who can offer such a range of truly
superior Audio Amplifiers and certainly none that can manage
to match the depth of knowledge, enthusiam and professionalism
which is ahallmark of Subjective Audio staff.

c"?Dren. 2
THE BEST WE HAVE TO OFFER
WHERE PRICE IS NO OBJECT
AUDIO RESEARCH
BEARD
J. BOWERS ACTIVE " 1"
BURMESTER
CELESTION SL/600
CONRAD JOHNSON
HELIUS ORION,
KOETSU

FOR THE COST CONSCIOUS
WHO WANT THE BEST, AT A PRICE
KRELL
MAGNE PLANAR
MICHELL
PERREAUX
RE VOX
VAN DEN HUL
WHARFEDALE "OPTION 1"
ZETA

A & R
Audio Vois
B&W
Celestion
Delta
Dreadnought
Goldring
Grace
Harbeth
Heybrook
Linn
Magnum

Meridian
Myst
Nakamichi
Pink Triangle
Quad
Spendor
Sumiko
Supex
Tenorel
T.E.P.
Yahama
Yorkshire
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

We accept all major credit cards.
We operate an efficient and experienced EXPORT facility.
We are closed each Sunday and Monday.
We operate by appointment.
We know that serving the customer's real needs is the
foundation of our trading policy.
6. Credit facilities and full written quotations are available upon
request (licensed credit broker).

SUBJECTIVE AUDIO
2Camden High Street
London NW1 OJH
England

Tel: (01) 387 8281

COMPLEAT RECORDIST
•multicore inners to carry the HT
and LT to the mics as well as audio
output, whereas the 1984 sessions used Hitachi LC-OFC ( linear
crystal, oxygen- free) star- quad
microphone cables and van den
Hul interconnects in the controlroom. As I discussed in the
February issue, many older proTon Faulkner's
fessional engineers in England
column for the ta se seem loathe to believe that one
kind of cable should be any differecorder enthusiast rent from another, despite the
gaping looks of horror and disbeUST BEFORE CHRISTMAS lief from audiophiles, whose ears
last year Ihad some recording tell them something else. Only
sessions at Rosslyn Hill time will tell.
It is ironic that for all the
Chapel in Hampstead, North London with the Gabrieli String changes in details of technology,
Quartet and soloists Keith Puddy let alone the inflation in prices of
(clarinet) and Douglas Boyd equipment (the entire 1965 con(oboe). Compleat Recordist has trol- room and studio set-up
received some correspondence would have cost less than one
from readers on the topic of how Sanken microphone on its own
commercial sessions are con- today), the microphone techniducted. The nature of this particu- que remains, to all practical
lar recording makes it suitable for intents and purposes, the same:
closer inspection as it was a a single pair of directional mics
'remake' of an album recorded by within centimetres of each other,
the same artists ( with two excep- a few metres back from the pertions) some 19 years ago, and the formers at just over head height.
technical details of the previous In 1965 the engineer ( John
sessions were available for con- Boyden, who graduated to Producer on the 1984 sessions)
trast.
The music was Mozart's Clar- placed his mics slightly higher
inet Quintet ( never the same for and acouple of feet closer to the
me since its Korean rendition in performers. One particular
the TV show M•A*S*H) and the strength of modern mics is their
same composer's Oboe Quartet. ability to ' zoom in' from agreater
The microphone technique was distance — a useful attribute in
very simple, a near-coincident reverberant surroundings like
pair of cardioid unidirectionals churches and large halls.
Minimalist recording using a
mounted approximately 25cm
apart at an angle of 90 degrees or small number of microphones to
so. The original recording made reproduce an overall concert hall
in St Dunstan's Church, Cheam, sound picture, rather than placin September and November ing mics close to each performer
1965, issued originally on WRC, and blending them together eleclater on CFP, used a near-coinci- tronically in the control- room, is
dent pair of valve AKG C60 car- no new arrival to recording but
dioids fed via step-up transfor- the digital age has given it a new
mers into the back of a valve lease of life. A recent recording
Revox G36 modified by Richard project in West Berlin's PhilharSwettenham for use at 15ips with monie concert hall was educaBASF LGR tape. My new 1984 tional as far as some other enginversion used a pair of Sanken eers' techniques were concerned,
CU41 cardioids fed via a trans- when Telarc's Jack Renner and I
formerless DDA mixer into a found the console set-ups
modified Sony PCM1610. The for another company's sessions
output of the PCM1610 digital in the hall. Lengths of masking
processor was fed into two U- tape stretched up and down the
Matic videocassette recorders door of the control- room, ready
running in parallel loaded with to be stuck on to the front of their
mixers showing channel and
Fuji H521 tape.
Monitoring back in 1965 com- multitrack tape- track allocations

jr

prised a pair of Celestion Ditton
15s in adraughty vestry driven by
a stereo Leak valve-amp. Its 1984
counterpart was apair of middleaged Spendor BC1s in an even
more draughty vestry driven by a
Naim 160. Apart from the
changeovers from valve to transistors and from analogue to
digital, the only other big difference was in the connecting
cables. The ' 60s recording used
standard copper cabling, with
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for mics on most of the individual
desks of the string sections, and a
microphone each for most of the
wind players. This style of multimic production makes it difficult
to achieve natural perspective,
and the candour of digital recording only serves to show the
seams clearer than ever before.
The 1984 recording of Mozart's
Clarinet Quintet and Oboe Quartet will be in the shops later this
year on the Contour Classics
label ( also budget CD) and record
collectors with copies of the previous 1965 version might care to
put pen to paper expressing the
main differences they hear.
The horrors of recording on
location, are numerous with poor
monitoring, acoustic treatment of
the room sometimes restricted to
atired old carpet on the floor with
some curtains. The acoustics
were rather live and boomy on
this occasion and the engineer
had to avoid making his tapes
sound too close at home in order
to compensate for the problems
of the monitoring on location.
The other main hazard of a hall
such as this is extraneous noise
from planes, traffic, nearby building sites and — on this one occasion — the eccentricities of a 'consultant-designed', newly installed
heating system which chose to
click and whirr periodically for no
apparent reason. The mains fusebox was eventually located and
the jumpers removed for the
errant fans, so that the freezing
musicians had to resort to home
electric heaters dotted around the
studio floor on mains extension
leads.
Communication between the
control- room and the performers
was done with a 'talkback' system, a Beyer M201 moving-coil
mic on (he mixer finding its way
after amplification and switching
into a Mordaunt-Short MS20
placed in front of the musicians.
In addition to this a red/green
light system was put out to indicate clearly when the tape was
running. On larger sessions
(orchestral, opera, etc) it is usual
to have a telephone intercom
between conductor and producer
for ' private' conversations, also a
closed-circuit television link so
that the control- room can work
out what is gong on in the hall if

everything goes unexpectedly
quiet. With all these interconnections between control- room and
performers, even recording
strictly purist- style with just two
mics, at least five or six lines are
required and it is not uncommon
for professional engineers to use
thick hose- like multiway cables
with stage- boxes to avoid messy
tangles of individual cables
strewn across the floor.

Union rules
In England, the rules governing
how recording sessions are conducted are laid down by the
Musicians' Union. The basic principles are that a session lasts
three hours with one tea/coffee
break halfway through. A maximum of twenty minutes of music
may be recorded in each sessin,
so that an album of between 40
and 60 minutes' music will call
for at least three complete sessions ( nine hours excluding
breaks). Other countries have
different Union rules, with the
USA being the most confusing in
my limited experience — a man
with a stop watch and clipboard
in the control- room throughout
the recording telling us how
many minutes we were allowed
before the next compulsory
break. It was often impossible to
record certain sections without
breaking the rules. Orchestral ;
costs are so high in America
compared with England that it is
often necessary to record an
entire album in one hectic fourhour session to keep within a
profitable budget, and this certainly allows little time for the
engineer to fine-tune his sound
balance from the start, let alone
experiment with different techniques.
After the recording sessions
themselves, the tapes are taken
to the editing suite and a complete ' performance' is compiled
from the various takes. An album
usually uses up five hours or so
of tape on the sessions, which are
edited down to the 50 minutes or
so of an LP or CD. The amount of
editing required varies enormously from project to project,
with some producers obsessed
with ' fly- speck' details of
accuracy to the score while
others are happy to let the odd
eccentricity go by in the excitement of a great performance.
Recording for a living is certainly another world from
amateur taping, and Iam tempted to draw an analogy between
the activities of a commercial
farmer and a pet lover. The farmer cares for his animals every
bit as much as the pet lover, but
the relationship is not the same,
somehow, especially when market day comes along!
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WIGMORE
STREET 1N1
CITY OF WESTMINSTER
Is‘per Ilocm1R, ark,' - & Initier you're

On Demonstration
Acoustic Research
A & R Cambridge
Minton
Audio Lab
Audio Research
B &
Burmester
Celestion
Dean
Denon
D.N.M.
Dual
Etude
Gale
Harman Kardon
Heybrook
Jordan
KEF
Kiseki
Koetsu
Krell
Linn
Logic
Magnum
Magneplanar
Mare nil
Meridian
Michell

*

Mission
Monitor Audio
Musical Fidelity
NAD
Nakamichl
Nairn
Ortoton
Oracle
Perreaux
P.S. Audio
Quad
Revolver
Reims
Rogers
Rotel
Royston
SD Acoustics
Sondes
Spendor
Start
Supex
Systemdek
Syrinx
Tannoy
Walker
Van den Hui
Yamaha
Zeta

starting out, upgrading your sysiem or
just replacing your cartridge
Single speaker dents by appointment in
either of our two studios
Turntable service that's the best in the

*

*

business - we set up, renovate. up•date
and repair
Biasing to the tape of your choice when
you purchase anew deck or we'll * week
your own deck for 1:15

*

I
.

RADFORD

Audio Transistor Amplifiers
Audio Valve Amplifiers
Audio Measuring Instruments
Loudspeakers
Loudspeaker Kits
Loudspeaker Drive Units and Networks
Audio transformers for valve amplifiers
Radford Audio Ltd., 10 Beach Rood,
Weston-Super-Mare, Avon B523 1AU
Tel: 0934 416033

Part- exchange of your existing
equipment normally possible subject to
age and condition
No deposit instalment credit available full details on application

•

Tapes at prices you'll find hard to beat!

*

Accessories for the enthusiast from the
West End's finest selection - you name
it. we've usually got it
Record cleaning service - quite simply

*

the only way to bring those treasured
discs back to alistenable condition

precision pick-up arms
the Ses,nd Apssoo<hro H. i•

48 WIGMORE STREET LONDON WI
Telephone 01-486 8263
611 ) PT

FACUITIES AVAL A111 t

Open Monday- Saturday 10am -

Please call or write:
SME Limited, Steyning, Sussex, BN4 3GY
Telephone: 0903 814321 Telex: 877808 G

6 00pm Thur nhl 7pm

Our suppliers include:
Alphason
Apogee
Audiostatic
Breuer
Burmester
Celestion
Counterpoint
Hitachi cable
KEF
Kiadea
Koetsu
LAST
Michell
Musical Fidelity
Oracle
Philips CD
Pink Triangle
Quad

Just many years of practical experience and keen enthusiasm combiped with a
polite and professional service — to get to know more about Astg
udio and
the wizard of Alderley Edge contact Derek Aston- Darker.
Ilool5 forward to meeting you

Revolver
Revox
Robertson
Rotel
Sondex
Spender
Stand & Deliver
Talisman
Tannoy

know for our

Sseries of musical

evenings Mar 9 (Absolute
Sounds). Send now for the
l
atest issue of the Aston 4

Van den Hul
Walker
Zeta

The HiFi Consultants

A

4WEST ST., ALDERLEY EDGE. CHESHIRE. 0625 582704 OPEN TU
access

FOUR
STUDIOS * AMPLE PARKING * RECORD CLEANING * INSTANT CREDIT * TOP TAPE
Now including Aston Audiophile accessories — Mail order.
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KENNY GoEsTog-LL7WieiD
Ken Kessler re • orts from the WCES

S

O WHAT IF IT STARTED ON A FRIDAY?
This slave driving whip-wielder of an
Atkinson wanted me to cover the Winter Consumer Electronics Show, 1400
exhibits in four days — and if Imiss anything
important, I'll be punished with extra tele-

phone duty, or even something truly sadistic
and cruel like a tonearm survey. Got any
roller skates, not that 1can use them?
The CES is a bi-annual bacchanal for the
(primarily American) hi-fi trade. Of course,
some business does interrupt the festivities,
and party poopers like myself do try to look
practical and functional and busy, but then
we're prevented from doing so because of
insidious negative influences like Andy Giles
of Natural Sound Systems fame. ( Go see the
film Animal House. Pay close attention to he
toga party scene. Picture atall blond Englishman amidst the revellers ..
111-I-1 NEWS & RECORD REVII-Vt
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One room in the Riviera had a complete
display of Systemdeks, a few companies
were showing off their amps and speakers
with signals provided by the ' Baby' Rock,
and Rogers had most of its range surrounding my pet subwoofer, the LSB1. Iwas told
that Proac were in evidence, and was
pleased to discover some of our less wellknown equipment being used by American
exhibitors alongside their own products.
Though Quad didn't exhibit, a surprising
number of their 405s turned up in modified
form driving the big Vandersteens, and
Spectral used modified ESL-63s to show off
their preamps. Though now outnumbered
by Oracles and SOTAs, Linn Sondeks
weren't too hard to find; Isaw one so heavily
modified that Idon't even think it can be
classified as a Linn any longer...
Three British companies did manage to
create stirs, even while flanked by American
components of a most exotic nature. Their
achievements are great for lump-in- thethroat binges; you just can't help but be
proud. Cambridge's Stan Curtis astounded
everyone by introducing a $2000-plus CD
player, bringing the number of British models up to three. Imposing, and surprisingly
well-finished for aprototype, the Cambridge
machine is loaded with facilities, including a
novel switching arrangement for modifying
the circuitry to suit different discs. If this
sounds just like the mid-' 50s when preamps
bore selectors for RIAA, 78, or CBS equalisation, you're too late: Stan already thought up
that analogy. IMore Cambridge CD details
on p23 — Ed]
Plans also include asub-£500 machine and
a ' killer' model, and Stan has been awarded
a unique honour — he's the first man in
The British contingent
British audio ever to keep a secret.
Bob Abrahams of QED was grinning from
If you want tunnel vision, Ican make this
ear-to- ear, basking in the glow of success.
report read like Part Ill of my epic over-view
of the US hi-fi scene. The CES specialist The new QED system, seen here at the Penta
Show, was well received in the USA, proudly
audio area is as much monopolised by
displayed alongside speakers built for QED
American manufacturers as the Penta Show
by Castle. Castle is known for the quality of
is by British companies, and the ' Buy British
their woodwork, and they've done amarvelBrigade' might have already relegated this
lous job with the very smart rack for the QED
article to the rubbish bin. Well, the laugh's
on them, because part of my pre-flight turntable, amp and tuner.
Ironically, the talk of the show was a
briefing dealt with the need for me to report
product by now familiar to all of us, Mison the presence of British audio equipment
sion's DAD7000 CD player. While the
at the show.
machine has been available for a few
As is well-known, the Vegas exhibition
months in the UK, it's only since the appearonly runs for four days, is spread over four or
more hotels, and pays host to over a ance of areview just prior to the CES that the
thousand manufacturers. A speed-freak on a Mission has captured the attention of all and
sundry. Our American colleague, J Peter
skateboard couldn't hope to cover the whole
Moncrieff, was not unimpressed with the
affair in that time, and Ihad no intention of
Mission, and his report in International
even attempting it. My sincere apologies to
those British companies whose rooms I Audio Review has resulted in a rush of
orders from Mission dealers. Mission's
couldn't find.
room, manned by the North American wing
Those Idid manage to call on or hear
of the company, was one of the few places
about were doing us proud, with KEF and
one could go without suffering a nagging
B&W introducing new in-car speaker sysfeeling that the set-up needed fine-tuning.
tems — just the thing needed to make the
British notables popped up all over the
Americans exploit the weak pound. KEF, by
place, with Natural Sound Systems' Blockley
the way, would appear to be easily the
and Giles watching guard over the bar; Tim
best-known and best-selling British loudde Paravicini was at CES armed with LPs
speaker on the US market, and the 104/2 has
manufactured with his disc-cutting equipbeen an absolute smash success over there.

Iflew over with Dave Marchant of Mission,
mine host and aman who dearly wanted to
arrive in Nevada in an advanced state of
alcohol- induced paralysis. Iwon't tell his
guv'nor, because Dave isn't buying many
drinks; he's found a kindred spirit who's
probably taken pity on us poor victims of the
pound sterling's decline. Whatever, I'm sticking with the coffee, because I've got to write
a show report for HFN/RR the deadline for
which is 12 hours after Ireturn to the UK.
What in God's name did Ido to deserve
this? First, the train to Heathrow is late.
Swell. Then the flight to Los Angeles is set
back by a few hours. Neat. Iget to LA and
what happens? Al! the flights to Vegas are
booked solid and we missed our connection
by agood 150 minutes. Stand-by for the 8pm
shot. No joy.
By now I've been up for a solid 24 hours
without alick of sleep, my hair is starting to
feel like awell- maintained omelette pan, I've
got the kind of heartburn you deserve only if
you've had ameat vindaloo — which Ihadn't
— and the rest of the would-be CES visitors
are getting just as edgy. This isn't surprising,
since they've experienced the same set of
circumstances which rendered my outward
journey acurse. Naturally, Idon't know any
of them; they're all computer types, like
Commodore reps, and are therefore
nowhere near as used to CES madness as
the older hands — the hi-fi types. They flew
out yesterday and at this very moment
they're enjoying food and drink and music
and other diversions, the jet- lag no longer a
problem for them, while mine is just starting
to hit. As luck would have it, though, Idid
arrive ...
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ment; and Unilet's Peter Merrick was adding
new meaning to the term ' lightning visit'.
One telling remark from ahighly respected
British visitor, who shall remain nameless
because he's so important, nicely confirmed
my own findings about the American scene.
He attributed the wide smile across his
usually sober ( and that has nothing to do
with alcohol) face to the infectious optimism
permeating the American audio arena.
Those who foolishly think we're just as
happy, cheerful, and fun- loving as the Americans may prefer to attribute his glee tagaate
way his company is gobbling up more and
more of the US market.
The British presence wasn't quite as
strong as Ihad hoped, but that could be due
to everyone's preference for theidummer
CES in Chicago. The absence of far fo many
of our more important manufacturers who
do market their products in the USA says
more about us than Icare to mention.
st
remember that the next time
anyone complaining about the state of t
industry.
Things that have nothing
whatsoever to do with Hi -Fi
but which accounted for over
75% of the show
The bn ,,t way to gouge attitudes at CES was
to read any one of the three or four daily
publications which mysteriously arrived at
your hotel room some time in the wee hours.
These were lavish, wholly professional publications of either the newspaper or glossy
magazittie variety, and they acted as some
form of arbitrary yardstick. Those who
visited only the Riviera Hotel would have left
under the impression that CES is a hi-fi
show, but the evidence proved that audio is
the electronics industry's poor cousin. The
other venues ( some of which held asmattering of audio companies) were filled with TV
and video hardware, microcomputers, typewriters, in-car products, electronic watches,
trick telephones, video games, appliances,
and other products which qualify simply by
virtue of the ICs lurking within.
The trade dailies gave so little coverage to
the new products shown by the hi-fi exhibitors that it was awonder anyone turned up
at the Riviera at all.
Because Ihad to call on a few specialist
companies which didn't join the majority
who displayed in that lone hi-fi oasis, Idid
have to expose my senses to the hawking
and hardsell of the non- hi-fi vendors. Some
did show products of peripheral interest,
mainly those Japanese companies with Beta
or VHS Hi Fi machines, and it was possible to
find fascinating new products almost lost
amidst the lip- shaped telephones and
watches which turn into 2- inch high toy
robots.
As far as Icould tell, the most important
launches in the non- hi-fi areas were the
second and third generation pocket televisions, direct descendants of the Sony Watchman and whatever Sinclair might eventually
produce. A number of companies like Sharp
and Casio offered similar lines, stamp-sized
TVs in colour or black- and-white, and Ifound
it remarkable that virtually all of these Lilliputian eyesight wreckers were priced within a
few percent of each other. To give you some
idea of what to expect, the black-and-whites
were going for $200 and the colour models
for $500. Picture quality is simply astonishing in comparison with earlier attempts,
but Istill can't imagine who would want to
own and use one. Pundits argued that sports
fans attending one match might like to
monitor another match running at the same
38

time, while the more cynical felt that the
mini-Ns will become a necessity for soap
opera lovers who get suicidal when something calls them away from home at the
appointed hour.
The non- hi-fi section of the CES is an
exercise in overkill, and you can't help but
feel that most of the companies are clutching
at straws with their outlandish toys. Junk is
junk, no matter how well it's packaged, and
it's a rare company that takes note of
sensible innovations like the Walkman to
create something that the public [ night
actually appreciate. There wore some
goodies I'd love to have taken back with me,
but I'll wait for UK- ready examples of telephones just around the corner.
Digits and more
Compact Disc has a lot of friends in the
USA... outside of ' tweak' circles, that is.
While a number of specialist manufacturers
demonstrated their equipment with
'approved' machines like the Meridian, Istill
got a sense of two camps, not unlike the

alternatives the future holds.
Without wishing to dismiss the hardware —
the British companies taking the lead at
Penta, thus rendering CES an anti-climax for
UK visitors — Ifeel compelled to mention the
growth in the software side, starting with a
discovery outside the exhibition. A brief
foray into Tower Records, sort of an America
'Our Price', revealed as wide a selection of
CDs as any I'd seen in the UK. Finances
precluded purchasing any of the 50 or so
discs I'd like to have added to my collection,
but Icould have satisfied a need for discs
from non-classical genres Ithrought were
yet to be treated by the format. Soul, heavy
metal, obscure soundtracks, CD- only compilations and other non-classical, non-chartpop CDs indicate an end to the annoying
limitations of choice.
The most important development in software, though, for appeasing the anti-digitals,
just has to be the widespread appearance of
'audiophile' CDs ( and cassettes) from the
same companies that pioneered the highquality LPs of five years ago. We've already
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This is an unclad Quicksilver mono amplifier, responsible
for some of the sweetest sounds you're likely to hear
Stateside. As apair costs under $ 1500, they most definitely
qualify as 'real world' tube products.

A smiling Bob Abrahams of QED, the grin resulting from the
success of his US launch for the QED 'rack'

Who could resist this gorgeous one-off turntable in the
Mobile Fidelity room? You know how much Yanks love
cladding things in wood . . .

Not just gilding the lily, AR have made ar already attractive
turntable even more appealing mil, is black lacquer finish.
The innards are upgraded with electronic speed control and
higher-grade construction throughout. All that remains of
the original is the T-bar. Cost IS ¡
Well,' to be $750.

Eagle-eyed readers will note the legend 'Stasis' on the
Nakamichi PA- Ts fascia, and memories will associate it
with Threshold. Good lateral thinking, chaps, for
Threshold's Nelson Pass designed this 200 w/ch beauty.

One of the most talked-about newies at CES, the WellTempered Tone Arm is seen here on the sand- filled
Well- Tempered Turntable. Yes, the arm is hanging by a
thread, and yes, it works.

situation over here. But there are efforts
being made to inject sanity through innovations in hardware and the expansion ( and
improvement) of software.
Ifound no evidence of American specialists aping Meridian, Mission or Cambridge
by offering their own alternatives to the
major manufacturers, but I wouldn't be
surprised if the success of the Meridian and
Mission players inspires them to take up the
challenge. One Oriental-sourced innovation
could make this easier, too. Sony gave us a
glimpse of the future with anew concept of
modular digital units, the heart of which is a
digital processor using outboard modules
like CD transport, VCRs or computers. What
it means to smaller manufacturers is that
they could make their own add-ons compatible with the Sony system should their ideas
go beyond CD and into the realm of digital
compact cassette decks or whatever other

had the complete Telarc catalogue on CD,
the Sheffields have earned much acclaim in
the past few months, and Mobile Fidelity is
also showing a presence on CD.
For years Mobile Fidelity has made available high-quality prerecorded tape versions
of their LPs, but this was the first time Ihad
seen any from Sheffield. Collaborating with
Nakamichi, Sheffield is now offering arange
of tapes recorded in real-time on a ZX-9,
using TDK metal tapes and achoice of either
Dolby- B or - C. The tapes sell for around $ 18,
which might seem high, but the convenience
— especially for the type of consumer who
can afford worthy hardware — makes the cost
academic.
A big surprise was the appearance of aCD
version of the legendary Dafos from Reference Recordings ( see reviews p105), the pot
sweetened by the inclusion of an extra track
not on the LP. A seminar held at the Refer111-1,1NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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ence display, with Professor Keith Johnson
and drummer Mickey Hart, revealed to all
that the thunderous crash of a drum being
dropped was deliberate. ( Hart is best
described as ' impish'.)
American Gramaphone (
sic) completed
the transition of audiophile vinyl to CD by
offering their magnificent Fresh Aire recordings in silver form. As the recent releases
from all the above- mentioned labels avoid
the musical tedium of early specialist offerings, these CDs are worth owning for more
than just their sound quality. Ipicked up a
few samples which Ihope to review in an
upcoming issue; if you can't wait for my
findings and dare to buy blind, stocks should
be reaching Trim Records by the time this
sees print.
It wasn't just CD that provided the exhibiFi VCRs
tors with an alternative source. Hi were much in evidence, and Infinity launched its range of speakers dedicated to video
set-ups using a Beta Hi Fi recording from
American Gramaphone; they were not the
only company in the Riviera who showed
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amplifiers costing more than the merely
watches, programmable hair dryers, and
good, but not quite as pricey as the highest
advanced car aerials would be gross underend. How do you describe another chunky
statement, and the only reason I even
power amp that looks like anything other
bothered was to make sure Ididn't miss any
roses amongst the onions. Then Irealised I than a spec sheet?
But this is Bedini, and not all their black
didn't stand achance in amillion of seeing it
boxes are big ' n' beefy. Little wooden-clad
all, so halfway through the show Igave up
containers sit here and there between pre
even trying.
and power, or between the amp and the
Hanging around the Riviera is enough to
satisfy we audioonly types, but even then I speakers. They're supposed to make bell
wire work like Randall, so grab a box and
didn't get to see all that the hotel had to
give it to MC. Let him suss it out, because
offer. Ifigure that apologies are due to YSL,
living ICs are way out of your league.
Klipsch, Hafler, and afew dozen other manuThe stream leads to Randall, and Isay
facturers who didn't get more than afleeting
hello to Mr McCarter, a reunion Iwelcomed.
moment of my time. But CES is like that, and
The Randall Research room was one of but
time becomes as uncontrollable as a linearmany showing specialist cables, along with
tracking tonearm. You don't see clocks in
Monster and France's Vecteur. The latter was
Las Vegas, and you tend to give up your
showing a linear crystal design, a multi systematic approach to the show, instead
cored affair and the first indication Ihad of
becoming a piece of flotsam rolling with the
LC/OFC's arrival Stateside. Monster was supflow.
plementing its cable display with its phase
CES is a great place for meeting ' old
cancellation panel, this time motorised so
hands', and I— new to the game — relied on
you can swing it out of the way. The
friends old and new for guidance. Stumbling
Soundex panels from which these are
about the show, I continued to breathe
derived were everywhere, including the new,
easier-to- place, cylindrical version.
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These gorgeous constructs are dedicated headamps for the
Win Labs cartridge, included just in case any of you thought
styling was dead.
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Audio Research's Nancy and Bill Johnson, flanking the
still-in-production D.79 - an image which keeps KK awake a
night, in spite of the more powerful D-250. (Maybe it's the
meters. . 1

And now something for the overkill brigade: To the right is
the Final Audio Research Turntable (FART, honest) driven
by aMicro-Seiki platter, which in turn is driven by two of the
Micro-Seiki motors, via silk threads. This set-up is
considered to be the ultimate in Japan.

Momma and Poppa Haller and their adopted baby,
Acoustat. Hafler's rescue mission inspired agiant sigh of
relief; it might even mean proper distribution of these
highly- regarded electrostatics in the UK. (And no, the
miniature doesn't actually make sounds.)

heavily each time Iespied another possible
scoop. Thank goodness there were enough
cooler heads around to warn me: hi-fi and
snake oil are not conceptually that far apart.
The warnings were clear, and Iwas told to
believe no more than 25 per cent of the
pitches I'd hear. ' Don't waste film on that
prototype,' they'd cry. ' It's been shown in
that form for the last six shows.'
Not that that would stop me, of course.
These prototypes are the two- headed calves
of audio, the rocs, the griffins and the
unicorns. They may be mythical, mere oneoffs that don't even work, but I'd have to say
that the curiosity factor is enough to justify a
mere mention.
Let me now give you a blow by blow
Where the action is, er, was
account of what Isaw.
Only liars among you would deny that the
Amps. Big ones. Wide and heavy and black
main reason for reading a CES report is to
learn about the tweaky stuff. To say that I and powerful. Middleweight fighters in a
crowded market full of competent solid-state
couldn't have cared less about the robot

audio systems with video links.
Black boxes for videophiles don't mean
much in the UK, but they're well-established
in the sadly-NTSC-equipped USA. ADC
showed an interesting line-up of video
enhancers, and whole companies making
nothing but video accessories dotted the
larger halls. I'd be the last person to deny
video fanatics the right to pursue their
hobby, but Icouldn't help but feel that it
illustrates why audio is way down on the
desirability scale. If the USA is a barometer
for the UK, British dealers can expect even
more of the public's disposable income to
enter their tills via the video department.
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Back at Vecteur, Imarvelled at the brilliant
packaging used for what Ihope is a brilliant
product. The cables are actually supplied in
neat little heavy-duty plastic boxes, like
miniature tool kits, inspiring the same result
as kids who can't wait for dad to build the
Xmas present so they can play with the box.
Vecteur also showed an interesting turntable
and arm, reminiscent of — though much less
expensive than — the long- unseen Le Tallec
Stad S.
Cables didn't seem to be all that hot a
topic, even though there were enough
varieties on display. One can assume that
they've simply become an established part
of the well-dressed audiophile's repertoire,
and that the controversy has subsided. ( But
what does Stereo Review make of all this?)
If you asked the veteran show- goers, ' Did
you see anything that blew you away?',
you'd probably get a ' No' after the stifled
yawn. OK, so maybe it wasn't brimming with
innovation, and so what if the new-ish
products were refinements of old ones;
there's still plenty about which to write.
Take AR for instance, a company we all
consider a firm part of the middle market.
Would you believe that they've gone off to
the high-end wars, under the banner of
Acoustic Research, armed with a $4000 pair
of loudspeakers, as well as agorgeous black
lacquered version of the turntable, fitted with
electronic speed control? It looked fantastic.
Sounded damned nice, too, with Acoustic
Research showing a lot of class by using
Krells for the high-end demonstrations.
It's hard to gauge how people are going to
react to the new AR stuff, what with prejudices against mid market companies aspiring to the high-end seeming to put ablock on
any progress in that area, but no such stigma
is attached to the latest from the greatest.
Makes like Audio Research, Magnepan, conrad-johnson ( showing awhole new range of
speakers), Counterpoint, and countless
others all had newsworthy new models so I
might as well start with one of my favourites.
Audio Research need no introduction to
regular readers, who'll all know that JA uses
one of their preamps, MC has gone mildly
ga-ga over most of the range, and I've made
no bones about using ARC products as the
valve yardstick. CES ' 85 was the first public
showing of Audio Research M100 monoblock power amplifiers, clocking in at around
$4000 the pair and just begging to be bought
in stacks of four for the definitive biamplifica39
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Speaker system
3/
4 "ferrofluid dome
tweeter, 8"
polypropylene
woofer

200W. 200W
3- unit, 2way
reference speaker
system. Unique
Impedance Transformer HF, 2x
reinforced
Homopolymer 8"
woofers
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LOOK and
LISTEN-

Mission
7011
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Save over £60 on this great hi-fi
system.
To celebrate the opening of our
new headquarters and showroom
in Sevenoaks, we are offering this
complete stereo system, inclusive
of cartridge and all leads for only

(Carriage and insurance £6 per system).

Mail Ma MIR

MR MI

order to Sevenoaks Hi-Fi,109/113 London Rd,
Sevenoaks, Kent. 0732 459555
Dual CS505-2
TURNTABLE
Each component has been acclaimed " Best
Buy" in the UK Hi Fi Press, and as a system
offers unbeatable value for money.
This is an unrepeatable chance to purchase an
excellent quality hi-fi at a bargain price. We
also have a wide range of competitively
priced Cassette Decks, Tuners and Compact
Disc Players, should you wish to add to the
system . . . but hurry as stocks are strictly
limited.
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Please Send me
Ienclose cheque/cash/card no. including p & p
Name

Nad 3020B

284.95 inc. VAT.
(This represents
a saving of over £60 off the individual selling prices.)
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tion of Maggies and Apogees. In a flurry of
productivity, ARC also introduced their longawaited MCP33 moving-coil headamp, purposely designed for owners of ARC preamps
needing more gain.
From the same city, Magnepan launched
its latest version of the Tympani, with a
longer ribbon and other detail improvements. Iheard the prototypes at the factory
in October and was very impressed.
Another company I visited displayed a
mock-up that could do more for hybrids than
anything since the NYAL Moscode. Counterpoint, in addition to showing their full range
of sensibly- priced exotica, offered a first
glimpse of the SA12, avalve-MOSFET hybrid
targetted to sell at amere $995. It was agood
thing Imade my ever- so- fleeting visit ( Icould
have hung around with that bunch for
ages . . . 1because Roger Modieski of RAM
Tubes fame just happened to be in the area;
he treated me to two pairs of Fr is magic tubes
for souping up my Counterpoint SA/ Mk II,
soon to undergo severe modification fr om a
wizard who prefers to
and shall - remain
nameless. Roger also indicated that he's not
against sending me one of his own preamps,
an under-$ 1000 knock-out that offers matching capability for just about every M-C
known to man.
All this talk of mods - modification or
Mooleski - leads naturally to my favourite
American tweaks, Steve and Joyce of the
Mod Squad. K was one of the most appealing rooms at the show, equipped with
flowing cider and tasty biscuits, they coexhibited with Vandersteen, driving that
company's top model in triamped form with
six of their mono'ed Mod Squadified Quad
405s. The sound was simply excellent, and I
left wondering how I'd be able to get hold of
their fascinating Phoenix Preamp. This is an
all-FET design based upon the old Spatial; it
sounded just dandy when fed from a Mod
Squaded Oracle. ( I've got their modification
kit on the way for assessment soon.)
The Vandersteens heard in the Mod Squad
room were big, but almost wee in comparison with the telephone kiosks Iheard in the
VMPS room. The VMPS 2ARs ($3400 the
pair) were driven by the excellent Electro
Kinetic Eagle amplifier, designed by John
Iverson, fed by open- reel tapes; I heard
positively awesome percussion recordings
that left bruises on my abdomen. The popular Eagle has been joined by what should
prove to be ahuge success Stateside, ababy
version called the Eagle 2 selling for a most
affordable $850. This preponderance of great
new sub-$ 1000 amps, like the Eagle, the new
Counterpoint, and the smaller Moscode, is a
welcome revolution bringing super sounds
to the less well-heeled. What's great is that it
knocks the steam out of any arguments
against the elitism ( due to pricing) of the
genuine high end; these baby versions of
dearer products lose little in the downpricing.
Good News Dept: this interlude is to
announce the first formal appearance of the
recently saved Acoustat company. Proud
new owner David Hafler was there, and the
whole industry issued forth a sigh of relief,
for no one wanted to see the disappearance
of this much- loved range of electrostatics. I
think it was Harry Pearson of The Absolute
Sound who said that the high- end just
wouldn't be the same without them.
(Mention of Harry reminds me of my only
restful moments during the week Iwas away
from home. He and his right-hand man,
Brian Gammon, played host to a shattered
and weary Kessler for the two days after the
show at their haven in Sea Cliff, Long Island,
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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where Iwas wined and dined and treated to
another session with HP's world-beating
Infinity IRS system. The set-up was much as I
had remembered it, though one major substitution took the performance up a whole
stage: HP had only just taken delivery of a
Goldmund Reference turntable, surely the
most desirable audio concoction since the
Sequerra tuner. The damned thing wasn't
even cgmpletely run in, yet the sounds it
prodtd were still of a calibre well find
difficult to better. Note: Harry has shed many
pounds since ' Pops Atkinson described him
as ' portly'. As HP now weighs less than JA,
he's referring to him in future as 'Pudge'
Atkinson. He's given John a copy of his
favourite diet book, thus declaring the start
of the editorial Battle of the Bul
Iknow Ishould be wary of prot
es, but I
can't resist mentioning the mo -watering
new turntable shown by Shinon, manufacturers of highly- regarded exotic m-cs. This

Hiding the mighty WAMMs are Dave Wilson, with wife
Sheryl Lee perched on his shoulder. Smothering the
speaker with kisses is the notorious Enid Lumley, America's
answer to Jimmy Hughes,

their DMC10 preamp called the DMC-5 nor
undstream with their Nelson Passdesigned in-car amps, while SOTA demonstrated some German- sourced mini- monitors that made positively wonderful sounds
- whew - and in the Wilson room the
VVAMMs were there along with the new
Rowland amps and promises of a miniWAMM to be called the WATT ( Wilson Audio
Tiny Tot) and the little Quicksilver tube amps
were just mouthwatering, driving some big
muthas called 'The Epiks' which sounds like
a cross between Linn and Goldring, and
there was afascinating- looking range from a
company called ' Paracas' including a tasty
$1100 preamp - solid-state - and Igot to
hear the excellent Morrison speakers derived
from Hegemans and they, too, had apreamp
of note, while Noel Lee had motorised his
sound panels in the Monster room and
Kinergetics were there with some intriguing
black boxes, while lurking under a table in
the Win room was a new power amp from
Singapore called the ' Aura' - sharp intake of
breath - accompanied from Singapore by
Robertson, showing prototype preamps, and
there were plenty of copies of Quadropod
feet and DCM and Dahlquist showed new
models, but nobody could see or hear the
new optical reading turntable from Finial
Technology because they weren't showing it
yet but would discuss it with interested
parties and Iknow I've forgotten something
but too bad because Iknew it would happen
anyway...
Now it was time to relax, and where better
than in the room with the best sound Iheard
at the show. We all know that hotels are
lousy places for auditioning systems, but
somehow Stan Klyne, of Klyne Audio Arts,
managed to present the glories of his superb
SK- 5solid-state preamp in an atmosphere of
serenity and bliss. He sandwiched it in
between an Oracle/Alpha 1/Eminent Technology front-end, fed the signal into aCounterpoint SA-8 hybrid amplifier, and let the
whole lot wash over us by way of the big
STAX electrostatic speakers. With a Windham Hill recording, the results made the
whole effort of shlepping off to Vegas worthwhile. And this is but a small specialist
among some heavyweight high- end giantsbut then David did waste Goliath.
Ilived through it all, having discovered yet
another piece of equipment ISIMPLY MUST
OWN! but Icame back a few bucks light so
I'll have to fondle it at the next show.
Tell me, is Chicago as tacky as Vegas?
Will Ineed sunglasses at night? le-

perspex construct looks like a sleek version
STOP PRESs
of the Win turntable, but it's intended to sell
for far less. The company hopes to have it
We have just learned that a British importer
ready for the shops this year at a suggested
is considering the acquisition of the Motif
list price of $599. It's a silk-thread drive unit
preamp for his range. A mock-up/prototype
with simplicity its main virtue and it's so
of this unit was on display in the M Berns
good looking that you'll probably want one
Industries room. We understand that the US
just for its value as an objet d'art.
target price is to be under $4000. The Motif
Another turntable, though by now well
preamp is of true dual- mono specification
into production, is Thorens' clever TD320
and should compete with designs like the
resplendent on this month's front cover.
Spectral, Krell and Klyne preamplifiers.
We've seen the prototypes and an early proAnother tasty item espied at the CES and
duction sample; the appearance of the 320 on
also being considered for UK importation is
the EPI stand was its first in front of US
a specialist FM tuner from Magnum Electroretailers and reviewers.
nics ( no connection with the British company
I'm starting to get a bit breathless, not
making Magnum amplifiers). The tuner is
wanting to offend anybody by omission.
called the Dynalab FT- 101 and it was
Suck in, Kessler, and let it rip ...
designed specifically to accompany high.
PS Audio showed a new tuner and a
end systems incorporating amplifiers whose
prototype high-powered amplifier and
manufacturers do not make matching tuneveryone was talking about the Well-Temers, eg Audso Research, conrad-johnson and
pered Tone Arm with its string bearing while others. Price in the US is below $500 and the
the ever- popular Spica showed a dedicated d emonstration - even with the inferior US
subwoofer for its successful mini-speaker broadcasts - was most convincing.
not forgetting Spectral with a basic version

Editor's introduction
One of the controversies to rack the audio
community in recent times has been the
alleged degradation wrought upon music by
digital processing. There seems little doubt
that the digital encoding of analogue music
signals is here to stay, although one can
argue that Compact Disc, celebrating its
second anniversary last month, may not be
the ideal domestic realisation. The hard line
opponents of ' digital', however, were vocal
at the time of the CD launch that it wasn't just
Compact Disc to which they were opposed
but PCM techniques in general. The easiest
way to put this to the test seemed to be to
insert a processor such as Sony's PCM-F1
into an audio chain with its ND and D/A
converters back-to-back, so that the music
signal could be encoded and then
immediately reconstructed, a process Iused
to describe in lectures as analogous to
turning alive cow into hamburgers, but then
reconstituting the animal so that it could
walk away from the butcher's slab. If the
digital process per se was having the
adverse effects ascribed to it, then they
certainly should be audible under these
circumstances.
Ivor Humphreys and Icarried out a number of such blind tests at hi-fi shows at 1983
and ' 84, the results of which — published in
HFN/RR, November ' 83 and May ' 84 — were
that it was just possible that some listeners
could detect the insertion of the processor in
14- bit mode, which has only one-quarter the
resolution of a 16- bit machine, but certainly
didn't consider the degradation to be major.
Decca also performed double-blind tests,
using their professional 16- bit system —
reported in HFN/RR, May '84 — which indicated that its presence could not be detected
by experienced listeners.
So vociferous was the ' anti- digital lobby'
two years ago that Stanley Lipshitz, of the
University of Waterloo in Canada, issued a
challenge in late '83 for them effectively to
put up or shut up. That challenge was
accepted by Linn's Ivor Tiefenbrun and aday
of listening tests took place a year ago. Ivor
reported his feelings about the way in which
the test was organised and the results in a
letter to HFN/RR last June, and I had
intended to follow that with a report by the
third party observer of the test, Alan Lofft,
Editor of Sound Canada magazine. In the
event, Mr Lofft failed to send the report for
publication by the end of 1984, obliging
Stanley to write the article himself. So, better
late than never, and written as accurately
and impartially as possible, here is the
background and results of 'The Digital Challenge'.
John Atkinson

R

FADERS WILL BE WELL AWARE of
the background to the ' digital test' in
which Ivor Tiefenbrun participated
on February 23, 1984". To summarise
briefly: Ivor Tiefenbrun has been quite out42

P Li shitz* contributes to the Great Debate
spoken about the inadequacies of digital
'covered' condition) according to a random
audio recordings and the systems on which
series of choices. Ten trials were conducted
they are made, and his organization, Linn
during which Tiefenbrun achieved ascore of
Products Ltd, was instrumental in publishing
5correct out of 10. Again, this demonstrates
in HFN/RR an analysis of the Sony consumer
no discrimination ability beyond what one
PCM-F1 digital audio adaptor' outlining their
would expect purely on the basis of chance.
objections. I, on the other hand, have been
With these preliminaries out of the way
using this very system for anumber of years
(but just for safety, watches and headphones
and have made close to one hundred recordwere left in another room throughout the
ings with it with superb results and not the
entire day's proceedings), we proceeded to
'execrable results' reported by Tiefenbrun. I the main test of the day — that of the
and my colleague John Vanderkooy,
audibility of the Sony PCM-F1 digital audio
moreover, have conducted blind listening
processor in 16- bit mode when inserted into °
comparisons between the PCM-F1's input
the audio chain,
challenge.
The analogue-toas proposed
digital
in my
( ND)
original
conand its reconstructed output signals, and
have yet to find anyone who can reliably
verter output was looped straight through to
distinguish between them on musical progthe digital-to- analogue ( D/A) converter input Iti
ram. Itherefore challenged the ' anti- digital'
by joining 'video out' to ' video in'. The
community in general, and Tiefenbrun in
complete encode- decode chain, including 1
,
particular, to participate in a blind listening
the two low-pass anti-aliasing filters, as well ;
73
test of the PCM-F1 to give them the opporas the sample-and- hold circuits and the ND 1
%
tunity to substantiate their claims of poor
and D/A converters, was thus subject to the .≥
sound. The challenge details were spelled
test. In order to remove the PCM-F1's polar- .2
out in HFN/RFP, and when I learned in
ity reversal ( Professor Lipshitz has published t'•
February 1984 of an impending visit by Ivor
well- established findings that signal phase
Tiefenbrun to Toronto, Ireissued this chalpolarity can be audible in this kind of test —
lenge and he accepted.
Ed] it had been internally fitted with adigital
The tests took place in the home of the
invertor chip ( as used in the later nonlocal Linn distributor, Michael Remington,
inverting Sony PCM-701 model) to interusing his all-Linn/Naim system ( Linn LP- 12
change the is and Os and hence perform a
turntable, arm and cartridge, Naim NAC 32
polarity correction.
pre- and NAP 250 power amplifiers and Linn
The PCM-F1 was inserted into the signal
lsobarik loudspeakers) and his choice of
path between the preamplifier and the
program material ( all LP records). Vanpower amplifier by means of an A/B/X
derkooy and Alan Lofft, editor of Sound switchbox of our design'''. The setup is
Canada magazine, were also present. The
shown in fig.1. When the switchbox was in
atmosphere throughout was cordial and
the 'A' position the PCM-F1 was inserted into
more relaxed than Ihad expected.
the signal path, while the ' B' position repreThe day began with two brief tests of the
sented the ' straight through' configuration.
Tiefenbrun claim that undriven transducers
The ' X' position was a randomly- selected
(digital alarm watches, telephones, headchoice made by the switchbox. For each trial
phones, other loudspeakers) in the same
'X' was chosen by the box to be either 'A' or
room audibly degrade the sound quality — a '8', but its identity was unknown to any of
claim which forms the rationale behind their
the participants, thus making the experiment
'single speaker' demonstration demand.
double blind. The subject could at his leisure
Firstly, a digital alarm watch with piezoeleccompare any or all of ' A', ' B' and ' X' with
tric ' beeper' was either held fully exposed
each other. What he had to do was identify
about 500mm behind Tiefenbrun's head
whether ' X' was 'A' or whether it was ' B'.
while he listened to the loudspeaker reproHaving made a decision, the switchbox was
duction from his stereo seat on the couch, or
interrogated to discover the true identity of
else was clasped firmly between the palms • ' X', and then ' X' was re- randomised in
of my hands, an artifice which we were
preparation for the next trial.
assured would muffle any deleterious
The gains of the 'A' and ' B' paths were
effects. This was thus asingle-blind test. The
matched in both left and right channels to
testee did not know the covered/uncovered
within 0.05dB at 1kHz using the PCM-F1's
status of the watch at each trial. A random
gain controls. This was done by measuring
series of 20 trials was conducted while
across the amplifier output terminals. The
Remington cued up the turntable ( playing a match was then confirmed to be within ±
female vocalist) on each occasion, as he did
0.25dB across the whole audio band. The
throughout the day. Tiefenbrun's result: 10
PCM-F1's ' peak hold' feature was used to
correct responses in 20 trials, an outcome
keep a record of the peak signal levels
which shows no ability to discriminate
through the PCM-F1 during the test, espebetween the two situations.
cially in view of the relatively high sensitivity
The second test, also single-blind, used a of the Naim power amplifier (< 1 Vrms at
Linn Kan loudspeaker as the undriven transclipping) and the relatively low listening
ducer. Again the female vocalist was used as
levels chosen by the participants. More
source material. The loudspeaker lay on the
about this shortly.
thickly-carpeted floor behind the listening
After an acclimatisation period, a set of 10
couch. It was placed either on its side (the
trials was conducted in an unhurried fashion
'uncovered' condition) or on its face ( the
before breaking for lunch, after which a
Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada
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further set of 10 trials was conducted. Tiefenbrun's score for the series was 11 correct
decisions out of 20, aresult which shows no
statistically significant ability to discriminate
between ' A' and ' B' any more accurately
than would be expected on the basis of
random guessing. At this point Ithought that
Icould reliably distinguish between the 'A'
and ' B' paths on the basis of the slight noise
level increase which occurred when the
PCM-F1 was inserted into the chain, and
which was marginally audible due to the
high gain of the Naim NAP 250 power
amplifier combined with the low peak signal
levels through the PCM-F1, which the peakhold meters showed to have risen no higher
than —20dB. ( OdB is the digital clip point, and
these peak levels Ifelt to be somewhat unfair
to the digital processor, since 20dB of its
signal/noise ratio was being thrown away.)
Iexpressed my desire to try the test, and
Remington went to cue up the record again,
but Irequested to be allowed to undertake
the test with no signal passing through the
system. Before realising the import of what
he was saying, Vanderkooy interjected: ' Ah!
You're going to listen to the sound of the
relays'. Yes, there is indeed a slight audible
difference between the acoustic ' click' made
when the ' A' relays pull in and that made
when the ' B' relays pull in. This is due to the
unavoidable differences in the mounting
positions of the relays on the A/B/X box
chassis and, although slight, it can be heard
if one listens for it. ' No,' Isaid, ' I'm going to
listen to the background hiss difference,' and
proceeded to perform aseries of blind trials
which showed conclusively that 'A' could
reliably be distinguished from ' B' on this
basis alone.
Two conclusions can be drawn from this.
Firstly, Tiefenbrun's random results show
that he had not been aware of either the
background noise difference or the relay
click difference. The null result of this first
PCM-F1 listening test is thus valid in spite of
the potential for non- blindness due to the
subliminal noise difference. I had been
aware of the slight hiss difference from the
outset but had decided to proceed with the
test in the knowledge that if the test produced anull result, the hiss difference could
not have affected the outcome — a decision
vindicated by the actual data. Secondly, it
shows how, once one knows what to listen
for, even the tiniest differences can often be
reliably discriminated.
The ' secret' about the slight re.ay noise
difference was, however, now out in the
open, and if listened for, could from now on
influence ( even subconsciously) the blindness of any succeeding tests made using the
A/B/X switchbox. Nevertheless, we decided
to proceed with a second series of PCM-F1
listening tests, this time with the digital
system inserted into the preamplifier's tape
monitor loop, as shown in fig.2. Once again
levels were carefully equalised and frequency responses checked to be very closely
matched between 'A' and ' B'. The advantage
of this insertion point is that it precedes the
preamplifier's volume control, and signal
levels are significantly higher at this point
thus more fully exercising the PCM-F1's full
dynamic range while at the same time
rendering its output noise level below
audibility at the replay volume settings used.
This configuration thus removed the hiss
difference as a potential factor ( now that its
existence had been revealed).
The test proceeded and aset of 23 doubleblind trials was conducted listening to music
through the system with Tiefenbrun voting
for the identity of ' X' at each trial. It was then
NEWS & RECORD REVD W
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that Vanderkooy pointed out that, although
the relays in the A/B/X box were switching
normally during this series, no tiny electrical
clicks were audible from the loudspeakers
during their operation, as normally would be
the case. Investigation revealed that the
preamplifier's ' source/tape' monitor switch
had inadvertently been left in the ' source'
position, and as fig. 2reveals, the A/B/X.box
and digital system were thus not being
inserted into the chain at all during this run!
Consequently the ' A' and ' B' positions were
completely identical due to this error, and an
unbiased decision for ' X' should have produced a 50:50 split of 'A' and ' B' votes.
Interestingly, it turned out that this was not
the case, Tiefenbrun's votes being 14 for 'A'
and 9 for ' 13'. Could something have been
influencing his voting, or did he just prefer
the letter ' A' to the letter ' B'? A comparison

III Ale

FIG.1 Schematic of the A/Ef/X switching arrangement used
to insert the PCM-F1 (set for precise unity gain) into the preto-power-amplifier chain on adouble-blind basis. Only one
of the stereo pair of channels is shown.
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FIG.2 Schematic of the A/EVX switching arrangement for the
second series of PCM-Fl listening tests. This time the digital
system is inserted into the preamplifier's tape monitor loop
on adouble-blind basis. Only one channel is shown in the
diagram.

110

FIG.3 Schematic of the setup used to test for audibility of the
relay contacts in the A/EI/X box. The relay contacts can be
inserted into the tape monitor loop using the source/tape
switch on the preamplifier. This is asingle-blind
experiment.

of the actual ' X' choices made by the A/B/X
box and by Tiefenbrun showed that during
this series Tiefenbrun voted precisely ' incorrectly' in 16 out of the 23 trials, although
none of this could in any way have affected
the sound from the loudspeakers. What does
this mean? We cannot say for certain, but the
most logical explanation is that he was
(perhaps subconsciously) voting on the
basis of the relays' acoustic click difference
which we had now revealed. If so, his
remembrance of the ' sound' of 'A' and ' B'
was inverted. Be this as it may, the error we
had made by leaving the tape monitor switch
in the 'source' position turned out to provide
an interesting sidelight on the question of
personal bias and also illustrates one of the
potential pitfalls of high- resolution blind

testing, and the danger of jumping to conclusions before very carefully checking the test
setup.
With the tape monitor switch now correctly in the 'tape' position, a rather rapid
series of 37 trials took place with Tiefenbrun
voting. The results were: 10 correct decisions out of 37, aresult far worse than would
have been expected solely on the basis of
chance. What was influencing the voting?
Was it the relay ' sound'? We do not know,
but this seems likely. It should be remembered that using the A/B/X box, a direct
comparison between ' A' or ' B' and ' X' is
always available, so aseries of trials in which
there is atendency ( as above) to produce a
consistent reverse identification seems to
implicate some extraneous factor unrelated
to, but correlated with, the loudspeaker
sound. Tiefenbrun did very little switching
during this series, leaving the A/B/X box set
to the ' X' position most of the time. It does
indeed seem possible that the identifications
were being made on the basis of the relay
sound incorrectly remembered.
To wrap up the day's tests, it was felt
desirable to conduct afinal series of listening
tests to assess whether the relay contacts in
the A/B/X box could have been electrically
affecting the sound in any audible way. For
this single-blind test the configuration was
as in fig. 3. The A/B/X was powered up, but
left permanently in the one position, and the
relay contacts could be inserted into the
signal path by switching the preamplifier's
monitor switch to the 'tape' position. The
switching sequence ( relay contacts ' in' or
'out') was determined by a random number
sequence. Thirty trials were conducted,
interrupted three times to provide Tiefenbrun with a reference of the sound both
'direct' and via the relay contacts. His score
in identifying the presence of the relay
contacts was: 12 correct identifications out
of 30 trials. This, of course, also shows no
statistically significant ability to identify correctly when the relay contacts were in circuit.
In summary then, no evidence was provided by Tiefenbrun during this series of
tests that indicates any ability to identify
reliably:
(a) the presence of an undriven transducer in the room,
(b) the presence of the Sony PCM-F1
digital processor in the audio chain, or
(c) the presence of the relay contacts of
the A/B/X switchbox in the circuit.
The tests were conducted in an amicable
rather than confrontational atmosphere, and
the parties departed feeling that the day's
work had been worthwhile. Further carefullyconducted blind tests will be necessary if
these conclusions are felt to be in error.
Iwould like to acknowledge the friendly
co-operation and assistance of both Michael
Remington and John Vanderkooy in carrying
out these experiments, and would like to
take this opportunity of expressing to Ivor
Tiefenbrun, the guinea pig of the day's
experiments, our genuine admiration for
having the sincerity and guts to put his
professed beliefs on the line.
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Monocrystal Conductors and Cables
The van den Nul monocrystal technology conductors and cables
are establishing themselves as new industry standards, both in the
domestic audio and professional audio communities.
In recent comparative auditioning tests the D-102 interconnecting
cable was acknowledged as superior to other more expensive
conventional cablei and other LC cables (
Hi Fi News & Record
Review). Similarly, the D-300 and particularly the D-300S
loudspeaker cables are making a claim to superiority over other
conventional and LC cables types.
These cables, however, are only the tip of the iceberg. We now have
available a very large range of specially developed conductors and
cables to meet virtually all audio applications. The results of our work
will very soon be evident in a variety of British, American and
European manufactured cartridges, tonearms, amplifiers,
loudspeakers, etc. Equally encouraging is the use of our microphone
cables in recording studios. Special cables are soon to be used in
rewiring mixing consoles and other relevant studio equipment.

MCS Series: Monocrystal silver single conductors
This MCS series is a significant achievement as silver has never
been made in a monocrystal configuration before. The result is a
conductor which unites the superior qualities of silver with those of
the monocrystal technology. Arguably, the most perfect conductor
ever made.
MCS 22

For coil winding of moving-coil cartridges. This
conductor is also used in the superb Empire van den
Nul MC1000 cartridge.

MCS 25
MCS 75

For winding tape heads.
75 micron conductor for tonearm tubes, insulated.

MCS 150

150 micron conductor for tonearm tubes,
insulated.

MCS 300

300 micron conductor for headshell leads, teflon
insulated.

D-102M

to complement our stocks from:
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, ADC, DIESIS, DUAL, HARMAN/
KARDON, Koss, MORDAUNT-SHORT, QED, Ross, SANSUI,
SENNHEISER, YAMAHA and other leading brand names.
Shop and (local) home demonstrations given
NOW IS ALSO AGOOD TIME TO IMPROVE YOUR FRONT END
WITH ACOMPACT DISC PLAYER
COMPACT
0-.
1- 0g1
DIGITAL AUDIO
Fo Example:
Yamaha CD
Philips C13104
Yamaha CDX2
Philips CD204
Yamaha CD3
Philips CD304

We were in at the beginning - We have the
experience, the CO Players and the Discs...
We sell so many that our stocks and prices
speak for themselves...
For each CD Player purchased you receive
Two Discs of your choice ( under £ 12)
absolutely Free
Plus 10% Off other discs purchased at the
same time
Plus Membership of our CD Owners' Club

TREAT YOURSELF -HOUSE YOUR HI FlIN
BEAUTIFUL WOOD VENEERED CABINETS !
Come and see for yourself at

2 Ingrave Road, Brentwood, Essex
mom Tel: ( 0277) 221210
VISA

(Just by the traffic lights at the east end of Brentwood High Street,
5minutes by car from M25/Al2 intersection. Parking for collection of
goods - please enquire before arrival)

teflon

D-102, 202, 102M: multi-stranded twin-axial cables employing
monocrystal copper silver clad conductors.

D-202

We have increased our range of

AWARD-WINNING "BEST BUYS"

Brentwood music centre

Below is a list of what we now have available.

D-IO2

NEW

QUAD, DENON,
PROTON,
NAKAMICHI, B&W,
JBL, CASTLE,
TANNOY, TEAC, AKG

Interconnecting cable for high level signals such as preto power amps, CD/tape/turner to preamp.
Tonearm to preamp low level signal cable, available
in 2 flexibilities.
Microphone cable.

10 PRESTON NEW ROAD, BLACKBURN. Tel: (0254) 698185
198 CHURCH ST., BLACKPOOL. Tel: (0253) 27703
84 PENNY ST., LANCASTER. Tel: (0524) 39657

D-300, 300S: coaxial multi-stranded speaker cables employing
monocrystal copper silver clad conductors.
D-300
D-300S

Thin loudspeaker cable, also for use in rewiring inside
loudspeakers.
Very thick reference loudspeaker cable.

D-500 Series: coaxial multi-stranded 'hook-up' wire employing
monocrystal silver conductors. For wiring audiophile quality pre- and
power amplifiers, mixing consoles, etc. A truly remarkable cable.
Shortly available: conductors for winding chokes of crossovers,
windings of transformers, electrostatic panels, voice-coils and more.
Other wires or cables can be manufactured to order.
Most of the conductors and cables are very reasonably priced for the
degree of improvement they create. They are setting the stage for a
great wave of innovation and advancement in the audio and
recording industries.

Automation Sciences Co., 5B Eton Avenue,
London NW3 ( 01) 435 8210
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QUAD ESL-63
LOUDSPEAKERS

For the closest approach to the digital
sound visit Practical Hi Fi.
Full range of CD Players on display.
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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POT -POURRI
Plugged into CD - how positive are you?

tives, and the tone colours of instruments;
switch off the system, but leave the preamp
gain control unaltered. Reverse the connecECEMBER'S HFN/RR OUTLINED
ways of sweetening CD sounds, by
tions from the CD player, in the mains plug,
means of additional circuits, or by
and switch on again. How does the same
internal changes, and in January, Martin
passage sound now? Two out-of-the- rut CDs
Colloms underlined the value of an isolating
proved invaluable here: Harmonia Mundi
platform — my own preference there being
90379, 'Tarantule Tarantelle', 19 tracks of
the Torlyte boards from RATA. Guaranteesmall groups, solos, and MMC MCD10007,
invalidating modifications, or complicated
'All Star Percussion Ensemble', percussion
add-on electronics will be beyond the
arrangements of Bizet, Beethoven, etc. One
inclinations of some users, so here are two
an analogue-sourced programme of excepsimple tricks ( one costing no more than two
tional quality, the other extended in range
minutes' work with a screwdriver), whereby
and with excellent ambience/placement
CD reproduction can be improved.
definition. The voice track and guitar, items
My listening experiments began when I 18 and 19, on the HM disc make superb
listening tests.
became curious about the mains polarity
effects of the ' Mainstay' stabiliser, which I
The differences to be heard are: more
reviewed in December '83. Ihad found this
precise spatial definition, and location of
useful in conjunction with Marantz CD playinstruments, more explicit pitch resolutions,
ers, as a means of enhancing image depth
greater attack, a less diffuse and ' distant'
resolution, dynamic range, and general
quality. ( If you have the MMG disc, then the
focus. Yet it also seemed to impair one's
resolution of the tympani at the back of the
appreciation of rhythmic pulse — more of this
hall, 42s into the 'Carmen' arrangement is a
later. The mains lead with the Marantz CD73
clincher.) II remember in the ' 60s that some
is reversible, but with the 63B, a far better
American guitar amplifiers used to have a
player, it is colour-coded, and captive. Conmains polarity switch. This was primarily
necting blue to live, brown to negative,
due to the uncertainty of live and neutral
completely alters the sound! However, on
identification in the USA, but did give a
the average multi- milked, all- digital, CD it is
noticeable change in sound quality in the
not so easy to decide which way round is
UK. Presumably the mains transformer is not
'correct'; that is, more closely realises the
symmetrical when it comes to saturation or
producer's intended sound stage.
regulation — Ed)
All you have to do is choose a ' demonstraHaving decided which is the correct wiring
tion' passage from a CD, setting the level to
for the player in your system, there are two
give the most vivid presence ( noting also
possible further improvements. One is to
whether loud passages harden unacceptremove all input leads except for CD, and
ably). Listen for the front-to- back perspecinsert shorting plugs into the input sockets at

D
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The Missing Link
Y WIFE WAS SPENDING MONEY
and Iwas wandering around awet,
indy Brighton trying not to. One
of my favourite bookshops had disappeared
and the other didn't have what Iwas looking
for, so Ifound myself browsing around a
record shop. Ihad survived the jungle of
pounding pop to reach safely the soothing
calm of the classical department.
Some noise drifted up the staircase but it
was unobtrusive. The music itself attracted
attention as it was an instantly recognisable
old favourite — the ' Military' Symphony by
Haydn. Some time was to pass before I
realised that wherever I browsed I was
getting a remarkably good stereo effect.
Curiosity, sharpened by the decision to
upgrade an ageing hi-fi system, demanded a
closer look — a Bose 301 in each corner.
Curiosity also drove me to take a test trip
downstairs. The same system there produced an even more startling effect. Ihad
always wondered about Bose, the rare
breed, stocked by few dealers, and victim of
journalistic controversy and here at last Iwas
free to enjoy them — and it really was
enjoyment.
A month later, HFN/RR announced the
Bose/Marantz Competition. Iknew it had to
be a good omen so Iset off in search of the
nearest dealer who was also listed as stocking the Marantz CD Player.
'Competition? No we are not having anything to do with it! We don't even stock the
Marantz CD Player!'
NEWS X: RECORD REVIEW
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'Why not?'
'They didn't ask us!'
This was an omen of a different kind.
Fortunately, I already knew the Marantz,
having listened to it in the excellent company of a Quad 34 preamplifier and 405-2
power amplifier together with a pair of
ESL-63 electrostatic speakers. Imust admit
to being unimpressed by the controversy
over Compact Disc — Ilike the sound. Without the sophisticated gadgetry available to
the experts and having to resort to imprecise
measuring with my ears, Ifound telling the
difference between the various CD players
difficult and in forming a preference for the
Marantz Iwas pleased to find myself in the
company of many who know better and have
always regarded the Philips/Marantz in the
super bracket. Quad — well that's just a
completely irrational preference based on a
long standing love- affair. My friendly dealer
stocked Quad but Ihad given up looking for
any significance in omens by that stage.

the back of the preamp. ( These are simply
phono plugs with a solder blob connecting
the ground/signal together, internally.) This
brings asmall but worthwhile intensification
of recorded ambience and attack. But that is
only for a ' dedicated' listening session with
CDs. The second — and I find this quite
dramatic, notwithstanding correspondents'
reactions such as printed last November,
sorry Mr Watling! — is to remove the standard fuse and solder in place of the equivalent rated fuse wire link. This sweetens the
sound, and the proof of the pudding is that
you want more, ie, it becomes possible to
increase the levels at which you play CDs,
without glare or hardening.
Finally, Iwas still unhappy with Compact
Disc and LP, tracing this back to the RATA
SuperClamp, which I have now removed
from my system. Having gone over to all van
den Hul cables, including the magical D300S
speaker cable, Ifound the active component
in the Clamp had a deleterious effect on
tonal qualities and dynamics. Iretained the
Clamp 1, as the GEC VDR acts as a kind of
'corset' on the shape of the sound. Its effect
is debatable — Iknow many critics dislike the
VDR — but for me it tidies the music presentation appreciably. I still find the Advance
Electronics ' Mainstay' helps the CD player,
since my reservations expressed above
vanished with the removal of the SuperClamp. The snag now is that the absolute
phase of the Compact Disc program itself is
all too noticeable; but swapping leads and
piggy back doubling of every CD Iplay? No
thank you!
Christopher Breunig

But what about writing an article? I'm the
sort of chap who imagines he understands
the graphs. Despite an intention at an earlier
age to learn the significance of the technical
terminology, Ican now admit that Ireally
can't be bothered so I ignore what one
magazine hides at the back under the heading 'Jargon' and another treats even more
ignominiously by calling it 'The Boring Bit'.
Aren't most hi-fi enthusiasts like me? I
need the equipment to reproduce my music
and my interest in the equipment itself is
really rather superficial. I am sure it is
appropriate to continue to believe that ' you
gets what you pays for' and in the end it is
your own ears in your living room that tell
the story, not the sophisticated electronics in
the laboratory. Ido believe that my ears can
tell the difference between good reproduction and bad. This is not an argument for the
removal of technical information from the
magazines. Iwould hate to see that happen,
and anyway, Iwould miss the graphs and the
pictures — but more music reviews and
conversational articles would certainly have
my approval.
And so, finally, to Dr Bose. He identified a
problem and in asplendid example of lateral
thinking came up with a brilliant solution.
Brilliant solutions mean radical changes
which automatically generate opposition
and although everyone makes approving
noises about the design of these speakers, it
is clear they are either loved or hated and
there is no middle way. Personally, Iam
impressed. My friendly dealer wasn't going
45

YOUR MISSION CENTRES
IN SOUTH WALES

C9 r USS
by MISSION

AUDITION THE EXCITING
NEW MISSION CYRUS RANGE
AND THE MISSION DAD7000

DO
EICELLEMCE
Audio Lab, Audio Research, AR, Ariston,
A&R, ARC, Burmester, Celestion,
Counterpoint, Creek, Dual, Gale, Heybrook,
KEF, Koetsu, Krell, Linn, Magneplanar,
Marantz, Meridian, Mission, Monitor
Audio, Musical Fidelity, NAD, Nakamichi,
Nytech, Naim, Pink Triangle, Quad, Revox,
Spendor, Syrinx, Systemdek, Tannoy,
Thorens, Walker, Yamaha, Zeta.
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134 CRWYS ROAD,
CARDIFF TEL: 0222 28565
9 HIGH STREET,
SWANSEA TEL: ( 0792) 474608
BOTH SHOPS:
TUES -SAT: 9.30-5.30
CLOSED MONDAY

to provide me with the opportunity to make
fondness for the Quad will see me through
any comparisons. Remember, he wasn't
anything, and Bose, who had already won
participating in the competition and in any
me over with their 301s in a crowded store
case, he was an electrostatic fan. His relahad no trouble seducing me completely with
tionship with Bose was of the other kind.
a pair of 901s in ideal conditions. Ihave for a
If Iam going to live with this system then I long time been a cassette tape fan, on the
want my bias to be total. I once had a one hand because Itend to be a little untidy
painting which Iliked very much until a kind
and on the other because Ihave been known
soul pointed out a major technical flaw. I to damage valuable records towards the end
hated him for that because Icould never
of an evening. Compact Disc seems the
again look at that painting without seeing the
obvious move and in any case, when I
flaw and Ino longer have the painting. Ithink
mentioned Bose, Quad and Marantz, my
my system is superb and Ilove the sound it
Nakamichi said that will do nicely.
makes. Iam impressed by the Marantz, my
Dr Rodney Adams

CD/LP Comparisons
Y MARCH PIECE debunking

M

the
notion that CDs have an inherently
brighter tonal balance than LPs had
to be cut for space reasons, thereby omitting
a reference to early analogue recordings
reissued on CD, some of which have indeed
been tweaked to give a brighter impact than
their LP originals. There is also the point that
obtaining the ' correct' HF response from
analogue tapes is a less exact business than
doing the same from digital masters. Signals
from the former may easily vary a little from
one remastering to another ( hence, perhaps,
the slight differences heard on the analogue
Solti/Ber)ioz recordings mentioned last
month), whereas when decoding digital
masters for production of LPs there would be
no reason for tampering with the frequency
response except to avoid groove overload in
the extreme bass. On the latter, Trevor
Attewell assures me that there are sometimes differences between LP and CD versions of organ recordings — but normally
only evident to those with speakers delving
well below 40Hz! Despite many statements
of evidence to the contrary, Ifeel my main
point stands: that perceived differences in
treble balance are usually due to inaccurate

reproduction of the LPs, not to any inbuilt CD
brightness.
A related finding is that equality of tonal
balance seems to be accompanied by equality of musical dynamics. Again, despite a
common assumption that CDs carry a wider
dynamic range than LPs, in every case where
I've made a careful comparison the dynamics are identical. Ithink that people are
easily misled here by the higher background
noise on LPs, which generally causes one to
choose a lower replay level. The climaxes
are then not as loud as they would be from
CD, and it is overlooked that the pianissimos
are just as far down on the LP — sometimes
almost lost in surface noise. It is the signalnoise ratio which is vastly better on CD, not
necessarily the recorded dynamic range.
This is not to say that there aren't some
recordings around ( from Telarc, for instance)
which would create impossible accommodation problems on LP; but where the record
companies have seen fit to issue material in
both formats, my limited tests have not, so
far, revealed any dynamic difference.
Now to be fair, this all assumes that one is
sampling the LPs at points well away from
heavily modulated inner grooves, where
scanning losses due to a finite stylus size

must inevitably exchange wanted information for unwanted distortion, with a consequent slight dimming of impact and
roughening of texture. Here, the CD certainly
does alter the sound, positively. Also, of
course, the business of background noise
really is crucial, for however splendid the LP
record may be at its best, there's no escaping
the high probability that an initially silent
disc ( if you can find one) will become
contaminated all too soon. When going
through some 20 pieces of music assessing
recorded dynamics, time and again the
pianissimos were heard against silence on
the CDs and had to compete with swishes
and clicks on the LPs.
Those LP surface imperfections also
include the ubiquitous ' pressing rumble',
whose out- of- phase ( vertical) nature so often
makes it difficult to derive a Hafler-style rear
ambient signal without adding a nasty background roar. On this score the CD is a great
blessing — quite apart from that glorious
silence from the front, which I still find
staggers every fresh listener and makes
friends enquire about CD player prices.
For this, and for the absence of non-linear
distortion, Iwelcome the CD with open arms,
while hoping in the meantime that the record
companies are ( as is now rumoured) looking
to the matter of microphones and balances,
so that the unnaturally sharp or clinical
sounds which so often get onto the mastertapes are gradually tamed. There's good
reason for optimism on this, for the critical
community has been put in closer touch with
these imperfections via the new medium
than was usually the case via suspect LP
replay chains, and the record business is
deeply committed to making a success of
CD. Despite all the pious- sounding Jeremiads ( which were hurled at the LP in a
strikingly similar fashion when it threatened
the 78 in 1950), I'm sure the Compact Disc is
here to stay.
John Crabbe

HFN/RR ACCESSORIES CLUB

HFN/RR Accessories Club Informaron 0234 747152

W

ITH THE SOLE EXCEPTION of our
LPs offer, all the goodies we've
made available to you through the
Accessories Club have been hardware or
hardware- related. What we've been neglecting is the single most important part of any
system - the software.
In all likelihood, the vast majority of you
have reasonable record collections, worth at
least half the value of your hi-fi. ( Speaking
from the heart, your record collection should
be worth more than your hi-fi). Anyone who
bothers to read about hi-fi is also likely to
take care of his or her records, though we
can name one or two professional reviewers
who think that LPs are impervious to dirt, pet
hairs, and flying guacamole. Still, we all have
one or two nasty personal habits. Whatever,
one of the main concerns for the welfare of
one's library is the method of storage, which
- if handled correctly - will minimise warp
potential, maintain the disc's cleanliness,
keep scratches at bay, and to reduce static.
Is there a reader among you who hasn't
railed about the quality of inner sleeves?
Years ago, all records came in nicely lined
inners, but some artsy schlemiel came up
with the idea that inners should be lavish,
and the results often include such atrocities
as the original inner to Neil Young's Harvest,
which had the texture of the bastard
offspring of burlap and sandpaper. The stiff
card inners aren't much better.
111-1-1 Ni \\ SA. RI ( ( MD RI Vii \A
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With the emergence of the ' audiophile' LP
and the increasing availattlity of Japanese
imports, consumers became aware of
alternative inners that cossetted, rather than
buffetted, the vinyl within. The former category of discs ( when of US origin) usually
come in luxurious rice- paper liners with
stiffening layers; UK consumers soon found
out that they were available in packs of 10 at
a cost that's now shot through the roof. But
these same consumers also noted that the
round- bottomed luxury liners as used by the
Japanese were also available separately,
and they matched the wondrous American
sleeves in all but two areas. They share the
same static-fighting properties and they
don't - if kept clean inside - scratch discs,
but they lack the easy-to- handle stiffness and the high price.
The latter is an obvious virtue, for
Nagaoka's sleeves cost half the price of the
super sleeves. This might not seem much
when you're talking about 15p or so vs 25p
or 30p, until you calculate how much it will
cost you to line your entire collection.
(Jimmy Hughes knows what I'm talking
about.) But what about the pain- in-the
toe

.

That's what the old liner is for, that
overdecorated cardboard construct that can
do as much damage to the LP as two spins in
a disco. You insert the Nagaoka into the old
sleeve, and viola! you've got an easy-to- use
super sleeve that doesn't dispense with the
original artwork.
The most readily-apparent gain you'll
notice will be a reduction ( though maybe not
the elimination) of static build-up. As the
liners don't shed, your records will be
cleaner, BUT - Nagaoka cautions the consumer that, regardless of what sleeves you
use, their worth is compromised if you let
dirt and grit get inside.
I've been using Nagaoka sleeves for five
years and my LPs speak, or play for
themselves. They cost less than
PVC outer sleeve protectors
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ANALOGUE USG
Today's top-end analogue sources
are engineered to within such high
tolerance levels, that to improve sonic
performance by simply doing what others
do better is somewhat impractical, if not
commercially impossible.
Yet the Industry cries out that
Analogue is still in its infancy - somewhat
of acontradiction.
Thorens engineers have recognised
for some time that the answer lies in
re-examining the fundamental
principles of turntable design.
Or in plain English, that's
'back to the drawing
board:
Today,
Thorens
is proud (if
not alittle
excited) to
present its
320 range
of turntables.
TheThorens
TD/321, factory fitted
with an LVX tonearm as an
optional extra, is the showcase
model.
Its most intriguing feature, asplit
chassis means that the body comes in
two parts.
The first is fixed. It houses a
synchronous low voltage motor, divorced
directly from the mains, and is fitted with
asplit phase generator whose output
feeds the motor direct.
The second part is coupled to the
first by three leaf springs,which are easily
interchangeable, dependant upon the mass
of the tonearm you wish to use.
The non-metallic nature of the two
near-independant structures greatly
inhibits the annoying resonances with
which traditional designs have had to
struggle.
The leaf spring suspension also
provides ultimate isolation from acoustic
feedback and external shock impulses.

IASTERED BY THO

NS

Interference
caused by the
familiar beltchange assembly has also
been eliminated.
The new range
has dispensed
with it in order to
cater for this twospeed belt driven
machine.
The large
detached armboard
is capable of having
an enormously wide
range of tonearm
assemblies, fitted, irrespective of their mass.
Suspension beingvery
simply aligned from the top.
TheThorens TD 320
is no different, except that it
comes complete with Thorens
arm and asensor operated
stop and lift facility
The proof we know is not in
its technical specification, although
the reviews will give you an inkling.
The proof is in the listening.
Thorens dealers all over the UK
should be able to demonstrate the
decks against most top-end turntables.
It's important that you make an AB
comparison for yourself, before you decide
to buy.
And once you have listened, irrespective of the price of acomparative
source, we think you'll agree with us at
Thorens.
Ifs areal masterstroke.
And at around £300 complete,we
think there's no doubt
Ifs an even greater master stroke.

THORQ15
For further details contact: The Thorens Sales
Office, Britannia Road,Waltham Cross,
Hertfordshire EN8 7EE Tel: (0992) 716666.

Martin Colloms and John Atkinson review models from

N

INETEEN EIGHTYFIVE COULD ALMOST BE SAID TO BE the
year of the loudspeaker, so many models have been
introduced. Ilooked at designs from AR, Infinity, Mordaunt
Short, Sony and Toshiba in February, and more important
newcomers are reviewed this month. It is no secret that Ihave been
involved with Celestion as aconsultant on the development of their
DL range; accordingly Editor John Atkinson has kindly taken on the
responsiblity for assessing the DL4, ' 6and '8included here. He has
aimed to achieve asimilar basis for value judgements as with the
speakers reviewed by myself in this issue, and for reference
purposes, the Celestion models were subjected to room- averaged
response measurements in my listening room. All the loudspeakers
were subjected to alargely independent test programme at the GEC
Hirst Research Laboratory anechoic chamber under John's
supervision.
Following the success of the Celestion SL6 and SL600, metal dome
tweeters have now found their way into relatively low-priced models.
They are seen here in the Celestion DL8 as well as all three new
Wharfedales, two of which are
reviewed here. Such tweeters are
designed to operate as rigid
pistons over at least their audible
range, and should therefore be
well-behaved in terms of
transient behaviour, frequency
response and coloration.
We were fortunate to obtain
samples of the very new £350/
pair Spendor SP2, as well as the
new Marantz DMS150 at £ 1991
pair. The NAD 20 is afloorstanding £ 199/pair design, while
recent examples of the Monitor
Audio R352 (£ 190/pair and last
reviewed in HFN/RR by Adrian
Orlowski two years ago) were
submitted for review. Of the new
Wharfedales, two models — the
£125 506 and £299 708 — are
reviewed, the 508 being
withdrawn for further
adjustment. Samples of the Proac
Tablette and Mission Argonaut
were also requested in good time
— the former declined to submit while the latter arrived too late to be
included. [ An Argonaut review will appear presently — Ed.)
Finally the three Celestions tested by JA are the DL4 at £99.90/pair,
the DL6 at £ 129.90/pair, and DL8 at £ 179.90/pair, giving awide £ 100
to £350 price span, which should make for some interesting
comparisons and contrasts.
My auditioning was done at two listening levels, with the primary
listening tests done with top quality sources. Where the less
expensive models were concerned, Ifelt it important to cross-check
the results with the speaker used as part of abudget disc system. At
this price level, the compromises involved in balancing agood
system can reflect on the choice of loudpspeaker. At the risk of
oversimplifying, low-cost turntables tend to sound alittle ' boomy',
while the matching cartridges can sound vague as well as atrifle
dim; it can therefore help for abudget speaker to tend to the lighter,
brighter side of the tonal accuracy mean, in order to put some
sparkle and life into the end result.
With the exception of the NADs, all the speakers were used on
stands with the mid/treble axis set approximately to ear level. Where
possible, floor spikes were used, and avariety of positions were
explored in order to arrive at the best combination of tonal balance
and accuracy.
LC OFC cable was used with the main system, which comprised a
Robertson Forty Ten power amp, Counterpoint SA-7preamp, and an
Empire vdH MC1000 cartridge fitted in aRega RB300/Heybrook TT2
player. A Yamaha CD- 2was used for CD playback, while the budget
system used was aDual 505 and aRotel RB820BX with Supra 2.5mm
speaker cable.
50

MARANTZ DMS 150
This new model must have posed difficult problems for an
international company like Marantz. Overall commercial pressures
would indicate that athree-way model be essential at this price level,
but looking at the UK market alone, experience shows that good
two-way designs are viable — the Spendors, Rogers and Linn Sara,
to name but afew. Commercial considerations won out in this case,
however, and it was decided that in order to sell in the general
European market, the ' 150 should be athree-way model.
The DMS150 is apretty substantial 37Iitre internal volume,
sealed- box system, with a200mm plastic-coned woofer ( the cone is
actually aspecial polypropylene/fibre laminate. The cabinet is made
from thick chipboard, and the panels are pretty resonant by modern
standards. Two tweeters are used, primarily a50mm Mylar dome,
reminiscent of KEF's ' 60s T15, with atwin- ribbon ' supertweeter'. This
uses aMylar diaphragm with aprinted aluminium loop conductor
pattern to provide asensible impedance. A complex crossover, built
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with good- quality components, divides the frequency range at
1.8kHz and 8kHz. Electrical connection is via spring clips.

Lab report
Looking at the 1m axial response, the sensitivity appears low at
84.5dB/W, and the response trend is dominated by asurprising 4dB
shelf cut above 4kHz. Some irregularities are also present, at 600Hz,
1.3, 1.6 and 6kHz, for example, and f5dB limits are necessary to
contain the 40Hz-20kHz axial response. The grille had little effect on
the response. Low frequencies are well- damped, with agentle rolloff
of - 6dB at alow 40Hz. This is quite agood bass extension for the
price and size.
At 2m, the forward response family is unpromising, suggesting
some mid prominence, and aphasey and depressed mid/treble
register. The 15 vertical response shows the narrow dispersion of
the ribbon tweeter in the vertical plane, as well as confirming the
generally depressed treble.
The room response shows the bass to be fairly well integrated, but
the energy trend reveals a ' thin' rising midband. After ahiccough at
2kHz, the HF output decays too rapidly, indicating adim sound.
At 96dB, the LF distortion was high at > 4%, 100-200Hz, and it
remained high through the midband. Some improvement at the
lower 86dB level can be seen, though both 2nd and 3rd harmonics
show acomplex make-up, averaging 0.75% above 200Hz, and 2%
below.
The below- average sensitivity is not helped by the impedance
characteristic which, although 8ohms at low and mid frequencies,
fell to 4.6ohms in the treble, rather lower than the recommended
6.4ohm minimum for an 8ohm rating. Power handling is 100W, with
aminimum of 25-30W recommended. A maximum sound level of
99dB was possible, this below average.
A. 1/3
Í

9(T

MARANTZ150.ROOM

A contrived bass extension was not required; instead, optimum
tuning with agenerously sized
port provides good power
handling of 100W.
A two-way design, the flared
bass cone is of apaper pulp
construction and operates
through the midrange, crossing
over above 3kHz to the
established SEAS 19mm plastic
foil dome tweeter. The good
quality hard- wired crossover
comprises adamped 1st- order
section for the bass, with a2ndorder acoustic slope, while the
treble leg is nearer 3rd- order.
Combined 4mm socket/binding
posts are used for connection.
The rigid enclosure is
constructed from 18mm high
density chipboard, with some
internal bracing and foam blocks
to minimise resonances. The
grille is properly rebated to
minimise diffraction. A really
helpful instruction manual is
included. This speaker can be
used on stands as low as 1525cm — matching stands are
available from Monitor Audio.
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Sound quality
Auditioned prior to being measured, the DMS150 was rated as below
average. Although inoffensive, it was rather dull, both regarding
tonal balance and listener interest, the sound lacking attack, life and
sparkle. Bass was reasonable, showing good control as well as a
pleasing extension.
Some ' cuppy' coloration was evident in the midband. Although it
was quite well- disguised, voices sounded pinched and thin. The
treble was disjointed, with atouch of an underlying ' rice- paper'
coloration. The DMS150 was judged to be too opaque by modern
standards to give good stereo depth. Some ' boxiness' also detracted
from the stereo focus.

11,11

11-014 / 1

r.

Conclusion
This speaker appears to be trying to cover its tracks; unfortunately
too much music also gets covered up. It can sound acceptable when
driven hard on abrasive CD program, but it doesn't really constitute
good value. The lab results were also below average, with
weaknesses apparent in several areas. Although Ididn't have them
to hand, Isuspect that the Marantz LD30 and LD50 two-way models
are superior to this more expensive three-way. Again this shows the
difficulties inherent in designing agood three-way model at this
price level.

01)1010110N AT ` 11.114 1.1.
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MONITOR AUDIO R352

I%

Designed by Robin Marshall almost three years ago, the R352 was a
bit of aleader then. This test of recent production samples shows it
still to be astrong contender.
Whereas traditionally most speakers in its price range have been of
low ( 84-86dB/W) sensitivity, ahigher target of 90dB/W was set for the
'352. A larger-than- usual ( 36- litre) enclosure was therefore adopted,
built at the MA cabinet works and finished in anatural veneer, and
this allows awell- tuned bass reflex loading to be used, working in
conjunction with ahigh sensitivity, light- coned woofer. Given the
reflex design, the bass excursion is less than for asealed box, and
this was traded for an improved magnet design to reduce distortion.
The centre pole is undercut to a 'T' section to linearise the flux
distribution in the gap, this particularly affecting the 2nd harmonic
distortion.
IHH NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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When you're talking compact disc techimprovements in our latest players.
nology, you're into the realms of sub-microns.
All three of them have slide-out disc comWe should know
partments for smoother. loading.
At Technics we make everything that goes
And aunique prismatic window for easy
into our compact disc players.
viewing.
Including the discs themselves.
And random access programming to let
And, believe us, nobody's discs are perfect you play tracks in any order you like.
every time (not even ours).
(On our SL-P3 you've also got auto cue for
Such is the accuracy required, even the
instant start on the music).
most minute of air bubbles can throw ascanAs before, we have models with infra red
ning laser off beam.
remote control to take the weight off your feet.
So all our CD players have an error correcAnd, believe it or not, we've actually made
tion system that's second to none.
them lighter on your pocket.
Made and perfected, of course, by yours
They're still abit more than your average
truly.
turntable.
As, indeed, is our unique optical deck with
But not much to pay for perfection.
its fine focus laser.
In fact we've gone as far as we can to give
you perfect sound.
Compact Disc Players
Mind you, we've still found room for afew 300-318 Bath Road,Slough,BerksSL1 6JB.'lèl: Slough 34522.

Technics

Lab results
Sensitivity was above average at 89dBAN and was not prejudiced by
the impedance characteristic. The ' 352 is an easy load, never falling
below 8ohms, typically averaging 12.
Reflex tuned to 49Hz, the - 6dB point is at 48Hz, but the rolloff is a
bit steep by modern standards. The axial 1m response is pretty
uniform, with aslight depression over the midrange with the grille
off. Minor glitches can be seen at 500Hz ( cone breakup) and 2.6kHz
(crossover overlap). Grille effects were mild, but acritical listener
might prefer it with the grille off. ± 3dB limits cover a53Hz-20kHz
range. Pair matching was good.
Decently high maximum spis of up to 105dBA were possible from
apair in aroom, while the high sensitivity means that amplifiers of as
little as 15W could still be used.
Distortions were low at a96dB level, particularly at LF. Third
harmonic held to below 0.3% above 150Hz. At 86dB, 3rd harmonic
was generally below 0.1% above 150Hz, and 2nd harmonic was also
low, except at 400Hz where amild rise to 0.8% can be seen, related to
the controlled breakup mentioned earlier. Overall, distortion was
very low.
The lateral curves 30° and 45 off-axis at 2m are particularly even,
pointing to agood stereo focus and even tonal consistency. The
crossover dip deepens 15° above the axis, showing that the ' 352
should be positioned with the mid/treble axis at ear level.
In- room, the bass showed quite good integration, bar amild
prominence around 50Hz, which may be controlled by careful
positioning. In energy terms, the mid was atrifle prominent, with a
peak at 630Hz accentuated by the preceding dip ( that breakup again).
The presence band was alittle shallow, leaving the treble in mild
relief, but the final octave is decently smooth.

Sound quality
Presenting an interesting blend of strengths and weaknesses, the
R352 scored above average with its lively, open presentation.
Rendition of detail was quite good and it sounded more transparent
than many models around. This helped it to present quite good
stereo depth; while the staging was somewhat narrow, focus was
considered to be both tidy and to agood standard.
The bass was amite rich, almost fruity, but held back from the
'boomy' extreme. It was nonetheless quite solid and extended, with
decent upper- bass ' speed' and articulation.
Midrange coloration was fairly low, confined mainly to amild
'hollowness' and low range ' boxiness'. Tonal balance was good, with
decent upper- mid detail and good transient definition. Rated above
average, the treble proved open and clear; some grain was present
but not judged too serious. Overall, the system could drive along
well, with little missing on classical and rock.

Conclusion
The R352 has maintained its competitive position, producing alively,
articulate and well-balanced sound. Distortion levels are low,
sensitivity and maximum spis are high, and it is an easy amplifier
load.
Overall, the R352 is good value and continues to be recommended.
RMSt 64
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NAD 20
NAD's policy makers have made bold design decisions in the past,
and this trend appears to continue in the case of this unusual
loudspeaker. Selling for areasonable £ 199/pair, it is aslim,
floor-standing model of fairly elegant proportions and styling.
Despite being somewhat smaller than other floor- standing
models, one soon becomes used to it and it bears some resemblance
to ascaled-down KEF R104/2 ( see Paul Messenger's ' Subjective
Sounds', January ' 85).
A sealed box design with an internal volume of around 32 litres, it
uses two drive- units — a210mm steel-framed bass/mid driver fitted
with a25mm voice-coil and arigid fibre/pulp cone. The woofer cone
is tapered in thickness from apex to surround in order to improve
breakup behaviour and levels of coloration, and arubber half- roll
surround allows for long- throw, low distortion operation. HF is
NEWS & RECORI) RI VIEW
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handled by a25mm soft-dome
tweeter with ferrofluid cooling in
the magnet gap. The enclosure is
finished in black, wood-grained
vinyl, and the system, including
both drivers, is built for NAD by
the West German company
Braun.
The crossover is nominally set
at 2.5kHz, with 2nd-order, 12dB/
octave, electrical slopes. The
values used appear close to
textbook, with little apparent
equalisation for the main driver's
rising frequency characteristic.
The LF arm uses aferrite-cored
inductor while the HF has an aircored inductor. Capacitors are
the usual reversible electrolytic
type.
The cabinet is built from
medium- density chipboard, and
is filled with low-density
fibreglass wool. Electrical
connection is via spring clip
terminals in the base, and holes
are provided for floor spikes.
Unfortunately, the grille places a
12-13mm ledge or step adjacent
to the tweeter, which is likely to
result in spurious reflections.
A 35Hz-25kHz range is quoted in he spec with no limits. Sensitivity
is said to be 88dB for an 8ohm watt • in fact the impedance is 4ohms,
with a3.2ohm minimum, so the sensitivity is actually 3dB less.
Power handling is stated to be 10-100W on unclipped program, and
the tweeter is protected by afuse.

Lab results
In the listening room, the response shows afine upper bass/mid
output, which was well- integrated with the room. Some slight mid
rise in output with frequency can be seen, while the bass lifted alittle
too much at 50Hz by some 8dB above the mean level — better LF
damping would help here. High frequency output was also too high,
the treble output on the room- integrated curve should rolloff earlier
as with, for example, the Wharfedale 708. Subjectively, one would
expect the ' 20 to have abright balance. ( Graphs on p55.)
The speaker is apoorer than average amplifier load, and higher
output current amplifiers are recommended. Voltage sensitivity is
high, however, at 89dB/W. The -6dB point is at awell- extended 46Hz,
though this is due to adegree of underdamping in the bass
alignment which produces amild excess from 80Hz-150Hz. The
midrange is smooth, with amild uptilt in balance leading to a
prominent treble region, this uplifted an average of 2.5dB above the
mean level.
Pair matching was excellent, to within ± 0.5dB overall, but the grille
was found to upset the output considerably ( dotted line on 1m axial
response trace).
At 96dB, distortion levels were satisfactory, with < 1% in the
midband, but rising more than anticipated above 5kHz to 2.5%.
However, this was mainly innocuous 2nd harmonic. There was a
general improvement at 86dB, with < 0.3% over most of the range. A
small ' glitch' can be seen on the axial response at 300Hz: this was
traced to avertical standing wave mode in the rather tall cabinet, and
more lagging/damping would be in order to clear this.
At a2m mic distance, the output can be seen to be quite tidy, with
the overall trend confirming the uptilted balance.
Sound quality
Considered to be tonally ' lightweight', the NAD 20s were tried in
various positions, eventually arriving at about 1m from sidewalls and
0.5m from the rear wall ( distance measured from speaker back).
In my room, the listening test results were different from those
reported by Paul Messenger, so my report should perhaps be taken
in conjunction with his. It sounded pretty lively for an estimated
89dB/W 8ohm design. It was notably clear and open, too open in fact
as there was asuspicion of excess presence band output as well as
too much treble.
The NAD 20 sounded generally transparent. Stereo images were
quite well- focused, with good stage width and pleasing midrange
depth, but were marred by the bright tonal balance which distorted
front-to- back perspectives. The bass was amite soft and rich, but
probably of above average quality, while LF extension was fine at the
price. The midrange showed some mild boxiness and ' cone' sound,
but was overshadowed by the strong tilt in tonal balance.
53
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SCOTTISH LINN CLINIC

SHORT AND SWEET
Have afree inspection of your LP 12.
For one week in March we invite you
to bring your LP 12 for acomplete
check up or update, labour free.
Linn Products staff will be at hand to
answer your problems and queries.
Please ' phone to book in your LP12
for an appointment.

March 26th & 27th
MAETO MUSIK
14 The Toll
Clarkston, Glasgow
Tel: 041 638 8252

March 28th, 29th & 30th
RUSS ANDREWS HIFI
34 Northumberland Street
Edinburgh
Tel: 031 557 16 72

Aselection of the very best
in storage systems for...

LP's
CASSETTES
AND COMPACT DISCS

...all in one FREE colour
catalogue from:

Important new arrivals this
month include, an integrated
amplifier from Audio Vois, and
the recently improved Alphason,
now probably the finest
example of precision engineering available. LC- wired
cartridges and cables from van
den Hul and Audio Technica, CD
and refurbishment service for
cartridges, both magnet and
coil. Limited availability of the
current
Audio
Vois
V21
preamplifier, with power supply;
unbeatable at the price, widely
compatible with quality power
amplifiers ( especially Magnum
and PS Audio) and the Meridian
and Arcam active systems.
Reductions on demonstration
and existing stock: listings
available
on
request.
Professional record cleaning
service, quality connectors and
accessories and probably free
coffee.
For dcrnonsl rat ions ùl these products contact:

PHONOGRAPH
601 Erpingham Road. Put
London SW15. Tel: ( 01) 789-2349

ARTIFACT DESIGNS LTD

AUDIO DEPT, 13 FRIDAY STREET,
HENLEY-ON-THAMES, OXON RG9 1AN
Orb 24 HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE

àià Telephone: (0491) 576037
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Mon.—Fri. 1Oom- 1
pm. 3.30-8pm. Sor.

Oom-6pm

Demonstrations by appointment please.
Systems delivered and installed free of charge
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ability, but with dimensions halfway between these medium-sized
451 boxes and the diminutive 61 LS3/5A. Thirty litres was the target
volume, and this originally produced the SA2, atwo-way design
which used the high- power version of the Bextrene-coned bass/mid
unit from the BC1. This speaker was not acomplete success,
however, partly due to some lingering box effects. Surprisingly, an
economy version with awrapped vinyl chipboard box, the Prelude,
proved more successful.
With the emergence of the advanced polypropylene bass/mid unit
used in the SP1, it was logical to
employ it in adevelopment of the
SA2, hence the arrival of the new
£350 SP2. Whereas the SA2 had a
classic plywood enclosure, the
SP2 makes use of the Prelude
experience and is constructed
mainly from chipboard, veneered
in real walnut.
A two-way design, the 205mm
bass/mid unit is reflex loaded,
and unusually, the critically flared
cone is left open at the centre —
beware of magnetic dust— and
the polypropylene is further
damped with ahand- applied
layer, not generally thought to be
necessary with this material. The
treble unit is aversion of the Scan
2008 series
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Designers hate being second-guessed by reviewers, but in this case
the future is clear, in my opinion. At its list price of £230 — aprice
presumably reflecting its foreign origin and the weakness of sterling
— the ' 20 is tonally too thin and bright. Basically, however, the
drive- units are of good quality, and the floor- standing enclosure is a
nice concept at this price level. If assembled in the UK, with a
concomitant reduction to around £ 170, and with the tonal balance
modified to UK tastes, it could do very well. As it stands, it is still
worth considering, but only after careful auditioning with the
listener's own ancillaries.
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SPENDOR SP2
This loudspeaker has an interesting history, arising from the need for
acompact monitor of BC1/SP1 power handling and spl-generating
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19mm soft dome, other examples of which are seen in the Linn
models. This has acomplex acoustic circuit to improve its low range
response. Both drivers are flush- mounted in the veneered front
panel.
The crossover is high quality, with film capacitors and with a
minimum of wire due to the use of gapped transformer core
inductors. Both sections are damped 3rd- order, and HF sensitivity is
set with an auto-transformer inductor. Heavy duty internal
connectors and wiring are used.
Resembling adown- sized SP1, the SP2 is suited for stand
mounting around 38-46cm off the ground, clear of adjacent surfaces.
While designer Derek Hughes hopes that the SP2 will find favour
with consumers, its primary role, as with the other Spendor designs,
is for professional monitoring of program quality.

Lab results
It should be noted that the preproduction samples tested were of
typically 16ohm impedance with asensitivity of 85.5dB/W. Samples
in dealers by publication of this issue will have a 10ohm rating with a
corresponding increase in sensitivity to 87dB/W, and will still be an
easy amplifier load. ( Response graphs are on p55)
The axial 1m plot shows anotably uniform, well-balanced
response. Allowing for the ripples in the treble, due to the grid floor
in the anechoic chamber, it meets creditable ± 2.5dB limits. Sensibly
over- damped, the LF response extends to 45Hz, - 6dB, which is good
for its size. The grille added only minor glitches at 8kHz and 11kHz.
The 2m 1/
3octave family of responses are remarkably good. All are
within 2.5dB of each other, showing notably small variation in the
vertical plane, which suggests that aconsistent sound quality will be
available over awide range of listener positions.
At the high 96dB level, distortion remained under 0.5%, 150Hz16kHz, with some dome breakup effects visible from 9-16kHz. At
86dB, 2nd harmonic was negligible, with 3rd holding to agood 0.3%
or less. LF distortion was moderate at both levels. With ahigh 150W
power handling, the production model should be able to produce
spls up to around 104dBA in atypical room, while 15-20W amplifiers
will still be able to produce satisfactory domestic levels.
The computer- averaged room response shows aslight excess of
bass, but was otherwise well- matched, particularly in the midrange.
The transition to the tweeter can be seen to be relatively smooth. If
the speaker were further damped in the bass, it would be less
well- suited to monitoring in nearer free space conditions.
, 8.1/3
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view of the fine forward response uniformity. Its intended sensitivity
will make it avery good all-rounder, setting anew reference
standard,Ifeel, for this price range. A strongly recommended model,
capable of being used with the finest ancillaries.

WHAIIFEDALE 506
The ' 506 is the smallest and cheapest in Wharfedale's new range, but
is still fitted with a19mm aluminium dome tweeter. It could be
regarded as an upmarket Laser 90, with no disrespect intended to
either model.
A two-way design, the sealed- box enclosure carries adiecast
framed bass/mid unit. The crossover point is fairly high— near 4kHz
— and the flared pulp cone is designed to provide good extension
into this range. The hard-wired crossover is essentially a2nd-order
12dB/octave design and is of good commercial quality. The LF is
aligned to a3rd-order rolloff with aseries capacitor, as with the Laser
90.
A normal, 181 internal volume, chipboard cabinet is used, but with
some special features: the recent Wharfedale practice of recessing
the rear panel is continued; furthermore, an internal circumferential
brace is fitted. The box is more rigid than usual and should be less
coloured as aresult. As with the ' 708, the drivers are locked in
position with ascrew/bayonet, boltless, fixing; aspecial tool is
required for removal. 4mm socket/binding posts are used for
electrical connection, recessed in the sunken rear panel.

•

Woofer construction on the new Wharfedale
is based on apatented 'build ring' (above

Wharfedale quote agood
88dB/W sensitivity and an 8ohm
impedance, with asuggested
power range of 15-75W. Finish is
in veneer-effect vinyl, with a
silver-grey baffle and dark grille
cloth. The grille is probably the
'506's weakest aspect, its thick,
unrebated edge presenting a
reflective obstruction to off-axis
mid and treble, and is best left off
for critical listening.

•

Lab results
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Sound quality
The SP2 did well in the listening tests, achieving the highest score in
this group, in fact. Its frequency range sounded very uniform with
good extension at frequency extremes. In character it was mildly
lightweight, with an open ' airy' quality which contributed to low
levels of perceived coloration. The mid register was good, with fine
reproduction of voices, and was very revealing of instrumental
timbre. The bass was rated quite highly, showing fair ' slam' and an
articulate 'tuneful' upper range. A mild 'woodenness' was noted in
the upper bass/lower mid, only detectable in comparison with the
larger SP1. The treble, while not quite as self-effacing as that of the
latest metal dome units, was of fine quality, being clear and detailed
without the all-too-common faults of fizz or excess nasality.
The SP2 was very revealing of fine musical detail, and its natural
transparency allowed for good depth in the stereo image, even in the
treble, with good layering. Stereo focus was particularly stable and
precise. When driven hard, it maintained agood clarity; overall, the
impression was of consistent monitoring quality performance over a
good bandwidth.

Conclusion
The Spendor compact monitor project has come to fruition with a
tidy 301 box that gives away very little to its 451 brother, the SP1
(reviewed in HFN/RR two years ago), which costs 43% more. The SP2
is of true monitor quality, and does askilful job in revealing program
quality and content, be it good or ill. It does not over- romanticise, yet
the sound can still be as involving as the program would suggest.
Furthermore, the lab results were highly favourable, particularly in
56

At 1m on- axis ( ignoring the treble ripples, which are due to the
chamber floor), the response can be seen to be particularly smooth.
±3dB limits cover a58Hz-15kHz range, the mid being exceptionally
flat. The treble is slightly depressed by 1-2dB, after the fashion of the
SL6. The bass output extends to 55Hz, - 6dB, while sensitivity
measured 87dB/W, fractionally less than spec. The 75W maximum
power was sensible, giving maximum spls of 102dBA for apair in a
80m 3 room.
One might expect that the output from apure 19mm piston to
remain flat to 20kHz, but this is not the case. Theoretically, it can be
shown that the axial output of afinite-sized piston will gradually
decay with increasing frequency, while the approaching null prior to
the main resonance accentuates the decline further still. The mild
rolloff shown above 15kHz is inconsequential, however.
Out at 2m, the forward responses were particularly good in the
lateral plane, where the ' 506 showed excellent integration. 15`' above
the main axis, abroad dip can be seen, 10dB deep, centred on 4kHz.
Clearly the ' 506 should be used on ahigh 45-55cm stand to ensure
that the listening axis is between the mid and treble units.
The impedance is favourably high at low frequencies, not falling
below 7ohms, but evidence for afight for sensitivity can be seen in
the treble, where it dips to 5ohms. This should not upset any
reasonable modern amplifier, though.
At ahigh 96dB level, 2nd and 3rd harmonic distortions were low.
Above 100Hz, 3rd remained below 0.6%, falling further above 2kHz.
The insignificant spikes in the upper treble can also be seen on the
'708 graphs and are the harmonics of adome resonance. Distortion
was also low at 86dB, both 2nd and 3rd harmonics holding to < 0.3%
above 150Hz. LF distortion levels were moderate.
In the listening room, the ' 506 showed afine energy integration. A
degree of loss can be seen in the low bass below 50Hz, as well as in
the final treble octave. The mid was atrifle forward and mildly
emphasised by the slight treble depression. The mid/treble transition
was notably smooth, with the treble rolloff close to ideal.
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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could have been clearer.
The ' 506, however, was very easy on the ears and was kind to
whatever program it was fed.

WHARF FDAL E 505
104

.•

MR (Mt DP

t

Conclusion
While the ' 506 has an unexciting sound, it has aconsiderable degree
of subtlety — an impressive achievement at this price level. Isuspect
that it has been developed with high quality program sources and
that the designer may have underestimated the treble dullness
characteristic of some of the better low-cost m- m cartridges with
which it probably will be used. Brighter models, such as the Linn
Basik, are recommended.
Aside from this reservation over system matching, the ' 506
performed well on test, and was particularly civilised with classical
CD material. Rock reproduction may be alittle ' dead' for some tastes,
but this restrained and easy to live with speaker represents fine value
for money and can be firmly recommended.
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Sound quality
In some respects, the ' 506 was more immediately appealing than the
'708. It was more colored in terms of box and cone effects;
conversely, it was alittle more lively and open. It was judged to be
pleasantly balanced, tonally.
Scoring rather above average — which is good at this price level —
the ' 506 resembled alow cost ' 708, which Isuppose is what it is, and
was described as smooth and sweet. Stereo focus was quite good,
but some lower mid bloom prevented the full development of image
width. Depth presentation was fairly good, again with some
masking, but was better in the treble.
The bass, though lightweight, seemed even with good detail. The
neutral midrange balance concealed some mild box and cone-type
colorations. A little more attack and ' punch' would not have gone
amiss, transients seeming alittle soft and ' blurred'. While the treble
was notably sweet and devoid of sibilance or grain, it was alittle
weak in its lower register, and ringing effects on bells and cymbals
HI-FI NEWS 8z RECORD REVIEW
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Graham Bank, formerly technical director at Celestion, learnt the
benefits of high- stiffness enclosure design during his supervision of
the development of the SL600. Now the director in charge of the
development team at Wharfedale, he has been instrumental in the
adoption of an alternative material to the highly expensive Aerolam
aluminium honeycomb used for the ' 600. The new material is a
sandwich of fibre- reinforced Melamine ( Formica) skins around a
dense polystyrene foam interior, and this rigid but light material
forms the carcase of the most
expensive in Wharfedale's new
range, the £ 300/pair ' 708.
There are several approaches
to the design of agood
loudspeaker enclosure. A carcase
may be made very heavy, with
thick dense walls, and extensive
bracing and damping, in order to
combine low levels of resonance
with high rigidity. Current
examples of this approach
include the Linn Sara and
lsobarik models. Alternatively,
the panels, though stiff, may be
relatively light, such as marine
plywood damped with an applied
viscous layer of similar mass and
matched mechanical impedance.
This construction — loosely
termed the ' BBC technique' —
can provide particularly low
levels of midband coloration and
is exemplified by the larger
designs in the Spendor and
Rogers ranges.
Thirdly, the panels can be made as light and as rigid as possible,
the former to provide agood transient response owing to the low
levels of stored energy, and the latter to maintain asufficient wall
stiffness at low frequencies for good bass definition. The former also
implies low coloration levels provided that ringing is avoided by
suitable construction. Special internal treatment of the box, such as a
graded acoustic absorption, may be required to control the output at
the critical panel transmission frequencies.
There is often overlap between these distinct groupings, but the
'708 falls firmy into the last category of ' rigid and light'. To my ears,
the sandwich material is not quite as stiff as the aluminium
honeycomb, but the cost is certainly considerably lower. In view of
its selling price, the levels of coloration due to the ' 708 cabinet are
quite low.
The ' 708 comprises aclassic sealed- box two-way system with an
internal volume of around 181, using acast frame bass/mid unit and a
19mm metal dome tweeter. Both are modern designs, the larger
driver employing aflared, mineral- loaded polypropylene cone with a
high- loss suspension/surround. The tweeter uses apure piston
aluminium foil dome diaphragm, this attached to aconventional
voice coil. The bass/mid unit is distinguished by the use of a ' build
ring' — aplastic moulding located at the voice- coil junction which
acts both as aformer for accurate construction, and confers
advantages in use such as aproper mounting for the leadout wires.
The good quality crossover is essentially a2nd order, 12dB/octave
type— Wharfedale's Steven Scaife feeling that higher slope filters
degrade the presentation of stereo depth — while electrical
connection is made via 4mm socket/binding posts. The ' 708's
exterior is finished in aghostly ' grey ash' veneer, and has afinished
appearance despite the fact that no grille is supplied— another
aspect it has in common with the SL600.
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ROOM FOR
IMPROVEMENT
This sign on the outside means there's aroom
on the inside for single speaker
demonstration of hi-fi products. Not just a
showroom, with dozens of speakers
competing against the pair you're listening to
-but aroom apart from that "wall of sound"
where you can hear music in the same sort of
conditions you have at home. It's the only
effective method we know of evaluating a
system's sound quality. And the only place
you'll find it is in aspecialist dealer's shop.
That's just one way that aspecialist dealer is a
big improvement over the high-volll me boys.

For another, he won't sell every brand of hi-fi
equipment in the world - just areasonable
selection of what he thinks sounds good. And
he'll let you listen without biased sales chat.
The decision is yours. He'll set up the
equipment in your home at no extra charge.
But whether you buy or not, his advice is
expert and free. We wouldn't have it any other
way and neither should you.
While you're there, we suggest you use that
single speaker demonstration room to
audition our products. One-to-one against
our competitors, you'll hear the
improvements.

[INN
PRODUCTS
Linn Products Limited
235 Drakemi re Drive, Castlemilk, GLASGOW G45 9SZ
Telephone: 041-634 0371

Lab results
The box resonance was at 60Hz, with asensibly over- damped LF
alignment giving a - 6dB point at 54Hz, about average for the size.
From the nearfield response, the LF range can be seen to fall at amild
6dB/octave from 100Hz, this increasing to 12dB/octave below 40Hz.
On- axis at 1m, the response can be seen to be alittle lowermid- prominent, in the 150-300Hz range. Output is uniform from
500Hz to 4kHz, with a3dB dip between 5kHz and 8kHz. On this central
axis, the upper treble is shown in some relief at 12kHz, decaying
gently beyond 14kHz to - 5dB at 20kHz.
Pair matching was generally very good, to within 0.5dB except for
the 200-500Hz region where a2dB difference was noted, this poorer
than expected.
Turning to the 2m response family, the chosen axis was slightly
nearer the woofer and the presence band depression had filled
nicely. As the response taken 15° above this axis shows, the ' 708 is
critical regarding listening height and it should be placed fairly high,
with the bass/mid unit close to ear level. On this axis, the lateral
off- axis responses show very good uniformity right up to 15kHz. A
gradual downtilt in the overall response is also evident, suggesting a
rich, perhaps laidback, subjective balance.
At 96dB, distortion levels above 500Hz were very low at 0.3%, this
rising moderately at lower frequencies. The minor 16kHz spike is
probably related to adome resonance around 45kHz ie, the
resonance is at the 3rd harmonic frequency.
At amore realistic 86dB level, the distortion fell somewhat,
averaging 0.4% at LF and dropping below 0.1% from 500Hz to 10kHz.
The minor HF distortion spikes can be seen more clearly in this
higher resolution graph, but are pretty harmless.
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Sound quality
First impressions were of little character to the sound, which in this
context is no bad thing, indicating low levels of coloration and a
smooth balance. This impression grew stronger as the mildmannered design showed that it was capable of revealing much
detail from awide range of musical program, while at the same time
revealing very little of itself.
The balance between the drivers was well- integrated, the tonal
balance tending to richness with alaidback and musically restrained
treble. Considerable detail was nevertheless apparent. The bass was
considered pretty good; though lacking in authoritative extension, it
provided articulate detail, reinforced by the extra weight gained
when the speaker was placed moderately close to arear wall ( around
0.5ml. The mid register was quite even and noticeably sweet, but
with an excess ' fullness' in its lower range. Tonally this could be
described as a ' plummy', almost ' leathery' quality.
The stereo soundfield was quite transparent, with good depth
effects. Mid and treble imaging were above average, but were less
good in the lower mid. A mild vagueness to imagery was apparent,
when compared with the SL600, for example, which, surprisingly,
provided alittle more ' attack'. Il would agree with this — Ed]

Conclusion
At first sounding too bland, the ' 708 quietly convinces by virtue of its
clean, unforced and well-balanced inner quality. This is aspeaker
which rarely imposes its own character, yet readily allows the music
to make its own demands. Its relaxed, laidback presentation may be
unfashionable for rock music, but Ilike it.
The lab results indicate that it is mildly critical of listening height,
as well as showing apreference for brighter, more solidlyconstructed rooms. Overall, the technical results are good, though it
will need adecently powered amplifier for the sound to open up.
Good loudspeakers are thin on the ground at f300/pair; the ' 708 is
a most civilised new entry worthy of recommendation.
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In the listening room, the ' 708 showed afine integration at mid to
low frequencies. The mid/treble transition was nicely judged, if a
trifle dim, and the trend was devoid of irregularities, as it should be.
Wharfedale seem to have had some trouble meeting the treble
sensitivity target, and the impedance falls to 6ohms in the upper
range, just below the nominal 8ohm standard. Overall, the amplifier
load is mild and nearer to 10ohms.
Mean sensitivity was below average at 85dB/W, and the ' 708 will
require some level or drive power to give decent sound levels. A 25W
minimum is suggested, with amaximum on music of 150W. High
powers were handled gracefully, giving amaximum level around
101dBA for astereo pair in the listening room.
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ELESTION WERE left in abit of afix following the departure
of Graham Bank, who had led the SL6/SL600 design team,
in order to return to Wharfedale and his native Yorkshire.
Although their new MD, Dr David Marsh, was successfully
steering the company in amore competitive direction, particularly
regarding the professional and PA fields, and whilst having astrong
drive- unit team headed by Ed Form, Celestion were short-staffed on
the domestic system design front. Accordingly, HFN/RR's Martin
Colloms advised Celestion as aconsultant during the development
of their new DL range.
Whilst being very appreciative of Martin's abilities, Iam sure that
even he couldn't remain dispassionate when reviewing speakers in
which he had had some creative input. Which is why Iam more
heavily involved than usual in this month's main review. The
technical test program for these three speakers was identical with
that for the models Martin has reviewed, including the computeraveraged measurements. The listening tests, however, were carried
out in my own room, with mainly my Audio Research SP-10/Krell
KSA-50 amplification, Linn Sondek/Ittok/Koetsu Red front end.
Monster cables and Cliff Stone's Foundation stands. A number of the
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other speakers reviewed in this and the February issue passed
through the system during the review period, the Wharfedales and
the Mordaunt-Short MS100s in particular. The comments and
conclusions are my own.

CELESTION DL4
At ahair under £ 100/pair, the DL4 sits right in the most competitive
area of the UK market. An SL6-sized two-way with an approximately
11 litre internal volume, the DL4
differs most obviously from its
up-market sibling by reflex loading the bass/mid unit with a
rear port. The driver itself is now
a165mm pulp-coned unit, with a
conventional pressed-steel
chassis. The cabinet is made
from chipboard with awalnut
grain vinyl finish, apart from the
baffle which is painted black, and
the front edges are attractively
chamfered. In common with
recent Wharfedale practice, the
rear of the enclosure is recessed
to increase box rigidity, and the
terminal posts — these are the
high quality Michell gold-plated
brass type capable of taking wire
up to 4mm in diameter and
unusual at this price level — are
carried on arecessed plate.

The crossover is hard-wired to the back of the terminal posts, with
components glued to the plastic panel, and divides the range at
2.5kHz, with HF handled by a25mm plastic foil dome tweeter.
Again unusual at this price level, the grille is amoulded plastic
space-frame with the cloth stretched over it. Care has been taken to
ensure that the HF output ' sees' as little of the grille as possible.
Quoted sensitivity is high for asmall box at 89dB/W, and Celestion
recommend amplifiers with 10-75W output.A good booklet is
included with all the DL range, giving sensible advice on setting up
the system and giving arecommended recordings list ( although I
would argue with the choice of the Philips Ozawa Mahler 8on CD.)

Lab results
There is little evidence that Celestion have tried to ' fake' the free
space bass extension of the small box by under-damping the bass
alignment. The 1m axial plot shows bass response to be
curtailed to ahighish -6dB point at 82Hz, although the upper
bass/lower mid is shelved up slightly when compared with the upper
mid. The effect of the grille on the HF output on- axis was minor.
Sensitivity was as quoted, at around 89-90dB/W. The treble rises a
little above the shallow notch in the crossover region and is also a
little uneven, but falls off in the highest half-octave as is to be
expected from amedium-sized dome.
The family of responses at 2m confirm the slight lower- mid
prominence and slightly lumpy treble, but reveal awell-controlled
dispersion laterally. The plot taken 15° above the chosen axis throws
the upper treble into sharper relief, suggesting that ahighish pair of
stands be used.
At the high 96dB level, the distortion performance was very good
considering that the DL4 is working very hard here. Apart from the
2nd harmonic peak at 200Hz— still only rising to 3% — and an
insignificant bit of dome breakup at 9kHz, levels of both 2nd and 3rd
are under 0.3% above 400Hz.
Martin's computer- averaged, in room energy curves reveal the
limited bass output, but indicate ausefully smooth falling response
trend with aslight presence band emphasis. Impedance
characteristic is kind, not dropping below 6ohms.
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Sound quality
When it is used away from room boundaries, one can't get away
from the fact that the DL4 is asmall box; bass instruments and
percussion lacked authority, and although definition was good for
the price, bass quality was alittle ' slow' in absolute terms, by which I
mean that low frequencies happen alittle after the event. Placing the
'4s 0.5m from the rear wall brought up the upper bass usefully, to
give alittle more weight, at the expense of stereo clarity, but this
does give the best balance between high and low frequencies.
Lower mid is alittle recessed, and there is atouch of nasality, but
the midband is smooth for a £99 design. High frequencies are alittle
ragged with an exposed presence band, accentuating tape and
surface noise slightly. Stereo presentation was very good, however,
with awell-defined and wide stage, possessing adequate depth apart
from at HF, when it was alittle shallow.

DISTORTION AT 96aB SPL
01%

Conclusion
My comments on sound quality must be read with the price and the
intended market in mind. The DL4 is not acheap SL6; rather, it turns
in abrave attempt at producing high quality sound at avery
affordable price, bearing in mind the compromises inherent in usage
and ancillary equipment at this price level. It honestly does what it
does do well, particularly regarding stereo imagery. Very well
constructed and finished, when used near the rear wall with abudget
cartridge having the classic lower treble droop, the DL4 could
produce atonally balanced and musically enjoyable sound. Another
model to join the select few in the HFN/RR '
Starting Point'
recommended list.
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Appreciably larger than the ' 4at around 17.5 litre internal volume,
the DL6 fits into the next recognised market slot at just under £ 130. A
61

scaled- up DL4 with the same
elegant cabinet proportions and a
recessed rear panel, the ' 6is
again areflexed two-way with a
rear port. This time the tweeter
from the '4is married to a200mm
bass/mid driver with apressedsteel frame and apulp cone.
Styling is identical to the DL4,
with awalnut finish vinyl covered
chipboard enclosure filled with
fibre, ablack baffle, and asimilar
space-frame grille. Again, the
Michell connectors are used and
the essentially 2nd-order
crossover is hard-wired to their
internal posts with components
glued to the plastic panel. Power
handling is quoted as 10-100W
on music program, and
sensitivity is again 89dB/VV.

developing in the crossover region 15° above the measurement axis.
The DL6 should therefore be used on stands so as to place the
listener's ears level with the tweeter. The treble response is uniform,
but rises with frequency to apeak 3dB above the 1kHz level at 10kHz,
suggesting aslightly bright balance.
In- room, the midrange/lower treble region is both flat and smooth,
but an isolated plateau appears between 4and 12.5kHz, which would
make the room- integrated sound tonally alittle thin.
At the high 96dB level, levels of distortion are commendably low,
with both 2nd and 3rd harmonics remaining below 0.3% above
200Hz, apart from some minor 2nd harmonic tweeter problems
between 7and 12kHz. Dropping the level to 86dB drops the distortion
levels almost proportionally, and 3rd harmonic is notably low at low
frequencies, the distortion below 200Hz being predominantly
innocuous 2nd harmonic — and very low levels of that too, around
0.3-0.5%. Perhaps it is their experience with high- power musical
instrument drive- units, and certainly the reflex loading will reduce LF
cone excursion, but Celestion's design team must be doing
something rather clever with their bass unit magnetic circuitry and
cone suspension.
The impedance characteristic is well-behaved.
B.I/3

OCT

Lab results
Again the axial response at 1m shows avery small effect due to the
grille. Sensitivity is around that specified at 88.5dB/W and the bass
extends to auseful 64Hz, - 6dB. The upper bass does peak up alittle,
however, before rolling off when compared with the DL4, and this is
confirmed by the 2m set of responses.
These show awell-controlled lateral dispersion, with anotch
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The usefully lower bass extension of the DL6 when compared with
the DL4 gives amore authoritative presentation of music's
fundamentals when used away from room boundaries. Bass
instruments have weight, for example. Definition, however, is less
good than with the other two models in the range, with some
upper- bass overhang noticeable on piano, for example. This is in the
context of high-end ancillaries, and would probably not be disturbing
when CD is used as asource. With the rather spongy bottom end of
an inexpensive turntable, however, Isuspect that the DL6 could
usefully do with amore damped bass alignment, and certainly I
would not recommend the speakers be used nearer than 1m from the
rear wall.
Although the treble plateau stood alittle more revealed than with
the DL4 with which it shares the tweeter, the DL6 actually was
smoother at high frequencies, the wider cabinet allowing the tweeter
to work better regarding dispersion. The balance is still alittle bright,
though, and emphasised sibilance somewhat.
Stereo staging was excellent, though lacking alittle depth at HF,
but the ' 6lacks the musical transparency of, for example, the
admittedly more expensive but also bright Mordaunt-Short MS100.

Conclusion
The DL6 shares the '4's attributes of good construction and good
finish. The extra £30 over the price of the DL4 buys more refinement,
more bass extension, amore civilised treble, better power handling
and higher ultimate levels. The tonal balance is on the bright side,
however, and bass definition is not as good as Iwould want. With a
system tending towards the warmer side of neutral, Iwould probably
go for aspeaker with more control in the bass at this price level, such
as Wharfedale's 506. But if the rest of the system is both dry in the
bass and alittle dim — based on aRega Planar 2with aRega
cartridge or Goldring Epic, say, or with CD as the primary source —
then apair of DL6s should give very musical results.
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The largest of the DLs, with a22 litre internal volume, the DL8 drops
both the aesthetically pleasing proportions of the smaller models
and their reflex loading. A sealed fibre-filled box, with arecessed rear
panel, the enclosure is still finished in 'walnut' vinyl, with the
attractive chamfered front edge and minimal grille. Though finished
in black like the cheaper models, the baffle is 18mm MDF and
although the bass/mid driver is still a200mm pulp-coned unit,it now
uses adiecast aluminium chassis. Price is £ 180/pair.
The biggest point of difference is the tweeter: the DL8 uses a
32mm aluminium dome related to the copper unit of the SL6/SL600
in that it is formed as one piece. The object of both Celestion's and
Wharfedale's design teams has been to improve the hard dome
concept by making it cheaper and easier to manufacture, and by
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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pushing up the frequency of the first resonant mode as far as
possible.
The primary resonance of the copper dome unit was
uncomfortably close to the audio band at 22kHz or so, and the
SL6/'600 crossovers contained anotch filter tuned to the resonanz
peak. Whilst this worked, it is not aparticularly elegant piece of
design, and alighter/stiffer dome material would place the
resonance high enough in frequency that it could be allowed to go
off without any worry about causing undesirable audible side effects.
At Wharfedale, Graham Bank
has chosen to make the task
easier by going for asmaller
metal dome than in the SL series.
Celestion's Bob Smith, however,
wanted to keep the tweeter large
to combine the high resonant
frequency with ahigh sensitivity,
and also to keep the tweeter bass
resonance suitably low in
frequency. There is also aschool
of thought that indicates that the
dispersion characteristics of a2632mm dome tweeter are
optimum for the reproduction of
human voice when crossed over
around 2kHz. The result is the
32mm aluminium dome used in
the DL8, and Iwould not be

surprised to see it eventually appearing in other Celestion models.
The crossover point is set at 2.5kHz, with hard-wired 2nd- order
networks. A series capacitor in the woofer feed gives a3rd-order
bass rolloff in order to relieve stress on the speaker at very low
frequencies and thus achieve the sometimes mutually exclusive
goals of high sensitivity and high power handling. Celestion quote a
power handling of 10-150W for the DL8, while target sensitivity is
identical to the '
4and ' 6at ahighish 89dB/W.

Lab results
The axial response at 1m shows the effect of the series capacitor on
the LF rolloff, with the rate steepening below the - 6dB point of 55Hz.
The response trend falls gently from lower mid to lower treble, but
the presence band then comes up alittle. EHF falls off slightly before
coming back above the audio band at the tweeter resonance around
25kHz. Something odd, perhaps acabinet resonance, happens
around 900Hz on both speakers measured. The grille has little effect
on the on- axis sound, and pair matching is good.
The family of 1/
3octave responses at 2m shows awell- integrated
set of curves, with asmooth falling trend from upper bass to treble.
HF Lateral dispersion is well-controlled, and the crossover notch
appears in the 15° above- axis plot, showing that the listener should
sit with the tweeter around ear level.
Levels of distortion are again low — below 0.3% over nearly all the
audio band at 96dB — although 3rd- harmonic was rather higher
below 100Hz than with the DL6, presumably due to the sealed box
loading. The picture was even better at amore realistic 86dB, with
2nd harmonic now predominant below 100Hz. ( Predominant is
hardly the right term for < 1%.) There is some 3rd harmonic between
0.1% and 0.3% in the midrange which is possibly cone breakup.
The room- integrated curve taken in Martin ' slistening room shows
abeautifully smooth and regular response trend, falling from low to
high frequencies at what is probably the ideal rate ( this is hardly
surprising, given Martin's involvement in the design), before coming
back up in the 20kHz band. There is aslight hint of presence band
emphasis, however.
Sensitivity was near spec at 88dB/W, and should not be
compromised by the impedance characteristic.
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Sound quality
The aluminium dome tweeter reveals its presence by the sweetness
and seamlessness of the upper frequencies. The treble quality is an
order of magnitude better than that of the cheaper DLs, and there is
no ' spit' or sibilance emphasis to the female voice. The treble region
is also well- integrated with the midrange, there being no sense of
discontinuity.
The bass is 'faster' and more articulate than that of the DL6, which
is to be expected given the sealed box loading of the ' 8, and bass
instruments had sufficient weight. When driven hard, however, the
upper bass did seem alittle detached.
The overall balance is on the warm side, though not as upper- bass
thick as the SL6, but the lower treble was ' harder' than that of the
SL6. Stereo images had excellent depth, but laterally, the DL8s were
not quite as precise as SL600s or LS3/5As.
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The only speaker at £300 or under to rival the quality of the DL8's
treble, apart from the SL6, is the Wharfedale 708. And like the
Wharfedale, the DL8 is not afinicky thoroughbred, overdemanding
when it comes to choice of ancillary equipment, but will give good
results in awide variety of systems and situations.
Writers keep drawing analogies between hi-fi and motoring, and
I'm afraid that Iwill have to do likewise here. If the Quads,
Magneplanars, and Isobariks are the BMWs and Jaguars of this
world, the SL600 aMorgan and the LS3/5A aFiat X1.9, then the DL8
is the equivalent of the Citroën BX — high technology the servant of
reliable and enjoyable all-purpose motoring for areasonably low
outlay.
With its seamless balance, reasonable transparency and excellent
stereo, coupled with the high power handling and good sensitivity,
the DL8 is very good value for £ 180 and can be recommended. 1
1
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CHOOSE YOUR HIGH
QUALITY SYSTEM

OR LET US DESIGN ASYSTEM TO MEET YOUR PERSONAL NEEDS

REGA PLANAR 3TURNTABLE
A&R P77 CARTRIDGE
NYTECH CA252 AMPLIFIER
HEYBROOK HB1 SPEAKERS

£188.00
£ 43.00
200.00
£139.00
TOTAL £570.00

NO DEPOSIT FINANCE - 36 MONTHS AT £22.49
(£5.20 PER WEEK)
OR INCLUDING NYTECH CT206 TUNER£200
TOTAL SYSTEM PRICE £770.00
NO DEPOSIT FINANCE - 36 MONTHS AT £30 38
(£7.02 PER WEEK)

LINN SONDEK LP12 TURNTABLE
LINN BASIK ARM & CARTRIDGE
QUAD 34PRE/405-2 POWER AMP
ROGERS LS7 LOUDSPEAKERS

£408.00
£ 85.00
£508.00
£316.00

TOTAL £ 1317.00
NO DEPOSIT FINANCE - 36 MON THS £51.96
(£11.99 PER WEEK)

LINN LP12 TURNTABLE
LINN ITTOK ARM
LINN KARMA CARTRIDGE
NAIM NAC 32 PRE-AMP
NAIM POWER SUPPLY HI-CAP
NAIM NAP 250 POWER AMP
LINN SARA LOUDSPEAKERS

£408.00
£287.00
£345.00
£339.00
£305.00
£787.00
£552.00
TOTAL = £3023.00

We have aseparate demonstration room for your benefit, where you can relax and
listen at your leisure to some of your favourite records if you care to bring them along and you'll discover how much you've been missing. Appointments bookable.
*FREE DELIVERY AND INSTALLATION * 3YEARS PARTS AND LABOUR GUARANTEE ON ALL SYSTEMS
*FINEST SELECTION OF HI-FI EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE IN ALL PRICE RANGES - CHOSEN FOR ITS ABILITY TO REPRODUCE MUSIC

SPECIAL OFFER

Bring in or just mention this advertisement for FREE speaker stands, plus FREE
speaker leads and plugs for all above systems.

Agencies include:

A&R, ASAK, AKROYD, CREEK, DUAL, GALE, GRACE, HEYBROOK,
KEF, LINN PRODUCTS, MAGNUM, MERIDIAN, MISSION, MONITOR AUDIO, MUSICAL
FIDELITY, NAIM AUDIO, NAKAMICHI, NYTECH, QED, QUAD, REGA, REVOLVER, ROGERS,
SPENDOR, SUGDEN, SUPEX, SYRINX, SYSTEMDEK, TECHNICS, YAMAHA.

Raelee Hi Fi
THE Specialists

44A High Street, Rayleigh, Essex. Tele. ( 0268) 779762
3 YEARS PARTS AND LABOUR GUARANTEE ON HI-FI SYSTEMS
FULL FINANCE FACILITIES AVAILABLE — DETAILS ON REQUEST— A.P.R. 26.5%

BARTOK by Paul Griffiths,
189pp, 11 illustrations, 1map,
music examples, 4
appendices. Hard covers.
Price £ 10.95.
The Master Musicians,
published by JM Dent &
Sons Ltd, 33 Welbeck Street,
London W1M 8LX.
Lajos Lesznai's book
on Bartok, which
appeared in 1973,
must be the shortestlived of all the ' Master Musicians' series. It
was not especially good, and Paul Griffiths'
new study is avast improvement. How the
ordinary reader will respond to it, however,
is an open question. In the face of the
author's evident taste for larding his
descriptions of the music with technicalities
he may be driven to adictionary of music or
simply shut up the book in despair. But for
those who can recognise a ' Lydian bottom
and aMyxolydian top' when they hear one,
the book could prove most informative. And
the combining of biography with discussion
of the music rather than keeping the two
separate, as hitherto in the series, is a
welcome development.
One does occasionally get the impression
that the political attitudes attributed to
Bartok are overstated. Iam not aware, for
instance, that he ' despised the imperial
regime'. That he was aHungarian nationalist
is well known, but he was not an active
political animal and he regarded the
Communists with almost as much distaste
as the Nazis. In his manner of reporting
Bartok's views one feels that Griffiths is
canvassing his own. If one overlooks this
and can get around the musicological
jargon, the book will be auseful addition to
Bartok literature in English.
Kenneth Dommett

BOOKS

G6 OS

INTEGRATED

STEREO

THE RECORD PRODUCERS FILE

by Bert
Muirhead. 288pp inc. Index. Soh covers. Price f5.95.
Published by Blandford Press, Link House, West Street,
Poole, Dorset.

This book wins the award for descriptive
subtitle of the year. ' A Directory of Rock
Album Producers 1962-1984' is what it says
and that's exactly what it is: alife-saver for
trivia freaks fed up with thumbing through
more general books when they need to find
out who produced what. Maybe it's abit
esoteric, but it means that one more subject
is amply covered with aguide book that
won't let you down - unless you're after
information on an utterly obscure producer.
The book lists the producers alphabetically,
tells you which artists and which LPs they've
produced, when they produced them, what
successes they've had, and then crossreferences the whole lot with an index by
artist. Wonderful in spite of its narrow
appeal.
Ken Kessler

INTERNATIONAL MUSIC GUIDE, 1985.

Price
£6.95. Published by Tantivy Press, 136/148, Tooley Street,
London, SUL

Jane Dudman, with Anthony Hodgson as
Recorded Music Editor, has done another
excellent compilation and editorial job in the
latest edition of avery useful guide to
musical activities in some 25 countries
around the world, including Russia.
In 288 pages, apart from the individual
reports from 22 countries as diverse as
Iceland and Japan, there are sections on the
world's music festivals, music shops, music
magazines, music schools and recordings.
Even if your musical instrument
requirements run to an orpharion, a

VALvE AMPLIFIER

The Latest
Advance in
Sound.
entry
into the ' All Valve
Affordable

league is now within
reach. Designed and
perfected to integrate
Stereo Valve and Pre- Power Amplifiers, the G6OS has exceptional sonic
performance, rivalling that of the best separate combinations.
High Importance has been given to achieving very low distortion, with
particular attention being given to the design of the output transformers
Innovations to optimise performance include a new biasing arrangement
controlled by integrated circuits. with Hi- Lo LEDS to precisely indicate the
correct bias.
Hand built quality and reliability are exactly what you would expect. and
of course, all our equipment carries a ' no quibble' two year guarantee to
prove it. For further information on the G6OS and alist of our agents please
contact us.
•I

Grant Amplifiers Limited,
The Sanderson Centre, Lees Lane.
Gosport, Hampshire.
Hampshire. PO I23UL
Tel(0705) 523832 Telex 869326

HI FI NEV.'S & RECORD REVII-W

Designed to Sound Better
Overseas Enquiries Welcome

APRII InM5

theorbo, or avihuela ( p166, co12), this
guide will put you in touch with aBritish
supplier.
Twelve important books are reviewed,
ranging from the Organ Music of JS Bach,
the Life and Times of Brahms, The Guinness
Book of Recorded Sound, to amajor musical
text, A Dictionary of Vocal Terminology, with
its 478 pages.
For those wishing to pursue any particular
musical interest in depth, all the chief
references sometimes have atart appraisal.
Twenty-four well-known writers contribute
24 Music Guide sections, and Julian Lloyd
Webber, Lucia Popp and Claudio Scimone
are designated ' Musicians of the Year', and
contribute articles about themselves and
their work.
As an inveterate reference book collector, I
was delighted to get this text to review, and
to find its contents extensive and accurate,
from the sections mentioned above to
music, books, shops and magazines.
Donald Aldous

CD'

TCHAIKOVSKY

Revised paperback edition of Edward
Garden's 1973 Master Musicans study. Incorporates the
latest material on the circumstances of Tchaikovsky's death.
now known to be suicide by poison rather than due to
cholera caused by drinking unboiled water. 194pp, £495.
published by JM Dent & Sons, 3Welbeck Street. London
W1M 8LX.

A DARKER SHADE OF PALE

In-depth study by
Wilfrid Mellers of the music of Bob Dylan, hypothesising
that he represents ablending of the various strains of the
indigenous North American musical heritage - Amerindian,
Negro, Anglo-Saxon. Hard going, but impressive
scholarship. One can't help feeling, however, that Mellers
misses the point when he writes about non-classical music.
Paperback, 256pp, £6.95. Published by Faber & Faber Ltd, 3
Queen Square, London WC1N 3AU,

COMPACT

DISC

ADAPTOR

The Direct Link
between CD
I
and your
1
Power Amplifierj
he Grant
TCD'

Compact
Disc adaptor
unit will match any
C.D. player to any power amplifier without the need for pi,. . iiiiplification.
Used with our G 100AS power amplifier. the G I °CAMS or the G200AMS
rnonoblocks. the (1)1 br ings out the full potential of the Con ipact I
)
usc signal.
Many audiophiles agree that apassive gain contr ol is the pr (
lei red method of
input to your power amplifier. The CD 1eliminates phase angle problems
associated with multigain pre•amplifiei stages and pr ovides accurate channel
matching to within 2dbs at any setting.
Even if your pre- amplifier possesses C.D inputs the use ol the Gr ant C1)1
as an input option will add flexibility and sonic coher ence to your system.
A pair of high quality interconnects come with the CD 1being specially
manufactured to ensure perfect transmission of the C.D. signal. See your
dealer today or apply for details.

£42.95

• Grant Amplifiers Limrted,
The Sanderson Centre. Lees Lane.
Gosport, Hampshire. POI 23UL
Tel(0705) 523832 Telex 869326
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HORENS HAVE BEEN HAVING athin time of it in recent
intimate contact with the massive subchassis.
years, with aproduct range essentially based on their
The latter deserves some space to itself as it represents adesign
aging 160. The budget TD166 version will be continued
departure for Thorens. Previous models have used acoil spring
and represents good value at its moderate price, but the
suspension for isGlation; three-point in the case of the 160 series and
company has badly needed aquality middle rank product
four point for the 125/126. B&O have long used asuperior system
for some time now. Hopefully this gap will be filled by the new 300
using leaf springs, this also seen on some Philips designs. In the new
series, which was launched at Las Vegas.
Thorens, tensioned leaf springs are used to suspend the subchassis,
Visually, the basic turntable looks both stylish and substantial, with
these providing support in the vertical plane. In the lateral and
areddish- brown, real wood, plinth contrasting with the polished alloy rotational planes, coil spring systems may run into difficulties as a
motif and dark smoked cover. The quality feel is further enhanced by
vertical spring behaves poorly under shear or sideways deflection.
the spring- loaded hinges ( at last!) as well as the chunky, wellOften spring rate or stiffness need to be compromised to an
finished exterior.
undesirably low level in order to provide sufficient lateral freedom.
Three versions will eventually be available. First there is the TO
The .unusual Pink Triangle solution involves long, small diameter
320, (£260) using the established Thorens TP16 tonearm, the latter
springs which act as pivots for lateral deflection. This solution is
benefiting from aremote, plinth actuated, arm lifter. The second
spelt out directly with the leaf spring system since its naturally high
model is achassis version (£225) suitable for arange of tonearms,
lateral stiffness dictates that some form of properly designed, gravity
and lastly there is the model we tested, which comes complete with a stabilised pivoting be incorporated. In the 300 series, the leaves are
Mission 774LC tonearm; however, in future production the arm that
mounted high in the plinth and the chassis suspended on short wire
is most likely to be fitted will be aLinn LVX plus (£299).
links which offer the necessary lateral freedom.
The TD321's pricing puts it firmly into competition with the Dunlop
Advantages of this system include easy levelling from above the
Systemdek IIS, as well as the Heybrook TT2 II and the Acoustic
plinth, set by the pre-tension level in the leaf springs. The ' hung'
Research. The Thorens lies somewhere in the middle of this group,
subchassis is also self- levelling to some degree. A leaf has just one
and as such, it certainly looks the part. It also sports anumber of
fundamental resonance mode while acoil spring suffers from upper
interesting features which, on paper at least, would place it in an
range feedthrough as the units act as aharmonically related
upmarket category. For example, the motor drive employs an
mechanical delay line. Leaf springs cannot impose the lateral forces
electronic frequency generator with aproper two phase output, this
which result from the misalignment, these present with aset of
circuit fed from astabilised DC supply employing aremote power
coil springs. Furthermore, they are far less likely to go out of
transformer for
alignment either
low hum fields.
due to aging or
Speed change is
mishandling.
electronic, with
The three leaf
33 1
/ and 45rpm
2
springs suspend a
provided, these
massive chassis
selected via afront
cut from the same
panel switch. The
40mm thick MDF/
motor has an unusually
low resonance board as the
large pulley endowing it with
plinth itself. This chassis
alow level of belt slip and
block is far more substantial
reflecting its low speed. This
than the pressed steel plate
special 16-pole motor is
of earlier models and
rated at 20V and is designed
provides agood foundation
Martin
Colloms
for the transistor power
for both the main bearing
reviews the new Thorens TD321 turntable
oscillator used to energise it.
and the tonearm, as well as
The motor is fitted with a
good mechanical coupling
precision pulley clutch to aid
between the two. Its shape
aclean start. The belt is a
and material are such that
standard, widely used,
self- resonance is minimised.
Thorens component and the
Built from less favourable
platter assembly is also
material, the lid is of the
traditional Thorens.
usual polystyrene but this is
Constructed in two parts, it
not too important, since the
consists of apair of interlid is coupled to the plinth
locking, precision machined
and not the subchassis. A
die-castings in Mazak alloy,
pressed steel cover forms
with an inner drum to carry
the turntable base, with the
the belt and an outer ring for
unit supported on fixed felt
disc support and to provide
pads with no provision for
the flywheel moment. The
levelling the plinth. If
total rotating platter mass is
necessary this could be
3.7kg. To aid machining, the
achieved using additional
platter surface is pierced by
felt pads or, as is often done
small holes in three places.
with the Linn, some
Possible changes in
appropriate coins.
mechanical impedance due
to these holes are well
Lab results
disguised by the new
The assembly was found to
Thorens mat. This is athick,
be well toleranced and set
dense rubber composition
up easily, while the main
material with aflat playing
platter bearing showed
surface and good disc
negligible play. Available
vibration termination.
space for arm lead
Devotees of the felt mat can
arrangement was atrifle
place an additional thin mat
cramped in the height
such as the Walker or
dimension but good space
Mission over the Thorens
was available for the
one.
generous loop of arm cable
The massive main bearing
necessary to maintain a
consists of asturdy, 8mm
good isolation performance •
diameter, polished steel
Speed accuracy was good
shaft bearing via aconical
at just 0.17% slow, while
single point on ahardened
start-up was prolonged,
thrust washer, running in a
measuring 8.5s, this due to
bronze sleeve. The bearing
the 'soft' clutch. Slowing
housing is avery firm fit in
under load was a
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Fig.4
satisfactory 0.24% while negligible overshoot was seen on recovery,
agood result. A very good DIN peak-weighted wow and flutter of
0.06% ( 62) was measured with linear unweighted readings of 0.1%
for both flutter and wow, separately assessed. The rubber mat was
not perfectly flat, which affected the wow reading, but DIN B rumble
was satisfactorily low at — 76dB.
Spectrum analysis of rumble ( fig.1) and hum ( fig.2) ( top of the
scale is equivalent to 5cm/s lateral, 1kHz) shows no evidence of
motor pole harmonics or mechanical hum breakthrough. On the hum
graph the pure electrical feedthrough is shown via the cartridge and
arm lead. The high resolution spectrogram of absolute speed ( fig.3)
shows good stability, with negligible sidebands or spurious speed
components. The marker is placed at avestigial ' shoulder' and reads
the arm/cartridge resonance at 8Hz ( 3000Hz— 2992Hz). A good disc
impulse response ( fig.4) was obtained, with minimal ringing. The
slow ripple seen on the impulse graph could not be repeated. On this
graph afelt mat gave afull scale impulse transient. The chassis/
platter system looked pretty clean.
A vibration isolation response ( fig.5) was generated using the
noise signal shown in the upper graph. The lower trace shows the
proportion of that energy present at the disc surface. Midband
isolation was 30dB or more and the suspension became effective
above 20Hz, with amost uniform control over the frequency range.
Acoustic isolation was also very good, though not reproduced here.

Sound quiality
Proving to be well up to standard, the TD321 surpassed the previous
HI FI NEWS

& RECORD REVIEW
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160 in several areas. Stereo focus was improved as was mid register
clarity and coloration. The bass register was also reproduced with
greater extension, authority and articulation.
The mat provided was relatively neutral and notably clean in the
upper range. Tonally it may prove atouch too ' dark' in texture for
some tastes though this finding could well depend on the choice of
tonearm and cartridge.
The drive was silent in terms of rumble, and offered inaudible wow
and flutter. It also proved stable in pitch, even when the chassis was
deliberately shocked into vertical oscillation. Program rhythm and
timing was judged very good.
Stereo images focused well and decent depth was observed, this
indicative of low levels of stored energy. Trials using an additional
wafer-thin felt mat lightened the balance significantly giving amore
lively effect, and ultimately this was preferred.

Conclusion
This suspended subchassis turntable is well designed and
engineered, and the finish is good, too. The fine laboratory figures
confirm the good results obtained during the listening tests, and with
its electronic two-speed power supply, good chassis system and fine
sound, the TD300 is undoubtedly acompetitive and realistically
priced performer.
Standing comparison with the best in its class, this new range of
models can be warmly recommended, and it is even worth
considering using better tonearms than the TP16f774LC/LVX
offered at present. It67
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Mission's Cyrus One does have the advantage of amarginally
greater peak output plus abuilt-in moving- coil input of sufficient
sensitivity for cartridges of sensible output. Given our previous good
experience of the £ 50-£60 moving-coil models in the last system, it
seemed logical to try to keep to moving-coils this time around, as
well as in the future.

The turntable and arm

O

UR SERIES ON THE EVOLVING DISC SYSTEM shows no
sign of expiring yet, with this month's investigation based
on atarget price of between £ 650 and £ 750. We are now
approaching twice the price of the original budget
combination, which consisted of aRotel RA- 820 amplifier, Dual
CS505 turntable, and Marantz LD20 speakers. The latter choice still
holds for its price level, but in the light of February's review of the
good value £70 Toshiba 33 speakers, these could be used as an
alternative to the LD20s, sLiting the system well.
That first level system represented what we felt to be a ' minimum'
hi-fi standard, and offered excellent value in sound quality when
compared with flashy rack systems at up to twice the price. However,
with increasing expenditure we naturally reach apoint of
diminishing returns, and for the present this month's price ceiling
would seem to be fast approaching this value limit. The threshold is a
hard one to define for asystem as awhole, but is more easily
identified for the individual components — about £ 100-£150 each for
cartridges and tonearms, £ 150-£200 for turntables, amplifiers around
£250-£300, and speakers £ 200 to £ 300. On this basis, the best value
for money system offering the optimum sound would appear to cost
in the region of £ 1200, with sensible additional expenditure to add a
tuner, cassette deck and CD player, increasing this amount by £ 700

Given the impressive rating of the Cyrus One, its retention gives us
greater flexibility in determing the remainder of the system, as no
further cash need be allocated to the amplifying department. In
previous line-ups, the Rega Planar II with RB250 arm gave excellent
service, but we felt we had reached the level where it is necessary to
take the plunge and move from asolid chassis turntable of the Rega
type, to afully sprung, suspended chassis model. These rarely come
with an arm, and having been accustomed to agreat example in the
Rega RB250, with its superb rigidity and fine bearings, any
retrogression would be unthinkable here. It seemed obvious to go for
the £90- odd Rega RB300 model, which is better still than the RB250
as fitted to aPlanar 2, and the more costly version, fortunately, is
available for fitting to other turntables. Two alternatives come to
mind — the latest Logic tonearm, amassive affair of potentially
comparable performance to the Rega, and one more suited to lower
compliance cartridges, and the latest Linn LVX, with its improved
rigidity as well as enhanced bearing quality. Both cost around the
£85-£90 level, and neither the LVX nor the Logic would let the side
down in any way.
Walker's budget subchassis turntable, the CJ61, was featured in
the February system and costs just £85 ( with no cover). Remarkably
enough, it is also acontender for atop quality £90 tonearm, and
where the convenience of alid is not required, the CJ61 would be a
viable alternative at £ 170 for both player and arm. However, working
on the basis that alittle luxury can be afforded, then my preference
would be for acomplete unit. Two equally meritorious models come
to mind: first there is the recent Dunlop Systemdek Ilx; and second,
another Walker model, this time the CJ58. Both are complete,
two-speed, belt- drive designs with sound main bearings, low
resonance platters and proven three-point sprung subchassis. Prices
for each are around £ 115-£120.

The cartridge

However, we have not yet reached this optimum total. Our present,
apparently generous, budget of £ 650-£750 must still be spent with
care — amplifiers at fancy prices are out of the question, ruling out
models from such manufacturers as Naim and the like. Nonetheless,
asystem capable of asubstantial musical satisfaction can be put
together and Ihope that this will be so for the following proposals.

All the cartridges recommended for the February system are
sufficiently good to exploit the benefits of both the superior arm and
turntable recommendations. To recap, these were the Ortofon MC10
Super, the Denon DL103 and the Audio Technica AT31E. Of these,
probably the strongest overall is the Audio Technica, though each
has its own merits.
Our budget this month allows more to be spent on the cartridge
and aworthwhile reward could be achieved with an outlay of around
£100 on this score. The current favourite would be the Logic Claro
Gold, amodern design with an above average output as well as an
excellent solid aluminium body. Several alternatives are also
possible, including the Linn Irak, as good examples of the latter can
approach the Asak in performance. It will depend how helpful your
dealer is in allowing you to try out afew — reject those with poor
tracking or abrittle and/or defocused sound.
Adding up the disc player total we therefore arrive at the sum of
£300-£310. With these subchassis designs, aspecial table or support
is not strictly necessary, and if the amplifier cost is added, we arrive
at £435, leaving £215-£315 for cables, speakers and speaker stands.

The amplifier

The loudspeaker

The heart of last month's £500 system was the £ 129 Mission Cyrus
One amplifier. Since then, we have also inserted the new Rotel
820BX where it acquitted itself very well. The key question this
month, as with every step in the evolving system, is how best to allot
the extra budget.
The extra £ 100-£200 could easily be spent on abigger and better
amplifier, aMission Cyrus Two, an Audiolab 8000A, Naim's m- m
NAIT, the AR ( ex- Cambridge) model or perhaps aMusical Fidelity
Synthesis, for example. However, when put to the test the Cyrus One
and the Rotel 8208X were so close to the higher standard set by
these models, if not quite meeting it in ultimate loudness, that the
extra spending in this department did not yet seem justified. As to
which model of amplifier to choose, the type of cartridge will largely
determine the outcome. If amoving- magnet cartridge is selected,
then the Rotel would be the logical choice. Even with moving-coil
models, it is still afair proposition with the high output types or with
the addition of auseful little phono in- line step-up transformer if
required. These were first marketed in the UK by Sony as the NA-T10
and have now been released in similar form by Ortofon, costing less
than £20.1n fact, Ortofon suggest that an MC10 Super and apair of
transformers could be bought together for around £57, a
competitive combination

The choice and variety in this price range is large; the selection was
far simpler in previous months as there were relatively few
contenders, but at this new price level, questions of taste and
application enter into the argument. Many of these must be left to the
individual reader to resolve through personal audition, but we can
make afew helpful suggestions.
The Mordaunt-Short MS100 (£ 150) is an obvious possibility.
Assuming that the passive equaliser network described in last
month's ' Potpourri' ( p49) can be used in the tape loop of the amplifier
then this transparent- sounding little speaker could well exploit the
potential of the improved front end. The MS100's strength is its
remarkable definition, revealing subtle detail and portraying
recorded acoustics with surprising accuracy. It is suited to wall, or
close-to- wall mounting, and this could be influential in helping make
the system appear less visually obtrusive. Once some subjective
adjustment has been made for the potentially adverse location, the
MS100 can demonstrate an ability to throw quite satisfying stereo
image depth.
1have also had good reports of the latest Linn Kans, which are ultra
compact 3/5a- sized speakers, again designed for wall mounting, but I
have yet to try them. The LS3/5a'itself remains astrong contender. If
explicit detail, exceptional stereo focus and fine midrange tonal

or so.
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introducing AI
Cambridge

We are now offering the latest
"glued" sub-chassis and locknuts
modifications on Linn Sondek LP12
already fitted with Nirvana and
Valhalla.
If you have neither or only one of the
previous major updates we can carry
out all the necessary work for you
whether or not the deck was bought
from us.
It helps if you book in advance and
we can probably let you audition new
amps and speakers at the same time.
Give us acall — and help your Linn
to singalong

Among the items featured in
Hi Fi News this month we have on
demonstration at both studios,
P.S. Audio, Wharfedale 506 & 508;
Celestion DL4, DL6, DL8; MA352;
and the entire Quad
range: together with the very best in
CD and Analogue Sources

DOUG

r

Alyy

a .7

& SON
401 Smithdown Road,
Liverpool 115 3JJ.
Tel: ( 051) 733 6859
Closed all day Wednesday

Come and listen to the A & R Cambridge equipment, which is
now on permanent demonstration together with other high quality
products.
Monitor Sound has two
showrooms displaying the
best in British and Japanese
hi-fi equipment.
• Single- speaker
demonstrations by
appointment
• Two-year guarantee
III Free home installations

111- FI
Kingsway Studios,
Kingsway North,
Warrington.
Padgate 828009
Closed all day Thursday
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QUAD products on
permanent display together
1118111801""eriswieneesse,,,
with the ELS-63
loudspeakers for the
discerning listener.
Remember that we share your interest so do not hesitate to ask us for
help or advice

MONITOR SOU ND-Audio Consultants
54 Chapel Street Chorley. Lancashire. Tel ( 02572) 71935
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Now that CD players are available at reasonable prices and the Compact Disc
repertoire is growing at a remarkable rate, this surely is the time to take the
plunge and join those who are already enjoying the most significant leap forward
in gramophone history. At " Music in the Home", our commitment to CD is
unshakeable, and our unequalled experience in the field of recorded music
enables us to regard some of the nonsense which has been written on the subject
with the contempt it deserves, just as we did when LP discs and stereo were first
introduced. What does sadden us, however, is the readiness of some to believe
such claptrap, and among the misconceptions we frequently encounter one finds
the notion that CD calls for a completely new audio system as well as the
abandonment of one's existing library of mono or stereo LPs.
This is, of course, patently untrue, for any reasonable domestic system can be
adapted for CD by the simple addition of a CD player at acost of between £300
and £400, while I, for one, have every intention of listening to my ' black discs' as
long as Ilive. The building-up of aCD collection will inevitably be gradual, but at
"Music in the Home" we make it a little easier for you by offering all those who
buy a CD player from us a generous 20% discount on all future purchases of
Compact Discs. Above all, we provide the kind of service from which all who
really love music stand to gain because we truly understand musical values,
while forty years' experience as audio specialists enables us to offer the sort of
advice which will genuinely benefit your future listening.
For us, Hi Fi is not a ' hobby' to be pursued for its own sake, but simply ameans to
a heightened awareness and enjoyment of beautiful music. Once you share this
approach, you will soon discover that fine equipment need not be all that costly,
though it must be chosen with care under expert guidance. At our studio you can
listen to CD via the magnificent QUAD ESL 63s but, if you cannot afford or
accommodate so ambitious a pair of speakers, you will find that the small
BBC-designed LS3/5A, with or without the addition of a sub-woofer, offers the
perfect solution to all your problems. Indeed, most of those who visit Moscow
Road for the first time only regret that they did not ' discover' us years ago, and
we can claim without false modesty that, once you have 'taken the plunge', you
will always return to us in the future.
Thomas Helnitz

Heinitz & Kirk Ltd
VISA
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70

MUSIC IN THE HOME
35 Moscow Road Queensway London W2
Telephone: 01-229 2077
Opening hours: 9.30 to 5.30 ( Thurs. 9.30 to 1; Fri. 9.30 to 7)
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accuracy are important, this miniature could well fit the bill. It works
best at adecent height off the floor ( 45-60cm) and well clear of
adjacent surfaces such as cabinets, walls etc. Visually unobtrusive, it
cannot provide high sound levels, this particularly true in the bass,
though within its dynamic compass, the bass quality is quite good.
Given that Sony are now delivering UK spec. models of their
APM22es ( see February), then this £ 199 speaker represents apiece
of advanced engineering with alively sound as well as afine all
round performance.
If alarger speaker is what is wanted, then the £ 190 B&W DM220
(on alow stand) is well worth checking out. Essentially, it is abigger
double- bass unit version of the DM110, with afirmer bass ( sealed
box) and more low frequency extension. Coloration levels are also
low while the sensitivity is high and the distortion very low.
A ' classic' choice would be the Spendor Prelude— abargain at
£230/pair. A craftsman design, the main bass- mid unit is one of the
industry's finest. The system has an accurate tonal balance,
generous bass and an unobtrusive treble, and it essentially offers a
'BBC' sound which stands the test of time. It works best on free
space, elevated on rigid stands.
Although the US company of JBL has not been in the forefront of
good value speaker designs recently, at least so far as the UK market
is concerned, it does at last have astrong contender for inclusion
here in the shape of the L46. This efficient enclosure is a
straightforward two-way reflexed system. It is well balanced, and has
astonishing bass power and extension. Possibly the latter could be
said to be excessive but could nonetheless be to the taste of many
listeners. Aquitting itself well in amajor ' blind' test it withstood an
awesome 300W peak program, maintaining JBL's legendary
reputation for clean, high power handling. Ican't think of abetter
choice for rock or reggae fans but it also proved excellent on the
classics.
Tannoy have enjoyed adeserved success with their budget
Mercury (£ 130) and have recently brought out arefined version in
real wood with asuperior tweeter and selling for £225. Called the
Venus, this is abig hearted speaker with clean extended bass, afine
midrange and awell integrated top end.
We also reviewed Mordaunt-Short's MS300 in February and it
cannot be ignored at this price level. It is another model from the
company's intriguing ' High Definition' series, and the benefits
accruing from this larger model include amore readily believed tonal
balance with agreater bass power handling The remarkable
transparency of the smaller MS100 is also largely maintained.
Almost out of our price range sits another small speaker which
combines the virtues of excellent finish, superb treble, asweet,
relaxed tonal balance, fine bass with fair extension, and satisfying
stereo depth and focus. This is the well established Celestion SL6
(£285), which again is best suited to free space mounting. For some
critics it remains something of an acquired taste, and amore
forward, if raunchier, sound may be preferred. The Kan and SL6 are
similar in size, yet are poles apart in their musical presentation.
All these speakers, despite their diversity of design, size and
performance, will make good use of the proposed disc playing and
amplifier sections. They all need good speaker stands, however,
preferably rigid ones with floor spikes. The Target versions are
economical at the £ 25-£35 level, while the Heybrook design is more
substantial. For the Kan or LS3/5a, the Linn Kan stand would be an
ideal choice, and if the overall system is well suited, then short
speaker cables may be afurther possibility — say 3metres aside.
Within a £25 budget, LC cable is aworthwhile investment — for
example the Hitachi twisted pair.
If we allow £75 for stands and cable, the remaining components —
for example Spendor Preludes, Logic Claro Gold, Walker or
Systemdek with Rega arm, plus Cyrus One — totals £740, close to our
upper limit. In alower limit example, Iwould substitute the
Mordaunt-Short MS100 speakers for the Preludes to give atotal of
£660.

The Linn alternative
Although not, in my view, an ideal alternative, it would be possible to
base asystem at this price level on aLinn Sondek turntable, on the
understanding that with continued investment, it would provide a
constant and solid foundation for the future. Linn aficionados argue
that the high standard achieved by agood motor unit will be felt
throughout the chain and, indeed, is crucial to the system's musical
success. If afull allegiance to Linn and Naim is to be established,
then alikely system would comprise aLinn Sondek, with Basik/LVX
and aNaim Nail, for atotal of some £660, which leaves £90 or so for
some modest bookshelf speakers, but with no allowance for speaker
stands. At this price level, some dealers might throw these in as part
of a ' package'. Substituting aCyrus One or 820BX for the Nait would
leave enough for stands as well as allowing awider choice of speaker
—for example, up to the price of the Heybrook HB1, which is a
sensitive design of good transparency.
If upgrading over the years is likely, then the Linn- based system
NUNS ,1
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could well prove agood investment. More information on lowerpriced cartridges as well as suggestions for cheaper speakers can be
found in the evolving system articles in the October, November and
December ' 84 issues of HFN/RR.

Can CD be included?
Given our budget, there are two alternatives. One is to try to include
aCD player into the vinyl disc system while the other is to evolve an
exclusively CD based system from the start. The former step requires
some £300 to be spent on aplayer and would therefore put back the
'core' system to the £450 level of December ' 84. This comprised a
Planar 2/RB250/Basik cartridge with Cyrus One or Rotel 820BX
amplifier and B&W DM110 speakers. Allowance was made for both
turntable and speaker stands. At this price level, aPhilips CD104
would be the preferred choice, this amodern front- loader with afine
sound quality.
The same player would in fact form the basis of the second
alternative CD based system, again using the same Mission or Rotel
amplifiers. The budget could then be extended to include awider
range of speakers, such as those already discussed for the vinyl disc
playing combinations. Other combinations are of course possible —
for example, an Ortofon MC10 Super, Dunlop IIX/Rega, Cyrus One,
plus an end- of- line CD player which could be purchased for as little
as £200. Finally apair of speakers and stands at the £ 150, mark would
be required, bringing the total to around £ 785. However, Isuspect
that the apparent financial saving on the CD player might well prove
prejudicial to long term satisfaction — current players do sound better
than the ' first generation' machines and are,Ifeel, worth the extra
outlay.

Conclusions
As you can see, life becomes rather more complicated as the
available budget rises to encompass more of the broad middle
market. As the choice expands so does the possible combination of
units forming the ' core' system, and there is no way that all such
permutations could be covered here. Each reviewer and dealer tries
to whittle down the choice, based on personal experience, but this
may not be comprehensive — the reviewer cannot audition every
item on the market nor will agiven dealer stock more than asmall
percentage of the lines available.
The buyer must now assume increasing responsibility for the final
choice and certainly, if carefully selected, these £ 650-£750 systems
are capable of producing real, lasting musical pleasure. However,
within reason it is always possible to go one step further and in the
May issue we shall be up to the £999 mark. An obvious system
immediately suggests itself — add aCD player to our existing vinyl
disc combination — but more detailed arrangements will be
discussed next time around.

'Core' vinyl disc player: £720
Dunlop Systemdek Ilx or Walker CJ58 deck.
Rega RB300 or possibly new Logic tonearm; ( alternative, Linn LVX).
Logic Claro Gold cartridge.
Mission Cyrus One ( or Rotel 8208X amplifier) depending on
cartridge choice.
Spendor Prelude loudspeakers ( plus several alternatives).
Heybrook or other similar stands.
Hitachi LC cable.

Hi-Fi in Somerset and the West
We can offer astudio or home demonstration, by appointment, of equipment
we feel confident to recommend for its
high quality performance and reliability.

AVALON 111-FI

Access and Visa facilities.

STUDIO
PHONE GLASTONBURY
(0458) 50370

Mon to Sat 9.30 a.m. to 5.30 p.m.
Closed Wednesday.
Late Night Thurs
(by prior appointment).

The Old Nursery,
Butleigh, Glastonbury
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Mordaunt-Short
Simply send the coupon below, and you
will receiveourfull productliteratureand
independent Test Reports - together
with more straightforward advice on
choosing and using loudspeakers for
lasting musical enjoyment thon anyone
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MS300

MS100

£299 00

£14950

FRAME
STAND
£
59 80
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MS40

MS30

MS20

MS10

£172.50

£12995

£o6.95

£74.75

PILLAR
STAND
£3.5.00
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essler reviews PS Audios PS IIB

It

NSPIRATION FOR MESSRS CONRAD AND JOHNSON,
purveyors of lavish valve gear, came out of the need they found
for an affordable preamp. That was ten years ago, and they
answered the call by forming acompany which does include in
its line-up acouple of preamps which won't break the bank. But
what's affordable to Americans isn't quite so affordable to the British
consumer. With less than aquarter of their buying power, we have to
look even further down the scale.
Ijust love irony: the hottest contenders in the poor man's audio
market come from the USA. Without wishing to diminish the worth
of the true budget preamps, like the NAD and Rotel separates,1 must
point to the Hafler DH100 if your aspirations are toward the high end
and your budget won't comply. While it won't leave too much
change out of £ 200, it's about the least expensive preamp you can
buy which will give at least ataste of the high- end. But brilliant
though the Hafler is - and it is brilliant- achoice of one isn't achoice
at all.
It was Ivor Tiefenbrun who said to me that variety makes [ fe
exciting, and that we'd be in asorry state if we all had the same
tastes. With this in mind, I'd like to expose you to another preamp,
carrying on with atheme Idealt with in ' Classical Glass'.
Patterns have away of establishing themselves, and it was only a
matter of months after inaugurating the ' Classical Glass' ard
'Anachrophile' columns that we began to notice heartfelt pleas for
affordable preamps to pair with all of those second-hand valve amps
or easily- afforded antiquities discussed in these pages. The same
person who buys asecond-hand amp because it's all that he or she
can afford also needs apreamp of the low-cost variety. But because
preamplifier performance has come along way, most of those from
the cire-Beatle era sound pretty noisy by today's standards. Time and
again, Iwas asked to recommend preamps for use with Raaford,
Quad, or Leak power amps, vintage components which do not show
their age as do their matching preamps.
The hunt was on and we turned up the Hafler, the NAD 1020, and
one or two others. Also revealed to us at that time was areal sweetie
of apreamp from PS Audio, but it was far too expensive to qualify in
the budget stakes - though it was agiveaway in comparison with
c.1980s valve preamps.
'Pops' Atkinson gave the PS Audio PS IV the fuil treatment in the
May 1984 issue, finding it wholly commendable but pricey because
of its US origins. What he did suggest, though. was aless- expensive
alternative for those taken by the obvious charms of the PS and it's
that alternative with which I've been living these past few morths.
Readers will recall that the PS IV sports an odd switch. labelled
'Active/Passive' which enables the user to bypass completely the line
amp stages, thus converting the PS IV into aunit of peculiarly British
appeal.
The format to which Irefer is that of wholly passive preamp, used
in conjunction with an active phono pre- preamplifier equaliser to
bring the wee phono signal up to ausable line level. This is precisely
the practice advocated by Sondex, David Prekel and others, who
found that CD players sounded awhole lot better when fed into a
power amplifier with only a10k pot between. The logic is implicit: a
totally passive volume control is bound to wreak less havoc on a
signal than the vast majority of ' active' line amplifiers.
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ream sand VK volume control

Bypassing the PS IV's line amp converts it into arather expensive
version of the classic passive preamp-plus-phono, with the
anticipated loss of gain and improved sound quality- exactly the
kind of trade-off few of us mind making in our quest for the ultimate.
If you can get by with the levels provided when the PS ,V is in the
passive mode, you'll probably find the active stages redundant.
Which leads us to .
A PS Audio preamp, consisting of just the passive section and a
phono preamp, with the expected cost benefits. The stripped edition
consists of the PS VK and PS IIB modules, two neat black boxes
which sell for areasonable £ 248 plus VAT instead of the PS IV's £ 645
plus VAT. The sacrifices made include the lack of the aforementioned
line amp, m- cfacility, arumble filter and afew spare inputs. What
you get is as follows.
The PS VK is avolume control with three inputs and two outputs.
That's it. The fascia contains aselector knob for choosing between
tape, tuner and phono, and separate left- and- right volume controls.
The back sports the three inputs, plus pre and tape out. Take off the
lid, and all you'll find are afew carefully soldered and routed cables,
the high quality pots, and alot of air. As it sits, it will take whatever
line- level sources you wish to feed it; at £ 69 plus VAT, it's one
helluva cheap solution for apreamp in asystem not using disc. ( Of
course, you could write to RS Components and make your own, but
that's not quite the point. You could cook at home to avoid
restaurants.)
If you want to use disc, you then add aphono-preamp of the
Sondex, Linn Linnk, or PS variety, the one under scrutiny being the
latter company's PS IIB. It's amoving- magnet- only unit, with a
whacking great outboard power supply called the HCPS. There's an
MC version available for afair bit more called the PS MCA II, at £245
plus VAT.
Iconnected the PS IIB to the PS VK with Monster Interlink
Reference cable, connected the HCPS to the mains with one of the
tasty new gold-plated mains plugs from Inca Tech, and inserted the
lot into my current set-up. Front end for the bulk of the testing was
with Decca Micro Scanner by Garrott and the high- output Talisman
Alchemist Ill m- c. These were used in the Oracle with Atkinson power
supply, the Zeta tonearm, the Beard P100 Mk11 power amplifier, and
the Apogee Scintilla loudspeakers. The VK fed the Beard via Audio
Research phono to phono; speaker leads consisted of Absolute Wire
for the mid and treble panels and Vecteur LC/OFC cable for the bass.
Other bits were Monster X- Terminators, an lsoplat under the PS
IIBNK, and an HFN/RR Flux Dumper on top of the HCPS power
supply. Phew.
Ihate separate volume controls.
No, Itake that back. Idespise separate volume controls, in spite of
the alleged improvements. Ihate them even more when there are no
detents, unnecessary on asingle volume control but mandatory on
separates. The VK is so equipped. This did not make my life any
easier during the listening sessions. Ialways turn the volume down
(or mute the preamp when using either the Beard or the
Counterpoint) becausel have nasty memories of blown drivers when
styli drop into the awaiting groove.
But this could change.
Isaid that passive preamps are peculiarly British, so much so that
the VK no longer exists in the US. Which means that . . . the VK and
IIB are British made! Take that, xenophobes!! Because these
emanate from Peterborough, and because Iknow Steve Wilcock well
enough to whine at him over the phone, he just might fill those two
holes on the fascia with asingle volume control and abalance
control. That would make me very happy, because Ijust love the VK,
and Ithink of it as some kind of godsend for the impoverished.
What happened was simple. Besides potchkeying around with
tape decks and various cartridges and atuner or two, Ialso had
occasion to use the neat little Yamaha CD- X1 when it came time to
review the latest pile of Compact Discs. Iwas astounded: it actually
sounded very OK.
Heh, heh, heh - you thought Iwas gonna stick my neck out and act
like some three-piece suited lackey from Japan Incorporated. Wrong.
All I'm saying is that the Isoplat-ted, HFN/RR Flux Dumped, Monster
Cabled CD player sounded awhole lot better through the VK than it
did through any of the other preamps I've tried. Then again, the
Apogee Scintillas made adifference, too, but that will have to wait
for afuture feature.
Going from an all- valve preamp to anon-preamp like the VK is a
startling revelation. You hear nothing, silence, gornisht. Even with
73

Wharfedale announce the best thing
since sliced bread.The sandwich box.
Polystyrene and melamine sandwiches
may not sound very appetising.

speaker. Not that the 708 story stops with
the cabinet.

But wait until you hear what happens
when they're used to make aloudspeaker
cabinet.

It also features anew aluminium dome
tweeter which combines wide dispersion
and high efficiency with ultra-low distortion.

The new Wharfedale 708's 'sandwich
box' is far more rigid than any wooden
speaker cabinet, yet amazingly light. (Try

The polymer-coned bass unit's massive
diecast chassis is locked solidly to the baffle,
bayonet-fashion (no more loose screws).

picking one up— ask the dealer first.)

And as awhole, the speaker looks as
beautiful as it sounds.

As you might expect, the Wharfedale
engineers pursued the twin goals of rigidity
and lightness for agood reason.
•

A rigid box spells death
to resonance, which is the
speaker designer's Enemy
Number One.
And because a light
cabinet stores less energy
than aheavy one, when the
music stops so does the

OK., so how does it sound? Our aim was
to improve on the performance of rival
speakers costing £500 and
more, an aim in which we
believe we've succeeded.
At around £300 apair,
this makes the 708 expensive
for asandwich box.
But very reasonable as
afeast for the ears.
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the Hafler and one or two other well- loved active preamps, an ear to
the driver reveals some audible manifestation of the unit's existence.
This does not happen with the VK. It is positively spooky, endowing
other sources with the much- lauded between-track silence of CDs.
And then there's the PS IIB.
The specifications tell me that the S/N ratio is 88dB. That's gotto
be understatement. Sounds spring forth from the PS IIB out of a
velvet blackness ( hello, Pseud's Corner), into the room with nothing
added or subtracted. We are talking transparent. No hums, no buzzes
(except with Deccas, of course), no low-level rush of noise. You have
to look for the red LED on the fascia to make sure that it's switched
on.
If you look inside the PS IIB, you won't see an awful lot, just alone
board stuffed with the requisite number of electronic ingredients of
high pedigree. Inside the HCPS lurks awhacking great transformer.
All the socketry comes from Switchcraft. The work is neat and tidy.
Like the VK. What we have here is afrighteningly good example of a
simple job done well. It is, for all intents and purposes, the ultimate
minimalist preamp, assuming that you don't consider two line level
inputs luxuries.
How can you argue with aproduct that gives you everything bar
frills, at afair and just price? It lets you hear whatever you feed it with
so little adulteration. The soundstage and imaging remain on apar
with my favourite active preamps. The sound is ' quick', tight and
controlled. It is as good as anything I've heard up to £ 500.
That, of course, begs the question, ' What do Iget for more?' beside
!the obvious facilities, that is. We- e- ell, he said cagily, drawing out his
reply, you get what I'd love to call ' moxie', but JPeter Moncrieff has
already laid claim to that label. Whenever I've used apassive
preamp, Ialways got anagging feeling that there was more to come
but it just didn't want to crawl out of its nest. I'm probably mistaking
the noise and crud of active circuitry for some form of favourable
enhancement, but that's not what Imean. I'm not talking about the
romance of valves or anything like that. I'm talking about urge,
wellie, oomph, or whatever turns aLippizaner into aDerby winner.
Mind you, Ionly notice this when using disc, not when I'm using
line-source-plus-VK. And this has nothing to do with maximum spis
either, because the PS IIBNK, regardless of source, drives the Beard
well into the bleeding- ear zone.
No, what Ithink it is is ' politeness', the same phenomenon I
experienced with the Sondex passive, the conrad-johnson
components, and one or two other pieces of equipment. I'm not

trying to portray this as some sort of debilitating negative quality. I'm
simply addressing an element of personal taste: mine. Ilovedthe PS
IIBNK ( and the Sondex and c-jpieces) on classical and soft music,
but rock came across awee bit thin. JA noticed this almost clinical
aspect as well, so Idon't think I'm imagining it. Still, that detracts not
one bit from the ultimate worth of this package, and Iknow for afact
that it's exactly what I'd go for if my situation called for anew,
affordable preamp in place of my tubed beauties. The PS IIBNK, like
the luxury alternative from Sondex ( more facilities and beefier build
for abit more dough), avoids awhole range of cost- related ills by
aiming to do one thing very well instead of alot of things poorly. The
one thing is to feed asignal to an amplifier, and to do it without muss
or fuss.
It's astrange experience, using apassive set-up like the VK for the
first time, once you've gotten used to those dreadful separate
volume controls. You know you're getting the unvarnished truth so
far as content is concerned, with the merest hint of tipping the tonal
balance. In the case of the PS, particularly with the IIB phono stage,
the tilt is toward the top: Ican see those who want to go audiophile
for below silly prices finding awonderful synergy between this unit
and the Magnepan SMGas. If there are any nagging doubts, the odds
are that they're due to the low cost: you don't want to believe that so
coherent and enjoyable asound can be had for so little.
What this looks suspiciously like is aformula for mid- market
excellence, high- end sound for less than you'd expect to pay. Find a
decent front-end, feed it into the PS set-up paired with an affordable
amp like the Rotel, the new baby Hafler, or the NAD, into some
SMGas, and you've got £3000-worth of sound for£1500 — which our
surveys indicate as alikely system outlay for avast segment of our
readership. It's still alot of money, but then it's alot of sound.
There's alot to be said for passivity.
Manufacturer's specifications PS lIB
THD I/M at 1V RMS:
Sibl Ratio:
RIAA accuracy:
Phono overload:

0.01% or below, 20-20kHz
88dB
0.1dB 2-20kHz
160 mv RMS
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UNNING AN INDEPENDENT record
company involves alot of risk and, in
a highly competitive market, a continuous fight for survival. Not all are successful; many go to the wall, and if one cares
to count the number of labels that have
succumbed since the advent of LP one could
lay odds that they far outweigh those which
have survived.
One that has all the hallmarks of survival is
Hyperion, brainchild of Ted Perry who is
himself a survivor in this often cut-throat
world. We met at his offices in SE London
recently so that I could learn something
about him and his company; for all practical
purposes Ted Perry and Hyperion Records
are one and the same.
Ted is a bluff, direct man, not much given
to smooth talk or handing out bromides. He
is in the business to sell records, and commercial considerations are paramount. But
he loves records. More important, he loves
music too. Though well known in the trade,
he is a less familiar figure outside it, so I
began by asking him to fill in the background
a little.
'There is nothing very spectacular about it.
Ihave been in the record industry in one
form or another since 1949. Istarted at EMG
Handmade Gramophones when they were in
Newman Street, selling records because I
like records. Iwas there until 1956, then I
went to Deutsche Grammophon who had
just opened a London office. It was a new
label in the UK and Iwas asked if Iwould

"You can't run a record
company on other people's
old material"
help sort out their first releases for the British
market. Ialso had afew peripheral activities
— assisting at lectures at the British Institute
of Recorded Sound, for example.
'But at the end of 1957 Itook myself off to
Australia for four years, and became state
distributor for one of their big companies,
Festival Records. So, having gone from
retailing and akind of A&R, Ifound myself in
marketing and distribution. That was fun.
'I returned to England in 1961. The world
had changed a lot since I'd been away. Most
significant was the introduction of budget
records. Up till then one paid about 39/6d,
which was the top price for a classical
record. Suddenly it was possible to buy one
for 7/6d
KO: Saga, for instance?
'Precisely. In fact, that's where I went.
Saga had started about two years earlier, but
the original Saga company had gone broke
and had been bought over by Allied Records,
the company which issued Classics Club.
Having acquired their first open- market
label, they decided to sell Saga as a budget
label, and that was the beginning. Decca
followed on soon afterwards with Ace of
Clubs.
'A lot of records had been made by Saga
and there were tapes of things that had
76

but Iwasn't drawing a salary, either, so I
drove a mini- cab at nights. It was hard.'
KO: Exactly how did Hyperion start?
'Well, by about 1980 Ifelt things were not
going as I'd hoped, so Iopted out and started
from scratch all over again; Iwanted to go it
alone. And then somebody else came along
with some money and that's how Hyperion
started.'
KO: By the standards of the industry,
Hyperion is asmall company, though a very
successful one. What accounts for its success?
'Luck really. Ihave been lucky. The very
first record I issued happened to be an
immensely successful one.'
KO: Which was?
'The Finzi and Stanford Clarinet Concertos,
yes. Ithink Iissued six or eight records on
the first release, nice records but not particu"This is not a philanthropic
larly outstanding, commercially. There was
organisation. Things have to
also the organ version of Pictures from an
Exhibition. That was very successful and
pay for themselves"
had rave reviews. Of course, a record company relies on its sales to keep going. No
sales, no company. You always need money
never been issued. There was also a vast
to initiate new recordings.'
library of tapes acquired from bankrupt
KO: So, what is the policy at Hyperion?
American companies, and all that repertoire
'Haven't got one! Once you've got apolicy
was available for issue. My job was to assess
the value of what was there, and anything I you're stuck with it. Ijust trust my instincts
and assess everything on the spur of the
thought worthwhile came out on Saga.
moment. As you know, my interests are very
'But you can't run a record company on
other people's old material, se Iinitiated a wide.'
KO: Which brings us to repertoire. Who
programme of new issues. Late in 1963,
decides it?
however, Ihad a disagreement on a policy
matter ! involving the recording of the Songs
of Travel by John Shirley- Quirk, one of
"One of [my policies] is to
Saga's best sellers, contrary to managerial
cover the neglected
wishes] and left the business altogether for
nine years.'
repertory"
KO - What got you back into it, then?
'I'm a record man. I'm not much good at
anything else. But it is hard to get back into
'I suppose Ido. Obviously a lot of ideas
the business. It is really very tiny and the
come from artists, but Idecide what Iwant to
do.'
people in it move about from one company
to another or disappear completely. As far as
KO: Clearly, some part of this process has
the labels themselves are concerned, I to do with deciding whether the thing is
always say the record business is iiKe the
going to be commercially viable. How far
Communist Party, it has more ex- members
does that weigh?
than members.
'A very great deal indeed. This is not a
philanthropic organisation. Things have to
pay for themselves. Not that they all do.'
"This isn't the day and age for
KO: That's interesting because there are a
lot of things in your catalogue which, on the
recording highlights of
face of it, would not appear to be commercial
anything"
propositions. For instance, you've had this
unexpected success with Hildegard of
'Anyway, having vowed never to work for
Bingen. That's not an obvious winner, is it?
Saga again, Ifound myself back there in 1973
'Yes, you're right. On the shelf it does look
with exactly the same brief as before: to put alarming and boring, but it's an immensely
Saga on the map. Same situation, same successful record. In fact, it's by far the
problems. But we got together awhole new biggest seller in the catalogue.'
repertoire and new artists — Jill Gomez,
KO: You said your first issue was the
James Tyler — and Ithink Saga flourished.
Stanford and Finzi concertos. Not a particu'During that time I became acquainted
larly marketable proposition either, Ishould
with a freelance recording engineer, John
have thought.
Shuttleworth, whom Iintroduced to Saga,
'I'm not sure about that. It happens to be a
and we made a lot of records. One of his
period which is quite fashionable at the
clients suggested setting up a new label and
moment. There is astrong interest in English
Iwas invited to join as the frort man. That
music of the late 19th- early 20th century.'
was Meridian, of course. Icould only contriKO: True, but how far have you and others
bute my skills, having no money of my own,
like you stimulated this interest or have you
Fll H Ni V,S
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cashed in on something that was already
there? Idon't recall much interest back in
1980 in composers like Stanford. He's been
'out' for quite a while, hasn't he. Then there
has been this amazing departure in the form
of the Rutland Boughton opera. Why did you
revive that?
'I was asked to. Someone wanted to know
if Iwould be interested in recording high
lights from The Immortal Hour, and Ihad to
say no. Not because Ididn't think it was a
good idea, but because it was so good I
wanted to do the whole thing. This isn't the
day and age for recording highlights of
anything. There were financial problems. It is
incredibly expensive recording operas, but I
got over them.'
KO: How far do you have to rely on
sponsorship?
'Quite heavily for the bigger things. Once
you are into orchestras you are into the
multi- thousands and you have to sell a lot of
records to get that back.'
KO: Your operatic repertoire — Iinclude
here Handel's Triumph of Time and Truth
though that's an oratorio — is small. Hoist's
Savitri is about it. Any plans for any more?
'Not operas, no. There are plans for some
bits and pieces, a record of 17th century Bel
canto, extracts from operas by Monteverdi,
Cavalli, Carissimi. That's coming out soon,
but that is not what you mean.'
KO: Going to the other end of the repertoire, Iwas surprised to find that you had
recorded Stimmung. How did that come
about?
'I didn't initiate it. It grew out of an earlier
record the Arts Council sponsored of Singcircle doing some 20th century English music

have no wish to record things which have
already been done many times over. But you
have done some, including the Mozart piano
trios which, mercifully, you don't advertise
as 'authentic' though they are pretty close to
an authentic style. Have you any views about
'authenticity'?
'I'm no scholar.'

'They're expensive to make. It's a highly >II
sophisticated process and it's damned CC
expensive, and of course there are millions
of pounds' worth of development tech- 0
nology to amortise. Anyway, Idon't think Eno
they are really all that expensive. Records
are one of the few things that in real terms
are as cheap now as they ever were.'
KO: Coming a bit closer to home, as a
reviewer Iam interested to know your opin"A good CD is quite
ion of reviews. Do you think they have any
value?
remarkable . . . What failings
'Yes Ido.'
there are derive from the
KO: What do you look for, apart from
original recording"
approbation, that is?
'I certainly look for that! I'm probably not
typical in that Idon't read areview to find out
KO: All right, but would you, for example,
what is being issued and whether Ishould
favour the early Romantic repertory being
buy it; from my point of view if it gets agood
done on period instruments, say an Erard
notice in awidely read and respected journal
grand, gut strings?
it can affect sales. Not always. If the reper'I like to think I'm being accurate, but
toire is of no intrinsic interest a rave review
ultimately, I'm sorry to say, it's commerce,
isn't going to put it on the best-seller list, but
it's selling records. Authentic instrument
it certainly helps.'
performances are ' in' at the moment and
KO: As reviewers we write for the public of ,
that's all right by me. Personally Ilike them,
course, not the companies, but lam sure you ;
and after hearing the trios you mentioned I
have noticed that some reviewers tend to
do find modern instruments a bit too plushy
embroil themselves in the technical characand upholstered. Talking about gut strings,
teristics of a recording whereas others
we have recorded Brahms on gut strings, the
incline to concentrate more on the content
cello sonatas with Steven Isserlis, and it
and performance and leave the science
really makes quite a difference, softer and
alone. Where do your sympathies lie?
more expressive.'
'Oh, with the music every time. If it's ,
KO: As a magazine which is primarily
worthwhile music, well played, Ithink that
interested in the techniques of recording, we
overrides any trifling imperfection there
should like to know your views about recordmight be in the recording. That is a very
ing. For instance what part do you play in the
actual recording?
'Absolutely none if Ican help it. I'm not a
"If it's worthwhile music, well
technical boffin at all. Ihire skills as Ineed
played, Ithink that overrides
them, producers and engineers. Itry and go
any trifling imperfection there
for the best and Itrust them. Of course, one
"I love CDs; they are so easy
does comment and we do discuss balance
might be in the recording"
and relaxing"
and that sort of thing, but basically, you
leave them to get on with it.'
called Mouth Music, and Gregory Rose, their
KO: What about these new developments
subjective thing anyway. The average standirector, proposed it. He wanted to do it.
in the industry. Ihear your first CO release is
dard of recording technology these days is
imminent?
Martin Compton produced it with Trygg
extraordinarily high. There are few outright
'I haven't actually advertised any yet
Tryggvason of East Anglia University and I
bad recordings being issued.'
because we are not certain of the release
was asked to issue it.'
KO: What about pressing problems? Even
KO: Has it been a success?
date, but it will be soon now. In fact it was
now one can still encounter difficulties here.
your magazine that provided me with a
'It has as a matter of fact. It's afine record,
'Nothing's perfect. Itry to minimise it. All
but it is also a commercial success, which I possible slogan. It said " When the first
our black discs are pressed in Hamburg
Hyperion CDs appear they're going to show
suppose is what you mean.'
which is probably one of the best plants in
KO: You have also done quite alot in what
the DGs and Deccas of this world a thing or
the world, and they use this direct metal
might be called the rarer 19th century repertwo"!'
mastering system, which I think is very
toire, especially in your association with
KD:There has been a lot of discussion in
worthwhile since it improves even on the
Thea King. That's a fascinating period not
the technical press about the advantages
already pretty silent surface. I'm just
much covered elsewhere.
and disadvantages of CO over ordinary
astounded at how good they are. One Amer'You asked me earlier if Ihad apolicy and I recording. What are your views?
ican reviewer who gave our recording of The
rather pooh-poohed the idea, but one does
'I love CDs; they are so easy and relaxing,
Light Blues doing some French repertoire an
have guidelines, and one of mine is to cover
you just bung them on the machine and they
ecstatic review said: "When black discs are
the neglected repertory. For that reason you
go.'
as good as this who wants CDs?".'
won't find any ' New World' Symphonies or
KO: When they were first advertised they
KO: Ithoroughly enjoyed Creole Belles, by
'Emperor' Concertos. Idon't see the point of
were God's gift to recording, but people still
the way.
doing those. My association with Thea
argue about the actual quality of the sound.
'Good. You'll find quite afew odd records
began with Saga, but since Hyperion we
like that. Ilike making that sort of record.
have entered into a more in-depth exploraWe've got a new one out, also by The Light
"In real terms [records] are as
tion on two fronts. There's the English
Blues, of songs by Jerome Kern for the
music, and in addition she's busying herself
cheap now as they ever were" centenary.
investigating the Romantic 19th century
KO: Finally, where you go from here?
repertoire, and prime among the clarinet
'We're doing adouble album of Finzi song
music of that time is CruseII. Lovely stuff it is
'I think that's diminishing. A good CD is
cycles and we've just made a European
and most of it has never been recorded
quite remarkable, but the standard of recordCommunity Chamber Orchestra recording —
before. They are very happy records and
ing anyway is immensely high. What failings
'The Symphony in Europe, 1785' — four
they sell well.'
there are derive from the original recording.'
symphonies by Wesley, Schvvindl, Van MalKO: And there are the oboe quintets with
KO: At the moment more CDs are made
dere and Boccherini. Lovely stuff! Joerg
Sarah Francis including the one by Reicha, a from existing recordings than from brand
Faerber is the conductor. The complete
very interesting composer.
new, all- digital masters. As we get past this
Malcolm Arnold chamber music on three
'Yes, and there's Onslow. We haven't got
do you think CDs will come more into their
discs. Domus doing the Faure piano quarround to him yet.'
own?
tets. Oh, and all the Spohr double quartets
KO: Well, there's a rather interesting
'More and more. They are already making
by the Academy of St Martin- in- the- Field
Nonet by Onslow which might appeal to you.
heavy inroads into black disc sales, not so
Chamber ensemble, atwo- disc set which will
You have been more fastidious over the
much here but in other countries.'
probably come out on CD as well. There's
Classic period, presumably because you
KO: But they are so expensive.
lots in the can.' -,dtHUH NE\NS & RE( ORD RI \ ' II \A
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but in alive recording where you have
specifically gone for the atmosphere of a
concert, you can't balance it. You don't have
two goes— you have no goes! — you do it and
you're lucky if it works. It irritates me when
they nit-pick on alive recording, but on the
whole Ifind their comments, er,

reARAR WALKER

'It's exhibitionism! says her husband,
Graham Allum. ' No,' interrupts Sarah
Walker, ' it's not that — everybody will think
that! No, it's the chat. just love the chat.
Honestly ( she stresses with self- mocking
sincerity I find the exhibitionist bit the most
difficult thing to do because when it comes
to the stage I'm not . . . [ extravagant
gesture), I'm more . ( marginally less
extravagant gesture)!
Those who know Sarah Walker on and off
stage would scarcely believe their ears.
Everything about her is writ large. She has
style, an abundant wit, agarrulous tongue —
all of which emerge in her recitals and, when
the opportunity presents itself, in her
operatic portrayals — and aserious sense of
artistic purpose which the extravert surface
might occasionally mask.
We are talking about Baba the Turk, the
role she sings on Decca's new recording of
The Rake's Progress (
see reviews) with the
London Sinfonietta conducted by Riccardo
Chailly and avery appetising cast including
Philip Langridge as Tom, Samuel Ramey as
Nick Shadow and the newcomer Cathryn
Pope as Anne Trulove.
Apart from having no obvious growth of
facial hair, Sarah might have been made for
Stravinsky's chatterbox bearded lady and
the part has certainly proved something of a
talisman for her career. Back in 1969 she
sang Baba as only her second stage role —
the first had been Ottavia in Kent Opera's
Poppea— with the Cambridge Opera Society.
During that run of performances she met
Graham Allum, then atenor singing the role
of the auctioneer Sellem, now general
manager of Kent Opera. Eventually she
made her ' official' début at Covent Garden in
the ' Stravinsky Festival' organised by the
Sinfonietta. It was the orchestra's artistic
director, Michael Vyner — ' an old ally' she
calls him — who recommended her for the

interesting ..
Since then, more of Walker's unusual
recital programmes have appeared on disc, a
French collection with Roger Vignoles on
Unicorn-Kanchana ( DKP 9035) including
rarities by Enescu and Roussel and a
fascinating compilation called
ShakesPeare's Kingdom with Graham
Johnson on Hyperion ( A66136) which grew
out of aSongmakers' Almanack evening on
the Bard. When we spoke, she was still

always for the exposure and the experience.
The big companies can probably absorb the
cost of anon-commercial record, but when
you're working for someone like John
Shuttleworth [ Meridian] you do it for love!
Roger [Vignoles) and Ihave now done two
discs for John, our recital of Brahms and
Dvorak Gipsy Songs and the Britten Cabaret
Songs.'

recording.
And surprising though it may seem, The
Rake's Progress is only the second major
recording in which Sarah has featured
prominently. The first was her wonderfully
moving and technically dazzling re-creation
of the jealous Queen Dejanira in Archiv's
recording of Handel's Hercules under Eliot
Gardiner ( 2742 004, three discs). That is
another part she has worked long and hard
on. Was it gratifying, Iasked her, to have the
performance preserved on record after all
this time?
'Well, Dejanira is certainly one of the roles
in my repertoire that Ilook on with the
.
;reatest affection, along with the Monteverdi
.ind Berlioz heroines. Monteverdi, Berlioz
,ind Handel are the three really great loves of
iny life, so it was lovely to record that one.'
Let us hope there may still be achance that
one of the more enterprising companies
might choose her for anew ' authentic'
Poppea or Return of Ulysses or perhaps for
Marguerite in La Damnation de Faust. She
accepts that anew Trojans is aremote
prospect. But as she said, the big, operamaking companies tend to go for safe,
international names, so she has no illusions
about realising her fondest record
ambitions, at least in opera. Happily, doing
recitals is another matter.
'It is encouraging to know that the smaller
companies are becoming the bread and
butter for singers like myself; companies like
Meridian, Hyperion, CRO and Chandos. It
does inevitably mean that it's quite difficult
financially, though, because you make very
little money. Neither the companies nor the
artists make much, so you are doing it
s

planning that last record.
'So Ihad this brilliant idea! Iwas thinking
of Callas' disc of Verdi heroines and I
thought, Shakespeare heroines. Why not
make arecord of Shakespeare heroines?
Then we can have ( she says with the glee of
achild anticipating aparty menu) Brahms'
Ophelia Songs, Berlioz's Death of Ophelia,
Joseph Horowitz' Lady Macbeth— it's a
good, avery good piece — Who is Sylvia . . .
we could do alot of things and it would be
very nice because Ihaven't made arecord
with Graham yet.' Well, now she has, and I
think it's awinner.
These discs certainly capture the feel of
Sarah Walker live. Irecall her first recital at
the Wigmore Hall, the event that more than
anything put her firmly in the top league of
contemporary songmakers ,and Isuggested
that it had the flavour of aCathy Berberian
recital without the jokes and feathers.
'You thought that was aBerberian-style
programme? You should have heard the one
we did at Dartington. We built an absolutely
eclectic programme which began with alittle
Monteverdi group, including the Lettera
Amorosa and Lamento d'Arianna, in the
fading light. We think of everything you see!
As it grew darker we moved on to Respighi
songs and Ifinished off the first half with
Berio's Sequenza in the centre of the stage. I
wore avery plain beige dress — it's all part of
it, you see; costume, light, the lot— with a
simple, demure lace bodice — Ioften wear it
for the Angel in Gerontius — then interval.
Afterwards, Iput on this gorgeous feather
top which goes from shocking pink through
to coffee and because it was now dark, I
came in, spotlit, centre stage, and began
with Ives and Gershwin and from there
straight into Berberian's StripsodY. Then I
think we finished with John Dankworth,
including ' Singin' Those Songs' which Ilove.

Which has gone down very well with the
critics, Icommented. 'Well, Idon't know.
What Ihave read is sort of half and half.
Really, it is the sort of record you either love
or hate and I've read two who hated it and
three who loved it. It's afabulous
programme and Ilove it! But it does irritate

It's afabulous song!'
And Sarah Walker goes on and on,
building off- beat programmes, designing
exotic frocks and in between, fits in a
growing number of international
engagements. Lookout for her Cornelia — a
very serious side of Sarah's — in EMI's
forthcoming recording of the ENO Julius
Caesarwith Dame Janet Baker, some Fauré
songs and enjoy Baba the Turk. As she said
at the beginning: she loves the chat.
Hugh Canning

1STVAN BETROGEN

With some trepidation Iwalked up the
overgrown path to the Highgate home of the
legendary Istvan Betrugen. It was awarm
me when — is this for Hi Fi News or
summery day, and the reclusive pianist
Gramophone?' Hi Fi News. " Oh, yes, it's
rarely gave interviews. In the event Ineed
always you, it's always Hi Fi News when
not have feared: Iwas welcomed by an
they go on about the hiss and the treble, the
encouraging smile. Iwas grasped by ahand
balance and the underbalance! Now okay, in once capable of spanning afourteenth. The
the majority of recordings Iwouldn't mind,
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,organisation to support the event fi nancially,
or by any oth er means, has allowed these
annual TGS jamb orees to be made viable. At
the first AGM, it was announced by
Convenor and Chai rman, Robert Hardcastle,
that there were now no fewer than 88
members, and that su bscr i
ptions had
yielded over £ 1,300 .
The 1984 Weekend, held in November, as
usual at the Pala ce Hotel, once again
attracted some 200 res id ent v i
sitors for its
programme of record prese nt
at i
ons by EMI '
s
Joan Coulson ( assi st
e dby Raymond Cooke,
/ and Simon Foster, EMI Classical Di v i
si
on
General Manager); the i
ni
m i
ta ble Ray
Burford, CBS; Ad ri
an F
armer, Nimbus,
study was crammed with memorabilia
were faded teleg rams marking his rec ;there ( courageously rising from his sickbed to take
ent
part); and Brian Couzens, Chandos, in
eightieth birthday fro m a ll the great
musicians of our tim e — Serk i
n, Horow
discussion with condu ct
or Bryden Thomson.
itz, ' Li ve 'performers were the Dartington Hall
Menuhin, Edward Heat h.The ornate
Ensemble, William Howard (piano), and
chestnut -faced Erard upright, a g ift fro
John Heddl e Nas hwho discussed the work
Diaghilev, carried aBruc kner score ins m
cribed
of his fam ous tenor father.
'How the bird s si
ng — Bruno Walter'.
Betrugen played me at
reasured cylind
er of
Busoni's Carme n Fantasy. '
Bravo, bray
o'
could just be disti ngu i
shed above the
crackle; it was the co m poser '
s own voic
e.
Betrugen spoke quickly, i
n a st i
ll heav
accent, although he has been resident h y
since 1939. You are a contemporary of ere
Arrau's, Isaid. Sil ence. And Nyiregyhaz
i? He
scowled. Ilooked aroun d,uncertainly,
sighting aframed ph otograph of Richar
Strauss, ayouthf u lBetrugen, and Adolf d
Hitler. Another pitfa ll! But my glaze had
been
caught. ' Look, Iprem iè red the
Panathenáenzug — my right hand had be
damaged,' he explai ne d.W e turned to then
subject of his re cor di ngs. He had briefly e
acted as arepetit eur dur i
ng the preparati
of the Rite of Sp ri
ng, had persuaded
on
Stravinsky to transc rib e i
tf
or four hands.
Alas the wax m asters had melted in a Cai ro
Customs Office. For aw hil e contracted to the
Decca blue celebrity l
a be l
,Betrugen had
recorded aformidabl e Fü r Elise and the 'Alla
Turca' moveme n tf
rom K331.1was shown a
test pressing. ' Mast er James Blades 'was
printed on the label — i
t had been a bold
decision to include an actual percussion
accompaniment.
We turned to th e manuscr i
pts and scores
piled on the lid of the p i
ano. ' Itold
Woodward that the whol e tempo for the
Appassionata's '
allegro assa i' must stem
from the A-flat, th e second note of the main
theme. But look, Iam a Hungarian, so Ido
not tel him the ope n i
ng bars must be in
quavers. Beethoven ne ver checked. Look, it's
quite different.' He pl aye da few notes and
for that instant th e renowned flames burned
high. It did not m atter that several of the
yellowed keys refused t
o sound; here was a
great artist. More importa nt ,a ll seventeen
versions currently listed were wrong! Icould
not see the Editi on ,but Ithink Taiwan was
printed on the co ver. ' Look, Iam tired now,
Istvan Betrugen said. Our meet i
ng had come
to an end. ' One day Iw i
ll record once
more. .. perhaps .'Iwas ushered into the
balmy evening's air ;t
ra ffi c hum seemed to
harmonize with the res onances of his
playing.
Perhaps Polydor will now a dm i
tthe true
identity of the pia n i
st ( g i
ven as Ernst
Kabeljau) on their 1929 W ell- Tempered
Clavier 78s. An LP t
rans f
er i
s surely long
overdue.

Christopher Breunig

TGS MUSICAL WEEKEND
Despite the gloomy f
ore bod i
ngs prevalent
the 1983 Torbay M us i
cal Weekend, the
formation of the Fri en ds o fTorbay

at

formation of the - nenas
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Undoubtedly th e most controversial
presentat i
on of the weekend was given
Sa ll y Rettig and Colin Butler, who trade

by

this year's TGS Musical Weekend

Dates for this year's TGS Musical Weekend
are Nov 15-17. Details from John JDavis, 17
Beechwood Avenue, Milber, Newton Abbot,
Devon.
DA

IMIADAM I'M ADAM
Hi-fi enthusiasts can lead an insular life. It
was only when my physiotherapist wife
started to treat its Editor, Miron Grindea, that
Ibecame aware of the arts magazine ADAM
(Arts, Drama, Architecture, Music). Founded
in 1938, it appears to be one of the few
unbroken literary connections with those
rather different days. Recent issues have
included features by Yehudi Menuhin, John
Amis, Robert Simpson, Iris Murdoch, and
Rollo Myers, as well as major series of
articles on Debussy and Enescu, and if your
interest in music is more than superficial,
you could well find much of interest. ADAM
is published four times ayear from 28
Emperor's Gate, London SW7, and an annual
subscription costs £5or $ 10.

as

Caruso & Co ( 62 New Oxf
ord Street,
London). Th e i
r st i
rr i
ng survey entitled '
You,
Them and Us'examined and exposed quite
mercilessly the f
au l
ts and foibles the record
buying public, the re cor dcompanies, the
recor dmagazines and reviewers. Needless
to say it was

fer

not un i
versally popular.

No report of this event can om i
t a mention
of the indefati g ibl e support of KEF's
Raymond Co o ke ,w ho this year was assisted
by his colleag ue Dav i
d Inman. As before,
KEF provid edan i
mpressive array of hi-fi
equipment for the sessions. Raymond
additionally presented an audio-visual
programme of BBC tapes ( Mahler 10
conducted by Simon Rattle, and avisit to
Glyndebourne) projected on a three- gun
wide screen.

John Atkinson

rum« KERN
In the USA, President Reagan has declared
January 27th National Jerome Kern Day, and
acommemorative stamp will be issued to
launch the year- long celebrations. THE
GREAT BRITISH DANCE BANDS PLAY
JEROME KERN 1926-46 has been released as
part of EMI's Retrospect Series, and includes
many of Kern's best- loved compositions
such as ' 01' Man River', ' Smoke Gets In Your
Eyes', ' Pick Yourself Up' and 'The Folks Who
Live On The Hill' and more, all played by the
top dance bands of the ' 20s, ' 30s and '40s.
The album sleeve features the usual
comprehensive Retrospect sleevenotes by
noted discographer and broadcaster Brian
Rust. It is also available on cassette. EMI EG
I2604411 ( EG 2604414).
Denis Argent

FLUTTER

John Willan, the producer of some of EMI's
most prestigious classical products, is to
take up the managing directorship of the
LPO this month. David Marcou, chairman of
the orchestra says: ' We feel that John is
uniquely qualified for this post. His multifaceted talents include the worlds of music
and commerce, and his long-standing
relationship with the orchestra has allowed
us to develop atrust and confidence in his
integrity'.

Haydn's Ne/son Mass.
More ' live' Bayreuth from Philips. In March
their tapes were turning for Wagner's Flying
Dutchman with contract artist, Simon Estes.
Bach's B- Minor Mass is on the way from
John Eliot Gardiner; Philips.

DG have signed an exclusive contract with
the Orpheus Chamber Orchestra, currently
• recognised, after only 12 years of activity, as
Yet another Carmina Burana is in the bag.
America's finest. A minimum of 16 LPs are
James Levine this time; Chicago; DG.
planned, with strong emphasis on Haydn
(Symphonies) and Mozart ( Serenades,
Bernard Haitink, adding further to his
Divertimenti and Wind Concerti), as well as
growing Strauss discography, was shaking
albums of ' national' flavour ( English, French,
the foundations of the Concertgebouw back
Scandinavian and American — which is
in January for anew recording of the mighty
particularly good news). Three discs are
Alpine Symphony for Philips
scheduled to coincide with the orchestra's
European Festival Tour in August/
First actually to market CDs substantially
below the £ 10 level DG have announced four
September: Rossini Overtures, the Dvorak
String and Wind Serenades and Haydn
classical collections retailing for around f7
each: ' Baroque Festival' ( 415 338-2), ' Karajan Symphones 44 and 77.
Festival' (415 340-2), ' Opera Festival' ( 415
As to vital statistics, Orpheus play without
341-2) and ' Concert Festival' ( 415 339-2).
aconductor and are wholly self-governing
(which is unusual for the States). ApproxiSinopoli has committed his first Mahler
mately half its 26 members ( average age 30)
are women — now there's equality for you —
Symphony to disc. DG sessions at All Saints,
and roughly two-thirds of them are prizeTooting followed his Philharmonia/Festival
Hall performance of the Fifth.
winners of international competitions. Oh,
and at least half have been concert- masters
or
and/or principals of symphony orchestras, or
In Munich, Sir Colin Davis and his Bavarian
10
members of string and wind ensembles who
Radio colleagues were joined by soloists
have played the world over. Impressive.
Lipovsek, Hendricks, Araiza & Weikl for
Let's see if they live up to their credentials.

\Mtn
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Here they are!
What the world's been waiting for
the first CDs from

•

•

•

h)Iperiotu
Britain's brightest record label
SACRED VOCAL MUSIC OF CLAUDIO MONTE VERDI
EMMA KIRKBY • IAN PARTRIDGE • DAVID THOMAS • THE PARLEY OF INSTRUMENTS
DIRECTED BY ROY GOODMAN AND PETER HOLMAN

'Best of the Year in Gramophone, Hi Fi News, The Guardian. The Times, The Sunday Times, BBC. "Music of exhilarating
inspiration, superbly performed. This is avery remarkable recording indeed: certainly the best of the voices of these three
magnificent singers Ihave ever heard" ( Hi Fi News). "Exceptional" ( Sunday Times) "Delectable" ( Sunday Telegraph)

CDA66021

"A FEATHER ON THE BREATH OF GOD"
SEQUENCES AND HYMNS BY ABBESS HILDEGARD OF BINGEN
(1098-1179)
EMMA KIRKBY • GOTHIC VOICES DIRECTED BY CHRISTOPHER PAGE
Gramophone Early Music ( Medieval and Renaissance) Award winner. 1983. "Captivating" ( The Monthly Guide to Recorded
Music) "Hauntingly beautiful - ( The Guardian) "Utterly flawless, entrancing" ( Fanfare) -Marvellously moving and very, very
beautiful. High loveliness like this is not common" ( Hi Fi News)

CDA66039

CRUSELL CLARINET CONCERTO NO.2
WEBER CLARINET CONCERTO NO.2
THEA KING • LONDON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA • ALUN FRANCIS
"This totally desirable issue should immediately enchant those who hear it" ( Fanfare) " Best of the Month - ( Hi Fi News)

CDA66088

HANDEL'S 'AMINTA EFILLIDE'
GILLIAN FISHER • PATRIZIA KWELLA • LONDON HANDEL ORCHESTRA • DENYS DARLOW
"Best of the Year - ( Gramophone, The Guardian) "Strongly recommended" ( Gramophone)

CDA66118

other new records, available April.. .
MANOUG PARIKIAN • BBC SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA •
NORMAN DEL MAR • MEDICI QUARTET' ALAN BUSH ( piano)

PATRIZIA KWELLA • GILLIAN FISHER - CATHERINE DEN1.EY
LONDON HANDEL ORCHESTRA • DENYS DARLOW

ALAN BUSH: VIOLIN CONCERTO. DIALECTIC •
FOUR SHORT PIECES

THE AMOROUS DUEL
Three cantatas by George Frideric Handel

A66138 Subsidised by 1he Arts Council

A66155

ST MICHAEL'S SINGERS • ROYAI. PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA •
JONATHAN RENNERT

THE LONDON FORTEPIANO TRIO

DYSON: HIERUSALEM and other choral music
A66150 digital

GOTHIC VOICES' ! MOGEN BARFORD ( harp)• CHRISTOPHER PAGE

THE GARDEN OF ZEPHIRUS
Courtly songs of the early 15th century
A66144

MOZART PIANO TRIOS — VOLUME 3(K496 & K542)
A66148
AMPHION STRING QUARTET • KEITH MARSHALL

FINZI: PRELUDE AND FUGUE• INTERLUDE FOR OBOE AND
STRING TRIO
MICHAEL BERKELEY: STRING QUARTET • STRING TRIO
THREE MOODS
A66109

THE CONSORT OF MUSIC • ANTHONY R001 EY

SITTING BY THE STREAMS
Songs, ayres and dialogues by Henry Lawes

TIMOTHY ROBERTS

A66135

A BACH NOTEBOOK
Lesser-known harpsichord music by ISBach

PRO CANTIONE ANTIQUA • EDGAR FLEET

A66154 digital

"A GENTILL JIHESU"
Music from the Fayrfax Manuscript & Henry VIII's Book
A66152
GLENDA SIMPSON • PAUL ELLIOTT • ANDREW KING
LONDON EARLY MUSIC GROUP • IAMES TYI.ER

17th CENTURY BEL CANTO
Arias and cantatas by Monteverdi, Cavalli, Rossi & Carissimi

ALICE ARTZT

MUSICAL TRIBUTES
Music by Gilardino, Duarte, CastelnuovoTedesco, Rodrigo,
Falla, etc
A66146

A66153 digital
A complete catalogue of all Hyperion and Helios records cassettes and compact discs is available.

HYPERION RECORDS LIMITED

PO Box 25, London SE9 lAX

Telephone (01) 692 5500

Telex 892650
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101
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SCHUBERT
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Ralph Holmes' posthumously released Beethoven __
Double- starred Handel concerti from Hogwood
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Concieno de Aram., etc IMorencvBatiz)
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91
93

A Viennese Mahler 4from Maazel
Moreno's fine Rodrigo Aranjuez reissued

95
101

Rattle's super Sibelius 2

101

The Karajan/Schwarzkopf Rosenkavalier revived

101

Solti's Walküre ride again
Dáfos appears on Compact Disc

103
105
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STRAUSS
85 Also sprachl Zarathustra etc IDocta)
STRAVINSKY
84 Po/une/la etc IChanclosl
85 Symphony in C Mc Mecca,
85 The Rake sProgress ' Deco.
TCHAIKOVSKY
84 Piano Too iChandosl
84 Music for cello & orchestra IChandos)
Rd SYmPhOnY SIChandos/
89 Nutcracker Suite Whelips1
89

1812 Overture Mc 1Philips1
TELEMANN

105

The Del Fuegos and their classic rock ' n' roll
Ella Fitzgerald's silver songbooks

105
107

87 Four Sacred Pieces IEMII

Creedence's Fogerty reappears as acenterfold
The classic King James Version as a Sheffield
digital dem disc

107

Si The Four Seasons ' EMI(

VERDI
87 11 Trovatore IDGI
VIERNE
87 Carillon de Westminster IDG1
VIVALDI
WAGNER
Si Overtures IDO/
WIDOR

109

Si SymehOnY S ( pp)
COLLECTIONS

110

83 Music for trumpet lASVI

111

84 Strad Jazz IChanslosl

84 Romentec Piano ( Decca)
87 The Academy by request MANI
89 Tatelmusek ( Reference)

Recording
A

RECORD RATINGS
Record ratings are designed to summarise
our critics' findings, but should be noted in
conjunction with the full reports— and taken
as aguide only.

SOUSA
85 Marches ( Decce 1

89 Overtures ( Tested

Concieno de Aranmee IRobles/Dutort1

INFORMATION

SYmPhony 3 IBBC An ir.ng
SHOSTAKOVICH

84 Vo0lon sonata IChandosl

Roy Ayres' jazz/funk/boogie makes perfect
musical sense

Digital Spectacular explodes on CD
The Windham Hill Compact Discs

RODRIGO

101

83 Symphony 3iASV)
SCHNITTKE

Suite Concertante IRobleuDt

95 Symphonies Kl&16a/19/19a ( Veto)

101

1-4 (
Dacca)

85 Symphormes 40/41 IDO/

STEELY DAN

93 Falstaff etc MlandleW a

concertos

85 Symphonws 38/39113G/

SHOES
110 Silhouette

GEORGE BENSON

III

FINZI

85 Horn

Shadowdance (CIR

T-BONE BURNETT
105 Trapdoor

97 A Young Man sFancy etc 1JenfonOCasel

84 Das bed von der Erde ( Dacca,
MOZART

109 Let TBe

ROY AYRES
105 in thp Dark

110 Ala (CD)

ELGAR

LISZT
83 Symphony 2lAndantel
FAAHLER

THE REPLACEMENTS

105 Delos ICD1

HAYDN
85 Symphonles118/921DGI

BUD POWELL
109 The Amazing Bud Powell

WILLIAM ACKERMAN
I11 Passage ( CD)

HARTE
84 Piano concerto etc lChandosl
84 Syrnphon/es 9W100 IDecuu

HARRY PARRY SEXTET
109 Parry Opus

(Rock:. Pops Jazz :: e4c)

ELKIE BROOKS
105 Screen Gems

DVORAK
93 Slavonec Dance, etc IDoratil

83 Mewed, extracts IASVI
87 Concert Grose Op6 Mules/

AMANDA McBROOM
107 Groweng up rn Hollywood Tovvn (COI

CHAUSSON

93 Hiawatha's Wedding Feast, etc IAlwynl

HANDEL

109 Les Doute Sols
ADAM MAKOWIC/
107 The Name ls Makowicz MD/

93 Concerto for Violin. Plano. etc Iles
Museciensl

FRANCK
98 Organ Works Vol 2lUnocorn1

JOELLE LEANDRE

WALTON

BRAHMS
92 Symphony 1 ' Janowski,

CHOPIN
85 Polonalses 113G)

THE KINKS
109 20th Annmersary Ros

92 Oboe Quintet. etc ( Friend,

BIZET
BRAHMS

109 Three and One

WAGNER

BEETHOVEN
85 Symphony 9 IDGI

83 Piano Trios ( Chandosl

THAD JONES QUARTET

103 Sympnonies 8/9 reoultJ R

84 Reno concerto 3 IDecca I
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HARRY JAMES
109 The K.ng James Version ICD1

VAUGHAN INIWAMS

83 Caprmorn Concerto etc tAndente)
BARTOK

83 Symphonies 1-9 ( Capp,

DARK WARRIOR KHAN JAMAL QUARTET

97 Marches 18oult,

BUSS

Vapour Drawings (
COI

JACKSON. JOHNSON. BROWN & CO
109 Jackson Johnson Brown & Co
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BEETHOVEN
91
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MARK ISHAM

99 Nutcracker Suite 1W.Iliarnsl
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Brandenburg Concertos iHoywooM

GEORGE WINSTON
Decengurr (
CD)
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TCIINKOVSKY
103 Swan Lake escerpts. etc Muhl

JS BACH
91
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THELMA HOUSTON

103 Race's Prowess ICheelly,

ARENSKY

ANDY WILLIAMS
Greatest Love Classe

LonduCISee New Ze wand SO
DAVE GRUSIN

107 Descovered Agar. ICDI

Nestle/
ADAMS

The Very Best Ot

III

RON GOODWIN

101 Rue of Spring. etc 12 pianos, ( Markham,

99 Shaker Loops Ide Wart)

Tangents
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III

CHICO FREEMAN

STRIIUSS Illecherd)

101

111

107 Agent Provocateur
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So Good
KIM WILDE

FOREIGNER

SMETANA

101

III

107 Centerfold

SIBELIUS

101 Orchestral preces Mager,

CLASSICAL

THE WHISPERS

JOHN FOGERTY

97 Far tasiestucke Op 71 etc IPay/Eirown I
'01

PALM COURT THEATRE ORCHESTRA
110 Ventage Parade

ELLA FITZGERALD
107 The Songbooks ( CD)

Death & MaHen Quartet lOrtando

D
H

Very Good

Performance
1

Good
Moderate
Poor
Historical
(pre- LP)

2
3
4
H lor 1, 2, 3,
as appropriate)

Occasionally arecord may be worthy of
special mention. taking it beyond the ' very
good' bracket. In such superlative cases astar
is added to the letter or figure as appropriate

APRIL 1985

cg. B:1*. A.:2 or ( exceptionally) A4,1*.
C)Ht-F. News & Record Review.
Any record reviewed in this magazine may be
assumed to be stereophonic unless its
number is accompanied by
imonophonic)
orOlstereo transcription).0against an item
in the index above indicates aUK reissue.
dmm
direct metal mastering.
RECORD FAULTS
'Recording' ratings should be taken to refer to
recorded quality, but do not take account of

individual pressing faults encountered with
our test samples. Readers may assume that a
certain proportion of such variable faults will
occur among commercial pressings.
CASSETTE NUMBERS
For cassette users, we incorporate equivalent cassette numbers, where we can locate
them, in the heading blurbs of our LP
reviews. These numbers are shown in brackets in ordinary ( non bold) type atter the LP
number. ( NC) indicates that no cassette is
available.
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DENON
have established afollowing
based on the fact that their
products are generally well built,
uncomplicated and purposeful , 5
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Alvin Gold said this when testing our cheapest
Cassette Deck ( DR171) in January What HiFi.
Eight cassette decks were tested, the Denon
won.
While other companies fall over themselves to
offer you ever more fanciful gimmicks Denon, a
professional company from their inception, have
never lost sight of the fact that the two things a
product should do are 1. Perform well and 2. Last
along time.
Perhaps that's why we won What HiFi's "Best
Cassette deck of the year" award for our
DRM22, two Best Buys from HiFi Choice
(DRM22/44). Why the latest HiFi Choice highly
recommends our TU747 Digital tuner and why
Audio Magazine in the U.S.A. made our PMA737
"Amplifier of the Year" and for the second year
running aDenon turntable "Turntable of the
year" (
DP45/37).
Despite these impressive awards only you can
be the final judge.
Listed below are Denon dealers nationwide,
we're flying stocks to them as fast as we can.

Hayden Laboratories Ltd.
FREEPOST. ( No stamp required).
Chiltern Hill, Chalfont St. Peter,
Bucks. SL9 9BS.
Tel: Gerrards Cross (0753)888477.

Go and find out why Denon is Better. Better
Built for Better Results.
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ANDANTE
Liszt: Symphony 2 ' Dante', Utah SO/Varujan Kojian ( ACD 85701) (
42m 25s) Music
lovers unfamiliar with Liszt's Dante symphony ( written between 1847 and 1857) will
be surprised to hear just how closely its
harmonies, tonal palette and rhythms echo
Wagner's Dutchman (
premiered 1843). The
central quiet woodwind section in the first
movement, and the harp arpeggios, recall
the Rhineland setting of Siegfried and Gotterdammerung. Both Decca and EMI have
rival versions of this great unbalanced -twopart tone poem, though only Lopez-Cobos
on Decca includes Liszt's optional ending like
this new Utah recording. However, CD track
programming offers a new convenience —
the 54s optional ending is separately
banded. Playing the disc normally gives the
listener a 1m pause between the original
and optional endings, time enough to stop
the player. Programming the player for
tracks 1, 2and 3 presents the work complete
with a brief interval ( depending upon the
player's access time) between the end of the
'Magnificat' and the beginning of the
optional Coda. This Soundstream recording
was made in 1981 in Salt Lake City using
three AKG C414 mics with reinforcement of
harps and choir. The recording chain was
entirely transformerless ( the sleevenote
boasting a rebuilt desk with polypropylene
capacitors). The sound is spacious and dramatically powerful in the bottom octaves.
Good stereo depth is achieved but the
imagery, though stable, is a little hazy. The
miking, and possibly a second recording
session, may be responsible for the discontinuity in perspective between the orchestral
'Inferno' and ' Purgatorio' sections and the
choral ' Magnificat'. Competently performed
and conducted, this is a rewarding CD issue,
showing good use of the medium's programming capabilities A/A•[:1]
David Prâkel
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original instruments or reproductions and a
choir of only 32 voices. It is an excellent
account, with very clear diction, presented in
a lovely warm acoustic, and enhanced by
aopropr.ate ornaments. The balance is natural, soloists especially being well placed. The
sound of the chorus owes more to the
Anglic:an church than to the concert hall, but
this may be no bad thing considering the
nature of the work. The sound is technically
very clear and airy, and is accommodated
with ease by this medium. Very enjoyable,
and solid A material.
Trevor Attewell

Music for trumpet and strings/Stephen
Burns ( tpt)/Burns Ensemble/Stephen Burns
(CD DCA 528) (
43m 2s) The ensemble comprises two violins, viola, cello, contrabass,
Barber: Capricorn Concerto, Essay No.1/
two oboes, bassoon and harpsichord, playCopland: Saga of the Prairies, An Outdoor
ing music bi Baldassare, Clarke, Corelli,
Adventure/Ives: Overture from Third
Purcell, Stanley and Torelli, of which the
Orchestral Set, Pacific SO/Keith Clark ( ACD
Stan13y is a t-anscribed movement from an
85705) (
53m 36s) This well- played coupling
organ voluntary.
of less well-known works by three of AmerAlthough the sound is generally excellent
ica's most important composers shows how
in terms of timbre, the trumpet soloist is too
wide the CD repertoire net is spreading. The
prominent for my taste, standing well to the
Capricorn Concerto is a modern concerto fore with a slightly widened image. As a
grosso for flute, oboe, trumpet and strings.
rest& Ifound his undoubted technical brilThe music is enervating and colourful. Barliance just a little unremitting after some
ber's better known First Essay is given a
40-ocd minutes ( or 23 movements). The
powerful performance with some chilling
surrounding acoustic, on the other hand,
playing from the Pacific SO brass section
seems a trifle flat. Very good music making,
which has a distinctive, nutty tone quality.
though! A/B
Copland's two contributions are evocative,
Trevor Attewell
simple and direct pieces, full of manipulations of jazz and folk elements. The Ives
Saint-Saëns: Symphony 3 Rawsthorne/
Overture is a realisation of a short score by
LPO/Batiz ( CD DCA 524) (
35m 00s) As AK
David Porter. The characteristic whirlpool of
pointed out in his LP review ( 10/84), the
quotations is authentically caught, while the
Guildford Cathedral setting presented many
players have an obvious sympathy for, and
challenges to the sound engineer, who met
understanding of, the piece. Most of the
them with much success. The balance
recordings were made using the Soundbetween the orchestra ( captured in amarvelstream recorder and a simple three-mic
louslir authentic ambience) and the sepul(AKG C414) rig, but the Capricorn Concerto
chrely magnificent organ, is excellently
was made with four Schoeps mics. The
judged. The stereo image is detailed and
sound- stage is expansive, the dynamic
deep. The organ enters impressively but
range wide, while the recording acoustic
gently at first, and then in a bass- unitallowed full voice in the final recorded
blowing climax which should have the hairs
balance ( there are one or two unwanted
standing up on the back of your neck. Yet the
noises). Though the stereophony is not
bass is never boomy or overblown.
classically ' precise', there is an atmosphere
However, there is a ' touchy' overbrightness,
and reality here that is not found in run-ofperhaps due to the venue, which picks up
the-mill recordings. Strongly recommended
and 3.mphasises the odd chair squeak and
music and recording. A*[:1]
page-tLrning. and causes the strings — which
David Prâkel
are sweet generally — to become harsh at
fortissimo. On a purely mercenary note, at a
mere 35m this disc could easily have
included another work. A [: 2]
Sue Hudson

ASV

Handel: Messiah (
extracts)/Patrizia Kwella
(sop)/Thomas Drew ( trbI)/Margaret Cable
(alt)/William Kendall ( ten)/Richard Jackson
(bass)/Stephen Keary ( tpt)/Winchester
BBC ARTIUM
Cathedral Choir/London Handel Orch/Martin Neary ( CD DCA 525) (
55m 29s) Sixteen of
Scriabin: Symphony 3 ' Divine Poem',
the most popular sections of this work are
BBCSO/Pritchard ( BBC CD520) (
49m 03s)
included, performed in authentic style, with 1This is the first BBC CD product, and as such I
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think that greater care should have been
taken over the presentation. The disc is not
banded, running as one 49m track,
despite the three movements. Additionally
the sleevenotes are simple reprints of the LP
sleeve which refer to side 1and 2! And next
time do please include dates and the venue.
The lack of tracks will eventually become a
rod for the BBC's own back when it comes to
broadcast from this disc. The actual content
of the sleevenotes, however, makes up for
any presentation problems — a splendid set
of essays by Dafydd Llywelyn. The recording oat
itself is exemplary: despite the integration of
the orchestral sound there is no lack of
clarity of individual lines, while the brass
sound, in particular, is allowed a very rare
'glare free' brilliance. I've never found such
music particularly satisfactory on vinyl, as
the dynamic swings and great surges of
complex orchestration shuttle recording and
system back and forth into near distortion
with fatiguing results. On CD, by contrast,
the enormous expansion and ' breathing' of
this massively conceived score grows and
relaxes irrespective of the medium of reproduction. This Polygram- produced CD represents a real aiming point for commercial
recording outfits — a full A• is deserved.
David Prâkel

(p)

CAPRICCIO
Beethoven: Symphonies 1-9, Dresden Phil,
etc/Kegel ( 10 001-10 007) (
1 & 2: 60m 09s; 3:
50m 41s; 4 & 9: 105m 54s ( 2 CDs); 5 & 8:
56m 48s; 7 + Coriolan: 51m 19s) 1have
been wavering between expressing admiration at the superb efficiency of these performances, and of the orchestral playing,
and disappointment at the limited imaginative response of the conductor. Herbert
Kegel is best known for his Leipzig/Philips
recordings of Orff, and he is something of a
modern music specialist; he achieves scrupulously balanced textures with his Dresden
players, and there are some telling details.
I'd never noticed the first oboe part, for
instance, bars 15-17 in 8 iv, yet this does
reflect an important motif. Tempi, and repeat
schemes, are always reasonable — except for
the deliberation at ' Freude schdner' in the
'Choral' finale ( somewhat disruptively
paced) — and one is reminded of the old
Konwitschny cycle, though Kegel shows
greater rhythmic integrity. Happily, this East
German production ( 1982-3) can be collected
piecemeal, apart from Nos 4 and 9 ( adouble
pack). The separate CDs couple as in the
heading details. Symphony 7 with Coriolan
was reviewed in Oct ' 84, JC commenting on
the ' power and spaciousness' of the recording. Ifind the Fourth is sharper, more open,
and thereby more impressive than the rest —
there's an empty hall resonance, also something muffled, or murky about the interiors
here. 1quite like the wide front spacing of
soloists in the Ninth: Kolos Kovats, a good
bass, is not unsuitable — ' Evangelical' in
manner — but the tenor has arather feminine
timbre. With new DG recordings from Karajan, ADD transfers from BernsteinNPO, and
Ashkenazy's fine Decca 6 & 7 ( with two
overtures), this first complete cycle is
already seriously challenged. Apart from
background silence, what does £80 really
bring the listener? Iconfess I'd stay with the
older analogue recordings for enjoyment
and illumination — best to start here with just
1/2, and see what you feel. Two final niggles:
pauses of ten and fifteen seconds between
ii/ii in the ' Pastoral' and Eroica' are too
lengthy; cue in 7 iv and you get the tailing
reverberation of the scherzo. A [: 2]
Christopher Breunig

CHANDOS
Brahms: Piano Trios, Borodin Trio ( CHAN
8334/5) (
2 CDs) ( 93m 13s)
Commenting on the relatively distant setting
of piano, and strange respiratory noises
from one of the string players, Inevertheless
83

gave a qualified star rating to the LPs ( Oct
'83). But QM found the reverberant Bloomsbury church acoustic inappropriate, the
piano excessively bellowy, washing over ....
the rough string tone, thin, and close',
severely down- grading to A/B. With my
present arm/cartridge Ican match the excellent Nimbus pressings to these PolyGram
CDs such that, without thinking consciously
about it, the two become easily confused. If
anything the CDs are drier, with huskier
strings, the acoustic is more hollow; Ican
enjoy the LPs at higher, more realistic,
settings, fancying there is less ambience, or
space ' around' each instrument, on CD.
Mostly it is a question of extra cost versus
track convenience here, though Inow feel
the piano is too dissociated from violin and
cello. Performances are very positive, but
still raise misgivings A/B
Christopher Breunig

audition before purchase will tell you if you
disagree. B [: 3/41
David Prákel

the obvious advantages — over its black disc
counterpart. We've a marvellous big- hall
presence here: deep, natural perspectives
and bags of bite, with Oslo brasses not afraid
Stravinsky: Pulcinella Suite, Danses Concer- to show us their teeth. Good, resolute string
tantes, ECO/Gibson ( CHAN 8325) (
43m 35s) I basses and flaring horns hit quite a number
like especially the rumbustious, earthy wit of
of highspots in the finale (
quite an orchestra,
these performances, the bold commedia
this) and were it not for a rather stodgy
colouring from those excellent ECO wind
account of the second movement, Janson's
soloists in Pu/cine/la. Bracing is the word. I reading might well have made it into the top.
still find, though, the fierce, high- profile
six or so recordings. As it is, however, Ican
Chandos sound tiring at the upper end of the
only recommend it in the absence of really
tonal spectrum. In terms of realism, of
top- line competition on CD, though Istill
presence, it is remarkable — you can reach
maintain that we could well be seeing here
out and put your finger on every single
the emergence of aTchaikovsky series to be
instrumental line — but whilst music of this
reckoned with. A
rhythmic pungency ( its pert, spiky sonorities
Edward Seckerson
invariably dominant) does lend itself to
some degree of sonic magnification. Iam
DECCA
still not at all sure that what Chandos have
given us here isn't afraction too larger-thanBartok: Piano Concerto 3/Prokofiev: Piano
life for its own good. Sample first if you can.
Concerto 3, Ashkenazy/LPO/Solti/LSO/PreHarty: Piano Concerto, In Ireland, With the
B/A
vin ( 411 969-2) 152m 38s) At four and nine
Wild Geese, Malcolm Binns ( pno), Ulster
Edward Seckerson
years old respectively, these are both ana0/Thomson ( CHAN 8321) 167m 7s) Too
logue recordings, which is my excuse for
much Rachmaninov, not enough Harty. That
Tchaikovsky: Piano Trio in A- minor, Borodin
disagreeing with the old QM assessments,
seems to be the general consensus on the
Trio ( CHAN 8348) 148m 10s) The soulful
especially of the Prokofiev. To my ears this
Piano Concerto, and Imust say that Iagree.
certainly seems below the confirmed A/A*
motto theme sings out fervently in the
All Harty's best music finds him lost in
broadest possible legato. In less committed
rating ( CB Sep ' 75), with hiss, background
reverie for his homeland; the ache in the
hands it could all sound hopelessly portenrumble and a thick bass. The piano is very
lyrical writing, the effortless floridity of his
tous. But there you have the wonder of this
forward and wide in the balance, and a
typically Irish brogue. These are the
whole reading, areading in which the innate
double- bass blows raspberries sharp- right.
moments to treasure and there just aren't
slavonic melancholy runs deep indeed,
The violins could be sweeter too. The Bartok
enough of them in this elaborate but somewhere heavy, old-fashioned rubatos someis much more refined, although KD's original
what inconsequential piece of extravagance.
how always ring true, where the heart is
A/A* (
Mar ' 81) was taken down to an A by
No, With the Wild Geese— stirring in resplenopenly, unashamedly, gloriously, worn on
QM. Here the bass is just as constipated, but
dent Ulster Hall sound ( stunning percussion
the sleeve. Soundwise, I can detect no
the remainder is beautifully open and realispresence) — easily romps away with the
dramatic difference between the silver and
tic, with clarity and body to the violins and a
show, while the real essence of Harty can be
black disc formats, save the usual advanstrong stereo image. The piano here is in
found encapsulated in the lovely flute solos
tages of the former. Violin and cello are
more natural balance. Hiss is apparent on
of In Ireland — now plaintive, now jaunty ( the
searingly well caught: a big, immediate
both, as is a slightly squashed dynamic
UO's Colin Fleming in big, breathy, closesound for players big in tone and spirit. Alas,
range. So for myself it's an A/B for the
up). DH drew attention on black disc to a Imust reiterate my disappointment in the
Bartok and C for the Prokofiev, but Iwouldn't
degree of fierceness in the upper frequenpiano sound. The poor relation, indeed: a argue with the performance rating of E1*1 for
cies. Yes, that's a common Chandos shortrather hollow, colourless presence in the
both Concertos.
coming and perhaps no surprise, given the
lower dynamics, clangerous in fortissimo.
Sue Hudson
extreme high level at which they generally
On balance, Ithink Iwould still opt for the
appear to lay open their mic faders. But I Perlman/Harrel/Ashkenazy version on EMI.
Haydn: Symphony 94 ' Surprise', Symphony
don't find it especially bothersome here.
Less idiomatic, less darkly contemplative,
100 ' Military', LPO/Solti ( 411 897-2) 147m
Indeed, Ithink it churlish to carp at all when
maybe, but a rich, gratifying account, utterly
46s) Reviewing the vinyl in Dec 1984, PB had
Wild Geese, in particular, presents us with so
exhilarating in the hard- to- sustain variations
praise for the ' Military' symphony which
remarkably vivid, deep and imposing an
which, unlike the Borodins, they give without
'would come near the top of its class', but
image. Ifancy I'll be showing off the CD to
cuts. A/B
was not impressed by the ' Surprise'. Imostly
visitors. A
share his impressions: although Ifeel less
Edward Seckerson
Edward Seckerson
antagonistic to the recording of 94 than he
did, Ihave reservations about using large
Tchaikovsky: Music for Cello and Orchestra
orchestras for this repertory ( see the DG
Shostakovich: Violin Sonata/Schnittke:
(inc. Variations on a Rococo Theme Op.33Bernstein CD review of Symphonies 88 and
Violin Sonata No.1, Sonata in the Olden
original version), Wallfisch/ECO/Simon
92). Within the limits of large string sections
Style, Edlina ( pno)/Dubinsky ( yin) ( CHAN
(CHAN 8347) (
47m 43s) Making excellent use
this is avery good recording with abeautiful
8343) 170m 32s) The ruthless glare of Brian
of the lively, but not over- reverberant, acousbalance between the wind and strings and
Couzens' mics, the uncompromisingly lartic of St Barnabas, Finchley — anew venue to
an acoustic which ( on CD) carries well and
ger- than- life immediacy, is somehow
me — this is a typically clean- edged, crisplyblurs nothing. The stage is large, but scaled
entirely appropriate to the bleak, joyless
focused Chandos effort. It's a pity the otherto the performances, which are energetic
vision of the Shostakovich and the concenwise agreeable balance is marred by the
and dramatically driven and the pp contrasts
trated, forcefully argued, often bizarre,
up-front placing of the cello, which inevitably
are quite breathtaking. A rating confirmed.
Schnittke ( see review 2/84 & interview 4/84).
obscures a lot of the orchestral accompaniBenedict Sarnaker
We are spared nothing of the ugliness — the
ment, especially when the soloist attacks a
edgy, gut- on- string aggression of the
forte passage.
'Liebestraum': Romantic piano, various
demented Shostakovich allegretto, for instAlthough the woodwinds gamely manage composers/various pianists ( 411 934-2)
ance. These aren't easy sounds to submit to.
to ' peep over the top', the quiet strings in the
(62m 16s) The works are pretty much a
Nor should they be. Stark, penetrating. Great
popular Andante Cantabile, for instance, are
'hundred best tunes' collection, played by
performances. A/B
quite lost at normal listening levels. To its four distinguished soloists — Ashkenazy,
Edward Seckerson
credit, the recording is airy and vibrant, and
Bolet, de Larrocha and Lupu. One band was
at least errs on the side of understatement,
digitally recorded, the remainder are anaStrad Jazz, Nigel Kennedy ( yin) Peter Pettinthe solo instrument never becoming aggreslogue tapes dating from 1972 onwards. The
ger ( pno) ( CHAN 8350) (
54m 57s) It should be
sively overpowering. Indeed, the cello sound
differences between the various instruments
explained that this disc is the outcome of an
is very fine, mellow and full in tone, although
and their locations are clear, and it appears
after-hours jam session recorded sponclose miking reveals Raphael Wallfisch's that concert pianos are not so standard in
taneously without rehearsal and presented
sniffles as well as it does the lovely tone of size after all. In fact, some of these pianos
without editing. How you take to this recordthe instrument. He gives good performwere too wide for my sitting room, and
ing will depend entirely on how you feel
ances, if not quite matching Rostropovich in
although their backgrounds were very quiet
about the public display of self-indulgence.
the Rococo Variations, although they are they also had a mite of added fuzz. The
Kennedy wallows in Grappelli's description
offered here for the first time in the original
all- digital model was more sharply focused,
of him as ' his musical grandson' even
1876 score, thanks to the scholarly efforts of though perhaps a fraction ' cuppy' in the
enclosing a talismanic photograph of GrapGeoffrey Simon. A pity that his and the
upper octaves. Pleasant listening, but Imust
pelli and the young Kennedy. But where
ECO's contribution to the disc — which is well
stick at B.
Grappelli is light, and capable of turning his
mastered, incidentally — take a back seat in
Trevor Attewell
violin ' on a dime' Ifind Kennedy in contrast
what is otherwise an enjoyable collection B.
heavy handed, inelegant in his slides,
Peter Herring
Mahler: Das Lied von der Erde, Ferrier/
scratchy in bowing ( unhelped by the ' macroPatzak/VPO/Walter (4 ( 414 194-2) (
60m 19s)
focus' of the miking) and, worst of all,
A 1952 classic of the mono era, this is
capable of some ear-wincingly flat intonaTchaikovsky: Symphony 5, Oslo PO/Janobviously let down on technical grounds by
tion and drooping pitch. I find this disc
sons ( CHAN 8351) (
43m 14s) Once again this
its age. But that just doesn't matter, given
inelegant and all too self-indulgent; personal
Chandos silver produces only advantages —
the excellence of the performance, made just
8.1
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one year before Ferrier's tragically early
death from cancer. Der Abscheid could
almost be her own. Walter adopts a generally brisk tempo, but the depth of feeling is
immediately apparent. And Ferrier's rich,
astonishingly dark-timbred, voice is ideally
suited. Recommended to go between the
CBS/Sony Walter and the DG Giulini on your
CD shelf. Now Decca, how about issuing the
Bernstein VP0 recording on CD? H* [: 1*1
John Atkinson
Mozart: Horn Concertos 1-4, Barry Tuckwell/ECO ( 410 284-2) (
52m 12s) Extracted
from Tuckwell's recent three- record set of
Mozart's music for horn, this single disc of
the concertos is a handy issue for CD
enthusiasts. In this format the sound is not
quite so impressive, as the expected transparency of textures does not materialise. For
the first concerto, K412, the horn is rather
plump and muffled, but in the others it is
well captured, though set too close. Ifound
the volume setting critical but had to use the
first movement of K495 ( track 3) to assess
the best level for comfortable listening,
rather than K412. BIC
Doug Hammond
Sousa: 'Stars and Stripes Forever' — 15
Marches, PJBE/Howarth ( 410 290-2) (
39m
50s) Coming after the infectious ' Peaches
and Cream' Sousa CD ( see MMG Dec ' 84)
this is rather a disappointment. It's not that
the performance isn't impeccable, but it
lacks the drive and panache of the American
recording. This collection is composed
entirely of Marches and is played in traditional British brass- band style, whereas the
Cincinnati Pops added strings to fill out the
sound, and Tangos and Waltzes to vary the
music. The recording, made in the revered
Kingsway Hall, is excellent, with a warm
brass sound, natural ambience, and a deep,
true stereo image. Sadly, though, the high
frequencies seem muted, which robs the
ensemble of its sparkle, just as the restrained
bass reduced the ' oomph'. Generally, a
worthy CD, but lacking in the requisite
Yankeedoodledandyism. B [: 2]
Sue Hudson

what thin- sounding strings. Indeed, the
image, generally, is rather two-dimensional,
with little apparent depth. Goodish, then, but
no more than that. B [ 1/2]
Ivor Humphreys
Stravinsky: The Rake's Progress, Langridge/
Pope/Ramey/Dean/Walker/Dobson/London
Sinfonietta Chorus and Orchestra/Chailly
(411 644-2) (
2CDs) ( 135m 18s) Reviewing the
black this month, ES feels the recording,
though ' a little on the sharp side', is nevertheless appropriate to the character of the
work, and that it is better recorded, more
revealing than Stravinsky's own on CBS (
ie,
the second recording Stravinsky made of his
opera). On CD, at least, the top end is
certainly not over- emphasised — rather it is
nicely integrated — but in most other respects
I concur with ES. It probably is better
recorded than the CBS, but that has an
analytical quality which I think actually
suited the work better, for all its artificiality.
The miking means that diction here is not
always what it could be ( and Chailly's tempi
are frequently just a little too forward-thrusting to reveal the subtleties of Stravinsky's
harmonic potency and momentum). Sound
effects are splendidly done (
eg. Baba
smashing her possessions; the idiotic
stones-to- bread machine; the card game).
All things considered, though, this is a most
welcome issue. Excellent documentation — a
paragon of thoroughness and usefulness. A
[1] as the LP.
Ivor Humphreys

DG

Beethoven: Symphony 9, Janet Perry/Agnes
Baltsa/Vinson Cole/Jose van Dam/Vienna
Singverein/BPO/Karajan (410 987-2) (
65m
52s) Hopes that this would be aculminatory
Ninth were not fulfilled. The slow movement
is distinctly unmemorable, and much of the
opening movement passes through Karajan's hands as the complexities of Rubik's
cube might be manipulated by a nine- yearold. The scherzo has a sinister power —
glorious string playing in the trio — and the
double fugue in the finale is impressive.
Preferable to the three other modern recordings on CD, even so ( but not the Furtwängler/
Strauss: Also sprach Zarathustra, Till Bayreuth, new on HMV) distant and dim as
Eulenspiegel, Don Juan, CSO/Solti (414 043- sound. The choral reproduction is foggy, and
2) (
63m 2s) Let's get the black mark out of the the solo voices do not appear as shown in
way first: no way are these recordings, made the booklet photograph — this is the soundin 1973 and 1975, from digital masters. track of a Telemondial film, made in the
PolyGram's ADD code on the back of the box
Philharmonie with an audience present. In
comes clean on the matter, but a proofing the 1977 Ninth the microphones picked up
oversight has left Decca's ' Digital' logo stray voices in the choir, and the solo singers
emblazoned on the front, where it matters. were over- amplified. But this goes too far in
That said, this generous programme, origi- the opposite direction. Five index points; the
nally billed on a red velvet coloured sleeve last for the baritone's entry. A slipcase is
as ' The Richard Strauss Album' wears its ten provided for these Karajan Beethoven CDs.
years remarkably well. Perhaps there is a B/C
suspicion of tightness in the cymbals at the
Christopher Breunig
opening of Also sprach, but the organ shakes
the floorboards as it should, and balance is Bizet: Carmen highlights, Baltsa/Carreras/
credible. Imuch prefer the touch of glassi- van Dam/Ricciarelli/BPO/Karajan (413 322ness in the divisi strings in the 'Von den 2) (
63m 28s) This pretty standard selection
Hinterweltern' section to the glaring chrome from Karajan's 3- CD set of the ' complete'
too often evident latterly from this source. opera fairly represents the qualities, both
Fabulous performances; the energy sounds good and less good, of that performance and
real instead of forced. B
recording. The sound is effective but does
Andrew Keener not convey the reality or immediacy of a
stage performance: the relationship of
Stravinsky: Symphony in C, Symphony in 3,
soloists and orchestra is not firmly estabSuisse Romande/Dutoit (414 272-2) (
49m
lished and the chorus is somewhat recessed;
03s) Reissued from 1982, all- digital and
the strings are glossy and, at times, overrecorded at Victoria Hall, Geneva, this is
recorded, even though the digital process
welcome if only to expand the choice of can easily cope with their dynamic extremes.
non-standard Stravinsky on CD (The Rake's Some dialogue is retained but its recorded
Progress belongs in this category too, of
acoustic is ill- matched to that of the music. B
course — see below). The Suisse Romande
Doug Hammond
plays well enough for Dutoit but although
the approaches are tidy and generally
Chopin: Polonaises 1-6, Polonaise-Fantasy
secure. Ifeel they just miss that motor- driven
in A-flat, Maurizio Pollini ( 413 795-2) (
61m
forward- moving precision which conductors
03s) In Dec ' 76 Iwrote of Pollini's Chopin as
such as Boulez or Colin Davis have imparted
austere and concentrated in argument —
elsewhere; Stravinsky occupies time like no
0p40/1 a ' valiant' masterpiece in his hands.
Later AK rightly expressed concern over the
other composer. Isuspect that Dutoit could
produce more convincing results with his
lack of ' human struggle', or surging vitality
to inform these readings. Turn to RubinMontreal players. The recording is rather
strident at the top end, with up-front, somestein's RCA set and you get a different
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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approach to the music altogether, of course.
The vehemence of attack must have posed
problems for the engineers, and their ( analogue) recording was rather close and twodimensional. The CD is close- matched;
tonally it is perhaps less rounded and
immediate, but listeners may well prefer it
(and not just for access convenience and
longevity) — No.3 sounds abit less relentless
here! A
Christopher Breunig
Haydn: Symphonies 88 and 92 'Oxford',
VPO/Bernstein ( 413 777-2) (
52m 30s) These
performances were recorded during a live
concert. They are delightfully free of audience noises and capture the natural acoustic
of the hall splendidly. In terms of what the
engineers ( or Leonard Bernstein?) wanted,
the recording of the orchestra is also very
veristic. Idoubt, however, that it will give
much joy to many listeners, for the balance
chosen is that which a conductor would
hear: strings spread right across the stage
and strongly overbalancing the winds. Matters are exacerbated by picking up all the
metallic sheen of modern ( metal- strung)
violins, as though the mics were tilted
down to pick up all the violin sounds fromjust above the bridge. This could be digital
tizz, but Idoubt it. Combined with the grossly
oversized ( for Haydn!) forces of the VPO, the
result is harsh and elephantine. There are
moments of musical felicity, but moments
do not make a symphony, so, whilst not
entirely lacking in musical virtues, this can
hardly be recommended as the first choice
recording for these works. B
Benedict Sarnaker
Mozart: Symphonies 38 ' Prague' and 39,
VPO/Biihm (413 735-2) (
54m 30s) As I
thought would be the case, a far happier
Mozart coupling than the VPO/Bernstein alldigital 39/40. A big, broad sound here, with
good spread, and some hall resonances;
tymps in 39 altogether nicer than in Bernstein's live alternative. With a ' piggyback' CD
on top, this was virtually indistinguishable
from the LP and, if this is not contradictory,
the Compact Disc sounded ashade ' cleaner'.
Cueing all the intermediate index points
clipped well into the respective opening
chords, on aMarantz 63B ( which Ifind needs
all of three hours' warm up time to give of its
best!).
Biihm, surprisingly, gives both outer
movements of the ' Prague' ( i) at a real lick
with exposition repeats); these are discounted in No.39. Some idiosyncratic
details, but in these Mozart recordings the
VP0 sounds as relaxed and unpretentious as
a person speaking in natural dialect. Lovely.
A
Christopher Breunig
Mozart: Symphonies 40 and 41 'Jupiter',
VPO/Biihm (413 547-2) (
55m 15s) As with the
LP, not quite as successful as the 38/39
coupling ( above); tuttis tend to harshness, or
confusion ( multi-miking consequence?), and
the sound is less open and immediate.
Performances, too, are more controversial —
details like the slowed linking crotchets at
the double- bar- line in 40 ( i) ( the only outermovement exposition repeat observed on
this CD), and a very stern, unsmiling
approach to 41 ( i). The majestic pacing of the
'Jupiter' finale — astrong attacking account —
is more likeable than Biihm's very low tempo
in 40 ( i), though even there the internal
balancing is masterly. B
Christopher Breunig
Mozart: Piano Concertos 27, K595 and 7,
K246, Rudolf Serkin/LSO/Abbado ( 410 0352) (
56m 46s) Both these spacious and atmospheric recordings were made using boundary effect microphones mounted on Perspex
sheets in front of the orchestra as the main
stereo pair. Recording notes suggest that a
coincident pair of conventional cardioids
was used on the Steinways favoured by Mr
Serkin. Concerto No.7 is the odd one out of
the recent Abbado/Serkin recordings, having
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been made in Watford Town Hall rather than
in Kingsway Hall ( which, at the time of these
recordings, was very near the end of its
availability as a recording venue). There is a
distinct difference between the orchestral
sounds from the two venues on this disc,
though both sound slightly hollow, with a
trace of upper treble hardness. However, the
spaciousness and clarity is appreciated and
DG must be thanked for their recent changes
in mic techniques and types. The Kingsway
recording is a little ' fruity', while the Watford
No.7 sparkles, yet is slightly more distant;
both have alittle additional reinforcement on
basses and ' cellos. The pianos in each case
are balanced a little closely for concert- hall
realism, but the effect is not gross. Rewarding performances. Two versions of agood A
rating.
David Prákel

Paganini: 24 Capricci for violin, Shlomo
Mintz ( 415 043-2) (
71m 13s) Mintz at times
delights with his impudent command of the
bravura demands. Yet, much as Itell myself
that Paganini was probably the Liberace of
his day, Ifind in these performances abit too
much ' Minto Shmolz' — there's a post Kreisler sweetness that seems too indiscreet,
especially after Accardo's definitive set
(regrettably now cut down to one ' Signature'
LP reissue). The sostenuto, No.6, is less
persuasively managed, and lapses such as
the flashy scales in 5, the schmalzy 3, and 21
'Amoroso', must be set against the virtuosity
of 17 and 22, the charm of Mintz' enunciation
of the ' South Bank Show' theme, No.24 — the
crown of his set.
The recording is close, the acoustic fairly
dry, and this gives lower registers a thick,
chesty quality. With this all- digital CD Idon't
sense any real definition of the space around
the soloist. A/B
Christopher Breunig
Puccini: Manon Lescaut, Freni/Domingo/
Bruson/Philharmonia & Chorus of ROH/
Sinopoli (413 893-2) (
123m 22s) ( 2 CDs) So,
the ill-fated Royal Opera House Manon Lescaut did have a happy ending after all.
Freni's eleventh- hour availability has a lot to
do with it, of course — I haven't heard
anything better from her in years — but
Domingo is in prime condition and the
controversial Sinopoli has reined- in on the
pernickety expressive mannerisms ( unlike JF
Icannot, I'm afraid, take that Macbeth) and
propels the proceedings forward with flair
and high dynamism. I enjoyed him. The
recording is slightly curious. Voices are well
integrated, just as they would be in the opera
house — sometimes too well integrated, just
as they would be in the opera house. But
unusually for Kingsway Hall ( this was one of
the last productions to make use of the grand
old venue) the reverberation sounds a bit
unruly to me. Unruly and even alittle phoney
at times. Iwonder why? Tonal responses are
wide and full-blooded but the top is not kind
in the triple- fortes to either voices or orchestra. No matter, it is as good a sounding
Manon as we'vê got, Freni is cherishable
and, come Act 3, heart-rending in the title
role. What a great and durable career hers
has proved. B/A
Edward Seckerson
Respighi: Pines of Rome, Fountains of
Rome, Ancient Airs and Dances Suite Ill,
BPO/Karajan ( 413 822-2) (
59m 7s) Karajan
with a capital K in scores tailor-made for his
showy Berliners. The image ( 1978 vintage) is
cinematically plushy and panoramic — shimmering and seductive in the heavily perfumed numbers; imposing, if a little washy,
in the big set- pieces like ' Trevi' of the
Fountains and the ' Pines' of the Appian Way
(never, by the way, have I heard such
awesome trombones in this number; pity
about the unfortunate lapse in co-ordination
near the close. Reverb delay or misread
beat?). Istill don't hear as much definition or
feel as much foundation as Iwould like in the
III- 11 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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string basses, and for that reason alone I
would still favour Dutoit's marginally more
immediate Montreal disc. There you get
Feste Romane, too — a deal more generous
(and logical) than the somewhat fleshy
rendition of Ancient Airs and Dances Suite Ill
which DG have added here from an earlier
(1973) Karajan programme. A/B
Edward Seckerson

Verdi: II Trovatore, Domingo/Plowright/
Fassbaender/Zancanaro/Nesterenko/Ch &
Orch of St Cecilia Nat Academy/Giulini ( 413
355-2) ( 3CDs) (
139m) JE rated this Trovatore
A:1* in his January LP review, and there is
certainly much to admire here, especially the
superb dramatic singing, which, with Giulini's slow tempi, goes some way towards
justifying the large-scale, very reverberant
and somewhat distant setting. The soloists
come over very well in this ambience, but
the orchestra loses some of its detail and
impact. Violins tend to sound wispy and the
deeper bass lacks the weight which can
underline the drama so effectively. The shortened Davis/Philips version, also available on
CD ( 2/85), sounds rich and well- focused in
comparison, but the Giulini gives a freer
vocal sound and more spaciousness. A split
rating expresses my reservations about the
orchestral sound quality. A/B
Sue Hudson
Vierne: Carillon de Westminster/Widor:
Symphony 5 in f/Simon Preston ( org) ( 413
438-2) (
44m 12s) A rather short and not
particularly enterprising programme, one
feels, nor is it ideally suited to the Westminster Abbey organ, though the instrument
serves well enough. It Iam unenthusiastic
about the contents the reverse is true of the
performance, which displays Preston's
assured command to the full. The sound is
very much wall-to-wall ( why must all organs
be expanded to RFH proportions?), but
otherwise the impression is pretty realistic,
particularly in terms of dynamic range and
frequency extension. The balance could be a
little more distant with advantage, but is
perfectly acceptable. Ican settle for A
Trevor Attewell
Wagner: Tannhauser Overture & Bacchanale, Mastersingers Act 3 Prelude, Tristan
Prelude & Liebestod, BPO/Karajan ( 413 7542) (
49m 41s) Karajan's Wagner now suggests
the manner of the later Toscanini/NBC readings, especially in the introspective study of
Sachs. This is the most penetrating item here
(the Tristan excerpts, for all their technical
control, quite lack the smouldering, yearning
qualities to be found in Knappertsbusch's
VPO recording); however, unlike Toscanini,
Karajan cuts the music abruptly, without a
resolving cadence to soothe the ear. The
'Bacchanale' would be tinglingly exciting in
the concert hall, but this CD has a synthetic
make-up, and the shrillness and nasality of
strings disturb too frequently. At best, one
can almost ' look into', or down upon the
orchestra in the Philharmonie auditorium,
but these glimpses are spasmodic, and the
music seems to get louder by giant steps, or
notches. You should not have to ' persevere'
with a modern recording, but that is the
feeling here. Indexing at points 2, 3, 4,
clipped the opening notes on my machine.
B/D
Christopher Breunig

EMI
The Academy — By Request: Music by Bach,
Borodin, Gluck, Grieg, Handel & Schubert/
ASM/Marriner/(CDC 7 47027 2) (
48m 41s) A
collection of ten evergreens, impeccably
played ( as ever) by the Academy. EMI have
achieved an excellent balance, in which all
the detail is clearly defined, including the
harpsichord and organ continuos, the
importance of which is often underestimated
by producers. The imaging is secure, and the
sound preserves both the sweetness and the

edge of string instruments, though it verges
very marginally on the abrasive in the tutti.
There is nothing here to place any real strain
on the medium, of course, and certainly not
on the listener! A
Trevor Attewell

Verdi: Four Sacred Pieces, Auger/Swedish
Rad Ch/Stockholm Cham Ch/BPO/Muti
(CDC 7470662) (
40m 23s) BS granted A:1/2
to the LP of these late Verdi pieces for a
recording which he regarded as ' overall a
fine achievement' ( 2/84). That still seems a
fair summary here, except that the sound is a
little dim and the stereo somewhat swimmy.
Of course, this can easily happen to such
music heard ' live' in ahall or church, but Idid
feel an urge to lift the treble a little — until
discovering that the whole thing becomes
much more alive if some of the recorded
ambience is pulled round to sides and rear
by means of the Hafler rear speaker trick.
Otherwise, doubts are offset by some very
impressive deep bass, plus wide dynamics in
the Stabat Mater and Te Deum, while Arleen
Auger's modestly recessed brief solo in the
latter shows a proper regard for scale and
perspective, emphasised by the manner in
which the subsequent choral and orchestral
climaxes overwhelm one. A/B
John Crabbe
Vivaldi: The Four Seasons (
0p8/1-4), AnneSophie Mutter/VPO/Karajan ( CDC 747043 2)
(39m 17s) I prefer the vinyl disc of this
performance, although there's not a great
deal in it; the sound struck me as just a little
less immediate on CD. However, the digital
recording of both has been well- managed,
and this must rank high among accounts of
this popular music. The main problem here
lies in the difference in focus of the orchestral sound between the two recordings;
perhaps the divergences result from differences in the mixing, but the curiously
unstandard code ' DAD' ( standing for Digital
recording, Analogue mixing and Digital playback) shown in the documentation doesn't
exactly clarify the processing used. A/B
Stephen Daw

L'OISEAU-LYRE
Mozart: Exsultate Jubilate K165(158a), Regina coeli K108(74d). Ergo interest (
K143(73a),
Regina coeli K127, Emma Kirkby/Westminster Cathedral Boys/Chorus and Orch of
Academy of Ancient Music/Hogwood ( 411
823-2) (
46m 54s) Apologies for misprinting
the record number in our review of the black
last December ( p143). Kirkby enthusiasts like
myself will not have heeded KD's wish for
something more full-blooded. True, her
approach is essentially an instrumental one,
largely eliminating vibrato. But the purity of
line and ( generally) fabulous precision of
enunciation and pitch continue to leave me
open-mouthed. KD made no mention of the
recorded sound other than to note the rather
dry string tone of the AAM. Well that, too, is
down to taste! On CD, at least, the perspectives, tonal qualities and general ' dimensions' of these recordings leave little to ask,
and are strongly recommended. A*/A [: 1*]
Ivor Humphreys

PHILIPS
Handel: 12 Concerti Grossi Op6, ASM/Iona
Brown ( 410 048-2) (
3CDs) ( 169m 08s) Iprefer
the CD sound to that of the LP in these
performances, although obviously these preferences may not be everybody's, and part of
the problem in comparison is that one
simply cannot test one's alternatives on
identical equipment. My impression is that
the focus is clearer and the string- sound
fresher here, with aresult that reminds me of
live performances by the Academy.
However, some listeners might prefer the
more sweet-toned, slightly less immediately
'digital' sound of the LPs, and on some
playback equipment the differences might
87
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Troyanos/McCracken/BSO & Chorus/
Ozawa (412 511-2) ( 2 CDs) ( 110m 39s) The
immediacy and presence of this 1979 live
Mussorgsky: Boris Godounov, Vedernikov/ production is in itself intoxicating. From a
Piavko/Arkhipova/Masurok/USSR TV & front- row seat in the stalls one is drawn right
Radio Chorus & Orchestra/Fedoseyev (412 into the very centre of Schoenberg's massive
281-2) ( 3 CDs) ( 198m 7s) Turn up your orchestral apparatus, savouring evocative
volume to a decent level for the orchestral textural refinements that are a constant
introduction and the first local entry will tribute to Ozawa's imaginative and finely
knock you sideways. Yes, the voices do loom tuned ear. Occasionally, the sheer scale of
large indeed in this erratic Soviet Radio Schoenberg's sound tapestry is diminished
production and that Ican live with. If only the by our close proximity: the clatter of his
balances were more consistent, though, if agitated massed brass, for instance, does
only the levels and perspectives weren't tend to contract the image in the biggest
subject to constant fluctuation. Just listen, tuttis. And some may find the upper frefor instance, to the way in which the string quency sheen a little too CD- bright for
sound wells up at the close of the Dmitri/ comfort. For sheer physical impact, though,
Marina duet: you can almost hear the faders for a performance vocally and orchestrally
so accomplished, this is wonderful.
opening and so on.
Some impressive noises are forthcoming, McCracken has always come in for a lot of
though, with choral climaxes cleanly stick on account of his raw, throaty, highly
accommodated in the first and last scenes individual timbre. But the unstinting
(perhaps one of these days we'll enjoy a intensity of his singing still excites. Norman
'Coronation' which doesn't groan under the is incomparable, and Troyanos in majestic
clatter of all those obligatory bells) and it is voice for the 'Wood Dove' solo. Ishall return
good, of course, to hear for once an authen- now to 'The Wild Hunt of the Summer Wind'
tic Russian account of Mussorgsky's marvel- and that stunning final chorus. Nothing quite
lous score in its starkly imposing original like C- major, is there? A
Edward Seckerson
version. So much stronger, so much better
focused, without Rimsky's glittering embellishments.
Schubert: Complete Symphonies, ASM/
Casting, on the other hand, is a little hit
Marriner (412 176-2) ( 6CDs) ( 367m 16s) The
and miss, the overall direction of maestro
first CD case contains Symphonies 1-6, the
Fedoseyev, competent but never inspiring
second has material quite unique to this
(will Iever forget Abbado?). In the title role
cycle: Brian Newbould's completion of the
Vedernikov is pure old-school Bolshoi —
'Unfinished', orchestral fragments, and a
undeniably authoritative but disconcertingly
realisation of the Seventh. If you don't like
rusty of voice; forever heaving from beneath
the Rosamunde '
Entr'acte' as finale to the
the note in the upper register. As Marina,
Eight, then CD allows you to program an
Arkhipova — undeterred by a Russian tenor
option I enjoyed: movements i
iii- ii ( like
whose Dmitri could curdle milk in the ' Polish'
Bruckner 9). The highlights of Marriner's set
scene — all but steals the show, and whilst
are an irresistibly buoyant Third, and avery
the supporting roles are variable, what they
beautiful account of the ' Unfinished' slow
lack in finish, they certainly make up for in
movement; the imposing dignity of the
authenticity. Definitely hear before buying.
'Tragic' introduction is memorable too. In
We still await the ideal Boris. B
Eight ( i) Marriner is warmer in intent than in
Edward Seckerson
the early symphonies — you do need your
Beecham, Kleiber, Sawallisch black discs as
Prokofiev: Peter & the Wolf/Tchaikovsky: well! — but the waywardness of the music
Nutcracker Suite, Terry Wogan/Boston seems to get the better of him. And the Ninth
Great C- major'— no expectaPops/Williams (412 559-2) ( 48m 27s) Stan- proves anot — '
dard Peter and the Wolf engineering with tions are aroused by the introduction, the
allegro
starts
out
at an eccentrically fast
Prokofiev's colourful instrumental ' characters' discreetly wheeled downstage from a tempo (though workable in Munch's famous
deep roomy acoustic. Tonally speaking, sil- Boston Ninth), but the coda goes the other
ver and black disc formats ( both first rate) way; WO proves sluggish, ( iv) is very sucare eminently compatible and, as Isay in my cessful.
These are typical ASM Philips digital
more detailed LP review ( p99), Wogan —
as slick as ever — gives the standard text a recordings. Made between June '81—Jan '84
new lease of life with his cheeky and collo- they reflect that long span, with some variaquial up-datings. The Williams Nutcracker tions in balance perspectives, A/B gradings
Suite is pretty routine, so you might just improving to A for the later sessions.
prefer to hang on for a CD of the recent Reviewing the separately available coupling
Perlman/Mehta account of the Prokofiev. of Nos 4 & 5 ( 410 045-2), DGP noted the
Different ( younger kids maybe?) but no less thickening of tuttis, resonant recordings
engaging, and much more happily twinned which do not focus the orchestra in any
with the ubiquitous Saint-Saëns menagery. conceivable setting. At best, in No.8, you do
get a tier-seat view, looking down into the
A
Edward Seckerson orchestra, and in No.9 there is afair degree
of space around the instruments. Excellent
Rimsky-Korsakov: Scheherazade, VPO/Pre- value at 61m per disc, and an attractive
vin ( 411 479-2) ( 46m 10s) Maybe there is package in many ways.
Christopher Breunig
plenty of life still, in the bargain- label recordings of Beecham, Kletzki, or Monteux, but for
CD to want the most modern sound producTchaikovsky
1812 Overture, Romeo and
tion is understandable. In the June ' 83
Juliet, Dances from Eugen Onegin and The
'Quality Monitor', Previn's weighty digital
Oprichnik, Boston SO/ROH Orch/Davis (411
recording of Scheherazade, though knocked
448-2) ( 56m 27s) More generous by far
down apeg to A/A*, was much preferred to
the Kondrashin Compact Disc. ES had raved (some 18m) than the black disc equivalent. Philips have borrowed here from Davis'
over the ' depth and spread' ( certainly
1977 Opera Ballet Music disc with the Royal
impressive facets of this CD transfer), but it
Opera House Orchestra ( non-digital): perwas felt that areally coherent acoustic space
had lost out to the conveniences of multi- formances of infectious rhythmic vitality and
miking. Ienjoyed the sumptuous/voluptuous zest. Soundwise, though, the newer Boston
recordings ( again non-digital) are marginally
playing of the VPO, but still find neither of
riper; immediate but well-ventilated with
Previn's recordings sufficiently sharply charbags of fibre in the lower strings and percusacterised. What surprised me here are the
sion. Very exciting in the dramatic allegros of
assertively masculine violin solos ( Rainer
the 1812, so fresh and alive in Davis' hands.
Küchl). This story-teller has five o'clock shaThe big novelty of Davis' recording, of
dow! A
course, is the presence of chorus and organ
Christopher Breunig
for both appearances of the old Tsarist
anthem. No cellos for the opening here, yet
more excitement at the close, which is just
Schoenberg: Gurrelieder, Norman/

be less marked, obviously. A/A*
Stephen Daw
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about as tumultuous as you are ever likely to
hear it. Impossible, really, to contain convincingly all those rowdy superimposed bells
and cannons, but CD manages it more
adequately than black disc. Romeo and
Juliet is abit on the tepid, four-square side,
but again the sound is possessed of a
wholesome bloom. A
Edward Seckerson

REFERENCE
Tafelmusik: works by Handel, Pachelbel,
Bach, Purcell, Vivaldi, Telemann, Tafelmusik
(RR- 13 CD) (46m 56s) Reference Recordings
are a small Californian company roughly
equivalent to Britain's Hyperion or Meridian.
Run by ex- The Absolute Sound reviewer
Tam Henderson, they have the twin benefits
of a clear-cut purist recording philosophy
and an ' in-house' engineer, Keith Johnson,
who has developed an extremely high performance analogue tape recorder. Their
black discs have been very highly recommended in this magazine — their Berlioz
Symphonie Fantastique was given an A*
rating by John Crabbe — and although they
say that they are not convinced by CD in
absolute terms, they can't ignore it, hence
the appearance of their catalogue on silver.
Tafelmusik are Canada's leading small
baroque ensemble. Performing on original
instruments, they turn in charming readings
of some of the best-known baroque ' hits':
The Entrance of the Queen of Sheba, a
selection from the Water Music, '
that' Canon
(with its gigue), some of Purcell's incidental
music to Abdelazer, '
that' JS Bach Air,
Vivaldi's ' La Notte' concerto for recorder and
bassoon, etc. Probably Musica Antigua Küln
on Archiv have the slight edge when it
comes to musicality, but the fresh, clear
sound quality of this discs makes the German offerings seem alittle hyped. An excellent transfer by JVC when compared with the
LP, the only failing is arelatively high level of
LF noise, perhaps from an air conditioner or
from distant traffic. A*/A
John Atkinson

TELARC
Telemann: ' Darmstadt' Ouvertures in g
(TWW 55:g4) and in d ( 55:d3), Concentus
Musicus Wien/Harnoncourt ( 8.42986) ( 48m
48s) The sound is tonally very attractive, with
the Concentus' oboe/bassoon consort particularly well managed as it alternates tellingly
with the strings. However, the acoustical
impression is alittle shallow ( something that
Ididn't feel about the LP), which detracts
from the realism of the overall impression,
particularly in the larger-scaled movements.
In fact, some movements gain, some lose;
the ' Gasconnade' of the first suite is too crisp
and lacks sonority, whilst ' La Capicieux' (
sic)
is very exciting: the ' Menuets alternativement' of both Ouyertüren are delightfully
neat, but the ' Hornpipe in d' sounds most
curiously restrained. Best to get the LP? B
Stephen Daw

UNICORN
Franck: Great Organ Works Vol. II/Jennifer
Bate ( org) ( DKP ( CD) 9014) ( 52m 28s) ( UHJ)
One of the volumes previously issued on LP
with the same number ( omitting 'CD'), this
contains the Chorale No. 2in b, the Fantaisie
in A and the Grand Piece Symphonique. It is
the first UHJ encoded CD to come my way,
and it shows up another area in which CD is
clearly asuperior medium. With UHJ the HF
garbage all too often found on LPs is mostly
decoded into the rear loudspeakers, because
much of it is vertical modulation. The cleanness of the rear outputs on CD is very
obvious, and the building ambience is much
more real than Ihave ever heard it before.
Moreover, the undecoded stereo is also
more sharply imaged. Readers of my LP
reviews will be aware that the organ used is
not my favourite, but Imust admit that this
CD reduces the stringiness, giving aslightly
more silvery tone. Definitely A for Ambience!
Trevor Attewell
S,)
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Chandos
LBRD 013
LBTD 013
CHAN 8362

ABRD 1122
ABTD 1122
CHAN 8359

World première recordings
Two rare 20th century French Ballets
L'EVENTAIL DE JEANNE and
LES MARIÉS DE LA TOUR EIFFEL
by Auric. Ravel. Milhaud. Poulenc and
others
GEOFFREY SIMON conducting
THE PHILHARMONIA ORCHESTRA
ABRD 1119 LP & ABTD 1119 Cassette CRO 2
CHAN 8356 Compact Disc

TREASURES OF OPERETTA ( sung
in English) Songs and duets from THE MERRY
WIDOW, GIUDITTA ( Lehar)
VÉRONIQUE ( Messager); THE
ARCADIANS ( Monckton);
NAUGHTY MARIETTA ( Herbert);
CASANOVA (J. Strauss); DER
OBERSTEIGER (Zeller) DER
SCHÁTZMEISTER (Ziehrer); GYPSY
PRINCESS ( Kalman); OLD
CHELSEA (Tauber); THE
CHOCOLATE SOLDIER ( Oscar
Straus)
Marilyn Hill Smith, soprano
Peter Morrison, baritone
The Chandos Concert Orchestra led
by Raymond Cohen
Stuart Barry, conductor
PROKOFIEV: SYMPHONY No. 6and
THREE WALTZES
(The first of complete Symphony
cycle)
Scottish National Orchestra
Neeme Jâivi, conductor

SHOSTAKOVICH:
Piano Concerto No. 1, Op. 35 played by
DMITRI SHOSTAKOVICH Junior
conducted by MAXIM SHOSTAKOVICH
with James Thompson trumpet and
1Music de Montreal
c/w Chamber Symphony Op. 110a
ABRD 1120 LP & ABTD 1120 Cassette CRO 2
CHAN 8357 Compact Disc

COMPACT

1005
DIG TAL AUDIO
CHAN 8302 HOIST: THE PLANETS Scottish National Orchestra/Sir Alexander
Gibson
CHAN 8304 TCHAIKOVSKY: SYMPHONY
NO. 2 " LITTLE RUSSIAN" - London
Symphony Orchestra/Geoffrey Simon

A new discovery:
FRANÇOIS DE FOSSA
3Guitar Quartets op. 19
SIMON WYNBERG guitar with members of
THE GABRIEL! STRING QUARTET
ABRD 1109 LP & ABTD 1109 Cassette CRO 2

ej -

harmonia
mundi

es

3-0M
DIG TAL AUDIO

FRANCE

CHAN 8319 ENCORE! AN HOUR WITH
CANTILENA: Bach, Handel, Telemann,
Vivaldi, Pezel, Pepusch, Pachelbel, Muffat Cantilena/Adrian Shepherd

CHARPEN11ER. Médée
Soloists, chorus and Orchestra " Les Arts
Florissants". W. Christie HMC 901139/41
(Box of 3CDs)

CHAN 8323 DVORAK: SYMPHONY NO. 8,
NOCTURNE FOR STRINGS - London
Philharmonic OrchestraNernon Handley

CHARPENTIER.
Motets for one and two voices
Concerto Vocale
HMC 901149

CHAN 8341 RACHMANINOV: THE 2
"ELEGIAC" PIANO TRIOS - Borodi Trio

CHARPENTIER.
Pastorale on the Birth of Our Lord
Les Arts Florissants. W. Christie
HMC 901082

CHAN 8309 ELGAR: In the South, Fro ssart
Cockaigne, Handel Overture - Scottisn
National Orchestra/Sir Alexander Gibson

CHAN 8342 SHOSTAKOVICH: PIANO
QUINTET and PIANO Trio NO. 2 - Borodin
Trio with Mimi Zweig (violin) & Jerry
Homer ( viola)

FRENCH AND ENGUSH COUNTRY
DANCES. Extracts from Arbeau's
Orchésographie and Playford's " English
Dancing Master".
The Broadside Band. J. Barlow
HMC 901152

CHAN 8344 SIBELIUS: SYMPHONIES 1 & 7
-Scottish National Orchestra/Sir Alexander
Gibson

IRANIAN MUSIC
M. Kiani, santur. J. Shemirani, zarb. D.
Tala'i, tar
HMC 90391

CHAN 8313 WALTON: SYMPHONY NO. 1 Scottish National Orchestra/Gibson

CHAN 8316 BERLIOZ OVERTURES: Rob
Roy, King Lear etc. - Scottish National
Orchestra/Sir Alexander Gibson

CHAN 8345/6 STRAVINSKY: THE THREE
SYMPHONIES & ODE - Scotish National
Orchestra/Sir Alexander Gibson

CHAN 8348 TCHAIKOVSKY: PIANO TRIO IN
A MINOR Op. 50 - Borodin Trio

CHAUSSON. Concert for piano and violin
with string quartet
J.C. Pennetie, R. Pasquier, r. Daugareil, G.
Simonot, B. Pasquier, R. Pidoux
HMC 901135
MONTEVERDI. A Sacred Concert
Concerto Vocale
HMC 901032

CHAN 8307 BAX: November Woods, The
Happy Forest, The Garden of Fand,
Summer Music - Ulster Orchestra/Bryden
Thomson

CHAN 8312 BAX: SYMPHONY NO. 4and
TINTAGEL - Ulster Orchestra/Thomson

COMPACT

BACH. Flute Sonatas
M. Beaucoudray, W. Christie
HMC 90065

RENE CLEMENCIC AND HIS FLUTES
21 flutes from the Middle Ages to the
Baroque
HMC 90384
ARABO-ANDALUSIAN MUSIC
Atrium Musicae of Madrid. G. Paniagua
HMC 90389
HANDEL. Harpsichord Suites
K. Gilbert
HMC 90447
JANEQUIN. Le Chant des Oyseaulx
Clément Janequin Ensemble
HMC 901099

A. SCARLATTI/A. MELANI
Arias for soprano and trumpet
J. Nelson, D. Ferry
HMC 905137

MOZART. Church Sonatas
London Baroque. C. Medlam
HMC 901137

CHAN 8317 RESPIGHI: CHURCH
WINDOWS, BRAZILIAN IMPRESSIONS Philharmonia Orchestra/Geoffrey Simon

CHAN 8349 TCHAIKOVSKY: THE SEASONS
-Lydia Artymiw ( piano)

MENDELSSOHN. Motets
La Chapelle Royale. Collegium Vocale of
Ghent. P. Herreweghe
HMC 901142

CARMINA BURANA ( highlights)
Clemencic Consort
HMC 90385

CHAN 8318 ELGAR: THE WAND OF YOUTH
Suites 1 & 2, NURSERY SUITE - Ulstee
Orchestra/Bryden Thomson

CHAN 8351 TCHAIKOVSKY: SYMPHONY
NO. 5Olso Philharmonic Orchestra/Mariss
Jansons

VIENNA 1850
Dances by Strohmayer, Strauss, Lanner, etc
Bella Musica of Vienna. M. Dittrich
HMC 901013

RAMEAU. Anacréon
Les Arts Florissants. W. Christie
HMC 901090

Chandos
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London N 17LR

CLASSICAL
ARENSKY: Trio in d for piano, violin & cello/
RIMSKY-KORSAKOV: Quintet for flute, clarinet,
horn, bassoon & piano
Nash Ensemble
CRD 1109 (
CRDC 4109)
High marks for enterprise and for the quality
of the Nash's work. But the music? Mixed
blessings. One cannot help but think of the
Tchaikovsky Trio in the rich, songful opening
subject of the Arensky. Songful is the
keyword here, much being made of direct
thematic statement between the two string
protagonists: first solo- fiddle, now cello,
now canonic, now unison. Occasional counterpoint, standard workings out. There are
no great surprises, but the themes themselves are endearing and/or memorable
enough to withstand the old- school slavonic
treatment, and from Marcia Crayford and
Christopher van Kampen comes just the sort
of unabashed affection that the composer
ordered.
The Rimsky Quintet is spirited, to say the
least. Its jolly opening subject ( spot the hint
of Schumann Rhenish!) works so hard at
making merry that you cannot help but go
along for the ride. The finale Ifind harder to
take- trite ideas, clumsily worked, some of it
frankly embarrassing - but there is redemption in the poetry of the slow movement. A
solo horn - the instrument through which
Rimsky always managed to speak so eloquently - to say nothing of engaging clarinet
and flute lines, see to that. Fireside music,
definitely. Store for next winter. Good clean
sound, by the way. Cello and violin are
forthright in the Arensky but not unduly
magnified, and Chandos should certainly
take a leaf out of CRD's book where the
crisply focused piano sound is concerned.
[A:1]
Edward Seckerson

JS BACH: Six Concerts ( versions of the Brandenburg Concertos)
AAM/Hogwood
L'Oiseau Lyre 414 187-1 (
2 recs) ( 414 187-4)
Although the title given this set is ' The
Brandenburg Concertos', Christopher Hogwood makes it clear in his notes that he is
not aiming to perform the versions of these
works which comprised Bach's dedication
copy of March 1721, but putatively earlier
ones derived from later copies. This means
that the instrumentation ( especially of basslines) is slightly different, often illuminatingly so, that the final solo episode of
Concerto 5 is the short alternative one, and
that the third, Allegro, movement of Concerto 1 is missing. All this is fine, but
listeners should be ready for it. It should also
be pointed out that Hogwood's ' early,
Clithen, original versions' are actually less
authoritative than Bach's autograph score,
which we do at least know he prepared
carefully; they are better, maybe, than Thurston Dart's partly similar ' early versions', but
neither has absolute authority.
Concertos 4, 3 and 2 are very well performed indeed, for me in that order. Concerto 1is also fine after the first movement,
where poor playing in the horns is brought
to the fore by crowded recording. The fifth
Concerto's Affettuoso, the sixth's Adagio ma
non tanto, and to a lesser extent the slow
movements of Concertos 1 and 4 did not
move me as much as usual. Ishould like
more harpsichord arpeggiation there. Concerto 5 seems to me to lack grace; but all
recorded versions of this concerto miss the
point, which is that the concertino is French,
the ripieno Italian. I like the concertato
harpsichord playing throughout, but No. 6
sounds as if its viola soloists are under
strain, notably in the finale.
These two records will certainly be
interesting to Bach specialists; but the stan111-1-1 NEWS 5RECORD REVIEW
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main reference- in- sound for the Brandenburg Concertos. Despite English Concert
(good in No.1), new Concentus Musicus
digital ( lovely but wayward), Linde Consort
(rather unimaginative) and Koopman
Amsterdam ( no better in No.6 - identical
violas inverted), Istill return again and again
to my Leonhardt based reading on RCA
Séon - but even that has its weaknesses.
[B:1*/1/2/31
Stephen Daw

JS BACH: Violin Concertos in a ( BWV 1041) & E
(1042) _ IConcerto for two violins in D ( 1043)
Yehudi Menuhin, Christian Ferrs (vIns)/Robert Masters CO/Festival CO/Menuhin
EMI ED 2901461 (
ED 2901464)
Reissue from 1960
There is something dignified and respectful
about Menuhin's Bach, and this feeling is
well captured here. At one time this would
have been considered to be the classic
account of Bach's violin concertos, and
deservedly so, since Menuhin's rhythms are
so crisp and his mastery of technique put at
the service of expression so commendable.
Good music- making from any time is always
welcome in reissues, not least when the
latter are as well edited as this one is.
The two chamber- orchestras were never
thoroughly unanimous in attack or in intonation, and this still shows, but there are neat
points of expression in all of the accompaniments. The orchestral sound is both too
opaque and too hard by today's higher
standards of recording, but the sound is
consistent and the general balance good.
[B/C:1/2]
Stephen Daw

BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 7
ECO/Tilson Thomas
CBS M39052 digital ( MT 39052)
One can admire the professionalism, the
excellence of the ECO playing, without much
enjoying this Beethoven Seventh, or concluding that it adds anything new to our
understanding of the music. Tempi are well
chosen - a fine orgiastic finale - and every
repeat is observed. It is as if each note was
held tight under the conductor's thumb: all
the trio repeats sound as identical in stressing and pacing as if from one take. The
close balances and somewhat opaque inner
picture add to afeeling of relentlessness. By
comparison, how much air and freedom
there is in the scherzo, in the Collegium
Aureum/Harmonia Mundi recording, which
gives a better idea of how this symphony
might have sounded in a 19th Century
setting. Casals' Malboro performance,
though dangerously sentimental at times,
similarly underlines the shortcomings here.
I [A/B:2]
Christopher Breunig

small detail Ido find disappointing: in the
Emperor Adagio the single grace- notes are
played before the beat, whereas with Solti
they were done on the beat.
The Emperor finale is notably more
relaxed now, and under Mehta the VP0
sounds richer, warmer, grander than Solti's
Chicago orchestra; there are some lovely
traceries of piano sound here. The finale of
No.4, playful, not rushed, conveys asense of
happiness, of well-being. Mehta's restraint in
the slow movement is admirable, and Ashkenazy now adopts a less extreme expressive
manner - quite breathtaking until the long
trills with chromatic descents, when he
doesn't quite sustain the luminosity of his
earlier recording.
The tempi for first movements of Nos.3
and 4 are questionable. In principle Ibelieve
that for No.3 it should reflect the stormy
associations of its minor key. Heard straight
after Solti's very impressive exposition,
Mehta's seems amazingly slow. But it makes
sense as it unfolds, and Mehta and Ashkenazy are persuasive. Time and again one
notices how Ashkenazy lets orchestral solos
shine through, while in 3( i) the rapport is
most striking. In the opening movement of
the G- major Mehta lets some sentimentality
ooze in, and the pacing is dangerously slow;
but Ilike the way the cadenza grows spontaneously out of the preceding music. In
Beethoven's longer cadenza Ashkenazy is
expansive, and there are playful touches.
The rondo in No.1 is bright, uncomplicated,
and the finale of No.2, rougher- humoured
under Solti, is now a sparkling, dancing air.
Even if speeds for Nos.3 and 4( i) prevent
this from being a ' definitive' cycle for the
1980s, it is awarmly enjoyable and thoughtful set, standing much as Kempff's Berlin set
did in the early 1960s. Decca's orchestral
sound is very agreeable. [
A:1/1*]
Christopher Breunig

BEETHOVEN: Quartet No.15 in a, Op.132
Alban Berg Ot
EMI EL 2700531 digital dmm ( EL 2700534)

Firstly, as you would expect from this distinguished group of musicians, this performance of Beethoven's Op.132 shows no lack of
technical skill or fine ensemble; nor is this
interpretation other than profound . and
mature in its view of a work of extreme
genius. The overall balance of the movements is astutely judged and the listener on
LP may well be irritated at having to disturb
that balance in order to turn the disc over.
The Alban Berg Quartet produce a refined,
controlled sound that is distinctively their
own, and thereby put their personal imprint
on the music. All this adds up to a performance of the first rank.
Yet Ifind myself out of sympathy with their
view of late Beethoven. Their smoothness
produces a preponderance of lines that are
devoid of accentuation other than that especially marked by the composer - bar- lines in
the first movement, for example, seem to
hold no special significance. The ubiquitous
BEETHOVEN:Piano Concertos 1-5 H Für Elise , I6 application of even vibrato reduces the possibilities of variations of colour, and the
Bagatelles,. Op.126 IAndante Favori`
dynamics, though clearly differentiated, are
Vladimir Ashkenazy (pno)NPO/Mehta
not great in range. Iwould have liked more
Decca 411 899-1 digital ( 4 recs) ( 411 899-4)
suppleness in the flow and sweep of melodic
"Reissue from 1981
lines and a more intense, personal view of
This new Sofiensaal cycle reflects a more the third movement Heiliger Dankgesang.
relaxed, self-assured Beethoven pianist than These and other features give rise to subAshkenazy seemed in the 1973 Solti set. The stantially different interpretations of the late
phrasing is more flowing, allowing the quartets and illustrate the greatness of a
developing complexity of the music to speak composer whose music can have so many
for itself. Thus the cycle is more unified and different meanings for so many different
spacious - the recording, also, is less dense- people. Do try this performance. The recordtextured, allowing more tonal varety. The ing obscures some of the details of the inner
two new solo pieces were also recorded in lines and allows the cello sound to be rather
Vienna; Für Elise is most beautifully done, loose, but otherwise it conveys everything it
A/B:1*/1]
and Bagatelles 3,4,5 reflect Ashkenazy's sim- should. [
Doug Hammond
pler expressive manner very well ( apart from
a single sticky little hesitation in both 3 and
BEETHOVEN: Violin Sonatas — Op.47 in A( Kreut5).
zer) H Op.30 No.3
The earlier recordings of Nos.1 and 2 had
Ralph Holmes ( Al)/Richard Burnett ( fpno)
unspecified first- movement cadenzas, now
Amon Ra SAR 16 digital ( CSAR 16)
replaced by Beethoven's own. However, one
91
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This issue brings home poignantly how
much the world has lost through the death of
Ralph Holmes, whose high musicianship and
glorious tone have been such adelight. One
can but be grateful for the magnetic memory
which allows us to continue to hear a very
recognisable reproduction of that beauty.
The same instruments are used here as
were employed ayear earlier for the recording of Op.24 and Op.30/2 ( SAR 9), and even
the same room. This time, however, a different part of the room was used, and this
makes amarked difference to the sound: the
older one now seeming somewhat enclosed,
with a bassier effect. This one has a more
open and airy sound, with a degree of extra
liveliness which goes well with the Kreutzer.
Ihave, however, a slight reservation about
balance, which seems to me now sometimes
to favour the violin more than Icare for.
However, this does not mean that either
instrument is ever inaudible, or that each is
not rendered with clarity and satisfying
authenticity. In most ways this is a better
recording than the previous one; and at the
time that seemed outstandingly good.
It is a vast pity that the contemplated
complete cycle cannot now be undertaken;
but these two records provide the perfect
epitaph for a fine artist. [
A•/A:1*]
Peter Turner

Nash Ens/Friend
Hyperion A66137 (
NC)

the transfer from Frau Furtwângler's own set
was better than Electrola's). The 1952 BP0
live broadcast, on DG, ' squeezed' or 'throtWorld War 1 trench experience prompted
tled' the strings/winds, and tymps were too
Arthur Bliss to develop a more intense,
prominent. The performance was hypersignificant compositional voice. The works
tense, and the engineering distorted that
he completed during the years immediately
quality; the results were shouty, hysterical.
following the end of hostilities share a
In this previously unpublished Musikcommon force and purposefulness that
vereinssaal concert performance the quality
became dissipated with time. Nearly all the
at first seems dim and a little congested, yet
pieces on this record are of that period and
there is remarkable sweetness in the upper
display the promise of the young composer.
strings, and a real sense of depth and
Only the Oboe Quintet of 1927 is less
spaciousness. The tape enshrines adignified
committed, allowing its few interesting ideas
and masterly reading, with beautifully paced
to ride on a cushion of smooth composicodas to ( i) and ( ii). The slow movement is
tional technique. In Rout of 1920, the soprestrained and simple, grave, elegaic - you
rano is used as an instrument, with atext of
hear a throbbing massed violin sound that
syllables, in a way that is more natural than
he conjured from long association with the
Bliss' word setting in Madam Noyof 1918, or
VPO. In a period when new recordings
The Women of Yueh, dating from 1923. The
project ruthless efficiency, how marvellous
Rhapsody of 1919 similarly uses wordless
to receive something that speaks so directly
voices, and in all four of these works the
to the heart. [
H:H]
voices and chamber ensembles are adroitly
Christopher Breunig
balanced to best effect. In Conversations of
1920 the music acquires a more innately
programmatic element, with the instruments
of the ensemble treated in an anthropomorphic way.
BRAHMS: Piano Quartet in g ( err Schoenberg)
The Nash ensemble realises all this with
CBSO/Rattle
ease, perhaps making it sound too smooth
HMV EL 2701691 digital dmm ( EL 2701694)
and easy in places; but there is always a
sincere, musicianly approach here. Elizabeth
Ifear that the average music- lover takes the
Gale exhibits fine diction and her voice is
'oe' sound in Schoenberg and associates it
BEETHOVEN: 54 Lieder
well balanced with that of Anthony Rolfe
with everything he composed. But there is
Fischer-Dieskau (bar)/H011 (pno)
Johnson in the Rhapsody. The rather centralnothing ' oe' about this arrangement of
EMI EX 2700423 digital dmm ( 3 recs) NC)
ised imaging of a number of the vocal items
Brahms' First Piano Quartet ( premiered in LA
is effectively expanded for the Oboe Quintet,
under Klemperer in 1937); much of it is like
As part of the centenary celebrations in the and although in general the tone qualities
the First Serenade, but the finale - with
1970s, DG issued aseven- disc set ( 2721 138) are not startlingly vivid, the smooth blend
xylophone and all kinds of colourful effects covering all Beethoven's vocal music, and and balance of the recording has a distincis adelirious and gigantic Hungarian Dance,
many of the lieder there were sung by tive character of its own. [A:1)
in orchestral dress. Rattle directs an exuberDietrich Fischer-Dieskau. Now he has reDoug Hammond
ant account: his Birmingham players make it
recorded 54 of these in this new three- record
sound as much under their fingertips as a
album. The songs are classical in form,
Beethoven overture, or Scheherazade. The
rather than romantic, and the mood is
recording, done at The Maltings, is rather
expressed in the general shape of the songs
BRAHMS: Symphony No. 1
diffuse and large- scaled at low volume setrather than in the more intimate word paintRLPO/Janowski
tings but tends to snap into focus as you
ing of later 19th Century lieder writers. The
ASV DCA531 digital ( ZC DCA531)
increase the level. Ask your dealer to demonfamous baritone brings all his musical intellistrate the Intermezzo, and you'll come away
gence to these interpretations, but the singA warmly romantic First, such as Fricsay with a copy of this record! [
A:1]
ing is frequently too explosive in character.
might have left us. The introduction is, like
Christopher Breunig
Adelaide is a good example of this: instead
the Andante sostenuto, very slow - but
of maintaining the smooth legato as exemmisses the heaviness of Horenstein's deleted
plified in Bjorling's wonderful recording of
version. Solo violin and horn are better
the song, he emphasises individual words at
balanced in the coda of lii) than in the
CARLOS: Cosmological Impressions
IMoonsthe expense of the overall phrasing. His
disappointing LPO/Tennstedt recording, and
capes
piano singing too has become more manIlike the way the RLPO leader characterises
GDS/Synergy Synthesizers/Carlos
nered, almost crooned, and at times the
the episode: as it were, first a ray of hope,
CBS IM 39340 digital ( IMT 39340)
support is lacking at the ends of certain
quelled, with a falling- back into resignation.
phrases. Hartmut Hall is a sympathetic
The tempo in OW is flowing, yet still steady,
When Walter ( now Wendy) Carlos created
accompanist and the recording is excellent
with some very gracious inner detail, and a Switched on Bach during the 1960s, that
in all respects, but the set as a whole is
nice sweep in the middle section. The one
synthesized re- orchestration of Baroque
disappointing. [
A:2]
disturbing feature of Janowski's reading is
music created considerable controversy. On
John Freestone
his speeded- up coda to the whole work; I the one hand it popularised ' new' sounds
simply cannot feel this is organically related.
and technology, on the other it annoyed
One wonders if ( former CBS) producer Roy
traditionalists who objected that the original
BEETHOVEN: Volkslieder — Folk Songs
Emerson had CD in mind as the ultimate
needed no such popularisation. Those halFischer-Dieskau (bar)/Menuhin (yln)/Heinrich Schiff
medium for his distantly balanced recordcyon days seem far away!
(vIc)/Hartmut (pno)
ing? There is absolutely no spotlighting, but
Carlos claims that these two synthesized
EMI EL 2700451 digital dmm ( EL 2700454)
the cut of the LP is very low-level, so that
suites ( of her own composition) are 'An
Janowski's exaggeratedly soft string pizziEvolutionary Synthesizer Tour de Force'. The
This is a logical sequel to the above Fischercati at the beginning of the finale are below
'evolution' resides in acknowledging the
Dieskau lieder recital. Fifteen of these songs
the disc noise- level. Similarly, pressing- rumcomplexity of acoustic instruments and
are settings of poems by Scottish and Irish
ble obtrudes at the opening of Side 1, and
claiming that the synthesizer has been used
poets, and the 16th is an arrangement of the
there is a prominent pre- echo at the Allegro.
to create replicas of orchestral sounds, and
Venetian song La Gondoletta. Beethoven
(Janowski takes the repeat, and the reverthat the recording represents 'the world's
used a piano-trio for accompaniment, and
sion is smoothly navigated.)
first digitally synthesized orchestra'. The
here the three instrumentalists led by Yehudi
The focus is too soft here to convey the
Tour de Force Ifailed to find, and what we
Menuhin play with tremendous spirit. Dietreal strength of this minor- key work; the
have is avery turgid mock- orchestra playing
rich F- D's singing is also full of life and his
cheap Sanderling/Dresden First has cleaner,
rather stale- sounding second-hand music.
English accent is quite good, but the tone is
more engaging sound. [ B/C:1/2)
Moonscapes is a nine- movement suite repinclined to be rough and generally lacks a
Christopher Breunig
resenting various moons of our solar syssmooth legato line. Nevertheless this record
tem: a mock Planets whose orchestral colcan be recommended, for it is unlikely that
ours are narrower than and melodic/textural
these songs will be recorded in the near
BRAHMS: Symphony No. 1
ideas very inferior to Holst's. Cosmological
future by such eminent artists. The sound
VPO/Furtwangler
Impressions (
3 movements) is better in
itself is very good indeed, with a feeling of
EMI ED 2701241 f,4) ( ED 2701244)
being short and having more interesting
great immediacy and an excellent balance
Live recording 1952
ideas. It thus avoids the inflation and indulgbetween voice and instruments. (
A:2]
ence of its partner.
John Freestone
At the risk of sounding over- reactionary, Ifelt
The recording ( despite being ' direct' in
Ihadn't heard a record of this import for
every sense) is rather thick and lacking in
months! When John Goldsmith's Unicorn
variety and spaciousness - it feels clausBLISS: Rout
Madam Noy
The Women of Yueh
label reawakened interest in Furtwângler's
trophobic. Comments on performance are
Ll Conversations 1] Rhapsody JOboe Quintet
interpretations, he only had access to the
difficult to make, so a conditional [
13:2].
Elizabeth Gale (sop)/Anthony Rolfe Johnson (ten)/ poor- sounding VP0 78s of 1947 ( but at least
Benedict Sarnaker
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darting characterisation of the Debussy
Scherzo with the Czech players' relatively
prosaic response, or the sense of enchantment which the Chilingirian bring to the
second subject reprise of the Ravel first
Ilike this even better than CBS Perlman/ movement with the Talich's more ' outward'
Bolet/Juilliard account. Chausson may have interpretation.
There are, of course, fine things about the
called the work aconcerto, but Ihave always
felt that the title reflects more the opulence newcomer: the quality of pianissimo at Fig.
of the scoring and musical language ( Franck- 22 of the Ravel Scherzo for instance, the fire
like chromaticism, full textures) than any and inner detail in the finale of that work, or
need for the violin and piano ' soloists' to the Talich's fastidiousness in the matter of
Debussy's marked tempo changes throughdeclaim their music as in a conventional
concerto. Indeed, the feeling is often of a out the first movement - they do make
architectural sense. The Ravel is a concert
piano quintet with unusually rich violin writperformance and there are a couple of
ing, and these players and their recording
team recognise that just perfectly. Their way discreet coughs and arustle or two of pages.
with the opening of the slow movement is Nothing serious though ( 65 seconds of
gentle; there is no fulsome vibrato in the applause is, however, some 50 seconds too
manner of Lorin Maazel on Telarc, and a many), and there is impressively little that
graceful restraint informs the Sicilienne. would warrant a retake in the studio. Good,
Reviewing the CD ( Feb ' 85), I found the then, but realism must prevail: why pay well
analogue recording as natural sounding as over £5.00 for something very good when for
the best BBC tapings. On black disc the £2.99 you can have something distingsound is a shade more ' covered', and for uished? [ 13:1/2]
Andrew Keener
some reason Iwas slightly more aware of
the ( apparently) small studio. First rate, even
so. [
A:1]
Andrew Keener DENYER: On, on - it must be so II await the sea's
red hibiscus [ 1Wheat [ IQuick, quick, the tamberan is coming IIQuite White [ IVoices
Yoshikazu Iwamoto Ishakuhachil/Paul Hiley, Frank
COLERIDGE-TAYLOR: Hiawatha's Wedding Feast
Denyer (perc)/Rohan de Saram (vcI)/Christopher
[1Bamboula
Taylor (b-flt)/Pat Butterly, Mick Green, Mike
Anthony Rolfe Johnson (ten)/BSO & Ch/Alwyn
Vaughan (voice-percl
EMI EL 2701451 digital dmm ( EL2701454)
Orchid OR 3 (
Impetus Distribution) INC)
Once as great a favourite of Britain's choral
Frank Denyer ( b. England 1943) first attracted
societies as Mendelssohn's Elijah, this highly
attention when he founded the experimental
individual cantata drew an exceptionally
music group ' Mouth of Hermes' in 1968. He
enthusiastic reception from critics and public
spent eight years in the USA, India and
alike when first performed in 1898, when the
Africa and now teaches at Dartington Colcomposer was just 23. Coleridge-Taylor is
lege of Arts. Like many who have travelled
said to have been first attracted to Longfelthus, he shows the influence of these foreign
low's poem by the strange cadences of the
musics; but like few others, he seems to
Indian names, but whatever the inspiration,
have absorbed these influences very deeply.
he went on to complete a Hiawatha trilogy
On, on - it must be so, Wheat and Quite
that brought a refreshing breath of originalWhite are written for the Japanese wooden
ity to the cobwebbed English choral tradiflute ( shakuhachi) and exploit microtonal
tion. It's easy to see how the light, springmelodic lines with great subtlety. The refineheeled rhythms and translucent texture, not
ment of pitch makes heavy demands on both
to say many alluring melodies, produced this
performer and listener, but the effort is
effect. There is some delightful writing for
worthwhile, because the form and feeling
voices, and the solitary tenor solo, ' Onaway!
projected are both attractive and emotionally
Awake beloved!' sensitively sung here by
Anthony Rolfe Johnson, has remained a rewarding. Quick, quick, the tamberan is
coming is written for four bass flutes. This
recital favourite in its own right.
dark, polyphonic texture is rich and mysteA solitary rival version under Sargent
rious. All four parts were played by Christ(1962, now on Greensleeve) is one of those
opher Taylor some time before his early
glowing, beautifully balanced HMV recorddeath from cancer, and both the piece and
ings that never fails to please, and Iwould
the playing are worthy homage to a fine
hesitate to say the new Alwyn supplants it,
musician.
despite a more weighty sound and an
Rohan de Saram ( a much underated celequally sympathetic interpretation. Choice
list) gives a splendidly projected performcould lie with the ' fillers': Sargent offers the
ance of the very difficult Iawait the sea's red
Petite Suite de Concert, an amusing pastiche
hibiscus, and the record ends with the
of salon music, while Alwyn conducts abrisk
vigorously earthy Voices. This latter
account of the sparkling Bamboula.
'descends' to the banalities of hoots and
The new Hiawatha, well if not outstanhowls - yet so much refinement has already
dingly recorded, certainly deserves to rebeen shown that it's atolerable contrast. The
awaken interest in the work and its composer. But in so doing, it may also arouse a recording ( done at various times and
venues) is good, but uneven. At best it is
fresh awareness of the fine version which
transparent and lets the music shine through
preceded it. [A:11
bewitchingly, at worst it is a little congested.
Peter Herring
(B/C:1/11
Benedict Sarnaker
DEBUSSY: String Quartet in g/RAVEL: Quartet
in F
DVORAK: Slavonic Dances Opp.46 & 72 1AmerTalich Qt
ican Suite Op.98b
Calliope CAL 1893 (
CAL 8493)
RPO/Dorati
Decca 411 735-1 digital ( 2 recs) ( 411 735-4)
'Real phase stereo, super analogique', proclaims the sleeve just alittle defensively. And
Dorati's performance of the Slavonic Dances
the sound is thoroughly decent: immediate,
is a measured yet vital one, mindful of their
well focused and warm ( if not ideally fresh)
earthy origins, and the stamp of peasant feet
without quite taking the breath away. Iwas
can be heard in almost every bar. Unhappily
breathing fairly evenly after the performsome of this solidity stems from the sound of
ances, too. They are thoughtful, sensitive
the recording, which is decidedly congested
and unidiosyncratic, though not, by some
and bottom- heavy. Icame to this issue just
way, full of the surprise and concentration to
after having listened to another orchestral
be found on this ensemble's Calliope discs of
recording and was struck by its muffled,
late Beethoven. Compare the slow moveboomy acoustic and the absence of a true
ments, poised and hushed, with the Chilingisparkle to the upper strings. The bass line
rian's raptness and expressive variety ( at
rumbles and the percussion tends to thump
daringly slow tempi), or the latter's colourful,

CHAUSSON: Concerto for Violin & Piano with
String Quartet
Les Musiciens
Harmonia Mundi HMC 1135 (
HMC 401135)
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out uncomfortably. Perhaps the impression
softens, or the sound does actually improve
a bit, but by Side 3 and the end of Op.72 the
sound has almost reached Decca's usual
high standard.
The American Suite, an arrangement by
the composer of apiano suite written during
his last year in America, is something of a
rarity, but an attractive if not specially profound one. Dvorak's taste for the square
rhythms of Indian music is evident in the first
four of the five movements, and there are
strong echoes here of the string quintet
Op.97. The finale, however, suggests that the
composer had had some access to plantation music ( or the Coon Shows), and the
main tune of the movement is made most
effective by the introduction of the ' Scotch
snap' in its last bar, which gives it an affinity
with the Blues. It gets a sparkling performance and the sound is acceptable too. [
13/C: 1]
Kenneth Dommett

ELGAR: Falstaff ii Cockaigne Overture IIIntroduction & Allegro
LPO/Handley
CFP 41 44761 part digital ( 41 44764)
Reissues from 1979, 83
No need, at this stage, to say much about
Vernon Handley's 1979 Falstaff and Cockaigne. Both are readings of affection and
vividness, well played. The ample acoustic of
St Augustin's, Kilburn, confers arich glow on
the sound ( though there is a touch more
edge to the upper strings than Iremember
from the original), while the drier 1983
Watford Town Hall digital recording of the
Introduction and Allegro (
reissued from
Handley's Eminence coupling of Enigma/
Serenade) is more than serviceable. The
acoustical discrepancy is noticeable, but less
distracting than might have been thought.
[A/B:1/1*]
Andrew Keener
HANDEL: A BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION
Arrival of the Queen of Sheba ( Solomon) II Water
Music Suites in G and F - excerpts [ IConcerti
Grossi Op.3 - excerpts ISuite in D ( arr.) for
trumpet and organ - excerpts IExcerpts from
Oboe Concerto in g, Ads and Galatea, Royal
Fireworks Music & Overture to the St Cecilia Ode
Various artists, inc Crispian Steel- Perkins Itpt)/
Robin Miller (obo)/ECO/SCO/Northern Sinf/Orch of
St John's Smith Square
ASV ABM 767 (
ZC ABM 767)
Reissues — various
This is a pleasant bargain- disc assembly
from ASV's recorded repertoire of music by
Handel. It is pleasant to note that it is not
only huge companies ( DG for Bach, Erato
and Philips for Vivaldi) who celebrate
anniversaries, and this album should please
a great many non- specialist listeners - as
well as specialist Handelians.
All of the music is well played. I like
especially the excerpts from the Opus 3
Concerti Grossi played by the Northern
Sinfonia under the direction of George Malcolm, and Alexander Gibson's spirited readings with the Scottish Chamber Orchestra;
but none of the playing falls below asatisfactory and affectionate standard and manner.
The recordings come from quite an extended
(if recent) period, and listening to successive
tracks, we encounter all kinds of shifts of
perspective and timbre. However, even
these may be turned to positive account if
one relishes trying to work out the microphone placements, the acoustics of the
halls used, and the position of the performers in each track. [8:1/2]
Stephen Dew
HANDEL: The 3 Concerti ' a due cori'
AAM/Christopher Hogwood
L'Oiseau Lyre 411 721-1 (
411 721-4)
The concerti ' a due cori' are not directly
antiphonal, as one might suppose from the
93
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title; rather, the strings in each are combined
with two groups of wind instruments, scored
as ' coro 1' and ' coro 2'. Therefore the
suggestion once made of performing them
with maximum stereo separation between
'the two orchestras' was hardly appropriate.
The evergreen combination of John Dunkerley and Peter Wadland has, in fact,
recorded the works very well indeed. The
sound is rounded and full, the ensemble
sensibly placed in distance and breadth, and
where the antiphonal passages do occur,
mostly and most obviously in the First
Concerto ( here played second), the separation sounds to me just right.
The playing is also excellent throughout;
although the strings play well, Ispent most
of my time marvelling at the wind ( oboes,
bassoons and horns). There is a wonderful
section in Concerto No.1 where the strings
are temporarily silent while the oboes and
bassoons play in dialogue — beautifully done
here — and in both the first and the last
movements on the record, Handel's expert
use of the horn is splendidly demonstrated;
surely we now have in England the best
natural horn players in the world. Authoritative notes by Anthony Hicks complete amost
rewarding anniversary issue. [
A*:11
Stephen Daw

vividly reproduced, hails from some distance
behind. Spikey this music may be, but the
lack of blend is distinctly phoney. The two
orchestral suites are played in spick-andspan fashion ( this is the only current recording of the symphony orchestra version of
Suite Française) though as with le Carnaval
d'Aix, one is reminded that there is charm in
these folk melodies; but you might not
realise that from the rather strenuous musicmaking on this record. (
111/C:31
Andrew Keener
MONTEVERDI: Orfeo
Nigel Rogers/Patrizia Kvvella/Emma Kirkby/David
Thomas/Chiaroscuro/Rogers
EMI EX 2701313 digital ( 2 recs) ( EX 2701315)

Produced in 1607 and considered the first
great opera, Orfeo has been several times
recorded with ' period' instruments and with
due attention to historical conventions of
performance. But as familiarity with the old
techniques increases, performances become
more natural- seeming and artistically better.
Now Nigel Rogers, who sang the title- role in
Jürgen Jürgens's recorded version eleven
years ago, emerges as both soloist and
director ( and also music editor) in aperformance of musical and technical excellence. An
important asset is that the complete five- act
opera, prodigally spread in other currently
MAHLER: Symphony No.4
available recordings over six sides, is here
BattleNPO/Maazel
comfortably accommodated on four.
CBS IM 39072 digital ( IMT 39072)
Sometimes adopting rather faster tempos
than usual, Mr Rogers emphasizes the
Glorious. Not since George SzeII's celeonward flow of the drama and gives crisp
brated Cleveland disc of 1966 have Iencounarticulation to the dance- rhythms. The story
tered a more beautiful or illuminating
of Orpheus as he loses his Eurydice, dares to
account of this symphony. Mahler's moonlit
children's world seems to open before one
go to Pluto's infernal realm to rescue her,
loses her again and ( in this version) is taken
for the very first time. The barlines disby his father Apollo to heaven, is vividly
appear, the sonorities are unexpected. The
wonder of the piece is rediscovered. It is, I evoked in well-contrasted voices. With astonishing technical skill, but with never a loss
think, everything I ever wanted from the
of feeling, Mr Rogers' tenor voice negotiates
score.
the very detailed ornamentation suggested
Of course there is individuality in Maazel's
by the composer himself for Orpheus's
conducting, and accordingly there will be
longest aria, ' Possente spirito', and the rest
those seeking a ' purer' line who regard some
of what he does here as overstatement. I of the cast shows only one deficiency in the
don't: this, to me, is echt Mahler through and tendency of the Messenger ( Guillemette
Laurens) to go slightly off- pitch. Emma
through. With playing of such stylistic ' rightness' and inbred affection ( never have I Kirkby and David Thomas are respectively
heard the portamento attended so spon- the Spirit of Music and the infernal ferryman,
Charon.
taneously), Maazel can make us believe in
Differently from the previous recordings
his achingly long tenuto at that heavenly
known to me, this one assumes that the
moment towards the close of ( i) where the
first subject steals dreamily back into the standard of pitch in Italy for such works was
picture. Together, he and his orchestra can about a semitone above that of the present
sustain and vindicate the broadest possible day; and the key of the famous introductory
Toccata is adjusted to that of the opening of
line to the heart of the slow movement.
In every department the VP0 are untouch- the opera itself. Old instruments, including
able. There's second- nature assurance about cornetti, are played with fine fluency and in
their work, with execution of Maazel's ruba- sympathetic ensemble. The recording suittos that is millimetre- fine and with character ably gives the sense of an open, fairly wide
exuding from every solo — be it a gentle stage, with good resonance and
tyrolean woodwind in ( i) or the cast of the instrumental and vocal timbres finely differentiated. Minimal stage effects, notably the
sour solo violin and alarming pizzicatos in
(ii). Kathleen Battle's exquisite little voice is final heavenward disappearance of Orpheus
perfect, and I shall return often to her and Apollo, are appropriately done. This is
performance in anticipation of that last the best choice for first-time purchasers of
stanza '
Kein Musik . .' and the heart- easing the opera and will probably commend itself
intimacy she engenders there. The record- also as asuperior replacement to those who
ing, to match, is intimate and warm in hue. already have this masterpiece on their
shelves. [
A:11
Unspectacular, but pleasing. [
A:11
Arthur Jacobs
Edward Seckerson

MILHAUD: Le Carnival d'Aix ( Fantaisie pour piano
et orchestra d'après ' Salade') —1Suite Française Li
Suite Provençale
Michel Béroff (pno)/Monte Carlo PO/Prêtre
EMI EL 2700881 digital dmm ( EL 2700884)
Michel Béroff plunges into the suite from
Milhaud's Salade with a ferocity un approached by Claude Helfer ( DG Privilege)
or the composer himself ( Vox). The result is
brilliant but fatiguing; there is tenderness as
well as bustle in this music, and so much
relentlessly loud playing does it little service.
I also found the piano/orchestra balance
implausible: the sound of hammer hitting
string assails the eardrums from far too
close quarters, while the orchestra, ultra1-1141 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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MOZART: Symphony in a, K16a 'Odense' : 1Symphonies K16, 19 & 19a
Odense SONeto
Unicorn-Kanchana DKP 9039 digital ( NC)
The Symphony in A- minor attributed to
Mozart was discovered in the archives of the
Odense ' Club' in Denmark in 1982. It is a set
of parts copied on to paper made in the
1770s and purchased in Hamburg by the
Odense Music Society in 1793. It bears the
inscription ' Del Sigr. Mozart' on the titlepage and its opening bars are identical to the
incipit in the Breitkopf catalogue. Its ascription to Mozart, however, strikes me as
extremely tenuous, for its style is quite
different from that of other authenticated

early Mozart symphonies, and it does not
sound like them either. All Mozart's earliest
symphonies are clearly indebted to JC
Bach, and the other three works here, including the recently discovered K19a in F,
strongly reflect this influence. This A- minor
symphony bears little relation to any of these
except, momentarily, in the slow movement
where some of the melodic turns are similar
to those found elsewhere.
It has been plausibly suggested that this
work in fact emanates from North Germany,
and it does have some affinity with the so-far
unidentified symphony which used to pass
as K17. Had it been included in a recital of
symphonies by other composers we might
just have been prepared to accept it as
Mozart, but in the company of the genuine
K16 and K19, and the much more acceptable
K19a, its claims must be regarded with
suspicion. The performances throughout are
robust rather than sensitive, but are acceptable. So, apart from in K19 where the level
seems to have dropped, is the recording
quality. A comprehensive booklet giving the
history of the new symphony is enclosed.
[A/B:2)
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Piano Concerto in C, K246 IPiano
Concerto in EL, K271
Zacharias (pno)/Polish CO/Maksymiuk
EMI EL 2700711 digital dmm ( EL 2700714)
Christian Zacharias appears to be yet
another of the growing army of young
virtuosos whose talents are being enshrined
on record at an age when their distinguished
predecessors were still working hard to
attain international recognition. We are told
nothing about him, but his photograph
reveals aserious, yet not humourless young
man. This is the impression his playing gives
too. Referred to in the anonymous note as
'the least technically demanding of all
Mozart's concertos', the C- major concerto
repays careful attention, and its ' easy' style
responds to the relaxed enthusiasm of this
performance. Zacharias has naturally used
Mozart's cadenzas where they exist, but has
provided his own lead-ins and cadenzas
where they do not. These are very stylish
and fit into the texture of the music
extremely well.
The E- flat, the ' Jeunehomme', is a true
virtuoso concerto, and here the spirit,
though not confined, is more restrained.
After the C- major work the performance
seemed a trifle constricted, as if the pianist
were conscious that it was a more ' important' work and needed to be taken seriously.
Not that it lacks sparkle, though there is less
brio to the finale than Ihad anticipated. The
Polish CO is developing a more polished
style and under Maksymiuk has become a
lively accompanist. The German- made
recording is fresh, bright and nicely
balanced. [
A:11
Kenneth Dommett

MOZART: Violin Concertos K219 & 216
Zimmermann IvInl/Wurttemburg CO/Faerber
EMI EL 2700751 digital dmm ( EL 2700754)
Almost every year a new star arises in the
musical firmament, some to become super
novae, others black dwarfs; it would be a
courageous punter who would risk a bet on
their long-term prospects. Frank Peter Zimmermann, however, has been around for 14
of his 19 years, though he has only just
broken into the international record market —
so his prospects seem reasonably assured.
Mozart is never an easy composer to
tackle, perhaps because he seems easy, and
there is a wealth of expression to be drawn
from these two concertos, especially from
their slow movements. Whether Zimmermann has yet plumbed their depths is a
pertinent question; Ido not feel that he has
altogether, but he is a most eloquent player
and apersuasive one, and this debut is at the
very least distinguished. He also happens to
95
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have avery experienced and, although Ifear
not generally acknowledged, perceptive
Mozartian in Jorg Faerber, who has hoed a
very long row getting himself on to a major
international label with his excellent little
orchestra. The sound is fresh, clean and
vibrant, with a sensible balance between
solo and orchestra and with a good natural
spread. [A:1]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Piano Trios K502 & K564
London Fortepiano Trio
Hyperion A66125 dmm ( NC)
The second in this new series of the Mozart
piano trios contains more consistently
interesting music than the first. Opinions
may differ about whether either or both the
B-flat and G- major trios count among his
finest in the form, but they are certainly
contenders for that honour, the G- major
especially. Here the cello has afully independent role, and in this recording, which is full
of presence ( slightly forward perhaps) and
rich in detail, the instrument can be heard to
advantage. The fortepiano, played by Linda
Nicholson, is a Schantz of 1797 and has a
lovely pearly tone and a strength which
would make it an ideal concerto instrument.
The two string players adopt the vibrato- less
style now largely appropriated by the
'authentic' school, though in this instance no
claims have been made for authenticity.
A pronounced rumble ( tape?) unfortunately spoilt my enjoyment of the B-flat trio
from about mid- side on. It may be merely a
pressing fault confined to my copy. Ihope
so, but my marking is based on the assumption that it is general. [
A/C:1]
Kenneth Dommett

clarity of the recording and the live atmosphere of the production. An unostentatious
approach to this music seems to me in
accordance with its nature and idiom, and
without using early instruments the performers keep within Mozartian bounds.
Ifound the Schumann a little less convincing, partly because the recording quality is
less smooth and problems with the resonance of the venue start to appear when the
ensemble expands its dynamic range, and
partly because Schumann demands a warmer emotional response, even to the extent
of impetuosity in, for example, the third of
the Fantasiestücke, '
Rasch und mit Feuer'.
Nevertheless, the third of the Marchenerzahlungen is especially finely done,
with fluid expression from the piano and
ethereally sustained lines from viola and
clarinet, while the first of Op.73 emerges as a
ruminative, sometimes doleful ' Soiréestück',
both original and apt in this treatment. The
Steinway D does not have the same degree
of clarity on this side of the disc and the
clarinet has some occasional rasp when
playing ff at high pitches, but the sound is
still comparatively good. [
A/B:1*/1]
Doug Hammond

subtle, some of it just doesn't stand up to
recording studio scrutiny ( her monumental
spacing in the final bars of the Great Gate is
badly misjudged); but it is Mussorgsky in
stark colour and cast, it does have a kind of
animal excitement, and I suspect one
wouldn't be as quick to scoff at such a
performance in the concert hall. [
D:3/1]
Edward Seckerson

important part of his output, so a reissue of
two groups of these is most welcome. Neil
Jenkins has the traditional performance style
for works from the English song school well
under his belt, though he is alittle strained at
the top of his register here; John Carol Case
has a less standardised approach, but is
nonetheless very effective. Both are accompanied with understanding and feeling by
Howard Ferguson. The recording is close
and detailed, but there are traces of distortion in the loudest passages and sibilants are
over- emphasised. [ B:1]
John Ireland's early symphonic prelude,
Tritons, plus three works that have been
organised into pieces for concert performance by musicians other than the composer,
make an attractive reappearance on the
second of these discs. Charles Mackerras
extracted asuite from Ireland's music for the
film The Overlanders, and Geoffrey Bush
pulled into shape two more sizeable chunks
from the same source for the Two Symphonic Studies, besides organising fragments
from music for a radio production of Julius
Caesar to form the Scherzo and Cortège.
Performances by the LPO under Boult have
some scrappier moments, but are generally
lucid and committed, and the recording
makes this apparent. [
A/B:1]
The last copy I received of the Walton
collection was a rather underpowered affair
with recessed orchestral sound and high

noise levels. This reissue has put all of that to
rights ( perhaps cutting levels have been
raised) so that the energy and life of these
performances becomes radiant. Walton was
one of the best conductors of his own music,
and with the finesse of the LSO in their better
days to call upon, and the talents of one of
the best land typically underestimated) of
our home-grown pianists, Peter Katin, he
produced for this disc a series of vivacious
performances the equal of any in the catalogue. The sound is now bright, with atouch
of brittle edge, but very clear and developing
great presence. [A:1*/1]
British orchestral marches have the advantage of encompassing afield wider than just
the military. Boult's disc of them proves to
be far from dully uniform, ranging from
processional and funeral marches by
Howells, Parry, Stanford and Walton,
through the capricious and childish by Delius
and Grainger, to the humorous and frenetic,
by VW, Rossini/Britten, and Holst/Grainger.
The armed services are, however, saluted in
Coates' Dam Busters march; like the other
works, this is given a highly charged performance under the command of Boult. Only
an out- of- tune xylophone in the Britten
Soirée Musicale provides any major blemish, and the sound is captured in alively and
spacious recording. A general commendation then. [
A/B:1•/1/2]
Doug Hammond

MUSSORGSKY: Boris Godunov
Arkhipova (m-sop)/Piayko, Sokolov (tens)/Matorin
(bar)/Masurok, Vedernikov (basses)/USSR TV &
Rad Large Ch & Orch/Fedoseyev
Philips 412 281-1 (
4 recs) digital ( 412 281-4)

This recording was made in Russia over a
period of six years between 1978 and 1983
and it is not surprising that the sound, which
is digitally mastered from an original analogue recording, varies considerably —
although on the whole it is reasonably good.
This is the ' definitive' version of 1872 which
has an immediacy and rugged strength
emphasised by the brilliant conducting of
Vladimir Fedoseyev and the splendid playing
of the orchestra, while the chorus work is
superb.
The soloists vary considerably. Alexander
Vedernikov as Boris is deeply moving in all
MUSSORGSKY: Complete music for solo piano LI
the big scenes, but he has been singing for
Pictures from an Exhibition
30 years or so and the voice sounds dry and
Postnikova (
pno)
lacking in resonance. Vladislav Pavko is a
Le Chant du Monde LDX 78783/4 digital ( 2 recs,
disappointment. He sings dramatically
Harmonia Mundi) ( NC)
enough as Dimitri, but there is a bleating
quality and an unsteadiness in his voice
My patience was sorely tried by this
hopelessly inadequate sound: dry, weedy,
which overshadow his obvious involvement
in the part. Vladimir Matorin and Yuri
shallow, apt to break up under Miss Postnikova's hefty arm- power, and further
Masurok, the Pimen and Rangoni respecblighted by tape hiss. Difficult, if not impossi- tively, are both first-rate, and Irina Arkhipova
ble, then, to enjoy a unique collection — to
is at her magnificent best as Marina, singing
pass a pleasing 45 minutes or so ambling
with an eloquence and an assurance which
through these predominantly early miniabring the role vividly to life. Al) the smaller
parts are well taken.
tures ( and rarities). They are charming, lovMOZART: Trio in EL, K.498/SCHUMANN: Marable, for the most part, occasionally irresistiThe only other available recording of the
chenerzühlungen, Op.132 H Fantasiestücke for
ble for their precocious child- like audacity. I opera is the revised version of Rimskyclarinet and piano, Op.73
Brown (pno)/Pay (clt)/Chase (vIa)/Nash Ens
think especially of the harmonically quirky
Korsakov ( Decca SET 514-7). This is well
directed by Herbert von Karajan with
Polka written when Mussorgsky was only 13.
CRD 1111 (
CRDC 4111)
Soundwise, Pictures has fractionally more
Ghiaurov outstanding as Boris, but the new
body, but since we are dealing here in wider recording has a general feeling of absolute
About the Mozart on this record Ihave no
colouristic demands and greater tonal con- authenticity which gives it the edge over its
reservations. This is beautiful playing,
rival. [
13:1/21
trasts, the results are still by no means
idiosyncratic in terms of some of the tempi
John Freestone
adequate. Ishould like to have heard Miss
chosen and tightly controlled in its emoPostnikova's brazen, highly dramatic, grandtional ( and dynamic) range, but with bright,
mannered reading in a recording which
unforced piano playing from Ian Brown and
Suite in FMajor ( lady
came some way to accommodating its big- PARRY: An English Suite
splendidly individual yet balanced performRadnor's Suite')/ELGAR: Serenade for Strings in e
ances from Roger Chase and Antony Pay. I ger gestures: her luridly profiled gnomus,
her crude rough-hewn Bydlo, her hard-hit- Op.20
Elegy for Strings Op.58
Sospiri Op.70
could have done without a few sniffed rests
City of London Sinf/Hickox
ting wild-eyed Baba -Yaga. None of it is
from Roger Chase, but they illustrate the
LYRITA REISSUES
FINZ1: A Young Man's Exhortation* L.1 Earth and
Air and Rain**
Neil Jenkins Iten)*/John Carol Case (bar)/
Howard Ferguson (pno)
Lyrita SRCS 51 (
NC)
Reissue from 1971
IRELAND: Symphonic Prelude, Tritons
2 Symphonic Studies '
A Suite ' The Overlanders'
Scherzo & Cortège on themes from Julius Caesar
LPO/Boult

Lyrita SRCS 45 (
NC)
Reissue from 1971
WALTON: Scapino 11 the Quest- Ballet Suite 11
Sinfonia Concertante E..] Capriccio Burlesco
Peter Kahn (pno)/LSO/Walton
Lyrita SRCS 49 (
NC)
Reissue from 1971
SIR ADRIAN BOULT CONDUCTS MARCHES
Works by Coates, Delius, Grainger, Holst/Jacob,
Howells, Parry, Rossini/Britten, Stanford, Vaughan
Williams, Walton
LPO/NPO/Boult
Lyrita SRCS 71 (
NC)
Reissue from 1978
With these further reissues, Lyrita keep alive
their role as major champions of British
music on record.
Finzi's settings of Hardy's verse form an
HI- 1
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under-value her artistry, of course — such
generosity of feeling and tone-colour does
Richard Hickox here couples two rarely- not grow on trees. But she was not, Ifancy,
heard suites for strings by Parry with some at her best here. Too many uncomfortably
familiar and much- loved Elgar. Although misplaced top notes, too much that is painParry was a major edifice of the academic fully under- pitched and erratically mannered
musical establishment which Elgar so mis- in phrasing. Some of her elastic rubatos
trusted, the latter nevertheless had a great must have caused Mehta no end of
respect for his music — indeed, owed adebt headaches in the pit. As Scarpia, her archto it. Each of the six movements of Parry's enemy, Gabriel Bacquier is as impressively
F-major suite is strongly dance- like in char- oily as one might expect. Gianni Raimondi,
acter, and there is no mistaking the Elgarian on the other hand, is uncouth and inelegant
flavour in the finest of them — an elegant as Cavaradossi — atypical audience- rouser,
minuet for muted strings. This work and the sensation- seeking with every available
more sophisticated English Suite show Parry tenuto. Sing it loud and hold it long. The Met
in his lightest vein: composing in an undis- audience lap it up, of course, applauding
guised nationalistic style. The English Suite, every entrance, every exit, every aria, like a
begun in 1914, was published post- football crowd on heat. But then it's that sort
humously. If it reflects the carefree, straight- of performance: never mind the dramatic
forward, even bluff, side of the national continuity, live for the moment.
As implied earlier, the recording sounds
character, then Elgar's Sospiri, from the
same period, suggests something altogether for all the world like one of those transistor
deeper and more introspective, as does his radio or tape recorder-on-the- lap jobs. The
voices fare reasonably enough, but levels
no less poignant Elegy.
Perhaps it is unfair to Parry that such a fluctuate dramatically from side to side, and
pointed contrast is made here even if it does orchestrally things are pretty thin and dim,
make for fascinating listening. Well-crafted the mighty pedal A of Scarpia's motif arrivas they are, Parry's suites can but appear ing with little more than a whimper at the
lightweight, perhaps facile, alongside the start. Collectors will want this for Crespin
concentrated eloquence and poetic feeling of But they have been warned. [D:3]
Edward Seckerson
Sospiri, or the spellbinding beauty of the
E- minor Serenade.
Hickox draws no such distinction and
treats both composers on their merits: vigorous and breezy in the Parry; refined, sensi- PUCCINI: Turandot
tive and well- paced in the Elgar. His under- Marton/Carreras/Ricciarel/i/Ch & Orch of Vienna
standing and deep affection for the English State Opera/Maazel
'tasters shines through, and the lively, well- CBS I3M 39160 digital ( 3 recs) ( 13T 39160)
defined and pleasantly resonant recording is
A work on the scale of Turandot poses all
as well-judged as the playing. [
A:11
sorts of problems for live recording. But I'm
Peter Herring
glad CBS took the plunge back in September
1983 when this lavish Hal Prince production
opened in Vienna, for in amongst the deliPROKOFIEV: Peter & the Wolf/TCHAIKOVSKY:
rious applause, the shuffle and patter of
Nutcracker Suite
chorus feet, and a number of other minor
Terry VVogan/Boston Pops/Williams
irritations, there's aperformance of real flair
Philips 412 559-1 digital ( 412 559-4)
and excitement. Maazel must take much of
Wogan's cosy microphone manner needs no the credit for weighing so expertly the
rhetoric of the score and bringing home the
introduction — he sounds like a nice man.
Yes, I'd say he was a natural for Peter & the big epic gestures without loosing touch with
Wolf: friendly, relaxed, with just enough the sensuality. He draws unashamedly upon
colour and colloquiality in the characterisa- the luxuriance of his Vienna strings, he
tion to bring the familiar old tale off the page marks with panache his brass and multifaagain. Isay 'familiar old tale', but Iparticu- rious percussion, and though the CBS
larly liked the way he has up-dated and engineers have fallen into the odd balance
enlivened the standard text. The bare ori- aberration, with voices tending to come and
ginal always was alittle patronising. 'This cat go somewhat, the tonal quality of the recordhad chased birds before' — ' Grandfather was ing is pretty sumptuous. A warm, atmosa bundle of laughs' — 'the duck's little pheric sound.
As for casting, you could hardly do better.
webbed feet going like fury' — the huntsmen
'shooting away at everything that moves', Eva Marton, who is due to sing the role at
and so on. Good, too, is the chatty way in Covent Garden for their next revival, is an
implaccable Turandot, lethal in the taxing In
which Wogan draws his listeners in, posing
the occasional question before answering it.
questa Reggia and ensuing duet, no probYou could say that this was a Peter & the lems at all above the stave. José Carreras,
Wolf for the slightly older child. The very too, hit marvellous form here, phrasing with
young might find Perlman's more emphatic eloquence and imagination, while even Katie
delivery ( Feb, p.105) more engaging, easier Ricciarelli, salvaging qualities in her voice
to respond to. Musically, there's little to split that Ithought had gone forever, sings with
these particular versions, though Mehta's uncommon artistry. Infuriating though it is at
Israel winds are perhaps more individual the time, the spontaneous applause which
breaks out for her Signore, ascolta! is well
than those of the Boston Pops for Williams.
Certainly Mehta's Carnival of the Animals deserved. Why did she ever stray from such
roles as these?
(scintillating with the Labéque sisters) makes
Minor technical drawbacks aside, then — a
for amore interesting coupling than this trim
but not especially elegant or imaginative Turandot to relish. You might even go for it
Nutcracker. The Philips sound is excellent, in preference to the Karajan and Mehta
however — vivid instrumental solos set well recordings. Icertainly would. [B/A:11
Edward Seckerson
forward from adeep spacious acoustic — and
the handsomely- illustrated double- fold
sleeve might further add to Wogan's allure.
EMI EL 2701461 digital dmm ( EL 2701464)

[A:1]

Edward Seckerson

PUCCINI: Tosca
Crespin/Raimondi/Bacquier/Ch & Orch of Metropolitan Opera, NY/Mehta
Rodolphe RP 12422/23 ( 2 recs) ( Harmonia Mundi)
(NC)
Live recording, Jan 1968

Is Crespin's Tosca (
vintage 1968) really
worth the dingy sound and insufferable New
York audience? Ithink not. One should not
1-11 FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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RAMEAU: The Six Secular Cantatas
Isabelle Poulenard (sop)/John Elwes (ten)/Gregory
Reinhart (bar)/Les Dominos Ensemble Baroque
Le Chant du Monde LOX 78774/5 digital ( Harmonia
Mundi) ( NC)

The flowering of the French secular cantata
was confined to the first few decades of the
18th century and, as with so much music
around this period, Rameau was seminal.
The cantata was an Italianate form and
allowed Rameau to introduce the division
into airs and recitatifs not allowed in the

strictly controlled opera of the period. The
result was aform filled with opportunities for
Rameau to display his gift for marvellous
vocal melody and entertaining instrumental
numbers. All but Les Amants Trahis (
set for
tenor and baritone) are written for solo voice
plus three or four instruments, and there is
here an obvious empathy between the
spritely instrumental support of Les Dominos and the three soloists. Some of the best
moments arise through Rameau giving one
instrument an ornamented obbligato line
with the voice — John Elwes ( in fine voice)
and the very dextrous gamba playing of
Marianne Muller are particularly fine.
Isabelle Poulenard has that pleasingly open
and unaffected soprano so suited to
Rameau, and Gregory Reinhart's more
veiled voice does catch the characterisation
well.
The studio sound tends towards dryness,
with clear separation of the voices from the
instrumental group. Icould have wished for
a more integrated sound, with the instruments brought forward to match the placing
and dynamic level of the vocalists. [ 13:1*/1]
Roger Bowen

REICH: Variations for Winds, Strings
Keyboards/ADAMS. Shaker Loops

and

San Francisco SO/de Waart
Philips 412 214-1 digital ( 412 214-4)

Steve Reich is one of the founding fathers of
Minimalism in music: gradual change within
seeming no-change, a music which at its
best has verve, charm, humour and the
intimacy of chamber music. Most of his work
has been done with a small group of musicians under his own direction, which allows
all these qualities full scope; but when
translated to a full symphony orchestra,
much is lost and nothing gained. The
greatest problem is a ' stiffening' in the
performance. The rhetorical power of the
orchestra adds little (since Minimal music
emphasises unity of colour rather than contrast) and the inertia of such a large group
mitigates against suppleness and interaction
of individual elements. Reich makes no
compromises to the larger medium and the
result is uncomfortable.
John Adams is ayounger minimalist. His
Shaker Loops accept that an orchestra needs
other gestures. His piece has four distinct,
varied movements, which results in a better
orchestral piece but a ' worse' minimalist
one: suppleness and intimacy are supplanted by colour and contrast, and the long
timeless spans of the best Minimalist art are
replaced by short, traditionally temporal
structures. All this implies no criticism of the
performances. Edo de Waart and the San
Francisco SO play responsively and well —
the mismatch is intrinsic.
The recording is predominantly good:
clarity and afine sense of ambience are here.
Strongly objectionable is some artificial
stereo separation, which at times takes us
back to the bad old ' ping pong' days. [B:1]
Benedict Sarnaker

RIMSKY-KORSAKOV: Scheherazade
Moscow RSO/Fedoseyev
Le Chant du Monde LDX 78756 digital ( Harmonia
Mundi) ( K 305)
Reissue from 1982

The full-price HMV is still in the catalogue
and my review of 10/82 really says it all.
Something of a shocker, I'm afraid: bloated
and weary from the word go, aperformance
of little or no fantasy and absolutely no
finesse or sensuality. Fedoseyev rides
rough-shod over the beguiling third movement. Quite why, or how, I've no idea. This
music should be in his blood. Melodiya's
digital sound is far less of atrial in the upper
frequencies. Ionly wish Icould say the same
for the surfaces on this Chant du Monde
pressing. 18/A:4]
Edward Seckerson
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£ 129.00
£ 199.00
£205.00
£219.00
£225.00
£ 199.00
£99.00
£ 149.00
£235.00
Stocked

Mission Cyrus 1
MissionCyrus 2
NAD 3120

£ 139.00
£279.00
£ 109.00

NAD 30205
NAD 3150
Nytech CA202

£ 129.00
£225.00
£ 148.00

Nytech CA252

£ 193.00

Proton P520
QED A230
Quad 34
Quad 44

£ 129.00
£99.00
Stocked
Stocked

Quad 303
Quad 405
Rotel RA820
Rotel RA 820BX

Stocked
Stocked
£99.00
£ 129.00

Rotel RA 840
Rotel RA 840BX
Rotel RA 860

£ 149.00
£ 159.00
£ 199.00

Rotel RA 870
Yamaha A320

£270.00
£89.00

Yamaha A420
Yamaha A500

£ 139.00
£ 189.00

A&R T21 T/W
A&R T21 BK
Denon TU 710B
Denon TU 747L
Hitachi FT5500
Marantz
Mission Cyrus
NAD 4155
NAD 4020A
Nytech CT206
QED T230
Quad Flut4
Rotel RT820
Rotel RT840
Yamaha r320
Yamaha 1'520
Yamaha T720
Yamaha T700

£ 199.00
£205.00
£99.00
£ 125.00
£ 165.00
Stocked
T.B.A.
£219.0(1
£ 125.00
£189.00
£ 119.00
Stocked
£84.00
£ 129.00
£89.00
£ 139.00
T.B.A.
£ 149.00

Cassette Decks
Aiwa ADF 230
Aiwa ADF 330
Aiwa ADF 550
Aiwa ADF 660
Aiwa ADF 770

Stocked
Stocked
Stocked
Stocked
Stocked

Aiwa ADF 990
Denon DR171

Stocked
£ 119.00

Denon DRM11
Denon DRM22
Denon DRA133
Denon DRM44
Dual C802

£ 169.00
£229.00
£269.00
£309.00
£79.00

Dual C808
Marantz
NAD 6125

£99.00
Stocked
£ 149.00

SPEAKERS

Cyrus 1amp
£ 139.00
Cyrus 2amp
£ 279.00
Cyrus tuner
T.B.A.
System C 1
£399.00
System C2
£549.00
775 turntable
(no arm)
£99.00
775 turntable (inc. 774
LC arm)
£ 168.00

70 mk II speakers w/bk
£99.00
700.2 speakers
£ 119.00
707 speakers
£ 149.00
737 speakers
£ 199.00
770F
£379.00
780A
£599.00
Speaker cable (per metre)
£ 1.40
Speaker stands ( all models)
£25.00

NAD 6050C

£ 159 00

Proton P720
Rotel RD820
Rotel RD830
Rotel RD850

£169.00
£ 109.00
£ 109.00
£ 129.00

Yamaha K220
Yamaha K320
Yamaha K520

£ 119.00
£ 155.00
£ 199.00

Yamaha K700

£295.00

Turntables
AR Mission Arm
£235.00
AR Lux Arm/Basik £259.00
Dual CS505/11
£99.00
Dual CS505/11deluxe £129.00
Denon DP15A
£ 119.00
Denon DP21F
£ 125.00
Denon DP35F
£159.00
£ 189.00
Denoni DP 45F
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£ 199.00
Logic Tempo man
£ 119.00
Logic Tempo ele
£159.00
Logic Tempo Datum
man
£ 192.00
Logic Tempo Datum
ele
£232.00
Logic Tempo TA2 m
£159.00
Logic Tempo TA2 ele £ 198.00
NAD 5120
£99.00
Mission 775 nct
£ 168.00
Mission 775c
£ 197.00
Rotel RP830
£114.00
Rotel RP850 £189.00
Revolver Mission arm £ 160.00
Revolver LVX
arm/Basik

£ 189.00

Pick-Ups &
Cartridges
Cartridges
A/Tech AT110E
A/Tech AT115E
A&R C77
A&R E77
A&R P77
Nagaoka MP10
Nagaoka MP11
Nagaoka MP15
Nagaoka MP20
Nagaoka MP30
NAD 9200
Ortofon
Shure
Styli
ATN110E
ATN115E
A&R CN7
MR EN7
MR PN7
N1OP
N11P

£8.50
£ 13.50
£9.20
£23.00
£33.50
£6.90
£9.50

N15P
N2OP

£22.50
£31.95

N3OP
92

£45.75
£ 15.95

£ 14.95
£24.95
£ 18.50
£33.00
£43.50
£ 14.95
£ 19.95
£29.95
£39.95
£59.95
£25.00
Stocked
Stocked

Ortofon
Shure

Stocked
Stocked

Speakers
A&R ARCAM one w
AR RRCAM two w
AR 8LS w/bk

£299.00
£ 199.00
£79.00

AR 18LS 3/bk
£99.00
AR 19 wrbk
£119.00
AR 20w
£149.00
AR 30w
B&W DM110 w/bk
£119.00
£229.00
B&W DM220 w/bk
£99 .00
Celestion 110
£299 .00
Celestion SL6 w
£339 .00
Celestion SL6 bk
£699.00
Celestion SL600
Celestion DL4 w
£99.00
Celestion DL6 w
£ 129.00
Celestion DL8 w
£ 179.00
Dean Altos II w/bk £ 169.00
JPW P1
£99.00
KEF Chorale w/bk
£89.00
KEF Coda w/bk
£99.00
KEF 101 w
£229.00
KEF 103.2 w
£299.00
KEF 104.2 w
£599.00
KEF 105.2 w
£999.00
KEF 105.4
£749.00
Marantz LD20 w
£79.00
Marantz LD30 w
£99.00
Marantz LD50 w
£126.00
Mission 70/2 w/bk
£99.00
Mission 700/2 £ 119.00
Mission 707
£ 149.00
Mission 770 Freedom £379.00
Mission 780A
£599.00
Monitor Audio R152.
w/bk
£216.00
Monitor Audio R252

Quad
Rogers LS1 w

£89.00
To order
£ 169.00

Rogers L53/5A w
£239.00
Rogers LS7 w
£316.00
Rogers Studio 1w
£437.00
Tannoy Titan
£99.00
Tannoy Mercury w
£ 135.00
Tannoy Venus
£250.00
Tannoy all other models to
order
*Videotone
minimax w
£69.00
'Wharfedale Diamond
bk
£69.00
Wharfedale 506 2
£ 119.00
Wharfedale 508 w
£ 159.00
Free 16 metres of 79 strand
speaker cable with all speakers
listed except where indicated •
w = walnut
bk = black

Compact Discs
Marantz
Marantz
Marantz
Marantz

CD63B
CD54
CD74
CD84

£299 00
£299.00
£349.00
£399.00
£399.00
£299.00

Monitor Audio R552
w/bk
£299.00

Yamaha CDX1
Yamaha CDX2

£329.00
£429.00

NORTH LONDON

175 HOLLOWAY ROAD, LONDON N7 8JB
19 HIGH ST. NORTH, EAST HAM E6 1HS
01 552 2716 Open 9.30-6.00 Mon- Sat
FREE CARRIAGE ON ALL ORDERS.
Large range of other products stocked - if you rigi
don't see what you require please phone or
send s.a.e. for quotation.

Established at our present location, we
have always endeavoured to provide the
products the public wants, coupled with
knowledgeable sales staff, and excellent
back-up service, which includes atwo
year warranty on all our electronics.
Aware of the changing face of ' Hifi' in
the second half of the eighty's, we now
have comprehensive range of British
and imported ' Hifi' to suit all budgets.
These can be auditioned in one of our
two single speaker demonstration
rooms. An appointment is not always
necessary, but it is advisable to ring first.

EXPORT WORLDWIDE p
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£ 106 00

Mission DAD 7000
Technics SLP7

Mail orders: 01 607 2148, General Enquires: 01 607 2296
Open 9.30-6.00 Mon-Sat ( Closed Thurs)

71Z

Mordaunt Short M20
Mordaunt Short
MS10

w/bk
£ 128.00
Monitor Audio R352
w/bk
£188.00

tro

EAST LONDON
Newly opened, our East Ham branch, is
run on exactly the same principles as our
main branch. So we can now provide our
services to those members of the public
who have so far found the journey to
North London too arduous.
The single speaker demonstration
room is bookable by appointment, and
certainly advisable for Saturday.
ENOD.
"Some products are only available at our
North London Branch - but East Ham
can take orders for you."
(NAD not available at this branch).
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RODRIGO: Concierto de Aranjuez [ 1A la busca del
más allá E Zarabanda lejana y Villancico
Alfonso Moreno IgtrI/LSO/Batiz
EMI EMX 4120681 digital ( EMX 4120684)
Reissue from 1982
Without doubt this is one of the best versions of the concerto there is. Moreno's
positive style and Batiz' virile accompaniment bring out the vital colour and strength
of a work too easily sentimentalised. The
other two pieces give us the reverse side of
Rodrigo, the one we rarely hear, French by
instinct, Spanish in inflexion, reflective by
nature. The Zarabanda, one of Rodrigo's
earliest works ( 1926) was arranged from a
guitar original. Eric Hill plays it on a Saga
issue. Rodrigo added the Villancico in 1930.
A la busca is comparatively recent ( 1976),
atmospheric, contemplative and eminently
listenable. The recording is excellent, full of
detail and clear as crystal. [
A/A*:1•1
Kenneth Dommett

silence that grumble, and Philips have
matched the directness and wide expressive
range of the performance with a digital
recording of marked presence and clarity
(though with more clicks on my finished
pressing than one could wish). Despite
minor quibbles, an emphatic [A:1].
Peter Branscombe

SIBELIUS: Symphony No.2 [ IScene with Cranes
CBSO/Rattle
HMV EL 2701601 digital dmm ( EL 2701604)
Simon Rattle, brilliantly marshalling the tensions of the music in this pretty expansive
account, excites all the old enthusiasms for
the Sibelius Second - a work Imust admit I
had placed on the mind's equivalent of the
dusty shelf. Exhilarating in the scherzo, he
punches home the fast sections at a tempo
which Tjeknavorian made seem merely frantic; tenderly and affectingly shaping the
oboe/cello soft trio scoring, he seems to be
wearing Barbirolli's Sibelius mantle, with its
con amore embroidery. But from a superb
transition into the finale, with trenchant
brass calls that lift you out of your chair, I
could not help but think of the hair-raising
immediacy of Beecham's 1954 EMI recording ( BBC SO, live), peppered with shouts of
encouragement to his players.
The little piece from Kuolema was one of
Berglund's most concentrated Bournemouth
recorded performances ( SLS807); the Birmingham strings are even more delicate, and
Rattle outshines that sensitive and rapt
account. Both versions offer A* sound. John
Willan's digital production of the symphony
relates less to Legge's 1961 Philharmonia/
Karajan Second than to Monteux's vivid
1960 LSO/Decca ( now Contour). In ( ii) each
even has the same string- bass fingering
'oiks' - the upper strings' entry brings a
touch of digititis, though, fogging - but generally the sound is impressively solid and
wide-ranging. [
A:1*]
Christopher Breunig

now, the Philharmonia in their heyday still
sound ripe and refulgent, while balance
matters could hardly be bettered. The voices
have been beautifully preserved.
No other performance will ever, Ithink,
evoke the smell of the era more vividly. The
style, the rubicund blend of sound. Everything sits perfectly. In Schwarzkopf's portrayal, of course, we have aclassic Marschallin - more individual than any, with grace and
elegance to the manner born, but humour as
well as humanity: a kittenish sense of fun.
Ludwig and Stich- Randall, too, are both
matchless. If the ' Presentation' ( rapturously
broad with Stich- Randall glorious on the top
line) and the Trio don't utterly transport you,
nothing will. [
A:1•1
Edward Seckerson

STRAVINSKY: The Rite of Spring Symphonies of
Wind Instruments ( Orig. Version 1920)
Montreal SO/Dutoit
Decca 414 202-1 digital ( 414 202-4)

Very French, very nimble, very airy- textured,
Dutoit going all out for high definition and
clean contours. His brilliant Montreal players
dance their way buoyantly through the
score, darting incandescent colours predominate, all is fresh and transparent. But
Rodrigo's famous concerto was arranged by
'scenes from Pagan Russia'? Images of barthe composer for harp at the request of
baric prehistoric rituals? No, for my money,
Zabaleta. In this form it has acquired asofter
Dutoit is apt to undermine the darker primioutline, since the harp, for all its similarity to
tive
aspects of the work. His Rite has, if you
the guitar in certain respects, lacks the
like, been rather too well honed for human
incisive quality which, in Spanish music
consumption. He sells us short on animal
especially, makes the guitar the obvious
fibre, he too often clips and refines that
instrument with which to convey the pellucid
which is crude and rough-hewn. See how
colours of its landscape. Rodrigo did not
you feel about the lean, lightweight, staccato
depart too drastically from his original, and
quavers which launch The Augurs of Spring.
in this form the concerto makes an attractive
Is this the music that stomped its way into
alternative.
notoriety?
The companion piece, written in 1958 for
The playing, as Isay, is superb - StravinsMarisa Robles, is less individual. Ido not
ky's opening germination at once revealing
recollect having heard any music by Manuel
that extraordinarily flexible and individual
Moreno-Buendia before, and this Suite,
wind choir - while Decca's very vivid ( if
aimed at celebrating the 400th anniversary
slightly low-level cut) recording is typical of
of the death of Charles V, culled from the
this source: beautifully, naturally, integrated
work of Albeniz, Falla and others, has all the
and wholly gratifying in its tonal responses;
ingredients of the popular idea of Spanish
rich divided lower strings in Spring Rounds;
SMETANA: Ma Vlast ( exc)
IOverture, Polka,
music. Nevertheless, it is effective, and in the
handsome bass- drum and cavernous roars
Furiant & Ballet from the Bartered Bride
hands of these performers frequently
from the bass tuba. Occasionally, though, I
Radio TeleLuxembourg SO/Hager
becomes exciting as well as lyrical. Dutoit
did wonder ( and I'm almost loathe to sughas already established a reputation as a Forlane UM 6511 digital ( Harmonia Mundi) ( NC)
gest this) whether a little engineeripg assistconductor of Spanish music, and though the
ance, a little extra projection on the rear of
As acelebration of Smetana's centenary this
music here is not perhaps of such a high
the orchestra might not have added some
issue is hardly adventurous. The sleeve is in
order as that which he has previously
useful ballast to the proceedings? Perhaps
French, so Ihave taken the liberty of translatrecorded, he makes a persuasive case for it,
not. Symphonies of Wind Instruments, in the
ing the titles into their more common
as does the soloist. The recording, made in
original version, is again stylish and preEnglish form. Vltava and Tabor (
this admitSt Barnabas' Church London, has a warmth,
tedly is not the usual pairing) occupy Side 1 cisioned - but Muti, Abbado and Boulez still
radiance and clarity appropriate to the
share my vote for the Rite. [
A:2/3]
and the orchestral items from the opera Side
music. [
A:1)
Edward Seckerson
2. The playing may fairly be described as
Kenneth Dommett
enthusiastic rather than subtle. Hager's
Vltava, for instance, starts from decidedly
sluggish springs, but when it gets to the ' St
STRAVINSKY: The Rite of Spring 1Petrushka
SCHUBERT: String Quartet in d ' Death and the John's Rapids' it is wild and urgent enough,
(Composer's piano duet versions)
not to say a little rough. The orchestra, on
Maiden'
Richard Markham & David Nettle (pnos)
this showing anyway, could do with some
Orlando Quartet
polishing, while Hager, surprisingly, seldom
Psyche PS 78 (
Saga - Harmonia Mundi) ( NC)
Philips 412 127-1 digital ( 412 127-4)
appears entirely at home in general reperMessrs Markham and Nettle are not well
This is a performance of tremendous toire - as he did in those Mozart opera
served by their keyboard sound. The top is
strength and vividness, yet also of delicacy recordings he made at Salzburg. The sound
fuzzy, nigglingly unfocused, the lower
and tenderness. The Orlando Quartet are a is not up to the best standard either, whether
octaves disappointingly dull. None of which
magnificent team, with remarkable unani- because of the microphone placement or the
helps to counter the pale, monochromatic
mity and evenness, able to cover a wide acoustic Iam not certain, but it is bosomy
impression left by their reading of Petrushka.
dynamic range and to bring out subtleties of and congested and does little to enhance the
Where is the inherent garishness and vitality
Schubert's part-writing (
eg, in the transition performance. (C:2]
of the piece? Isense little joy where StraKenneth Dommett
to the second subject of the Allegro) which
vinsky floods the pages of his score with
are often unremarked. They allow themlight and movement. I miss buoyancy as
selves some freedom of tempo, though
opposed to clarity in some of the rhythms
without distorting the structure. Only in the
(the opening measures of the final tableau
finale (
Presto - prestissimo) did Ifind their STRAUSS ( Richard): Der Rosenkavalier
sound tired and listless).
tempo marginally over-fast, just as their Schvvarzkopf/Ludwig/Stich-Randall/Edelmann/PhilLe Sacre comes off the page more vividly.
Andante con moto struck me as being on the harmonia/Karajan
A greater sense of physical abandon and
EMI EX 2900453 (
4recs) digitally remastered dmm
slow side.
atmosphere is certainly engendered. But
A warm, generous performance, with all (Cassette to follow)
again, they are plainly encumbered by the
repeats observed except for the one in the Reissue from 1957
restricted tonal range of the recording. And
first movement; but the generosity does not,
the Rite in this manifestation is very much
alas, extend to giving us a fill- up on Side 2, A new lease of life for this timeless set. And
about sonority and resonance. But let me at
which with under 14 minutes of music hardly what more can one add? Digital remastering
least acknowledge the usefulness and generoffers good value. But the burning convic- and abright new high-level cut have brought
osity of the coupling ( the Peckinel twins take
tion of the Orlando Quartet's playing, their it up sounding fresher than ever. A remarka whole disc over the Rite on DG). But more
richness of tone, precision and poignancy, able achievement it was for 1957; but even
RODRIGO: Concierto de Aranjuez/MORENOBUENDIA: Suite Concertante
Marisa Robles (hrp)/Philharmonia/Dutoit
Decca 411 738-1 digital ( 411 738-4)
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of arecommendation than that Icannot give.
IC:3/21
Edward Seckerson
STRAVINSKY: The Rake's Progress
Langridge/Ramey/Pope/Walker/London Sinf & Ch/
Chailly
Decca 411 644-1 (
3 recs) digital ( 411 644-4)
Clean as a whistle - in every sense. Decca's
recording has been unobtrusively ' produced'
- balance, stage- movement and effects ( no
expense spared on Baba the Turk's antique
smashing!) are all exemplary - and if the top
is a little on the sharp side, Inonetheless
think it entirely appropriate to the character
of the score. Chailly keeps that side of things
buzzing along engagingly. There is rhythmic
vitality, there is charm, there is brilliance in
the Sinfonietta's playing. Stravinsky's
myriad ornamentations chatter and effervesce. But there's a sting in the tail too. And
that's important.
Cast-wise, Langridge's Tom takes a while
to settle, finding his best form for the later
scenes. He is, of course, up against Samuel
Ramey's scene- stealing Nick Shadow - dark
and seductively suave of voice. Cathryn
Pope as Anne is fresh, I believe, to the
recording studio - and fresh she sounds. A
little too bland for my taste, but pretty, pure,
song- bird- like, and really quite affecting in
the last scene. A cunning piece of casting.
The other two ladies ( if one counts dear old
Astrid Varnay's raddled but fruity interjections at the brothel!) are delicious, with
Sarah Walker ( see interview page 78) in her
element as the imperious, acid-tongued
Baba, and clearly relishing the fact that the
part lies so beautifully in the vibrant lower
half of her voice.
Istill don't think of the Rake as a gramophone opera. Stravinsky's Hogarthian
allegory belongs to the stage where its
cheeky recitatives and rapid scene transformations can really come alive. But this is a
good listen. Better recorded and more
revealing, I think, than Stravinsky's own.
Sharper, more infectious as a performance. I
recommend it. [
A:11
Edward Seckerson

TCHAIKOVSKY: Swan Lake . 1Sleeping Beauty
(excerpts)
Philadelphia/Muti
HMV EL 2701131 digital dmm ( EL 2701134)
1812/Serenade remains Muti's best
Tchaikovsky coupling, but the move from the
'Old Met' to Memorial Hall makes for sumptuous sound. In the Swan Lake excerpts
(differing from the selection on the Karajan/
Rostropovich DG discs, which have the finale
where Muti conducts the Spanish and
Neapolitan Dances and Mazurka) the ScenaAndante is very beautifully done. On the
other hand, Muti suggests a hasty impatience with the Waltz from Sleeping Beauty,
and in Panorama his accompanying figures
tend to jab - though the Philadelphia violins
are extremely suave here. Both Karajan and
Rostropovich are more delicate in manner,
and their Puss in Boots characterisations are
more acute. The Swan Lake Waltz is taken
very fast, and in this score Monteux ( on
Sequenza) is most enchanting of all.
The Spanish Dance, given with verve,
shows a certain opacity in this new recording; the hall sound is rather damped, and
there is not much depth transparency ( aless
good result than in the Philadelphia Mahler
1). Also, my imported pressing had noticeable background noise. The Rostropovich/
BPO - not the Signature abbreviated recoupiing - is unsurpassed technically; the Russian cellist-conductor is friendlier, shows
more charm in Tchaikovsky's music. [
A:1/21
Christopher Breunig
TCHAIKOVSKY: Sleeping Beauty & Swan Lake —
ballet suites/MUSSORGSKY ( Orch. Rimsky) Dance
of the Persian Slaves
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Philharmonia/Karajan
EMI EMX 4120671 (
EMX 4120674)
Reissues from 1959, 61
Memories of the ' 50s again. The Philharmonia approaching its zenith, EMI's sound
mellowed and matured like a good claret.
Note for note, rubato for rubato, Karajan
certainly offers value for money in these
seasoned scores. Breadth of phrase and
amplitude in the string sound are always
paramount. What a pity he's never recorded
them complete. [
B/A:1]
Edward Seckerson
TCHAIKOVSKY: Francesca da Rimini L Romeo &
Juliet
Cleveland Orch/Chailly
Decca 414 159-1 digital ( 414 159-4)

At the end of my June ' 84 review of the
remastered Vaughan Williams cycle I
remarked that ' 8 and 9 would make a good
Greensleeve recoupling'. The D- minor ( No.8)
corresponds to Beethoven's Eighth, concise,
witty; although Boult makes it rather more
serious, tougher, than its dedicatee ' Glorious
John' ( Barbirolli). News came of the composer's death whilst Sir Adrian was making
the premiere recording ( Everest) of the last
symphony ( No.9) which - with its flügelhorn
and saxophone quartet - reflects earlier
sonorities, from the Eighth and from the
Antartica. Both these recordings reflect the
best traditions of EMI engineering, even
though some of the impact of the Ninth has
been lessened by compression onto asingle
side. [
A:1]
Christopher Breunig

To Romeo and Juliet, Chailly brings much of
distinction. Lovely refinements in the lower
dynamics - ppp strings hushed from a
whisper to almost nothing just prior to the
first of Tchaikovsky's dramatic allegros. Prologue and epilogue are most eloquent, the
distinguished Clevelanders at their most
sensitive. But it's beauty before passion, I
fear. Refinement before spontaneity. The
love music is attended with restraint. Tender,
even succulent, it may be, but always the
emotional temperature is kept well within
bounds. So too Francesca, where the inferno
may smoulder, even blaze, but never
threatens to envelope us. Compare Bernstein's veritable whirlwind on DG, and there
you have it. Even so, a superior Francesca,
notable especially for that long and wondrous elaboration of the clarinet's second
subject. Chailly's handling of those pages
leaves nothing to be desired and he moves
with mounting excitement to a more than
decent climax. A glimpse, perhaps, of what
could have been.
Sonically speaking, this Decca gives even
the superb DG/Bernstein disc ( recorded live)
arun for its money. In terms of presence and
immediacy they are not dissimilar. Iparticularly relished the tangible bowed resonances
of the lower strings, the threatening rasps of
bass trombone and tuba, the uncommonly
responsive bass- drum. [
A:2/1]
Edward Seckerson

WAGNER: Die Walküre
Crespin/Ludwig/Nilsson/Frick/Hotter/KingNPO/Solti
Decca 414 105-1 (
4 recs) ( 414 105-4)
Digitally remastered reissue from 1965

TIPPETT: Concerto for double string orchestra
Piano Sonatas Nos.1 & 2 ; iString Quartet No.1
Piano Concerto . 1 Fantasia Concertante on a
Theme of Corelli
Moscow CO/Bath Fest CO/Barshai/John Ogdon
(pno)/Edinburgh Ot/Philharmonia/Davis/Bath Fest
Orch/Tippett
EMI EX 2902283 (
2 recs) ( EX 2902285)
Reissues from 1963-65, 67

Karajan's casting demands meant that this,
his first Flying Dutchman, needed to be
recorded over a period of three years in two
different locations ( Berlin and Salzburg). It is
testimony to afine cast ( and to fine engineering) that the venture isn't an unconnected
series of ' takes'. But Ifear that Karajan has
sacrificed some coherence in his approach.
Worst in this respect is the blazingly dramatic Overture which is presented in almost
self-contained grandeur. The casting has
its poorer aspects, in Kaja Borris's Mary for
instance, bossy in characterisation and possessed of an ugly throaty vibrato; Thomas
Moser's Steersman is thin- voiced, too light
and young for the role. Jose van Dam,
however, gives us the finest Dutchman on
disc to date. His singing is clear and his
characterisation intelligent and compelling.
Dunja Vejzovic's Senta is spoiled only by the
problems she faces in Senta's Ballad, where
she is stretched to the point of instability by
Karajan's eccentrically slow tempo; far better are her scenes with the Dutchman. Kurt
Moll's Dalland is very natural: powerful
singing and unaffected characterisation.
DMM cutting presents the extremes of
dynamics quite cleanly. The BP0 plays with
drama and panache; the Vienna State
Chorus are a sympathetic and well- disciplined body, though the ' all-purpose atmospheric' balance puts the chorus well back in
the stereo stage as in the seamans' song at
the end of Act 1. Time will probably
judge Karajan's approach as overly emotionally simplistic, but there seems little
prospect of a better cast or better played
Dutchman in even the medium term. [
A:1*/2]
David Priikel

A bunch of reissues may not seem the ideal
way for EMI to celebrate Sir Michael's 80th
birthday, but they do include what Ithink of
as the finest performance on disc of the
Concerto for Double String Orchestra, conducted by Barshai - pity the recording is
rather harsh - and the opportunity for those
of us with ageing copies of Ogdon's reading
of the Piano Concerto to acquire a clean
pressing painlessly. That same pianist's performances of the first two Piano Sonatas,
despite some hardness in his fortissimo
playing, are full of insight and commitment
and provide very useful alternative views to
those of Paul Crossley. Iam not so enthralled
by the Edinburgh Quartet's performance of
String Quartet 1, nor by what seem to be
tape snags in the Corelli Fantasia (
perhaps a
pressing fault on the review copy). But
Tippett conducting this last piece and recording of breadth and sparkle are full compensation. [
B/C:1*/1/3]
Doug Hammond
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Symphonies Nos.8 & 9
LPO/Boult
HMV ED 2902391 (
ED 2902394)
Reissues from 1969, 70

Decca's digital remastering of the Solti Ring
cycle continues with the delayed Walküre.
Now 20 years on, Solti's cast has not been
bettered; this is the greatest strength of this
recording. Solti's lyricism seems a little
misplaced in retrospect, but he firmly places
his emphasis on the conflict between Wotan
and Fricka in the second act, sung with deep
understanding by Hotter, no longer in towering strength in this role but now underlining
Wotan's weaknesses; Christa Ludwig sings
with powerful commitment as his wife. Only
the Act 1 lovers disappoint in some degree:
Crespin sings with great clarity and an
affection, there exists no better account of
this role today; the problem lies entirely with
James King who offers only a superficial
characterisation. The digital remastering has
again improved audibility, desite the loss of
two LP sides, and has removed the slightly
problematic balance between voice and
orchestra. CD release to follow. (
A:1*/11
David Priiikel
WAGNER: Der fliegende Hollânder
Vejzov ic/Borris/van Da m/Mo I
I/Ho I
ma nn/Moser/
Vienna State Op Ch BPO/Karajan
EMI EX 2700133 (
3recs) digital dmm ( EX 2700139)
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45 Radford Rd. Nottingham.
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Hastings Hi-Fi

Jàhe Chen»
Griffin Radio Ltd
Specialists in High Quality Audio Systems
Agencies include:
Linn Products, Thorens, Dual, Aiwa, Mantra,
Denon, Creek, Nytech, Audio Vois, Quad, Rotel,
Wharfedale, Technics, Mordaunt-Short, KEF,
Akroyd, Nakamichi and Revox
Excellent demonstration facilities.
Open Monday-Saturday 9.30am-6.00pm.

Linn Products, Meridian, Nairn Audio,
Nytech Audio, Rega Research, ARC,
Grace and Supex.
Contact John Chapman
By appointment please.
0202 570307
3Plassey Crescent. Bournemouth, Dorset

II
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94 Bristol Street, Birmingham.
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FIVEWAYS HIGH FIDELITY
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A&R, ADC, AKG, Akai, Alphason, Ariston, AudioTechnica, B&W, Beyer, British Loudspeakers, Calrec,
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Syrinx, Thorens, Trio, Uher, Colin Walker, Wharfedale, Zenn.
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Edgbaston, Birmingham BIS 1LD.
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Rockf Pop.1
JazzJ &c
AIRTO, FLORA PURIM & MICKEY HART: DÁFOS
Reference Recordings RR-12CD (
38m 46s)
Available from Trim Records

Tam Henderson's Reference Recordings
have gone into the CD market for much the
same reason as Sheffield Lab's Doug Sax
outlined in HFN/RR last October — whilst not
believing that CD can offer as hi a fi as the
best analogue, they feel that if people are
going to buy it, then as aresponsible record
company they should serve that market. ( It's
called having one's cake as well as eating it!)
We offered the 45rpm LP version of Dffos
in the HFN/RR Accessories Club back in
January, and readers are recommended to
read ' fan Payne's ' Classical Wax' feature for
the full background. Suffice to say this is one
of the finest percussion recordings ever, and
as far as the CD goes, JVC have done avery
good job on the transfer from Professor
Johnson's analogue master. The dynamics
and frequency range captured will give your
system quite a workout. Putting aside the
question of comparisons with the LP, the CD
offers abonus in the form of an extra track.
'Psycocomp', recorded digitally last September, features the Grateful Dead's Mickey Hart
on what sounds like a second cousin to the
immense lengths of pipe that featured in a
1982 Pompidou Centre acoustic exhibit.
Deep, sonorous tolling combines with continuous overtones to produce a five-minute
sound painting quite unlike anything I've
heard on disc before. This disc also has
some of the most clearly defined stereo I've
ever heard — one's speakers disappear!
Despite varying levels of background noise,
(A":19.
John Atkinson
ROY AYRES
CBS 26199

IN THE DARK

I'd feared the worst. Most jazz-funk leaves me
cold — and this one looked as though it might
easily reactivate my personal Frigidaire system. No such thing though. For vibraharpist
Ayres has shaded things just right, anchoring the obvious technical expertise of such
name musicians as Stanley Clarke, Paulinho
Da Costa, Grover Washington and others to
arrangements that come dance- happy yet
mind- mingling. ' Sexy, Sexy, Sexy', for instance, features choppy, hard bop sounds in
Travolta trappings, Washington weighing in
the sort of solo any JATP sortie would have
been proud to claim for its own. Then there's
'I Can't Help It', which moves out of an MJQ
setting to allow Ayers to test his tonsils on an
attractive line in balladry, while the bustling
bum-waggler that's ' Goree Island' is also
guaranteed to please the Scott set along with
the Hippodrome hip- hoppers, Ayres and
Washington even urging the over- rated,
usually dismal Tom Browne into a trumpet
solo that sounds as if it emanated from a
human being rather than acomputer. Even a
rap answering to the loony title ' Poo Poo La
La' works well, edging nearer to the sort of
humourous approach once so potently used
by such as Louis Jordan, rather than that
now employed by so many of today's ultraslick dudes of soul. In The Dark both entertains at dance floor level yet makes perfect
musical sense. You might say I'm impressed.
(A*:11
Fred Dellar
GEORGE BENSON: 20/20
Warner Bros 925 178-1

NO expense spared here. The Womacks are
drafted in to drift and dream aboard ' New
Day', Patti Austin and Kool's James Taylor
assist vocally on the sometime scattered
HI-FI NEWS& RECORD REVIEW
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semi-salsa that provides the album with its
name, while Roberta Flack, getting something less of a good deal, donates the
harmonies on ' You Are The Love Of My Life',
another of Michael Masser's droopy songs in
search of a weepy movie.
Other names? Benson's got them too.
Arrangers, for instance. They re represented
by the likes of Ralph Burns, James Newton
Howard, Robbie Buchanan and Gene Page,
to list but a multitude. Elsewhere the
peepers might brighten at the names of such
musicians as Dave Grusin, Richard Tee, Rick
Schlosser, Marcus Miller, Steve Ferrone and
Michael Sembello, the latter proffering the
more rugged sort of guitar solos required by
Benson to edge him into 'Thriller' territory.
All, then, is expertise — and there are some
nice sounds to be heard, particularly with
regard to ' IJust Wanna Hang Around You', a
Benson-Austin liaison that sounds like acert
hit single. But when most of the tinsel's
down and the party's over, there's not a lot
else that really sticks in the mind and one's
left with the impression that jazzman George
really got his greatest kick rehashing
'Beyond The Sea' in neo Darren style, while
Fred Foster and friends — including legendary rhythm guitarist Freddie Green — check
in with the type of big band backing Count
Basie most surely would have contributed
had he still been homing in from Kansas
City. [
A:2]
Fred Dellar

ELKIE BROOKS: SCREEN GEMS
EMI EJ 2402361 ( EJ 2402364; CDP 2402362 el)

When pop stars are born again as straight
singers of standards we should rejoice, and
when EMI do the thing in style with live
recording backed by a50- piece orchestra, it
ought to hit the heights. And so, by current
standards, it does. The songs are good:
'Once In A While', ' Blue Moon', ' You'll Never
Know' and Harry Akst's 'Am IBlue?', atune
from 1929 which sounds as if it could have
been written by Irving Berlin. It is that last
tune which brings up acomparison, to Miss
Brooks' disadvantage; it so happens that this
same month brought areissue of the song as
sung in 1929 by Ethel Waters. Miss Brooks
tries hard; her stage act suggests real emotion, yet what is lacking is that warmth which
the great singers had. The publicity tells us
that Miss Brooks most admires Carmen
McRae, Sarah Vaughan and Billie Holiday —
fine! But she just manages to go over the top
and spoil it all — take, for example, the last
word of ' Love Me Or Leave Me', in which
'else' comes out as awild ululation. Still, by
1985 standards, Elkie is a real singer, and
that fact makes her welcome in these pages.
(A:1/2]
Denis Argent

T-BONE BURNETT: TRAP DOOR
Side Effects/Demon VEX2
T-BONE BURNETT: BEHIND THE TRAP DOOR
Side Effects/Demon VEX3

This pairing is yet another novel way of
presenting an LP: two 12in. 45rpm discs
each bearing six tracks. While it takes up
more space than squeezing all the cuts onto
anormal LP, the Trap Door sets benefit from
the superiority of 45rpm playback and the
results are higher-than fi. Burnett is awhimsical former critics' darling ( usually the kiss
of death) who has managed to survive the
favourable press to emerge as the other side
of the Nick Lowe coin. An ex- Dylan protégé,
Burnett is like a pocket history of rock and
pop, delivering his influences through
sparse, guitar- based pieces with titles like
'Having A Nice Time, Wish You Werè Her'.
Wonderful and quirky, Burnett is the thinking- man's replacement for the Youngbloods
and all those other long- departed greats who
knew that songs are made up of music and
lyrics. [A/A*:1]
Ken Kessler

JAMES COTTON: HIGH COMPRESSION
Alligator/Sonet SNTF 928

If any of you really want to write the blues off
as moribund or already rotting in its coffin,
go right ahead. All you'll be doing is depriving yourselves of the joys to be found in LPs
like this one, where James Cotton shows yet
again that the blues still has what it takes to
get that right foot tapping. Cotton just might
be the hottest harmonica player still in action
(arguable, because there are still enough
greats blowing away) and his music wraps
around his displays of virtuosity like the
oyster ' round the pearl. ( Yes, there are black
pearls.) While his latest doesn't stray far
from the Cotton path, it stands out because
there are no sonic deficiencies to make you
wish it was recorded in the 1980s. It was
recorded in the 1980s, and it puts to rest the
argument that blues records have to be in
scratchy mono to sound authentic. You don't
get any more authentic than James Cotton;
just make sure that you like your blues on the
raw and gritty side. (
A:1)
Ken Kessler

THE DEL FUEGOS: THE LONGEST DAY
Rough Trade Rough 79

It seems ludicrously early in the year to say
it, but if a better LP of classic rock ' n' roll
music arrives this next nine months, Iwill
personally supervise the destruction of my
own ears. The Del Fuegos are a four- piece
who come from somewhere in America,
probably the bit where they keep the good
taste. The main man is someone rejoicing in
the unlikely name of Dan Zanes, whose
family doubtless write westerns. Dan
doesn't. He writes classy rock tunes which
combine a feel for what has gone with a
healthy appreciation of what is just about to
happen.
There are eleven tracks to choose from
and all comparisons are odious. The playing
throughout is supremely economical, all the
better to bite you with, and the emotional
tone prowls somewhere between a sneer
and asmile. Just let the needle drift down on
track 1side 1, tie the budgie to its perch and
let it rip. (A:1*]
Pete Clark

DEPECHE MODE: SOME GREAT REWARD
Mute Records CD-STUMM 19 (
40m 28s) re

Aside from the fact that this CD sounds great
— studio wizardry rarely suffers from being
chopped up into little bits — the biggest thrill
is that it emanates from asmallish label and
contains music of narrower appeal than, say,
James Galway. But, ah! you're saying,
haven't Depeche Mode had their share of
hits, thus making them ' popular'? Well, sure
they have, but then how many 18-year- olds
do you know who can afford CD players, let
alone the discs? Revelation: this CD is a
subtle way of turning old windbreakers on to
young-ish music, since the aged and near
infirm are the only ones who can come up
with the necessary gelt. The music is suitably
bleak, a soundtrack for the Blade Runner
future we have in store, while the sound is
modern with a vengeance. Makes me glad
I'm not young and wishing Iwere at the
same time. [A:1/21
Ken Kessler

ENFIELD CITADEL BAND
ARMY: KALEIDOSCOPE
Chandos BBRD 1027

OF

THE

SALVATION

There was a time when Salvation Army
bands were noted training grounds for brass
players who made it to the big time of the
dance band days — Billy Cotton and Henry
Hall both had ex-SA men. Nowadays, with
hard times in the profession, there might be
unemployed horns glad to do a gig at the
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local Citadel. Certainly they would have to be
of session standard to make it with the
resident talent of Enfield because, to these
ears, via LS3/5As, there seems little difference between these players' sounds and
those of the top contest bands. There are
indeed two well-known contest pieces here
by Eric Ball, who himself came up from SA
ranks, but the most impressive track is along
selection of Rimsky-Korsakov music
arranged by Brian Bowen. Mostly drawn
from Scheherazade, this is one of those
brass arrangements which make one accept
the absence of strings and reeds. It's nice to
feel that Chandos, who have established
such a good name in the digital era ( with St
Barnabas Church location, as here) can lavish as much engineering skill on alocal band
as on the ECO. As I had a white label
pressing and no printed sleeve, Icannot
name the outstanding cornet soloist. This is
one of those pleasant surprises that sometimes come to a reviewer: a record which
upsets his preconceived ideas and expectations. Dedicated playing, rich recording.
(A•:1]
Denis Argent
ELLA FITZGERALD: THE SONGBOOKS
Verve 823 445-2 ( 63m 34s)

Somebody once wrote that you have to hear
bands like Foreigner on an FM station while
driving down a California highway in order
to really appreciate their appeal. Which
doesn't explain why ' IWant To Know What
Love Is', asong included on this very album,
should prove such a massive hit in the UK —
one capable of shoving Band Aid off the top
of the charts no less. But Iknow what the
writer meant, for much of what Foreigner
have to offer is merely music- to- motor- by —
songs like ' Growing Up The Hard Way' and
'Reaction To Action', hard edged slices of
rock that sound like a couple of thousand
other things you've heard while viewing an
accompanying movie or TV actioner. America provides such visuals — the hoardings,
the neon lights, the drive-ins, the whole
hamburger and nothing but the hamburger.
Taking the No.12 bus to Shepherd's Bush or
even driving up the motorway to Bradford
hasn't quite the same aura. Which means
that, the one-off hit apart, Foreigner make
music that is quite foreign to Britain. Odd
really, for Foreigner are part British despite
being US based. They are also part bland.
Around 75 per cent I'd say. Excuse me while I
yawn. [
A:31
Fred Dellar

This is the first title Ihave heard in Verve's CHICO FREEMAN FEATURING BOBBY MUCFERRIN: TANGENTS
'The Silver Collection', which guarantees
over 60 minutes of music on each CD. What
Elektra Musician 960 361-1
can Isay about the music, other than as a
selection from the Norman Granz-produced
Iloved the sleeve notes. ' Bobby's clothes:
'Songbook' series, recorded between 1956
Chasurie, NYC. Chico's clothes: IF, Soho,
and 1965, it presents Ella in almost
NYC. Chico's tuxedo: Giorgio Armani.'
unapproachable form. On 19 numbers from
We're talking style, here.
Kern, Gershwin, Rodgers, Berlin, Arlen and
Then there's the dedication section. ' To Mr
Carmichael, she turns in performances,
Frederick Waits, a very special person, for
backed by the orchestras of Nelson Riddle,
the strength that he exhibited for his positive
Billy May, Paul Weston and Buddy Bregman,
attitude under all circumstances. Even under
that must be regarded as definitive. The
extreme pressure and duress.' And also: ' To
sound is a little dated by the tape hiss and
Billy Hart for his attitude of positiveness and
over- precise stereo on some instruments,
his efforts again under extreme pressure and
but the sound is generally natural, if placing
duress'.
Ella a little close. [
13:1*1
What caused the pressure and duress? Did
John Atkinson
they arrive at the studio in jeans and feel
outclassed by Chico's and Bobby's threads? I
know how they feel. I'm writing this on an
JOHN FOGERTY: CENTERFOLD
Olivetti Lettera 32, wearing Nikes, Levi
Warner Bros 7599-25203
Jeans, and a pink buttondown by ' Boulevard'.
Now it's official. Old champs can still clamMaybe Ishould have changed.
ber over the ropes after years of retirement
But back to the review. Ithought that the
and regain world titles. Well, if your name
leather coat on the front cover was agas, the
happens to be John Fogerty, that is. With
black scarves on the flip side had amundane
nary a second in his corner — like Fogerty's
warmth, and Chico's shirt explored shades
other post-Creedence projects, this is a true
of grey. [
A:2/3]
one-man band affair — he makes it clear from
Special thanks are due to my son Calum,
the very first round ( or the first track, if you
who sat up with me during this difficult
prefer) that he's about to pile up the points.
review, and my wife Sally who supplied the
For he delivers ' The Old Man Down The
rum baba.
Road' in best Creedence swamp rock tradiKen Hyder
tion and from then on it's all over bar the
enjoyment. The Blue Ridge Ranger era is
remembered by ' Big Train ( From Memphis)',
where the sounds of Jimmie Rodgers merge
DAVE FRIESEN: AMBER SKIES
with those of Sun Records; ' ISaw It On TV'
Palo Alto PA 8043 N
acts as anod in the direction of the Dylan we
used to know; and ' Mr Greed' shows the
Iwasn't sure if Iwas going to like this album
door to the heavy bands who state their case
because of the way it was put together.
loudly without actually saying anything
Inviting an all-star lineup of Chick Corea, Joe
worthwhile. ' Searchlight' is Memphis again,
Henderson, Paul Horn, Airto Moreira and
but this time nearer Stax, with Fogerty
Paul Motian for atwo-day recording session
chipping in an array of horn riffs, while the
sounds like a recipe for disaster. These kinds
title track — which swings from a ' La Bamba'
of projects often fall flat on their faces
inspired start into a wheezy organ figure
because stardom does not necessarily mean
before really getting underway — has our
compatibility.
hero claiming that he's ready to get off the
But this time it comes together. Friesen's
sub's bench and play amid the best in
bass and musical direction bind the music.
baseball once more. What the hell! John
The playing is strong, but not star turn
chooses a baseball analogy while I've opted
ego-tripping. Henderson is gritty and
for one more connected with pugilistic
sinewy, and Motian is simply one of the
events. The plain fact is that John Fogerty is
strongest, magical drummers in this area.
back and ready to take on all comers. Ijust
There are a number of things that Motian
can't wait until some promoter matches him
does which only other musicians really ever
with Springsteen in atitle bout. Now how do
notice. Because he makes everyone else
you spell euphoria? [
A:1'1
sound good, his own contribution is often
Fred Dellar
overlooked. He plays well here, getting
under the beat and keeping the music
FOREIGNER: AGENT PROVOCATEUR
buoyant. The sound of this record is typically
Atlantic 781 999
American, in that warmth comes before
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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separation. The same music recorded in
Europe would tend to sound cold, distant,
mechanical. [A:2]
Ken Hyder
RON GOODWIN: RON GOOD WIN CONDUCTS THE
NEW ZEALAND SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
EMI/Columbia EJ 26 0172 1 ( EJ 26 0172 4)
One side consists of Goodwin's own New
Zealand Suite, which is pleasant and well
organised light music, as if composed for a
travel film. The other side offers arrangements of famous big band themes — Miller,
James, Shaw, Ellington and Charlie Barnet,
whose ' Skyliner' surprisingly turns out to be
the swinging best, compared with the lush
slow tunes like ' Sophisticated Lady', which
represents Duke. The New Zealand Suite is
pleasantly varied, with an agile flute piece to
suggest a jolly picnic, some slow ' scenic'
music, and a jolly, bucolic, hoedown- style
movement called ' The A & P Show', which a
Kiwi colleague tells me stands for Agricultural and Produce. It is all ingeniously orchestrated and just the sort of longer item that
would fit into that Sunday morning oasis of
light music as presented by DJ. Adequate
recording, even though it seldom sounds like
a real symphony orchestra. [
111/21
Denis Argent
DAVE GRUSIN: DISCOVERED AGAIN
Sheffield Lab CD-5 (
31m 20s)
Available from John Goldsmith's Compact Disc
Service
Short measure regarding playing time on
this silver version of one of hi-fi's classic
dem recordings. Made from the analogue
safety master, the CD is not in the same
league as the original direct- cut LP, the bass
lacking both extension and weight, and the
image being more flat-perspectived. An allstar session lineup but for the CD rated only
[A/B:1"].
John Atkinson
THELMA HOUSTON & PRESSURE COOKER: I'VE
GOT THE MUSIC IN ME
Sheffield CD-2 129m 05s) '
re
AMANDA McBROOM & LINCOLN MAYORGA
GROWING UP IN HOLLYWOOD TOWN
Sheffield CD- 13 130m 46s, re)
AMANDA McBROOM & LINCOLN MAYORGA:
WEST OF OZ
Sheffield CD- 15 132m 04s) e
ADAM MAKOWICZ: THE NAME IS MAKOWICZ
(MA-KO-VITCH)
Sheffield CD-21 134m 14s( e)
After the joy of the James nawton Howard
CD ( Feb ' 851, Icouldn't wait to get my hands
on some other Sheffield CDs. While still
distinguishable from the black vinyl versions, the Sheffields do come closest to
narrowing the gap. ( John Crabbe points out
that Iprobably haven't got a cartridge with
truly flat response...) Pops and Chooch
reckon that the differences between the
Sheffield LP and CD are great, but Idon't feel
they're as great as the disparities from other
labels. At no time could one fail to spot the
difference ( surface noise notwithstanding)
but that didn't diminish the general overall
quality. Musically, these are, well, audiophile
items, though the Thelma Houston remains
a hot performance in spite of the context.
The Sheffields taken from the analogue
safety copies suffer from hiss; those from
the digital copies don't. Ipreferred the ones
from the analogue masters, the Thelma
Houston title and Growing Up In Hollywood
Town, in spite of the hiss. I've got a sneaky
feeling that people who hear these without
the vinyl versions to hand for comparison
are going to adore them. [
A/B:1/2] overall,
the ' A' is obviously for ' analogue' ...
Ken Kessler
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JACKSON, JOHNSON, BROWN AND COMPANY
Pablo 2310-897 from Import Music Service
The surnames are those properly prefixed by
Milt, JJ and Ray. As well as vibraphone,
trombone and bass, there are Tom Ranier
(piano), John Collins ( guitar) and Roy
McCurdy ( drums). The recording dates from
1983, and although Norman Granz' sleeve
note confuses the issue by harping on bop
influences, the music clearly emerges as ( to
play the labelling game) modern mainstream. The tunes are a nice mixture of the
blues and latter-day standards such as
'Watch What Happens' and ' My One And
Only Love' and the playing is incredibly
relaxed; highly skilled without being showoff stuff. Star of the faster tracks is JJ
Johnson, playing even better than he did on
the duets with Al Grey, reviewed last
November. Some of his fast runs are such
fiery staccato stuff that one marvels at such
sounds coming from a slide instrument. At
other times one finds oneself thinking how
like Lester Young solos they would sound if
they were transposed note- for- note to asax.
One would never have thought of Teagarden
sounding like Hawkins! Tom Ranier is a
lesser- known name on piano, but he is fluent
and original, and ' My One And Only Love'
has a lovely chorus by John Collins — not so
young now, but playing as well as any of the
brilliant younger men who pluck new romantic melodies from familiar chords. If you
have had enough of the way-out
experimentalists of jazz, this is for you. [
A:1]
Denis Argent
JAMAALADEEN TACUMA: RENAISSANCE MAN
Gramavision GR 8308
The title tells it all. Is Tacuma a renaissance
man? What sort of artist sets himself up with
that kind of image? The answer is in the
music. In many ways this album is astraight
repeat of the last one, which showed promise, or at least hinted at potential development. This one only shows that the music
has remained static.
The renaissance tag seems to rest on
Tacuma's virtuosity as a bass player which
allows him to play in a variety of musical
situations. He plays incongruously with a
string quartet, for whom he has written
uninspiring music. His real forté is punk funk,
a spinoff from Omette Coleman's electric
forays. Unfortunately, he doesn't take the
music forward. In fact, he takes it backwards.
He includes Coleman's ' Dancing In Your
Head', and even with Coleman himself playing, it's atravesty of the spirit of the original.
You cannot divorce the notes from what the
music is about. And this music is about
looking good, looking hip, sounding hip and
showing off. If there was more to it than that,
Tacuma would be able to get somewhere.
[A:3]
Ken Hyder
KHAN JAMAL QUARTET: DARK WARRIOR
Steeple Chase SCS 1196
Vibes start off on the cold end of the
instrument spectrum, and they also tend to
lean towards one kind of mood. There are
few players who can get out of that straitjacket. Walt Dickerson is one notable exception, and on this record, Khan Jamal makes a
good effort. The rest of the quartet — Charles
Tyler ( alto and baritone), Johnny Dyani
(bass) and Leroy Lowe ( drums), help him
along with their gritty humanistic attack. The
tracks vary in their intensity and cohesiveness, but at their best they create jollity.
What apity it's apickup band though. A spell
of playing together before going into the
studio would have been advantageous. [
A:2]
Ken Hyder
HARRY JAMES: THE KING JAMES VERSION
Sheffield Lab CD-3 (
29m 27s)
Available from John Goldsmith's Compact Disc
Service
111-E1 NEWS 1‘4 RECORD REVIEW
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Even shorter measure than the Grusin CD —
surely Sheffield could have combined this
recording with one of the other Harry James
releases as they have done with the ' Track'
and ' Drum' records? However, this is offset
to some extent by the quality of the sound,
again taken from an analogue safety master,
which is more nearly comparable with the
original direct-cut than with the Grusin disc
above. Double- bass is a little fluffy, but this
Grammy- nominated recording is about the
best of a big band I have ever heard,
combining a superbly defined image with
the natural acoustic attack of the instruments
— and Harry James is on great form! [ A.:1*]
John Atkinson
THAD JONES QUARTET: THREE AND ONE
SteepleChase SCA 1197
Thad Jones — one of the talented Jones
brothers — is one of those trumpeters who is
good, but has never succeeded in exciting
me. Maybe on this album he gets a little
nearer to it. Recently, his talent has been for
big band leading, arranging and playing, so
this lineup offers an opportunity to check
him out in the more intimate setting of a
quartet. He's playing alongside the unfortunately named Ole Kock Hansen ( piano),
Jesper Lundgaard ( bass), and drummer Ed
Thigpen. On this outing, Jones plays cornet
and gets a warm, direct, inviting sound. He
steers clear of trumpeters' attention- grabbing clichés, and instead plays right into the
heart of the music. There's nothing new or
startling here, but as modern mainstream
records go it's played honestly and with
feeling. [
A:2]
Ken Hyder
THE KINKS: 20TH ANNIVERSARY BOX SET
PRT KINKX 7254
Another golden opportunity missed by Purveyors of Re-Treads. Ever satisfied with the
mediocre, PRT has chosen to celebrate the
Kinks' 20th Anniversary with an uninspired
three- LP box set, unimaginatively packaged
and just as disappointing as all the other
myriad Kinks exploitation in which the label
has indulged. But for a few of the tracks on
the LP entitled Kinks Kollectables, the set is
the usual greatest- hits- plus filler we've
learned to expect. A slim booklet accompanies this black box, the black more in mourning ( for PRT's loss of the band?) than in
celebration. The artwork is sub- K-Tel, the
liner notes — especially on the all-important
Kollectables LP — are sketchy, and the chosen
material is either obvious or absurd. Why do
we get the ' cherry cola' version of ' Lola'
instead of the sought-after ' Coca-Cola' original? Why couldn't PRT dig deeper into
their vaults? Why the Kinks Kovers LP, a
selection of the tracks they recorded from
other artists, instead of an LP of Ray Davies
songs by other artists which the Kinks never
recorded? What about the TV and live
appearances? Aah, forget it. I'm not angry,
just disgusted, [A/B/H:11, because even PRT
can't tarnish the memory. As for the so-andso who puts this together, Please Retire
Today.
Ken Kessler
JOELLE LEANDRE: LES DOUZE SONS
Nato 82
There is an emerging French improvised
music scene which is steadily finding its own
voice. The bassist at the heart of this album
is an extraordinary virtuoso who finds herself in the middle of a vibrant collection of
players. The tracks are short and varied, as
much by the muse as the constantly changing lineup, which includes Derek Bailey,
George Lewis and Irene Schweizer. Sometimes the music meanders off the path, or
maybe one of the players decides to make a
detour. But when it comes together, there
can be magic moments. [
A/B:21
Ken Hyder

HARRY PARRY AND HIS RADIO RHYTHM CLUB
SEXTET: PARRY OPUS
EMI EG 26 0294 1 ( EG 26 0294 4)
These 10 tracks in the Retrospect series
recall the wartime programmes featuring
Harry Parry, a clean-toned clarinet player
from Wales who happened to be playing the
right instrument at the right time — a time
when Benny Goodman's influence had
spread far and wide, and the great Glenn
Miller craze had, in 1941, not really hit this
country. I must have thought well of the
sextet's records, because Ihad six of these
tracks on 78s; perhaps it was because they
were among the first records to feature
young George Shearing, whom Ihad already
heard at pre-war club sessions. There is too
little of him on these tracks, and the whole
record now seems curiously gutless. The
band was much more solid when Iheard it
playing for dancing in 1944; by that time it
included two survivors from the ill-fated Ken
Johnson West Indians, the forceful trumpet
player David Wilkins and the swinging pianist Yorke de Souza. Idon't know if that band
ever recorded; if so, it would be a good
addition to the Retrospect series. The rhythm
section often has the typical um-ching sound
of British groups of the late ' 30s, and I'm
afraid the record only serves to remind those
who were around then that it was the
Squadronaires who really carried the flag for
British jazz during the war. [
H], of course.
Denis Argent

BUD POWELL: THE AMAZING BUD POWELL
Blue Note BST 81571
This comes from arecent reissue series from
Import Music Service of 14 of the most
important of the Blue Note recordings from
the 1950s, when Alfred Lion, jazz enthusiast
and impressario, was keeping ' uncommercial' players happy in hard times. Building up
a catalogue which has become legendary,
collectors in the 1950s would have been
paying absurd bootlegged prices for records
like this. Legendary indeed was Bud Powell,
pianist extraordinary, whose career was
dogged by drugs and mental trouble. He
died in 1966 but is now even credited with
having created the modern piano style. This
record, from 1957, shows him at the height
of his powers. Some tracks are Tatum-esque,
all fast runs and arpeggios. '
Some Soul' is an
ultra- slow blues, an update of the old double- sided 78 of Teddy Wilson's, ' Blue Mood'.
One which you might like to play to impress
classical friends is ' Bud on Bach', which is
really Bach- like, not a Bach Goes To Town
pastiche. The recording is early stereo, and
still acceptable. So is the Leonard Feather
sleeve note, republished unchanged from
the original. The present reissues are
pressed in France. [
A/B:1]
Denis Argent

THE REPLACEMENTS: LET IT BE
Zippo Zong 002
Before Isay anything else, it would be as
well to tell Ken Kessler that this record has
nothing whatsoever in common with The
Beatles, except that the group have four
members.
The Replacements hail from somewhere in
the vicinity of Minneapolis, probably
behaved very badly as youths and somehow
acquired records by the Sex Pistols and Iggy
Pop. The results are just a little mixed,
particularly when exuberance gets in the
way of timekeeping, but when one is dealing
with a volatile concoction, it is not wise to
count the bubbles. At their best, The
Replacements crank out a dense guitarbased roar, wherein 'can be discerned surprising shards of melody. They are also
capable of dropping the tempo to great
effect. Worth a try. [
B/2]
Pete Clark
1(19

SHOES: SILHOUETTE
Demon FIEND 19
As far as Ican make out, this is the fifth LP
from America's answer to Squeeze. Sadly,
like all great pop bands of this type — the kind
Alan Betrock would have championed in The
Rock Marketplace or in Trouser Press — their
appeal has yet to spread beyond the cultists.
Along with bands like the delightfully dreadful Flamin' Groovies and the late, lamented
Raspberries, Shoes exemplify a school of
American rock that reveres the ' 60s — particularly the British invasion. And that Squeeze
analogy isn't too far-fetched, especially after
you hear tracks like ' When Push Comes To
Shove', where even the title sounds like
something from the pen of Difford or Tilbrook. Shoes, for all of their obvious influences, are adept at pumping out memorable
melodies, delicious harmony, and catchy
lyrics. Their songs do not lapse into turgid,
Smiths- like social commentary, and they
make the kind of LPs you can welcome rather
than dread. This stuff makes you feel forever
16 and free of hope, a brilliant antidote to
those who want to glorify the miseries of
unemployment. Frankie say ' Relax', but
Shoes say ' Enjoy'. [
A:1/1•1
Ken Kessler

STEELY DAN: AJA
MCA MCAD-37214 ( 39m 31s)
As with Gaucho (
reviewed last month), the
transfer to silver disc of this Steely Dan
classic is a little disappointing, the sound
being somewhat coarser and less transparent than the original, although not taking on
quite the lifted upper treble of the Mobile
Fidelity recut. The music, however, is stunning, with the cream of LA's session community providing tight, sympathetic backings for Donald Fagen's always interesting
lyrics. Britain's Victor Feldman's marimba on
the title track and Fender Rhodes on ' Black
Cow', and Michael Omartian's piano
throughout, for example, say all that needs
to be said without adding asuperfluous note
or riff. Intelligent rock, with more underlying
musical content than much of what passes
for ' classical' music, Rossini's Thieving Magpie overture, for example. [
6:1*1
John Atkinson

DAVID SYLVIAN: BRILLIANT TREES
Virgin Records CDV2290 139m 41s) ()
If Ihammer this disc ( its contents, that is) I'm
going to be written off as anti ' art'. Then
again, Idon't want to label Sylvian, who
obviously believes in what he's doing, a
poseur. But this stuff is so morbid, in sound
if not in content, that it begs the question:
why listen to become depressed? This isn't a
million miles removed from the would- be avante garde, fifth- generation Roxy Music
material of his band Japan, so followers
know what to expect, Ijust need a bit more
fun or a bit more ' soul' in my listening diet.
These are lullabyes for the nuclear age, and
are absolutely perfect for the CD format.
Sylvian must be the prettiest android in
town. [
A:1]
Ken Kessler
THE TRIFFIDS: TREELESS PLAIN
Hot 1003
The eldest of two Triffids albums recently
afforded a British release by Rough Trade —
its more up-to-date sister is a mini LP
answering to the name of Raining Pleasure —
Treeless Plain is still worthy of attention.
Thing is that Aussie bands — and The Triffids
are most assuredly aband from Oz — seem to
have the habit of imposing their own personalities on early recordings, then, as the
shores of the UK or USA beckon, they adapt
to what they feel is required for world
domination. The result is that, only too often,
they end up losing what made them interestIID

ing in the first place. How The Triffids pan
out eventually is anyone's guess. In the
meantime, Treeless Plain will endear them to
you. Assuming, of course, that you can
envisage a band that links folksy sounds,
replete with fiddles, with those you might
expect of some early Velvet Underground
tracks. The nearest comparison would be
with the Dexys of the Irish connection, I
guess. But even then, The Triffids don't
really fit. Which is a GOOD THING. For by
sounding like nobody in particular they
remain very much themselves. But how long
can they keep it up? [
13:1/21
Fred Dellar

VARIOUS: THAT'S WHAT ICALL MUSIC 4
EMI/VIRGIN NOW 4
Another of these EMI compilations to compete with the earlier specialists in the jumbo
package market, and a useful conspectus of
what's happened lately in the pop field for
those of us who are too busy to listen to DJs.
Actually, some of the tracks date from early
last year, and four are from singles that were
not even charted at the time of the compilation. But mainly the names are big and the
hits well known. Paul McCartney, as befits
his status, starts off the first side and still
sounds far more interesting than the newcomers ( with one exception) and his recordings still seem to have the George Martin
touch. The one exception just mentioned is
Julian Lennon. It simply doesn't seem fair
that he should be so good, so genuinely
good ( and not just hyped- up on his name)
when there are so many struggling to attain
chart heights. To borrow a phrase from
father's book, Julian is good in his own
write. In these days of electronic overkill,
part of the success of Too Late For Goodbyes
may be the fact that the producer has kept
the backing simple and let the tune and
words speak for themselves. As an example
of words being made meaningless, take ( if
you can) the monotonous chanting of ' no
more war' in Culture Club's ' War Song'.
There are afew other good things among the
32 tracks of this double album. There's Tina
Turner, who is at least jazz- based, and has
some acceptable soloists in lier backing, arid
there is the unheard-of ( by me) Feargal
Sharkey, who deserves credit for diction
which actually makes the words of ' Listen To
Your Father' intelligible. But most of this
record does little to make one respect the
current scene of chart pop.
Denis Argent

VARIOUS: THE COTTON CLUB
ASV AJA 5031 ( ZC AJA 5031)
This compilation in Academy Sound and
Vision's Living Era series features several of
the star performers and bands, mostly black,
who made their names at what was then the
number one date on the New York night
scene. As the 19 tracks include no fewer than
10 of my long- gone 78s, Icould be tempted
to wallow in nostalgia, but I beg you to
believe that some of these performers still
sound good today. Ellington, of course, was
always ahead of his time, but nobody could
claim that these 1929 compositions stand up
to those of 10 years later. Even so, Johnny
Hodges was superb even as early as 1929.
Try his solo in ' Cotton Club Stomp', fluent
and beautiful. Where's your Charlie Parker
now, Ifelt like asking. There's Cab Calloway
too. He had a good band and has been
unfairly written off as the hi- de- ho man, the
king of scat. Yet listen to his singing of ' Old
Yazoo', a neglected Fats Waller tune from
1932. Cab could make it today in the terms of
Michael Jackson if he had happened to
arrange his birth for 1970 instead of 1907.
Armstrong and Adelaide Hall were at the
Cotton Club too, but the greatest of them all
was surely Ethel Waters. No need to make
allowances for the period in the case of her
two tracks. ' ICan't Give You Anything But

Love' and ' Am IBlue?' Nobody today, not
even Lena Horne ( who started at the Cotton
Club) can put over asong like that. The rating
must be [ HI, but this record is not just for
archivists; it is full of instructive comparisons with the songs and stars of today,
sometimes to the disadvantage of the latter.
Good Brian Rust sleeve note, as usual.
Denis Argent

VARIOUS: CLASSIC RECORDINGS FROM 1926,
1927, 1928
RCA NL89464, 89465, 89466 (
cassettes NK)
These three are reissues of reissues, previously published in 1972. May Isuggest that
as the keen archivists must already have
them, there is little here from the early
electric days for the hi-fi listener of today.
The band tracks are all American and therefore have less nostalgic appeal than the
older British inclusions in Radio 4's Dance
Band Days. Many of the 48 tracks are sheer
corn, but there are gems which are still
interesting today. There is an early Ellington,
'The Mooche' ( 1928); there is a jolly 1926
recording by that nursery of jazzmen, the
Jean Goldkette orchestra, of Jule Styne's
first hit, ' Sunday', which deservedly became
a standard. There is also a rare recording of
that early Ira Gershwin song whose origins
he charts in his book Lyrics on Several
Occasions, '
Sunny Disposish'. Gertrude
Lawrence's ' Do, Do, Do' has been included
on other compilations; so, of course, has
'Mississippi Mud' by Crosby and the Rhythm
Boys. Good sleeve notes by James T Maher
put them all in their historical context. Rating
[H], of course.
Denis Argent

DIGITAL SPECTACULAR: MUSIC FOR MASSED
BANDS
Bandleader BNA 5000 (
60m 04s)(1!)
There is an amazing admixture of music,
bands and recording locations here, ranging
from live recordings of five- pounder guns in
Wembley Stadium to the theme from Thunderbirds played by the Band of the 3rd
Battalion, the Parachute Regiment, recorded
in CBS Studios London. The overall effect is
accurately described as spectacular but the
recording perspectives tend to change
quickly from track to track, while the distant
balance in live recordings from military
tatoos may not be revealed in their full
splendour on systems of only fair resolution.
The playing is consistently polished, while
luckily the ' sound effect' tracks of motor
bikes and guns can be cancelled in continuous CD play. No-one admits responsibility for the ghastly jazzy arrangement of the
'National Anthem'. The track order on the
disc is not as in the booklet. [)WB]
David Prâkel
THE PALM COURT THEATRE ORCHESTRA: VINTAGE PARADE
Chanclos LBRD 012
This is a selection of novelty- and- nursery
items from the 12- piece orchestra which had
astar for recording with Down Peacock Alley
in March last year. Again, the recording is
outstanding ( in the Regent Centre, Christchurch), even if the music is at the level of
dolls and teddies. Sub-titled ' Childhood
Memories', the record ought to be a happy
way of introducing small children to the
sound and structure of instrumental music ( a
Very Young Person's Guide to the Orchestra?). But that may be a vain hope now that
the ears of the young are TV- attuned to
electronic bleeps right from the cradle. That
Hollywood veteran Nacio Herb Brown is
represented here by ' Rag Doll', a ' novelty
foxtrot' from 1928, less familiar than his
'Wedding Of The Painted Doll' and ' Doll
Dance' which were certainly among my own
childhood musical memories. Anthony GodHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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win's arrangements ( and his sax playing) are
worth listening to even by musical adults; I
repeat the hope that this digital recording
will do some good, educationally [
A*112]
Denis Argent

KIM WILDE: TEASES AND DARES
MCA MCF3250
KIM WILDE: THE VERY BEST OF
RAK Record EJ 26 01081
What agiggle: MCA's first Kim Wilde LP and
RAK's last both bear the additional catalogue
number 'WILDE 1'. Heh, heh — can you
imagine the gang at your local vinyl emporium trying to sort them out? The ' Best Of' is
just that, all of her pre- MCA hits and then
some, while the Teases and Dares LP provides us with more Wilde family fun. It's a
shame that she's so often written off as a
mere Top of the Pops fill-in, because she has
enough style to lift her way above wet teeny
warblers like Claire Grogan. Naturally, like
her for all of the wrong reasons — as with
Tina Turner, her LP sleeves make my pulse
race. Wilde and wonderful, both of them.
[A:1/2]
Ken Kessler
ANDY WILLIAMS: GREATEST LOVE CLASSICS
EMI ANDY 1 ITC ANDY 1, CDP 2402072e))
This ought to be awful: words fitted to
familiar themes from the classics — enough

THE WINDHAM HILL COMPACT
DISCS
According to the mythology surrounding
this small ' audiophile' record label from
California, 60 people each paid $ 5 in 1976 to
order a record that hadn't yet been recorded
— guitarist William Ackerman's Turtle's Navel
— which was their first release. It's a nice
story, and the rise of the label since then has
repaid the faith of those 60 enthusiasts many
times over, I can imagine. Windham Hill
recordings, mainly produced by Ackerman
and recorded by engineer Steven Bishop, on
LP have gained a reputation for very clean
sound and production, enhanced by high
quality pressing, and quite beautiful sleeve
artwork and photography. This is their first
batch of Compact Discs, representing a
typical selection from the 30 or so titles
available on LP. All are pressed by Denon in
Japan and distributed in the UK by A&M
Records.
AN EVENING WITH WINDHAM HILL LIVE
Windham Hill CDW 1026 (
41m 45s) e
Quite one of the finest live recordings I've
heard, not in the sense of being realistic— the
listener appears almost to be inside Michael
Hedges' guitar in the opening track — but in
capturing the sense of musical occasion.
Obviously October 9th 1982 was a red-letter
night at the Berklee Performance Center in
Boston. Musicians are all Windham Hill
alumni — the aforementioned Hedges ( who
is, perhaps, the most impressive), guitarists
Alex de Grassi and Will Ackerman, pianists
George Winston and Liz Story, with Darol
Anger on violin, Michael Manring on electric
bass, Shadowfax's Chuck Greenberg on Lyricon, and Michael Spiro on percussion. A
superb introduction to the label's musical
talent, and a red hot CD. [
A*:1*1
John Atkinson
WILLIAM ACKERMAN: PASSAGE
Windham Hill CDW 1014 (
33m 52s)0
A selection of pieces for solo steel- strung
acoustic guitar and duets with cello, cor
anglais, piano and violin, this 1981 album
from the label's founder left me a little cold.
I'm not sure why: perhaps it is the early
digital recorder used, a sony PCM1600; or is
III FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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to make any ' music- lover' shudder.
Tchaikovsky suffered the treatment, with
'Moon Love' from the fifth symphony and
'Our Love' from the Romeo and Juliet overture, both hits in 1939. Can it really be done
again, and more tastefully? Well, almost —
two British songwriters, Tony Hiller and
Nicky Graham have managed to dress up 13
familiar themes which mostly fit the music
and make sense. There are some disasters:
the ' Ode to Joy' from Beethoven Ninth just
doesn't convert to asentimental song called
'Words'. There are successes, however. Who
would have thought it possible to fit suitable
words to Debussy? Yet ' Clair de Lune', under
the title ' Another Winter's Day' comes off
well. It comes with restrained piano accompaniment only, all the rest having lush
orchestral backing by the RPO. The Romeo
and Juliet lyric is surprisingly good and
includes two lines which are surely a fair
summing-up of Shakespeare: ' Two hearts
that never stood a chance, Sad and lonely
victims of circumstance'. Not great poetry,
but at least above current pop level. This
record might have been just an insult to
great composers; in fact they are treated
with respect, and the result is more than
tolerable. Andy Williams is, after all, in the
very top rank of popular singers. Abbey
Road recording is EMI at its best. [
A:1/21
Denis Argent
THE WHISPERS: SO GOOD
MCA 3252
Could the Whispers record ' Shout'? Daft
it the rather formless writing? The playing,
however, is superb from both Ackerman and
the guests who improvise over — or rather
behind, as the guitar is always very close —
his delicate picking. As with all Windham Hill
albums, the sleevenotes are comprehensive
even down to the mics used on the guitar
(AKG C452EB) and the speakers used for
monitoring ( KEF). [
A:1]
John Atkinson
MARK ISHAM: VAPOUR DRAWINGS
Windham Hill CDW 1027 143m 30s) ,e)
Multi- instrumentalist Mark Isham — he plays
trumpet, flugelhorn, soprano sax, synthesisers and electronic percussion on this disc —
has appeared on Van Morrison albums and
Pink Floyd's The Wall, and with Group 87,
but this is his first solo outing, supported
only by MMC's Peter van Hooke on snare
drum and percussion. lsham has perhaps the
finest melodic gift of the artists featured on
these first Windham Hill CDs, and there are
Philip Glass touches in the way overdubbed
synthesisers are used to provide an evershifting, always changing, wash of colour
behind the sparse electric and acoustic highlighting. If Icomplain about a slight lack of
focus to the soundstage when it comes to
depth and there is a little more background
noise than Iwould wish from CD, Iam just
picking tiny holes in a recording which was
described in The Sensible Sound as ' the very
peak of the Windham Hill', so the only
possible rating must be [
A•:19
John Atkinson
SHADOWFAX: SHADOWDANCE
Windham Hill CDW 1029 (
37m 50s)
A Mahavishnu Orchestra- like first track leads
into an appealing album of ' fusion'
instrumentals, beautifully recorded, but
which lack the fire of the John Maclaughlin
recordings from the ' 70s. Most impressive
contribution is from guitarist GE Stinson
who sets the framework on both electric and
acoustic instruments on which the other
members of the band can build. Vague nods
are made towards India. Africa and Indonesia, particularly in the mantra-ish ' Brown
Rice' and the Tubular Bells-esque title track.
If it seems that the use of expressions like
-esque, - ish, and - like suggest an over-

question. Then, Ifeel a little light-headed
right now. Something to do with just sitting
back and relaxing in the company of So
Good, Iexpect. The Whispers are just that.
So good, Imean. Yet, in another way, they're
nothing special. After all, there are so many
excellent black groups around. The Dells,
Tops, Stylistics, Temps, Ojays... the list
goes on forever. Trouble is that we expect
such outfits to come up with the goods every
time. Outstanding harmonies we accept as
the norm, wonderfully abrasive or sinuously
soulful lead vocals we just take for granted. If
any white teenager sang half as well as any
member of The Whispers, the press would
go ga-ga with excitement and open their
centrespreads to bid him welcome. You
don't believe? Then think back merely to
Paul Young or maybe The Kane Gang. See
what I mean? I'm getting away from the
subject, though — which is the talent that is
The Whispers and how it's applied to this
particular Solar album. Suffice to say that the
quintet do what they have been doing for
years; the harmonies hang together beautifully as ever and the leads of identical twins,
Walter and Scotty Scott, take you higher
than you have a right to expect as far as
synth- oriented soul's concerned. The songs
are okay but sound so much more so simply
because The Whipsers are around. To paraphrase Frank Carson, it's the way they sing
em. So could The Whispers sing ' Shout'? Of
course they could. They could sing ' Nellie
Dean' if they wanted. And it would still
sound like a waltz around Dreamland. [
A:1]
Fred Dellar
derivative approach, then that would be
mistaken. It's just that Shadowfax as yet lack
a strong overall personality. Best track is
'Song For My Brother', where the band take
a little time to build the feeling, as they
probably do live. Try before you buy. [
A:1]
John Atkinson
LIZ STORY: SOLID COLOURS
Windham Hill CDW 1023 (
40m 32s) le
In many ways this is the most typical Windham Hill recording. A superbly clean piano —
again KEF speakers were used for monitoring, proclaims the sleevenote — gently meanders in that confused area bordered by light
music, jazz, and modern classical. The emotional level of Liz Story's compositions/
improvisations and of her playing never
manage to rise above the less-than- exciting,
yet the effect on this, her début album for
Windham Hill, can be strangely calming,
rather than soporific. Odd fragments of tune
seem fleetingly familiar — Iswear there is a
snatch of the National Anthem in ' Hymn' —
before merging back into the diatonic
groundswell. Most accessible piece is the
Satie-esque ' Peace Piece', composed by, and
dedicated to, Bill Evans. Recommended if
you find Keith Jarrett too frenetic. [A* : 1)
John Atkinson
GEORGE WINSTON: DECEMBER
Windham Hill CDW 1025 (
38m 54s)
Pianist Winston is the Windham Hill artist of
which Ihad heard most on LP; his Autumn
and Winter into Spring discs had provided
havens of musical calmness in hi-fi shows
where either the Police or the Rite of Spring
were the exhibitors' staple ear fodder.
December follows those two albums in combining arrangements of music from all kinds
of sources with Winston's own compositions
to create an overall mood. Variations on
Pachelbel's Canon, a rearrangement of a
guitar arrangement of Jesu, Joy . . ., various
carols, all are carefully blended into an
evocative whole. The recording is not just of
a piano as in the Liz Story CD, use being
made of effects to reinforce the music where
appropriate. The piano sound takes on the
flavour of the psaltery in ' Midnight', for
example. [
A:1], but ultimately a little too
laidback for its own good.
John Atkinson
II l
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FOR SALE - Private
FOURIER ANALYSIS PROGRAM for BBC B
micro. Displays waveform and performs
spectral analysis. User can define own
waveshapes; supplied with sampel sine/
square/pulse. £ 6 cassette, £ 10 40- track disc
inc. P&P. Cheque to P Edwards Box: 0707
TRIO KT-917 TUNER. Winner Japanese Gold
Award. Superb condition £ 170. Tel: Northampton 35012 or 28380. ( D)
TVA 10 VALVE AMPLIFIER. 4 months old.
Little used. Boxed guaranteed. Cost £425
accept £ 275. Radford ZD22 pre- amp. Just
serviced by Radford. £ 150 o.n.o. 89 Thirlmere Road, Partington, Manchester M31
4PS. ( D)
INTEGRATED STEREO AMPLIFIERS. Revox
A 78 Mk.II, 40 w.p.c., manufacturer serviced,
£80. JVC AX- 55, 75 w.p.c., new, £ 170. Teak
Equipment cabinet, 3'6" x 2'4" x 22", £ 30.
Box No. 0719. Tel: 0455-39423 ( Leics). ( D)
ABSOLUTE LINK Pre- Power Amp Interconnect 2x2 Metre ( Silver- stranded). Leads with
Goldi-Locks Phono Plugs ( too short for my
system). Original/current cost £ 134. Only
£60! Tel: B.H. Gowan ( Business) 01-572 7383
ext 291 ( Home) 01-941 5549. ( D)
MISSION 770 MONITORS. Mahogany, mint
condition. Magnificent sound. Any demonstration. Delivery possible. f219 ono. Welwyn Garden 24876 evenings/weekends. ( D)
GOODMANS DIMENSIONS - 8 multi directional speakers. Nine drive units per cabinet.
Fifty watts each. Good condition. £ 140 ono.
Leighton Buzzard 0525 221083. ( D)
TANNOY 12IN MONITOR GOLDS, pair £ 220.
Thorens TD126 Mk11 turntable, SME IIIS arm
with Ortofon SME3OH cartridge, bargain
£120. Thorens TD110 deck with Ortofon
M20E, £ 50. Garrard Music Recovery Module
£20. Offers considered. 021-308 3135 after 6
pm. ( DI
KEF 105.2 PLUS HOODS £550, Revox A77 1/
2
Track £ 250, Quad 405, 44 FM4 £ 500. All as
new, and boxed. Reason for sale going
active. Tel: Hitchin 32888 between 9.00-5.00.
(DI
MISSION 775 SM TURNTABLE (
better
than ...) cost £499, sell £350. 770 speakers
with stands, £ 275. All new, boxed, guranteed, AR 18S Grahams modified, Sara stands
£100 - will split. Ronnie 01-203 4545 evenings. ( D)
112

DUE TO BEREAVEMENT, following equipment for sale, Quad ESL- 63 electrostatics
with stands £ 1000 o.n.o, Quad 33-303
amplifier and FM3 tuner in cabinet £ 250,
Revox A77 Mk4 £ 325, Revox A77 Mk2 £ 300,
500 plus tapes, 7" and 10 1
/ ", offers. Chel2
tenham 45584. ( D)
MISSION 775SM turntable with 774SM arm
£295. Rogers A100 amplifier with MCP100
moving coil preamplifier £ 150. Quad FM4
tuner £ 175. Nakamichi 682ZX Cassette deck
£300. Rogers LS3/5A speakers £ 125. ADC
Sound Shaper Two frequency equaliser and
meter £75. Goldring Electro IILZ moving coil
cartridge £90. Audio Technica Electret ATH8
headphones £ 70. As new in original boxes.
Reading 477766. ( D)
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QUAD ESL, pair just serviced by manufacturer. Perfect but new flat too small £340.
Also Quad Power Amps, control unit and
tuner. Brian Wright. Tel: Home 028 43693 or
Work 0223 355095. ( D)

LC-OFC LINEAR CRYSTAL COMPONENTS
AND CABLES for every application. Custom
rewiring service by quotation. SAE to LC
Components, 169" Newmarket Road, Cambridge CB5 8HA. Tel: ( 0223) 63368. ( D)

CONNOISSEUR BD103 RECORD DECK,
including 78 r.p.m., with Sau4 Unipivot Arm,
£50. B&W DM5 Loudspeakers and stands,
£50. Telephone 01-599 9847. ( D)

ORIGINAL RADFORD STA25/III, SC22,
power/preamp, in perfect working condition
including spare valves. Offers: PROFESSIONAL four speed Reel- Reel tape recorder,
TRD 600. f300. CLAUDIO RECORDS 01-785
9666. ( D)

VINTAGE EQUIPMENT hoarded by enthusiast when upgrading: Radford SC22
preamp, STA15 Series 3 power amp, FMT2
stereo tuner; Thorens TD124 turntable with
plinth and Perspex cover; SME 3009 Series 2
arm with original headshell; ADC headshell;
Shure V15/3 ( improved) cartridge. Also:
Technics SL110 turntable, Dynavector DV505
arm, Ultimo 10X M/C cartridge. Sensible
offers. Tel: 0403 731340 ( Nr Horsham, Sussex). ( X)

FOR SALE - Trade
AntiP-01

SONY ELCASET CASSETTES. LC60 type 1
£1.00 LC90 type 1 £ 1.50 LC60 type 2 £ 1.50.
LC60 type 2 £ 1.99. Callers welcome 11am7.30pm 6 days. SHADOOS 162 Wilmslow
Road, Rusholme, Manchester M14 5LQ. Tel:
061-224 4215. ( D)
VINTAGE VALVE HI- Fl. All classic British
makes of amps and radios, also valves,
spares and data. Antique monthly newsheet,
sample upon request. Mail order only. Vintage Wireless Co, Cossham Street, Mangotsfield, Bristol BS17 3EN. Tel: 0272-565472. ( G)
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AMPD 1kits, cards and metalveork, also the HIN detuve crossover. and Mgh quality passeve components are avarlable on red-dpi of an SAI: to UK
r.,ariers ,o•nt 'Or with vow wrier it overseas please send 4 IBC. ( ldad4m) 7IPCs tall other renames). it £2 il IBCu drool availatild , Personal
..xpr ,rt • •,: quit to, . 1
re • w, lcortiu
BM !
mom!, Kirkby Lane. Tatlenhall, L,niolr, LN4 4P1) Telephone ( oning)by 195 261 42869

£
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686-2599
FOR SALE

CLASSIFIED 686-2599

- Trade

croft acoustics
Valved amplification designed and
built the proper way.
Phone 0902 751307 (daytimes and
evenings) or send 50p for full details of
our current range of products to:

Croft Acoustics,
Coin» house,
174 Newhampton Road West,
Newbridge, Woherhampton,
VVV6 ORP.
QUALITY MODERN and old Hi Fi equipment
bought and sold, Midland Radio Supplies,
Maypole Lane, Birmingham B14 4PE. Tel:
021-430-7817. ( M)
COMPACT DISCS £7.95. Special Introductory
Offer. Free Lists. Overseas Specialists. First
Class no problems service. Gramophone
catalogue £ 1. Refundable. Europadisc, 91
North Street, Sudbury, Suffolk. (
E)

SERVICES
AUDIO REPAIRS and restorations of classic
equipment by electronics engineer with
nearly 40 years experience. Specialist in
Quad, Radford, Leak, etc. Where possible
restoration to original design conception
with afull report covering each unit. 7 Days
enquiry service. Location: Woodford, Essex.
Tel: 01-504 5467 ( X)
DISC CUTTING. Master and demos. Pressings Cassettes, mobile recording studio. Free
brochure. TAM Studio, 13a Hamilton Way,
London N3 Tel: 01-346 0033. ( X)

SERVICES

WANTED

TURNTABLES, ARMS, CARTRIDGES, STYLI.
We specialise in the Great Classic Names & Models.
ADC; AEG; CONNOISSEUR; GARRARD; COLORING.
LENCO; ORTOFON; SHURE; SME; IFIORENS.
All available, Genuine, Equipment, Spares & Manuals, even
for some of the early models.

Always required — quality vintage valve related HiFi equipment. such as:
Amplifiers: Quad Stereo & Mono systems, Lowther, Radford, Leak 1112,
Stereo 50 & Stereo 60, etc.
Turntables: Garrard 301, Goldring 88, Thorens 10124.
Pickup arms & heads: Decca FFSS, SME 3009 & 3012. EM.L. etc.
Loudspeakers: Tannoy, Goodman setc.
Full "
Wanted List" with pnces offered available upon request.
Buyer can call within 250 miles radius of Bristol.

WANTED — VINTAGE VALVE HI-FI

Servic ing, Repairs. Refurbishing in our own workshops.
Specialist styli for early Recordings -78s & LP
Technical & Genera1,35 Marlow Road. London SE20 77LX
01 778 3737
Tuesday to Friday
Saturday 10.0-4. ()0

10.)-6.00:

SOCIETIES
BERLIOZ SOCIETY. Founded thirty years
ago, this Society provides ameeting ground
for people who love the music of Hector
Berlioz and are interested in the highways
and byways of his life and work. Monthly
meetings in London, quarterly Bulletin. Send
s.a.e. for details to: Hon Secretary, 3 Welbeck Mansions, 35 Welbeck Street, London
W.1. ( X)

PUBLICATIONS
CRABBE ON BEETHOVEN. Would you like to
see ' apicture of the furniture of Beethoven's
mind' ( Radio 3: Music Weekly), study abook
with 'an exhilarating quality of sheer intellectual toughness' ( Colin Wilson), or consider a
great composer from a viewpoint
'refreshingly free of judgements based on
long-standing inaccuracies' (Times Literary
Supplement)? Then you should read Beethoven's Empire of the Mind, a biographywith-a-difference by John Crabbe, one-time
editor of HFN/RR. Available from bookshops
at £5.95, or post-free from the publisher:
Lovell/Baines Print Ltd., Hollington Farm,
Woolton Hill, Newbury, Berks RG159XN. ( X)

The Vintage Wireless Company, Tudor House, Cesab a. Street,
Mangotsfield, Bristol, BSI 73EN. Telephone (
0272) 565472 Anytime.

BIC CASSETTE PLAYERS (
eg. T2, T3) with
LED Readout- Meters which work. Reason is
to " cannibalise" LEDs/Meters from own BIC
T4- M with dead LEDs. ( Cannot find areplacement supply). Tel: B.H. Gowan ( Business)
01-572 7383 ext 291 ( Home) 01-941 5549. ( D)
COMPACT DISCS bought for cash. All categories. Send lists to: Watson, 38 Park Street,
Wallasey, Merseyside L44 1AT. ( D)
'78' GRAMOPHONE RECORDS of opera singers, lieder singers pianists and violinists.
Details to: Lubbock, 303 Whitehorse Lane,
South Norwood, London SE25 6UG. Tel:
01-653 1695.
OLD TANNOY SPEAKERS. Garrard 301.
Quad tube equipments. Tel: 818/576-2642
David Yo, POB 832, Monterey Park, Ca.91754
USA (Top paid — Friends pick up in London).
(L)
WANTED
Goodmans Axiom 80 pairs ( both old and new types)
S.M.E. Pick up arms 3009 and 3012 ( not improved versions)
Garrard Turntable: Mode? 301
Quad 22 pre-amplifier and Quad II power amplifiers
EMT players 928, 930ST and 927
Studer B62
Eurodyn C71233-A6-Al ( pair)
Tannoy 15". 12" and 10" Monitor Gold. Red and Silver pairs
Tannoy Autograph. GRF and Rectangular 1ork GRF in
enclosures ( pairs)
Please write to/or ring with pike
Miss Tlwanago
HIS Japan, 96 George Street, London W1H SRI
Tel 0 487 - 5038
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most of the tunes taken at amoderate tempo
with aslight shuffle to the solid beat.
September 1936 saw the first of the records
issued under Billie's name rather than Teddy
Wilson's, the main difference being that on
these Billie would come in after ashort intro,

BACK
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Steve Harris*
listens to the olden
of Billie Holida

ears

and then after an instrumental chorus would
reprise the second half of the tune to finish.
Of the trumpeters on these 1936 dates, the
most exciting is Bunny Berigan, trading bars
with Artie Shaw's clarinet on the spirited ' No
Regrets'. He blasts away to great effect on ' A
Fine Romance', but this is anumber which
doesn't quite suit Billie, though she lays into
it Wth throaty conviction. After all, it was
originally aduet. Jonah Jones prDvides a
virile lead on ' Pennies From Heaven' which,
given with passion and depth by Billie, must
be the only recording of this song which
stands repeated listening. Both Jones and
Billie are even more audibly in the grip of
Armstrong's influence on ' ICan't Give You
Anything But Love', which seems to be the
only record on which Billie sounds remotely
like anyone else. The result is just alittle
contrived.
Already, Billie Holiday had recorded with
some very good musicians, but the Wilson
group which assembled on January 25,
1937, included afive- man contingent from
the band that was simply the best — Count
Basie's. Basie's rhythm section, Freddie
Greene, Walter Page and Jo Jones, made
Billie's previous accompanists sound clumsy

and old fashioned, and Basie's soloists
brought anew joy to her sound. ' This Year's
Kisses' marks the entry of Lester Young,
whose dry, oblique appraisal of the tune
paves the way for Billie's unhurried vocal.
The number flags after that with arather
unsuccessful solo from Wilson, but it had
shown the shape of things to come. The
Billie Holiday Story reaches anew plateau
now, ahigh which goes on through from the
intense ' I'll Never Be The Same' at the end of
Record 1, Side 2through to the sumptuous
'The Very Thought Of You' on the last of the
four sides. In the middle are the three
astounding tracks recorded by Hammond
from radio broadcasts during the eight
months that Billie toured with Basie's Band,
'Swing Brother Swing', ' They Can't Take
That Away From Me' and ' ICan't Get
Started'.
There is not much left to say about Lester
Young's work with Billie, except to add that
Young's solo on the amazing ' When You're
Smiling' is worth the price of the double
album by itself. Some material reappears,
rather thinly spread, in The Lester Young
.Story series.
All good things must come to an end and
the last three tracks in Volume Ilook forward
to the next stage of Billie's career. The
Basie-ites have gone, though on 'All IAsk Of
You' Chu Berry takes the role of Lester with a
muscular intro. By now the arrangements
are getting slicker, and the choice of songs is
more or less Billie's. Finally, there is ' Long
Gone Blues', aprototype of ' Billie's Blues' or
'Fine And Mellow'. A plaintive but sweetvoiced Billie is complemented by asoaring
Tab Smith alto solo, and abeautiful ' growl'
chorus from Hot Lips Page.
To move on from here means looking at
the Decca recordings of the 1940s, amature
and self-possessed Billie singing with either
piano trio or well- arranged horns plus
strings. These are available on MCA as 16
Classic Tracks (
MCL 1668) and Billie Holiday
Volume 11(MCL 1776). As with so many Billie
Holiday albums, there is no recording data at
alit. The tracks are programmed in the order
of recording, and to get the best numbers
you need both. Some of these tracks (' My
Man', ' Don't Explain', ' Them There Eyes',
'Lover Man') do appear on the budget threerecord set Billie Holiday: Don't Explain
(AFEB 1050), contrary to the almost totally
inaccurate track details given. This has a
low-grade cover illustration of what looks
like abrown Barbie doll, and the sound
quality is atrocious, but it does gather
together alot of later live material along with
the three Basie band airchecks, these
processed with bathroom-type echo to blend
in with the later sounds.
At least CBS present their material from
the ' 30s in less confusing ways, though The
Billie Holiday Story Volume 11(68229,
Holland) seems like the best of the rest, with
all pretence at chronological presentation
dropped. It actually includes the first Wilson
sides, ' A Sunbonnet Blue' and ' Painting The
Town Red', best described as not essential,
but also contains classics like ' The Man I
Love', ' Body and Soul', ' Georgia On My
Mind', and ' Gloomy Sunday'. Volume Ill
(68230), its cover decorated with another
crass oil painting, starts off well with the
Young- accompanied ' Mean To Me' and also
has the first versions of ' Solitude' and Billie's
own song ' God Bless The Child', though
other tracks just show that even she could
not always triumph over unsuitable material.
But if there was any meaning at all in asong,
she wove it into her own story.
tThere is auseful discography by Tony Middleton in Billie
Holiday, by Burnett James ( Spellmount Ltd)
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AZZ VOCALISTS CAN OFTEN do alot to
make apopular song less popular.
Singers who use the tune as a
springboard for vocal gymnastics tend to
stretch the lyric beyond its limits, and the
frail thread of meaning is broken. Less
'technical' singers, who rely on afew
attractive vocal mannerisms, can leave both
words and melody behind, lifeless and
forgotten, as they project only an
overwhelming personality.
Which is why Billie Holiday— in some
senses the first, or even the only jazz singer —
remains the greatest. She did not have the
range, training or technique to dazzle with
virtuosity, even if there had been aprecedent
to encourage her to try. She set out, she said,
to use her voice like ahorn, but far from
driving sense away, this seems to have
made her phrasing more natural, her
articulation of lyrics more perfect.
In later years, Billie became astar who
chose her own songs, and to alesser extent,
the way she was accompanied. But her first
ever recordings were made late in 1933,
when producer John Hammond sent her into
the studio with Benny Goodman to produce
the ' vocal refrains' on two near- novelty
numbers ' Your Mother's Son Law' and
'Riffin' the Scotch'. These clomping
performances barely hint at Goodman's
future as the King of Swing and reveal no
more than the raw ingredients of Billie's
personal singing style. But they do provide
an opener for the long series of records
Hammond produced from 1935 on, usually
with the great pianist Teddy Wilson as
musical director, and which CBS call The
Billie Holiday Story.
At various times CBS have issued this
material as single albums, treble albums and
as asix- album boxed set, as well as the
current three- volume set of double albums.
Material now on Volume Ialso appeared
earlier ( using the same artwork!) under the
less all- embracing but more appropriate title
The Golden Years.
Mainly chronological, Volume Igives you
the two Goodman band efforts followed by
30 of the very best tracks Billie recorded from
1936 to 1939. You'll find that they are the
best when you start investigating Volumes II
and III. It is an almost faultless programme,
the content almost as impressive as the
cover's artful listing of 40- odd musicians
'and the entire Count Basie Orchestra!!!'
would have you believe.
To wash away the taste of ' Riffin' the
Scotch', alumbering piece of musical
humour in which stop-time bagpipe effects
are grafted on to apretty ordinary danceband number, CBS give you ' Them There
Eyes'. Recorded in July 1939, this really
belongs at the end, but the fourth track, from
June 1936, is one of the earliest of the
miracles of collaboration which were
achieved by Wilson's pick-up groups. The
instrumental forces are ideally balanced
here. At adeliberate but relaxed tempo,
Wilson embellishes the first 16 bars of
'These Foolish Things' with crystalline
perfection, with acontrast in the bridge
provided by Harry Carney's baritone sax.
The scene is set and Billie comes in to
re- shape the tune with such intuitive
rightness that henceforth there simply was
no other way of singing it. Behind her is a
sure-footed obligato from Johnny Hodges.
Jonah Jones sustains the momentum after
her last ' remind me of you', his trumpet
leading the ensemble in an exuberant final
eight bars and tag.
After this, the Wilson sessions begin to
develop afairly comfortable sort of format,

"Best compact speaker ever made- in comparison with all its current
rivals it is clearly superior"
POPULAR HI FI JULY
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"The R352's are real winners, an excellent loudspeaker that offers very
good value for money"
WHAT HI FI MAY 84
"Thoroughly recommended"

Monit rAudio Ltd
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UN 34, CLIFTON ROAD, CAMBRIDGE CBI 4ZW
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